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PREFACE,

This volume was designed, primarily, as a workijig manual for the
tidal computers of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the aim
has been to produce a convenient work of reference on the subject

of the harmonic analysis and prediction of the tides.

It is based largely upon the works of Sir William Thomson, Prof.

George H. Darwin, and Dr. Rollin A. Harris. The tidal components
scheduled in this volume are those which have been in general use in

the harmonic prediction of the tides for many years, and they are

sometmies called the Darwinian components. It may be added that
Dr. A. T. Doodson, of the Tidal Institute, University of Liverpool, in

a recent development of the tide-producing force by a method differ-

ing somewhat from that used by Professor Darwin, has obtained a

new schedule of components which include some elements which were
not contained in the Darwinian schedule. Although the additional

components are generally of small theoretical magnitude, it is possible

that some may be found by further investigation to be of sufficient

importance to be taken into account in the analysis and prediction,

of the tides.

The volume includes a collection of tables used in the anatysis and
prediction of the tides, these tables being prepared with the aim of

facilitating the work of the computer. At the end of the volume
there is given a table of the principal tidal harmonic constants for

many stations throughout the world, thus providing the data required
for the harmonic prediction of the tides at these stations. A table

of this kind is, of course, subject to growth and revision, and it is

hoped that the present compilation may serve as a basis for future
publications in which the entire maritime world is more comprehen-
sivel}^ represented.
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HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF TIDES.

Part I.—DESCRIPTION.

INTRODUCTION.

1. HISTORICAL STATEMENT.

Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) devised the method of

reduction of tides by harmonic analysis about the year 1867. The
principle upon which the system is based—which is that any peri-

odic motion or oscillation can always be resolved into the sum of a

series of simple harmonic motions—is said to have been discovered
by Eudoxas as early as 356 B. C.,when he explained the apparently
irregular motions of the planets by combinations of uniform circu-

lar motions.^ In the early part of the nineteenth century Laplace
recognized the existence of partial tides that might be expressed by
the cosine of an angle increasing uniformly with the time, and also

applied the essential principles of the harmonic analysis to the reduc-
tion of high and low waters. Dr. Thomas Young suggested the

iniportance of observing and analyzing the entire tidal curve rather

than the high and low waters only. Sir George B. Airy also had an
important part in laying the foundation for the harmonic analysis

of the tides. To Sir William Thomson, however, we may give the

•credit for having placed the analysis on a practical basis.

In 1867 the British Association for the Advancement of Science
appointed a committee for the purpose of promoting the extension,

improvement, and harmonic analysis of tidal observations. The
report on the subject was prepared by Sir William Thomson and was
published in the Report ol the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science in 1868. Supplementary reports were made from
time to time by the tidal committee and published in subsequent
reports of the British association. A few years later a committee,
consisting of Profs. G. H. Darwin and J. C. Adams, drew up a very
iull report on the subject, which was published in the Report of the
British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1883.

Among the American mathematicians who have had an important
part in the development of this subject may be named Prof. William
JPerrel and Dr. Rollin A. Harris, both of whom were associated with
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, The Tidal Researches, by
Professor Ferrel, was published in 1874, and additional articles on
the harmonic analysis by the same author appeared from time to

time in the annual reports of the Superintendent of the Coast and
-Geodetic Survey. The best known work of Doctor Harris is his

Manual of Tides, which was published in several parts as appendices
to the annual reports of the Superintendent of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey. The subject of the harmonic analysis was treated
principally in Part II of the Manual which appeared in 1897.

1 Nautical Science, p. 279, by Charles Lane Poor.
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2. GENERAL EXPLANATION.

A simple harmonic function is a quantity that varies as the cosine
of an angle that increases uniformily with time. In the equation.

y =A cos at, y is an harmonic function of the angle at, in which a
is a constant and t represents time as measured from any initial

epoch.
Harmonic analysis as applied to the tides is a process by which

the actual observed tide at any place is separated into a number of
partial or constituent tides of which it is composed, the rise and fall

of each partial tide being a simple harmonic function of time.
Harmonic prediction of the tides consists in reuniting the partial

tides in accordance with the relations which will prevail at the time
for which the predictions are to be made.
The partial tides are called components and are usually repre-

sented by letters either with or without subscripts, as M2, Kj, Mm, and
Sa. Theoretically, the tides consist of innumerable components of
various magnitudes, but only a comparatively few are of sufficient

size to be of practical importance in the prediction of the tides. The
predicting machine used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey is de-
signed to take account of a maximum of 37 components.
Each component represents an elementary periodic cause produc-

ing or affecting the tide. The principal component, designated as
M2, represents the mean effect of the moon. Another component
S2, represents the mean effect of the sun. Other components take
account of the various inequalities in the motions of the moon and
the sun, such as changes in parallax and declination, and also inequali-
ties resulting from shallow water and seasonal meteorological changes.
The amplitude of a component, commonly designated by the

letter H, is the semirange between the maximum and minimum
heights of the tide due to that component. The amplitude of any
component varies with the locality, but for any particular place it is

practicalh^ constant for all time.

The epoch of a component, commonly designated by the Greek
letter kappa (/c), is an angle whose value depends upon the interval,

between the time of the maximum of the component as determined
theoretically from the equilibrium theory and the actual time as
determined from the analysis of the observations. The epoch of a
component varies with the locality but, like the amplitude, is con-
stant for any particular place.

The harmonic constants are the numerical values of the amplitudes
and epochs of the components for any place. The determination of

these constants from the records of tidal observations is the purpose
of the harmonic analysis.

The rise and fall of the tide may be graphically represented by a
curve, with the ordinates representing the height of the tide and the
abscissas the time. The tidal record as traced by an automatic tide

gauge is such a curve. The general equation of this curve, giving
the height of the tide as a function of time, is usually written in the
form

y = Ho +A cos {at + a)+B cos (ht + /3) + C cos (ct + 7) + etc. (1)

in which y is the height of the tide at any time t. Ho is a constant
depending upon the datum from which the heights are reckoned, and.
each cosine term represents the height of a component tide.
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A single component tide referred to its mean level as the datum is

expressed by the equation

yi=A cos (at + a) (2)

in which y^, the height of the component tide, is a function of t, the

time reckoned from some initial epoch.

The coefficient A is the amplitude or semirange of the component.
The angle at + a changes at the rate of a units of angle per unit

of time, and this rate of change is called the speed of the component.
The period of the component is the time required for the angle

360°
at-\-a to go through a cycle of 360° and is therefore equal to

when a is expressed in degrees. The phase of the component at

any time t is the value of the angle at + a, with multiples of 360°

rejected, or it may be defined as the angular change in the component
since the time of the preceding maximum or high water of the com-
ponent. The initial phase is the phase at the instant from which
the time is reckoned; that is, when ^ = 0, and is equal to a in the
above angle.

A component tide is also expressed in the following forms

:

yi = R cos {at - ^ (3)

y, = fHco^[{V-Vu)-K\ (4)

T/i = fH cos [at + ( Fo + u) - k] (5)

In an analysis theoretically perfect the coefficient A of formula (2)

must be an absolute constant; but in practice it has been found
convenient, in order to take account of the effects due to the changes
in the longitude of the moon's node, to consider this coefficient as

subject to certain variations. These variations are, however, so

slow that for a series of observations not exceeding a year in length
the coefficient may be treated as a constant, but factors are applied
for reducing the results from different years to a mean value.

The coefficient R of formula (3) represents the unmodified ampli-
tude applying to a particular series. The mean value of the ampli-
tude for all years is represented by the H of formulas (4) and (5).

The /is a factor, usually near unity, which gives the theoretical rela-

tion between the observed amplitude from any series of observations
and the mean amplitude, this relation depending upon the longitude
of the moon's node.
The angle C, of formula (3) is the equivalent of —a of formula (2).

The angle (V-\-u) of formula (4) is the theoretical phase of the com-
ponent for any time t as derived from the equilibrium theory, and
the epoch k is the difference between the theoretical and actual
phase as determined from the tidal observations. The complete
angle {V+u) — k is the equivalent of the angle at + a. in formula (2).

The angle {Vo + u) of formula (5) is the value of the angle {V+u)
when t equals zero. The change in {V+u) being the speed of the
component, its value at any time t is equal to at + {Vo + u), and
formula (5) is therefore equivalent to formula (4). The values of

the mean amplitude H and the epoch k of the above formulas are
the harmonic constants which are to be determined by the analysis.
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Figure 1 is a graphic representation of a component tide and illus-

trates certain relations oi quantities given in the above formulas.
In this figure the full horizontal line represents the mean level of the
component, and distances along this line correspond to time as meas-
ured by an angle which increases uniformly with time. The height
of the tide at any time is represented by an ordinate to the curve
perpendicular to the mean level line. The height of the maximum
or high water of the component is the coefficientfH of the formulas.

The point 31 in the figure indicates the instant of time at which
high water would occur in accordance with the uncorrected equilib-

rium theory. The epoch k is the angular expression for the interval

between the time of the theoretical high water and the actual high
water of the component as determined from observations. The in-

terval between two consecutive high waters is the period of the com-
ponent and is represented by the angular cycle of 360°. The interval

measured backward from M to the preceding high water may there-

fore be expressed by 360° — /c or — k.

Let the vertical line through the point T indicate any instant of

time t under consideration. Then the interval between M and this

instant will correspond to the angle (V+u) of formula (4). If this

instant represents the initial epoch from which the time is to be
reckoned, the (V+u) becomes (Vo + u) of formula (5), and the in-

terval from T to the time of the following high water becomes the

^ of formula (3). The interval measured backward from T to the

preceding high water is the a of formula (2)

.

The epoch k equals the sum of the {Vo + u) and C-

3. EQUILIBRIUM THEORY.

The equilibrium theory of the tides is a hypothesis under which it

is assumed that the waters covering the face of the earth instantly

respond to the tide-producing forces of the moon and the sun and
form a surface of equilibrium under the action of these forces. A
surface of equilibrium, also known as an equipotential or level sur-

face, is a surface at every point of which the potential has the same
value; that is to say, the potential energy of a particle in such a sur-
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face would be neither increased nor diminished by changing the posi-

tion of that particle to any other point in the same surface. On a

surface of equilibrium the resultant of all the forces at each point

must be in the direction of the normal to the surface at that point.

The equilibrium theory assumes that the solid part of the earth is

covered yviih. water of considerable depth; that the water has neither

inertia nor viscosity and may move without friction. These ideal

conditions, differing so greatly from the actual conditions, it is not
to be expected that the liquid surface of the earth will attain the

state^of equilibrium assumed under this theory. The presence of the

great continental barriers, together with the inertia of the water,

would make such a state of equilibrium impossible on the rotating

earth. Nevertheless, the theory is of much service in the discussion

of the harmonic analysis, because it affords a convenient and com-
plete way of specifying the forces which act upon the ocean at each
instant.

The attraction of either the moon or the sun will tend to draw the

earth out in the shape of a prolate ellipsoid of revolution with the

longest axis in the direction of the attracting body. Figures 2, 3,

4, and 5 illustrate the forms of tides which may be expected under
the equilibrium theory when either the moon or the sun is acting

alone. In these figures the oblateness of the earth due to its centrif-

ugal force is ignored. Figures 2 and 4 may represent any section

made by a plane passing through the center of the earth and the
center of the moon, but here they are supposed to represent especially

the section containing the earth's axis. In Figure 2 the moon is

assumed to be in the plane of the earth's Equator, and in Figure 4
the declination is taken at about 28.5° N., which is approximately

|
the maximum declination reacfied by tlie moon. The great circles |

show the mean undisturbed surface of the earth and the ellipses the |

surfaces as modified by the attraction of the moon. In these figures I

the ellipticity of the modified surface has been made about a million
|

times greater than the theoretical ellipticity due to the attraction of |

the moon. If drawn to true scale, the disturbance due to the moon
could not have been detected with the eye. This magnification of

the ellipticity will introduce some discrepancies in the figures when
compared with the true theoretical form but which are unimportant
at this time. In Figures 3 and 5 are shown sections of the undis-
turbed and the modified surfaces made by planes perpendicular to

the earth's axis in latitudes 0°, 30° N., and 60° N.
Let us now consider what tides may be expected under the equi-

librium theory. We will suppose that the liquid surface of the earth
retains its ellipsoidal form with the major axis always toward the
center of the moon, and that the solid portion of the earth rotates on
its axis. It is evident that every point of the solid part of the earth
will describe a circle parallel to the Equator and with its center in the
axis of the earth, and that in passing around this circle the water
surface at the point will fluctuate in height. Referring to Figure 3,

let us take a point P^ of the undisturbed surface on the Equator and
directly under the moon, the latter being in the plane of the Equator.
At Pj it will be high water. As the earth rotates the point Pj will

move to Pj, the height of the water gradually diminishing until at

Pj it is a minimum or low water. In passing on to P^ the water will

rise to a maximum and then fall to another minimum at P^ and then
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rise until the point is again directly under the moon. The time
required for the point P^ to pass completely around the circle and
back to its original position directly under the moon is approximately
one day. During this period there have been two high waters of

equal height and two low waters of equal depression. The height of

the high waters above the mean level, however, is greater than the
depression of the low waters, indicating that the average elevation of

the water at the Equator has been raised above the normal by the
presence of the moon. If we take a point P/ in latitude 30° N., we
again find two high waters of equal height and two low waters of

equal depression occurring during the day, but the height of the high
waters is more nearly equal to the depression of the low waters. In
latitude 60° we again find two equal maximum and two equal mini-
mum heights, but in this case the equilibrium surface is below the
mean undisturbed surface during the entire rotation of the earth.

From the foregoing we may conclude that under the equilibrium

theory, when the moon is on the Equator, there will usually be in all

latitudes two equal high waters and two equal low waters during
each day, and that the presence of the moon will tend to raise the

average level near the Equator and to lower it near the poles. It will

also appear evident that the amount of these variations will depend
upon the distance of the moon from the earth; the nearer the moon
is to the earth the greater will be its effects.

Let us now examine Figure 5, which illustrates the tidal condition

when the moon is near its greatest north declination. If we take a
point Pi in the Equator, as before, we find that in this case also we
have two equal high waters and two equal low waters during the day,

but the increase in the average height of water on the Equator is not
as great as that shown in Figure 3. If we take the point P/ and
follow it around the small circle in latitude 30° N., we pass through
a low water at Pj', a high water at Pg', a low water at P/, and return

to the high water at P/. We still have two high waters and two low
waters during the day, but it will be noted that one high water is

somewhat higher than the other, while the two low waters are of

equal height. In latitude 60° N. we have during a single day only
one high water, which is at P/', and a low water at Pa". In this

case the tide is said to be diurnal, while in the usual case of two high
waters and two low waters each day the tide is called semidiurnal.

If we were to take sections in the Southern Hemisphere corresponding
to those for the Northern Hemisphere, with the moon still in its north
declination, we would obtain ellipses similar to those in Figure 5,

except that the centers of the ellipses instead of being on the side of

the earth's axis nearest the moon would be displaced by an equal
amount on the opposite side. From these figures we may conclude
that, according to the equilibrium theory, there will be a semidiurnal
tide with equal high and equal low water heights at all places on the
Equator for any declination of the moon. If the moon is in north
declination, and we travel from the Equator northward, we should
expect to find the semidiurnal tides continuing with equal low waters,

but with an increasing difference between the heights of the two high
waters, the higher high being on the side of the earth toward the
moon and the lower high on the opposite side. After reaching a

certain latitude the lower high and the two low waters should,

according to this theory, blend into a single low water on the side of
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the earth opposite the moon, the tide then becoming diurnal and
remaining such for all latitudes north of this. If we were to proceed
southward from the Equator while the moon is still in north declina-

tion, we should find similar conditions prevailing, except that the

unequal high waters of the semidiurnal tide and the single high and
single low waters of the diurnal tide would have their positions

reversed; that is, the higher high water of the semidiurnal and the
single high water of the diurnal tide would occur on the side of the earth
farthest from the moon instead of on the side nearest to that body.
If the moon is. in south declination, the conditions in respect to the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres will, of course, be exactly re-

versed.

In this discussion only the moon has been considered. The sun
alone should have an exactly similar effect, except that, on account
of the greater distance, the magnitude of the tide would be only
about one-half as great as that due to the moon. Theoretically, the
height of the tide at any place due to each body can be computed
separately and the sum taken to represent the height due to the com-
bined effect.

As already stated, the actual conditions that exist on the earth
differ so greatly from the ideal conditions assumed for the equilibrium
theory that tHe tides as derived from that theory are expected to

differ greatl}^ from tides as actually observed. It will be interesting

to note here some of the agreements and differences.

1. Generally two high waters and two low waters occur during each
day, but the high waters do not necessarily occur when the moon
and sun are on the meridian. The interval between a transit of the
moon and the occurrence of a high water varies in different parts of

the earth without any apparent regard for the equilibrium theory,
and high water may occur at any hour between successive transits

of the moon; but for any particular place the interval between the
time of transit and the time of high water remains approximately
constant.

2. Usually the alternate high waters or the alternate low waters
are nearly equal in height when the moon is near the Equator and
have an increasing diurnal inequality as the moon's declination
increases north or south of the Equator. According to the equilibrium
theory there should be a diurnal inequality in the high waters only,

and with any given declination this inequality should depend upon
the latitude. As an actual fact we find that at many places there is

a much larger inecj[uality in the low water heights than in the high
water heights, and that the magnitude of the inequality apparently
has no direct relation to the latitude of the place.

3. By the equilibrium theory the diurnal tides would be expected
only in latitudes near the poles, but observations show that stations
near the Equator as well as those near the poles have diurnal tides.

In the following chapter a formula will be obtained which will
represent the approximate height of the tide at any time and place,
based upon the equilibrimn theory. Although it is recognized that
any calculations of the tide based solely upon this theory ma}^ give
results entirely at variance with the real tide, because the actual
conditions on the earth differ so much from the assumed ideal con-
ditions, 5^et such a formula is very useful, inasmuch as v,-e may intro-
duce into it certain factors and differences determined from actual
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observations of the tide at any place and obtain a corrected formula

which will generally represent very satisfactorily the true height of

the tide at that place for any desired time.

4. ASTRONOMICAL DATA.

The reader of this volume is presumed to have a knowledge of

elementary astronomy, but it may be well to emphasize here some
of the important details which pertain especially to the tides. Be-
sides the earth the only celestial bodies with which we are directly

concerned in this discussion are the sun and the mocm. Because of

the greater distance or smaller size of all the other heavenly bodies

their direct effect upon the tides of the earth is negligible. The
principal motions to be considered are the rotation of the earth on its

axis, the revolution of the moon around the earth, and the revolution

of the earth around the sun (or the apparent revolution of the sun
around the earth)

.

The earth rotates on its axis once each day. There are however
several kinds of days—the sidereal day, the tropical day, the solar

day, the lunar day, and the component day;—depending upon the

object used as a reference for the rotation. Since the stars are the

most nearly fixed objects we have for comparison, the sidereal day,

which is the time between two successive passages of the same star

across any given meridian of the earth, is usually considered as the

true period of the earth's rotation. The tropical ^ day is the time

between two successive passages of the vernal equinox over a given

meridian, and the solar and lunar days are the time between two
successive transits of the sun and m,oon, respectively, over a given

meridian. A component day is the time between two successive

transits over a given meridian of a fictitious satellite which is assumed
to represent the cause of a component tide. Each diurnal component
will have its own component day. The solar and lunar days vary a

little in length because of the lack of uniform motion of the earth and
moon in their orbits, and for this reason the average or mean values

of each is taken as a standard unit of measure. The mean solar day
corresponds, of course, to the ordinary calendar day. Each day of

whatever kind may be divided into 24 equal parts, called hours, which
are qualified by the name of the day which was subdivided, as sidereal

hour, solar horn*, lunar hour, or component hour.

The moon revolves around the earth in an elliptical orbit. Al-

though the average eccentricity of this orbit remains approximately
constant for long periods of time, there are a number of perturbations

in the moon's motion due, primarily, to the attractive force of the sun.

Besides the revolution of the line of apsides and the regression of the

nodes which take place more or less slowly, the principal inequalities

in the moon's motion which affect the tides are the evection and
variation. The evection depends upon the alternate increase and
decrease of the eccentricity of the moon's orbit, which is always a

maximum when the sun is passing the moon's line of apsides, and a

minimum when the sun is at right angles to it. The variation ine-

quality is due mainly to the tangential component of the disturbing

force. The period of the revolution of the moon around the earth

2 Thetropical day is also generally called a sidereal day, since its length differs from the true sidereal

day witliin a hundredth part of a second.
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is called a month. The month is designated as sidereal, tropical,

anomalistic, nodical, or synodical, according to whether the revolution

is relative to a fixed star, the vernal equinox, the perigee, the ascend-

ing node, or the sun. The calendar month is a rough approximation
to the synodical month.

It is customary to refer to the revolution of the earth around the

sun, although it may be more accurately stated that they both
revolve around their center of gravity; but if we imagine the earth as

fixed, the sun will describe an apparent path around the earth which
is exactly the same in size and form as the orbit of the earth around
the sun, and the effect upon the tides would be just the same. This

orbit is an ellipse with an eccentricity that changes so slowly that it

may be regarded as practically constant. The period of the revolution

of the earth around the sun is one year, and, as with the day, we have
several kinds of years—the sidereal year, the tropical year, and the

anomalistic year, and also the calendar and the Julian years. The
sidereal year is the time required for the earth to complete one revo-

lution, so that the sun will have returned to its same position

among the stars. The tropical year is the time included between two
successive passages of the vernal equinox by the sun. As the declina-

tion of the sun, and consequently the changes in seasons, depend upon
its relation to the equinox, this is the year with which we try to make
our calendar approximately agree. The anomalistic year is the time

between two successive passages of the perihelion by the sun. The
calendar year is one consisting of an integral number of mean solar

days, either 365 or 366 days, the average length of which is made to

agree as nearly as practicable with the length of the tropical year.

The two principal kinds of calendars in use by most of the civilized

world since the beginning of the Christian era are the Julian and the

Gregorian calendars, the latter being the modern calendar, in which
the dates are sometimes referred to as "new style" to distinguish

them from the dates of the older calendars.' Prior to the year 45 B. C.

there was more or less confusion in the calendars, intercalations of

months and days being arbitrarily made by the priesthood and mag-
istrates to bring the calendar into accord with the seasons and for other

purposes.
The Julian calendar received its name from Julius Csesar, who in-

troduced it in the year 45 B. C. By this calendar the true year is

assumed to be exactly 365.25 days, and it was provided that the com-
mon year should consist of 365 days and every fourth year of 366

days, each year to begin on January 1 . As proposed by Julius Csesar,

the 12 months beginning with January were to be alternately 31 days
and 30 days in length, with the exception that February should have
only 29 days in the common years. When Augustus succeeded
Julius Csesar a few years later, he slightly modified this arrangement
by transferring one day from February to the month of Sextilis, or

August, as it was then renamed, and also transferred the 31st day of

September and November to October and December to avoid having

three 31-day months in succession.

The Gregorian calendar received its name from Pope Gregory, who
mtroduced it in the year 1582. It was immediately adopted by the

Catholic countries, but was not accepted by England until 1752. Its

use is becoming more and more general, but it is not as yet univer-

72934—24t 2
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sally accepted. By this calendar the true year is assumed to be
365.2425 days in length. It differs from the Julian calendar in having
the century years, which are not exactly divisible by 400, to consist
of only 365 days, while in the Julian calendar every centurj- year as
well as every other 3^ear divisible by 4 is taken as a leap year with 366
days. For dates before Christ the year number must be diminished
by 1 before testing its divisibility by 4 or 400, since the year 1 B. C.

corresponds to the year A. D. The Gregorian calendar will gain,

on the Julian calendar three days in each 400 years. When originally

adopted, in order to adjust the Gregorian calendar so that the vernal
equinox should fall upon March 21, as it had at the time of the Council
of Nice in 325 A. D., 10 days were dropped, and it was ordered that
the day following October 4, 1582, of the Julian calendar, should be
designated as October 15, 1582, of the Gregorian calendar. This
difference of 10 days between the dates of the two calendars continued
until 1700, which was a leap year, according to the Julian calendar,
and a common year by the Gregorian calendar. The difference be-
tween the two then became 11 days and in 1800 was increased to 12
days. Since 1900 the dift'erence has been 13 days, which will remain,
the same until the year 2100.
Dates of the Christian era prior to October 4, 1582, will, in general,

conform to the Julian calendar. Since that time both calendars have
been used. The Gregorian calendar was adopted in England by an,

act of Parlia,ment passed in 1751, which provided that the day fol-

lowing September 2, 1752, should be called September 14, 1752, and.

also that the year 1752 and subsequent years should commence on the
1st day of January. Previous to this the legal year in England com-
menced on March 25. Except for this arbitrary beginning of the year,
the old English calendar was the same as the Julian calendar. In^

Russia the Julian calendar has continued in general use up to the
present time, but for scientific and commercial purposes the dates-

from both calendars are frequently written together. When
Alaska was purchased from Russia by the United States, its calendar
was altered by 11 days, one of these days being necessary because of

the difference betv/een the Asiatic and American dates when com-
pared across the one hundred and eightieth meridian. Dates in the
tables at the back of this volume refer to the Gregorian calendar.
There are three celestial planes to be considered—one containing

the earth's equator, another the earth's orbit, and a third the moon's
orbit. The intersection of these planes with the celestial sphere gives
three great circles—the celestial equator, the ecliptic, and the inter-

section of the plane of the moon's orbit (see fig. 6). These three cir-

cles intersect in six points—the celestial equator and the ecliptic at the
equinoxes, T and Ti; the ecliptic and the plane of the moon's orbit at
the moon's nodes Q, and Q,^ and the celestial equator and the plane of

the moon's orbit at the intersections A and A^. In the following dis-

cussions references will usually be made to only three of these inter-

sections, namely, the vernal equinox T, the moon's ascending node Q,,

and the ascending intersection of the plane of the moon's orbit with
the celestial equator. For brevity these intersections may be re-

spectively referred to as "the equinox," "the node," and "the in-

tersection."

The three angles made by the intersections of these great circles,

representing the angles between the corresponding planes, should
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be noted. The angle between the ecHptic and the celestial equator
CO is known as the obliquit}" of the ecliptic. Its value is about 23^°

at the present time, but it is subject to a very slow secular change
(see Tables 1 and 2). The angle i, measuring the inclination of the

moon's orbit to the ecliptic, has a consta,nt value of a little more
than 5°. The angle /, measuring the inclination of the moon's
orbit to the plane of the earth's equator, varies in value from oo — i

to aj + -i; that is, from about 18| to 28^°. The complete cycle of

this variation is approximately 19 years, so that if the angle is 18^°

in any year it will gradually increase for about 9-| years until it

reaches its maximum value and then diminish for about 9^ years
until it returns to its minimum value.

The vernal equinox T although subject to a very slow westward
motion, known as the procession of the equinoxes, which amounts
to only about 50 inches per year, is frequently taken as a fixed point

Fig. 6.

of reference for the motion of the other parts of the solar system.
The moon's node Q, has a vs^estward motion of about 19° a year,

which is sufficient to carry it entirely around a great circle in approxi-
mately 19 j'^ears. It is upon this motion that the variations in the

value of the angle / depend, and it is of considerable importance in

its effects upon the tides.

In the celestial sphere the terms "'latitude" and ''longitude"

apply especially to measurements referred to the ecliptic and vernal

equinox, but the terms may with propriety also be applied to meas-
urements referred to other great circles and origins, provided they
are sufficiently well defined to prevent any ambiguity. For example,
we ma}'' say "longitude in the moon's orbit measured from the

moon's node. " Celestial longitude is always understood to be
measured toward the east entirely around the circle. Longitude in

the celestial equator reckoned from the vernal equinox is called

right ascension, and the angular distance north or south of the

celestial equator is called declination. The true longitude of any
point referred to any great circle in the celestial sphere may be
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defined as the arc of that circle intercepted between the accepted
origin and the projection of the point on the circle, the measurement
being always eastward from the origin to the projection of the
point. The true longitude of any point will generally be different

when referred to different circles, although reckoned from a common
origin ; and the longitude of a body moving at a uniform rate of speed
in one great circle will not have a uniform rate of change when
referred to another great circle. The mean longitude of a body moving
in an inclosed orbit and referred to any great circle may be defined as

the longitude that would be attained by a point moving uniformly
in the circle of reference at the same average angular velocity as

that of the body and with the initial position of the point so taken
that its mean longitude would be the same as the true longitude of

the body at a certain selected position of that body in its orbit.

With a common initial point, the mean longitude of a moving body
will be the same in whatever circle it may be reckoned. Longitude
in the ecliptic and in the celestial equator are usually reckoned from
the vernal equinox T , which is common to both circles. In order
to have an equivalent origin in the moon's orbit, we may lay off

an arc ^ t' (see fig. 6) in the moon's orbit equal to ,0, T in the
ecliptic and for convenience call the point T ' the referred equinox.
The mean longitude of any body, if reckoned from either the equinox
or the referred equinox, will be the same in any of the three orbits

represented. This will, of course, not be the case for the true longi-

tude.

Let us now examine more closely the spherical triangle ^ T ^
in Figure 6. The angles co and i are very nearly constant for long
periods of time and have already been explained. The side Si '¥',

usually designated by N, is the longitude of the moon's node and is

undergoing a constant and practically uniform change due to the
regression of the moon's nodes. This westward movement of the
node, by which it is carried completely around the ecliptic in a
period of approximately 19 je&rs, causes a constant change in the

form of the triangle, the elements of which are of considerable im-
portance in the present discussion. The value of the angle /, the
supplement of the angle Q, A T , has an important effect upon
both the range and time of the tide, which will be noted later. The
side A T, designated by v, is the right ascensicn cr longitude in

the celestial equator of the intersection A. The arc designated by
^ is equal to the side ^ T — side Q, A and is the longitude in the
moon's orbit of the intersection A. Since the angles i and oo are

assumed to be ccnstant, the values of I, v, and ^ vdll depend directly

upcn iV, the longitude of the moon's ncde, and may be readily

obtained b}'' the ordinary solution of the spherical triangle ^ T ^.
Table 6 gives the values of /, v, and ^ for each degree of N. In the
computation of this table the value of co for the beginning of the

twentieth century was used. However, the secular change in the

obliquity of the ecliptic is so slow that a difference of a century in

the epoch taken as the basis of the computation would have resulted

in differences of less than 0.02 of a degree in the tabular values.

The table may therefore be used without material error for reductions
pertaining to any modern time.
Looking again at Figure 6, it will be noted that when the longitude

of the moon's node is zero the value of the inclination / will equal the
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sum of CO and i and will be at its maximum. In this position the
northern portion of the moon's orbit will be north of the ecliptic.

When the longitude of the moon's node is 180°, the moon's orbit

will be between the Equator and ecliptic, and the angle / will be
equal to angle w — angle i. The angle / will be always positive and
will vary from co — i to co+i. When the longitude of the moon's node
equals zero or 180°, the values of v and ^ will each be zero. For all

positions of the moon's node north of the Equator as its longitude
changes from 180 to 0°, v and ^ will have positive values, as indi-

cated in the figure, these arcs being considered as positive when
reckoned eastward from T and T', respectively. For all positions of

the node south of the Equator, as the longitude changes from 360
to 180°, V and ^ will each be negative, since the intersection A will

then lay to the westward of T and t'.
Tables 1 and 2 contain a collection of astronomical constants and

formulas to which reference will frequently be made in this work.

5. DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION.

The problem of finding an expression for the equilibrium height
of the tide in terms of time and place does not admit of a strict so-
lution, but an approximate expression may be obtained which may
be carried to as high an order of precision as may be desired. In or-
dinary numerical computations exact results are seldom obtained,
the degree of precision depending upon the number of decimal places
used in the computations, which, in turn, will be determined largely
by the magnitude of the quantity sought. In general, the degree of
approximation to the value of any quantity expressed numerically
will be determined by the number of significant figures used. With
a quantity represented by a single significant figure, the error may
be as great as 33 1 per cent of the quantity itself, while the use of
two significant figures will reduce the maximum error to less than
5 per cent of the true value of the quantity. The large possible error
in the first case renders it of little value, but in the latter case the
approximation is sufficiently close to be useful when only rough
results are necessary. The distance of the sun from the earth is

popularly expressed by two significant figures as 93,000,000 miles.
With three or four significant figures fairly satisfactory approxi-

mations may be represented, and with a greater number very precise
results may be expressed. For theoretical purposes the highest at-
tainable precision is desirable, but for practical purposes, because
^f the increase in the labor without a corresponding increase in util-

ity, it will be usually found advantageous to limit the degree of pre-
cision in accordance with the prevailing conditions.

Frequently a quantity that is to be used as a factor in an expres-
sion may be expanded into a series of terms. If the approximate
value of such a series is near unity, terms which would affect the
third decimal place, if expressed numerically, should usually be re-
tained. The retention of the smaller terms will depend to some ex-
tent upon the labor involved, since their rejection would not seri-

ously affect the final results.

The formulas for the moon's true longitude and distance in Table
1 are said to be given to the second order of approximation, a frac-
tion of the first order being considered as one having an approximate
value of 1/20 or 0.05, a fraction of the second order having an ap-
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proximate value of (0.05)^ or 0.0025, and a fraction of the third

order having an approximate value of (0.05)^ or 0.000125, etc. These
formulas of the second order should, therefore, give the results cor-

rect to the third decimal place.

In Table 2 are given the numerical values of a number of astro-

nomical relations which will appear in the following development of

the subject. A knowledge of these values will enable us to deter-

mine what terms may be safely neglected in the development.

TIDAL COMPONENTS.

6. TIDE-PRODUCING FORGE.

As the sun and moon are similar in their action in the production
of the tide, the force of either may be considered by itself, and the
resulting forms of expression may then be readily adapted to the

other.

The tide-producing force of the moon is that portion of its gravita-

tional force which is effective in changing the water level on the

earth's surface. This effective force is the difference between the

attraction for the earth as a whole and the attraction for the differ-

ent particles which constitute the yielding part of the earth's sur-

face; or, if the entire earth were considered to be a plastic mass, the

tide-producing force at any point within the mass would be the force

that tended to change the position of a particle at that point relative

to a particle at the center of the earth. That part of the earth's

surface which is directly under the moon is nearer to that body than
is the center of the earth and is therefore more strongly attracted

since the force of gravity varies inversely as the square of the dis-

tance. For the same reason the center of the earth is more strongly

attracted by the moon than is that part of the earth's surface which
is turned away from the moon.
The tide-producing force, being the difference between the attrac-

tion for particles situated relatively near together, is small compared
with the attraction itself. It may be interesting to note that, al-

though the sun's attraction on the earth is nearly 200 times as great

as that of the moon, its tide-producing force is less than one-half

that of the moon. If the forces acting upon each particle of the

earth were equal and parallel, no matter how great those forces

might be, there would be no tendency to change the relative posi-

tions of those particles, and consequently there would be no tide-

producing force.

The tide-producing force may be graphically represented as in

Figure 7.

Let = the center of the earth,

0= the center of the moon,
P = any point within or on the surface of the earth.

Then OC will represent the direction of the attractive force of the

moon upon a particle at the center of the earth and PC will represent

the direction of the attractive force of the moon upon a particle

at P.
Let the magnitude of the moon's attraction at P be represented by

the line PC. Now, since the attraction of gravitation varies in-
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versely as the square of the distance, it is necessary, in order to rep-
resent the attraction at on the same scale, to take a line CQ of

;such a length that GQ:GF = 'CP^:C&-
The line PQ, joining P and Q, will then represent the direction

and magnitude of the resultant force that tends to disturb the posi-

tion of P relative to 0, for it represents the difference between the
force PC and a force through P equal and parallel to the force Q,C
which acts upon 0. This last statement maj^^ be a little clearer to

the reader if he will consider the force PC as being resolved into a
force FT) equal and parallel to Q,C, and the force FQ. The force

FB, acting upon the particle at P, being equal and parallel to the
force QC, acting upon a particle at 0, will have no tendency to change
the position of P relative to 0. The remaining force FQ mil tend
to alter the position of P relative to and is the tide-producing
force of the moon at P. The force FQ may be resolved into a vertical

•component PP, which tends to raise the water at P, and the hori-

_zontal component FT, which tends to move the water horizontally.

a*

Fig. 7.

If the point F' is taken so that the distance CF' is greater than
the distance CO, the tide-producing force F'Q' will be directed away
from the moon. While at first sight this may appear paradoxical,
it will be noted that the moon tends to separate from P', but as

is taken as the point of reference, this resulting force that tends to

separate the points is considered as being applied at the point P'
only.

We will now seek analytical expressions to represent the tide-pro-

ducing force of the moon at any point P within or on the surface of

the earth. Referring to Figure 7,

let r = OF = distance of P from center of earth,

h=FC = distance of P from center of moon,
d = OC = distance from center of earth to center of moon,
d== {7(9P = angle at center of earth betv/een OF and OC,

Jf=mass of moon,
n = attraction of gravitation between unit masses

at unit distance apart.

Since the force of gravitation varies directly as the mass and in-

versely as the square of the distance,

Attraction of moon for unit mass at point in direction C= —4- (6)

Attraction of moon for unit mass at point P in direction FC=-^ (7)
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Let each of these forces be resolved in directions parallel and per-

pendicular to the radius through P, and let the direction from
toward P be taken as positive and the reverse as negative, and also

the direction of the perpendicular to OP that most nearly conforms
with the direction from toward C as positive, and the reverse

direction as negative. We then have from (6) and (7).

Attraction at in direction to P = -n^ cos (8)

Attraction at perpendicular to 0P =-^ sin 6 (9)

Attraction at P in direction to P= -p- cos CPU (10)

Attraction at P perpendicular to OP = -jrr sin CPR (11)

As the tide-producing force of the moon at the point P is measured
by the difference between the attraction of the moon at P and at 0,
the following may be obtained from (8), (9), (10), and (11).

Tide-producing force at P in direction to P

= hM[^, cos CPR- J, cos d] (12)

Tide-producing force at P perpendicular to OP

= MJf fp sin CPR- J, sin ^1 (13)

By a solution of the plane triangle COP the following relations are

obtained

:

d^
h^ = r^ + d^-2rd cos ^ = (^2 h _2 ^ cos e + L^

\
(14)

• m^jy • nr^n ^ - sin
sm CPR = sm CPO = t sm

h r, ^r , , rHi (15)[l-2jcos. + j:]*

r
cos & — -J

cos CPR=^1- sin' CPR
[l-2^cos. +g* (16)

In Figure 7 it will be noted that the value of d, being reckoned
from the line OC in any plane may vary from zero to 180°, and also

that the angle CPR increases as 6 increases within the same limits.

Sin d and sin CPR will therefore always be positive. As the angle

OCP is always very small, the angle CPR will differ by only a very
small amount from the angle d and will usually be in the same quad-
rant. In obtaining the square root for the numerator of (16) it was
therefore necessary to use only that sign which would preserve this
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relationship. The denominators of (15) and (16) are to be con-

sidered as positive.

Substituting (14), (15), and (16) in (12) and (13), and designating

the forces in the direction OP and perpendicular to the same as the

vertical and horizontal components, respectively, we have
Vertical component of tide-producing force at P

cos —-J

cos 6 (17)

Horizontal component of tide-producing force at P

sin 6
,xM

T j.»2\ 3/2

2 -n COS ^ + 3^ )

— sm

d^^^'' ' d

By Maclaurin's theorem the fraction

1

(18)

l-2^cos^ + -

^V
may be developed into a series arranged according to the ascending

powers of -n, which has a value of approximately 0.017 when r is

taken as the mean radius of the earth and d as the mean distance of

the moon from the earth. When d is taken as the mean distance

of the sun from the earth, the value of -^ is considerably smaller. In

equation (19), which follows, the terms involving the higher powers of

-n are relatively unimportant and may be neglected.

1

1-2 ^cos0 + ^

^^2 = 1+3 cos ^^ + 3/2 (5 cos^ ^-1) ^

+ 1 (7 cos^ 0-3 cos e) ^ + etc. (19)

Substituting (19) in (17) and (18) and neglecting all terms contain-

ing powers of -^ above the fourth we obtain

Vertical component

IMr Mr''^ (3 cos^ 0- 1) +3/2 ^^ (5 cos^ 0-3 cos d)

Horizontal component

}xMr Mr-"
3/2^ sin 2 + 3/2 '^^ (5 cos^ 0-1) sin

(20)

(21)
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As the moon's parallax varies inversely as its distance d, the terms
containing the reciprocal of d^ are said to depend upon the cube of the

moon's parallax and those containing the reciprocal of d^ upon the

fourth power of the moon's parallax. Assuming the approximate

numerical value of -? as before, it is evident that the above terms in-

volving the fourth power of the parallax will generally be only about
2 per cent of the entire tide-producing force and are therefore of little

relative importance. They will, however, be given further attention.

For convenience, the force depending upon the fourth power of the

moon's parallax will be treated separately from the principal tide-

producing force, which depends upon the cube of the parallax. They
may be expressed separately, as follows

:

Tide-producing force depending upon the cube of moon's parallax

iJiM:r
Vertical component = ^3 (3 cos^ d—l) (22)

LiMr
Horizontal component = 3/2 —^^ sin 2 d (23)

Tide-producing force depending upon the fourth power of moon's
parallax

aMr"^
Vertical component = 3/2 ^^ (5 cos^ — 3 cos d) (24)

Horizontal component = 3/2 .4 (5 cos^0 — 1) sin0 (25)

Similar expressions for the tide-producing force of the sun may be
obtained by substituting the mass of the sun for M and the distance

of the sun for d. Because of the greater distance of the sun the terms

depending upon the fourth power of its parallax will be negligible.

The relation of the tide-producing force of the sun to that of the

moon will be approximately

Mass of sun (mean distance of moon) ^ _ ^ .

^

(c,n\

Mass of moon (mean distance of sun) ^

Examining formulas (22) and (23) for the prijicipal tide-producing

force it will be noted that the vertical component becomes zero when
cos 6= ± Vi, and the horizontal component becomes zero when 6 = Q,

90, or 180°. The vertical component has a maximum positive value
when = or 180° and a maximmn negative value when = 90°, the
latter force being only one-half as great as the maximum positive

value. The horizontal component is at a maximum in the positive

direction when = 45° and a maximum in the negative direction

when = 135°. These forces all become zero at the center of the earth
where r is zero.

To express these forces in terms of gravity,

let g =mean force of gravity on earth's surface

a =mean radius of earth
£'=mass of earth

then g = ^, and
ij.
= -=^ (27)
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The substitution of this value of n in equations (22) to (25) will give

the forces in terms of gravity. If we assume r to be equal to the mean
radius of the earth and d to be the mean distance of the moon, we may
obtain numerical values from Table 2, Vv-^hich, when substituted in (22)

and (23), will give the following expressions for the approximate tide-

producing force of the moon

:

Vertical component = 0.000,000,056 (3 cos^ 6-1) g (28)

Horizontal component = 0.000,000,084 sin 2 ^ (29)

The tide-producing force of the sun will be 0.46 times as large.

7. TIDE-PRODUCING POTENTIAL.

The potential at any point due to a force is the amount of work that

would be required to move a unit of matter from that point, against

the action of the force, to a position where the force is zero. This

amount of work will be independent of the path along which the unit

of matter is moved. If the force being considered is the gravity of

the earth, the potential at any point will be the amount of work
required to move a unit mass, against the force of gravity, from that

point to an infinite distance from the earth's center where the force

of gravity becomes zero. With the symbols as in the preceding

section, we have according to the law of attraction

Force of gravity on or above earth's surface = -^ (30)

The amount of work required to move a unit mass against this force

through an infinitesmial distance dr

= ^^dr (31)

The total amount of work necessary to move this particle from a

point r distance from the earth's center to infinity is the gravitational

potential at that point, and will be here designated by Vg. Then,

n
00

^Cj^dr^^-^ (32)JrT-r
The tide-producing potential at any point in the earth is the amount

of work required to move a unit mass, against the tide-producing
force, from that point to the center of the earth where the tide-produc-
ing force becomes zero. If we assume the particle to be moved along
the radius of the earth directly to the center, we will be concerned with
only the vertical component of the tide-producing force, since the

horizontal component would not affect the amount of work required
along this path.

Considering, first, the force dependmg upon the cube of the moon's
parallax, the amount of work necessary to move a unit mass against
the vertical component, formula (22), through an infinitesimal dis-

tance — dr toward the center of the earth equals

^ (3 cos' 6-1) rdr (33)
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Then, designating the tide-producing potential due to this force by
Vt, we have as the total amount of work necessary to move the particle

to the center of the earth

—

Ft=- f^ (3 cos 2^-1) rdr = i-^'^ (3 cos ^ 0-1) (34)

The same result will be obtained by assuming the particle to be
moved again against the horizontal component of the tide-producing

force until it reaches a position where cos 9 = o ^^'^ the vertical com-

ponent becomes zero. From this point it can be moved directly to

the center of the earth without additional work.
For that part of the tide-producing force depending upon the fourth

power of the moon's parallax let the potential be designated by
Vf. Then, assuming a unit mass to be moved against the vertical

component, formula (24) , directly to the center of the earth, we have

Vt=- 3/2^^^(ocos3 0-3cos0)(Zr = i^^~^(5cos3 0-3cos0) (35)

This potential may also be obtained by assuming that the particle

is first moved against the horizontal component, formula (25), to a
position where = 7r/2 and the vertical component becomes zero.

Similar expressions for the tide-producing potential of the sun
may be obtained by substituting in the above formulae the mass and
distance of the sun for M and d, respectively. The tide-producing

potential of the sun which involves the fourth power of its parallax

is negligible.

8. SURFACE OF EQUILIBRIUM.

A surface of equilibrium is a surface at every point of which the

sum of the potentials of all the forces is a constant. On such a

surface the resultant of all the forces at each point must be in the

direction of the normal to the surface at that point. If the earth

were a homogeneous mass with gravity as the only force acting, the

surface of equilibrium would be that of a sphere. Each additional

force will tend to disturb this spherical surface, and the total deforma-
tion will be represented by the sum of the disturbances of each of the

forces acting separately. In the following investigation we need not

be especially concerned with the more or less permanent deformation
due to the centrifugal force of the earth's rotation, since we may
assume that the disturbances of this spheroidal surface due to the

tidal forces will not differ materially from the disturbances in a true

spherical surface due to the same cause.

Let us first consider the surface of equilibrium due to gravity and
the principal tide-producing force of the moon. Designating the

potential due to these two forces by V, we have as the condition of a

surface of equilibrium,

F= Vg + Ft = a constant (36)

Substituting the values of Vg and Ft from (32) and (34),

F=^ -h i ^^^ (3 cos^ 6-1) =& constant (37)
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Equation (37) must be true for all points in the surface of equi-

librium, so if a point be taken in the surface where the tide-producing

potential is zero—that is, where cos 6= Vl/3—and let a represent the
value of r at this point we have

lEV=^ = the constant (38)
a

Substituting this in (37)

r^^--j^— (3 cos^ 6—1)= — (39)

from which, by transposing and dividing,

Ma
Ed-i^{3 cos^ e-i)=5(r-a) (40)

Let
r = a + u (41)

so that u will represent the equilibrium height of the tide due to the
principal lunar force, referred to an undisturbed spherical surface of

radius a.

Substituting (41) in (40), we obtain

i-^rr, 3 cos^ ^-1) = 7—^—r^ =— 3 -
) +6( - -etc. (42)

Ed^ [a + uy a \aj \aj

u .

The fraction - is approximately the ratio of the semirange of tide

to the mean radius of the earth, and if we assume a range of 40 feet,

the numerical value of this fraction would be about 0.000001. It is

evident, therefore, that we may neglect the powers above the first,

and write

|=i^'(3 cos^ d-1) (43)

or

u = i^{Scos' d-l)a (44)

as the equilibrium height of the tide due to the principal lunar force.

In the preceding formulas a was taken as the radius of the earth
along which the tide-producing potential of the force under con-
sideration was zero. Let us now see whether this is the mean radius
of the earth; that is to say, the radius of a perfect sphere having
the same volume as the earth. It is evident that this volume must
remain constant without regard to any deformation to which the
surface may be subjected. Referring to Figure 7, consider the
volume of the earth to be divided into infinitesimal solids by a series

of planes with their common intersection in the line OC, the angle
between two consecutive planes being designated hj d <p; a series

of right conical surfaces with their common apex at and common
axis in line OC, the angle between the generating line and the axis
being designated by 6] and a series of spherical surfaces with their
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common center at and the radius designated by r; then the vohime
of one of these infinitesimal solids will be

dr . r d 6 . r sin 6 d
(l)
= r^ sin 6 d(j) dd dr (45)

and the entire volume of the earth as included in the surface repre-
sented by equation (44) will be

Volume = i
\
r^ sin e d<f) dd dr (46)

Jo Jo Jo

la -'r v)^ sin 6 d4 dd (47)

From (44) we may obtain

r M a^ 1 ^

{a + u)' = a'\ l+i^|(3 cos^ ^-1)

=a'[l+3/2^f, (Scos^ ^-l)+etc.1
^^^^

the terms containing the powers of t above the third being neglected.

Substituting (48) in (47),

Volume = 1/3 aM 1 +3/2 -^ ^(3 cos- 6-1) sin d4> dd

= 2/3 a^ {d<t> = 4/3;r(j3 (49)

As equation (49) represents the voliune of a sphere with radius a,

it is evident that a is the mean radius of the surface represented
by (44), and that u is the amount of the disturbance in the mean
surface due to the force under consideration. In other words, u is

the equilibrium height of the tide as referred to mean sea level.

One of the conditions of an equilibrium surface is that the resultant

of all the forces at each point must be in the direction of the normal
to the surface at that point. Let us see if this condition is fulfilled

as to equation (44). In Figure 8 let P represent any point on the
surface defined by equation (44), and let i/' be the angle between
the radius vector and the normal at this point. If we imagine the
surface to be cut by a plane passing through the point P and the
centers of the earth and moon, it is evident that the trace of the sur-

face will intersect the arc of a concentric circle drawn through the
point P with radius r at an angle equal to the angle r/', and that

uTtan^=-^ (50)

From (41) and (44),

^Eda + yi^vi'^ cos-'d-Da (51)
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Then
dr

Td'

3 Ma'
2 Ed'

sill 29 (52)

Substituting (51) and (52) in (50),

, 3 Ma' sin 26
tan i/' =

2Ed' ^^, Ma'^ ,, ^.
1 + i YW^ ^^

3 Ma'
sin 20 [-*

Ma'
(3 cos= 0-1)+ etc

]
(53)

2 Ed' -"-"[_- 2 £.^3

Since jg is very small compared with unity, we may neglect the

higher powers in (53) and write

(54)
, , 3 Ma' . -_
tan \(/ = ,y T^ 73 sm 26

as the tangent of the angle between the radius vector and the normal
to the surface at the point P.

T0W/1R05 MooN'

Fig. 8.

If we let 1^1 represent the angle between the radius vector and the
resultant of the forces under consideration at the same point P, we
have from (22), (23), and (30),

3 fxMr

tan ^1
2 d'

sm 26

' ^E fiMr , .

-^ 53- (3 cos 6-1)
d'

Ma^ .=3/2^sm20
^

Mr^1-^(3 008^0-1)
(55)
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Substituting the value of r from (41),

(-IT
tan lAi = 3/2 ^^ sin 2Q

1 ^^3
—- (3 cos2 e -1)

(56)

ni (ft -f- 7/, )^

The values of - and —-^^— are each very small compared with

unity, and the value of the bracketed portion of (56) is therefore a
very close approximation to unity. We may therefore write

tan yp^ = 2^^ sm 2d (57)

as the tangent of the angle between the radius vector and the result-

ant of the forces at the point P. Comparing this with (54) , we find

it to be the same as the angle made by the normal with the radius
vector, indicating that the resultant force is normal to the surface
at any point P.

If we let d represent the mean distance of the moon and substitute

the numerical values from Table 2 for the coefficient in (54) we
obtain

tan 1^ = 0.000,000,084 sin 2 d (58)

in which i// as a maximum value of about 0.017" when = 45°. The
maximum deflection of the normal due to the tide-producing force of

the sun is about 0.46 times as great, or 0.008'', approximately.
Let us now consider the disturbance in a spherical surface due to

the potential depending upon the fourth power of the moon's parallax

(35). This potential will become zero when 0=90°, and also when
cos 0= V3/5. Letting a represent the radius vector at either of these

points, we have as the equation for the equilibrium surface due to

the potentials (32) and (35)

^ +i '^ (5 C0S3 0-3 cos B) =^ (59)
r ^ d^ ^ a

from which may be obtained

i^|^(5cos3 0-3cos0)=^^(r-a) (60)

r = a + u', (61)

Letting

we have

J -g J.
(5 COS' 9 - 3 COS « -

j;^^:^,
=- -

4J-)
+ 1 j- 1 - etc. (62)

Neglecting powers of — above the first,

— = i ^j, (5 cos^ e - 3 cos 6) (63)
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or

u' =^^^{5 cos^ 9-3 cosd)a (64)

as the equilibrium height of the tide due to that part of the lunar
force depending upon the fourth power of the moon's parallax.
In forming equation (59), a was taken at the radius vector along

which the potential due to the fourth power of the moon's parallax
was zero. To determine whether this is the mean radius, we find
the volume included in the surface represented by (64)

.

J27r
/»7r ra+n'

I 7^ sin 6 d(j> de dr
J oj

(65)
J27r

r-T

{a +uy sin dd<l>dd
o J o

From (64)

r J/a* "I
{a +uT = a^ l+3/2-^^(5cos3^-3 cos0)+etc. (66)

the terms containing- the powers of ^ above the fourth being neglected.

Substituting (66) in (65)

1+3/2 -^j, (5 cos^ d-3 cos 6) \sindd<t>dd

= 2/3^3 pV = 4/37ra3
^^^^

As (67) is the volume of a sphere with radius a, it is evident that
this is the mean radius of the volume included in the surface repre-
sented by (64), and that u' is the amount of the disturbance in the
mean surface due to the force depending upon the fourth power of
the moon's parallax.

Letting \p' equal the angle between the radius vector and normal
to any point P in this surface,

i^nr--^, (68)

and from (61) and (63)

if a*
r = a + i -gr j4 (5 cos^ ^-3 cos ^) a (69)

Then
'

J=-i^^(15cos2^-3) sine (70)

Substituting (69) and '(70) in (68) and neglecting powers of -?

above the fourth

tan yp' = 3/2 ^ j, {5 cos^ ^- 1) sin (71)

72934^24t- 3
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For the tangent of the angle between the radius vector and the
resultant of the forces under consideration we have from (24), (25),

(30), and (61)

3/2 ^,4- (5 cos=^ e-l) smd • ,

,

(.2
3/2 ^^-^ (5 cos^ ^-3 cos 6)

since — and—-n^— are each very small compared with unity.

Comparing (72) with (71), it is found that the angle made by the
resultant force with the radius vector is the same as the angle made
by the normal at the same point.

Taking d as the mean distance of the moon and substituting nu-
merical values from Table 2 for the coefficient in (71) we obtain

tan 1^' = 0.000,000,001,4 (5 cos^ d-\) sin (73)

in which ^' has a maximum value of about 0.0004'' when ^ = 31.1°.

The maximum deflection of the normal due to the fourth power of

the sun's parallax is only about 0.000,000,5".

Expressions similar to (44) and (64) may be formed for the equilib-

rium neight of the tide due to the sun, letting

8 = mass of sun,

d^ = distance from center of earth to center of sun,

6^ = angle at center of earth between line to sun and to point
of observation on earth.

Then for the height {y) of equilibrium tide due to combined action of
moon and sun we have

Ma? . . •

y = ^ -p js (3 cos^ 6—1) a (approximate lunar tide).
,

4- i -E' ;t4 (5 cos^ d — 3 cos 6) a . . (tide depending upon 4th
power of moon's paral-
lax).

S a^
+ ^ E^j^ (3cos^0i — 1) a . . . . (approximate solar tide).

S a*
"^ ^ F /T*

(^ ^^^^ ^1 — 3 cos ^i) a . (tide depending upon 4th
^ power of sun s parallax).

(74)

In (74) it will be noted that M, E, S, and a are constants. The dis-

tance d and d^ vary within certain limits because of the eccentricity of

the orbits of the moon and earth. The angles 6 and ff^, which are
practically the same as the zenith distances of the moon and sun, re-

spectively, vary with the declinations and hour angles of these bodies
and also depend upon the latitude of the place of observations.
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If we ascribe the mean values to the distance d and d^ and substi-

tute the numerical values of the constants from Table 2, we obtain
from (74) the following, the unit of height being the foot

:

y= 0.584 (3cos^5— 1) (approximate lunar tide)

.

+ 0.010 (5 cos^ 6 — 3 cos 6) . . . (depending upon 4th power
of moon's parallax)

.

+ 0.270 (3 cos^ ^1 — 1) (approximate solar tide)

.

+ 0.000,01 (5 cos^ d^ — 3 cos 6j) . (depending upon 4th power
of sun's parallax). (75)

From (75) it appears that the extreme ranges of the equilibrium
lunar and solar tides are approximately 1.75 and 0.81 feet, respec-
tively, and that the tides depending upon the fourth power of the par-
allax of the moon and of the sun are of little or no importance.

9. DEVELOPMENT OF EQUILIBRIUM TIDE.

In equation (74) an expression was obtained for the equilibrium
height of the tide in terms of the linear distances and the zenith dis-

tances of the tide-producing bodies. It is now proposed to develop
this equation in terms of variables which change uniformly with
time. Let us consider, first, the term representing the principal lunar
tide, which may be written

y = 3/2 ^ I (cos^ 0-1/3) (76)

In Figure 9 let represent the center of the earth and let projec-
tions on the celestial sphere be as follows:

Fto. 9.

lAB, the earth's equator;
IM, the moon's orbit;

CPA, the meridan of place of observation
;

CMM' , the hour circle of the moon

;

/, the intersection of moon's orbit with the Equator;
P, the place of observation

;

M, the position of the moon.
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Then the Z MOP will equal the Z0 of equation (76).

Now, let X = ylP= latitude of place of observation,

5 = J/' if= declination of moon,
C= AAOM' = arc J. Jf' =hour angle of moon,
7= Z if/J. = inclination of moon's orbit to the Equator,

Z = /if== longitude of moon in its orbit reckoned from the
intersection I,

^=.IA=- right ascension of meridian of place of observations

reckoned from the intersection 7.

In this discussion the radian is considered as the angular unit.

In the spherical triangle GMF

Cos Pi/= cos e = cos CP cos Cif+sin CP sin CM cos C
= sinX sin 5 + cos X cos 8 cos J. if' (77)

In the right spherical triangle MM' I,

sin 5 = sin 7 sin Z (78)

and in the right spherical triangle MM*A,
cos h cos AM' = cos A M. (79)

In the spherical triangle MAI

cos AM= cos I cos X + sin Z sin X cos 7 (80)

Substituting (78), (79), and (80) in (77)

cos ^ = sin X sin 7 sin Z + cos X [cos Z cos x + cos 7 sin Z sin x]

= sin X sin 7 sini Z + i cos X [cos (Z — x) + cos (Z + x)

+ cos7{cos (Z-x)-cos (Z+ x)}]
= sin X sin 7 sin Z + cos X [cos^ ^ 7 cos (Z — x)

+ sin2i7cos (Z + x)] (81)

Then
cos^ 6 = sin^ X sin^ 7 sin^ Z

+ 2 sin X cos X sin 7 sin Z [cos^ ^ 7 cos (Z — x)

+ si.n2 J :7cos (Z + x)]

+ cos^ X [cos* i 7 cos^ (Z — x)

+ 2 sin^ i 7 cos^ ^ 7 cos (Z-x) cos (Z + x)

+ sin*^ 7cosM^ + x)]
= i cos2 X cos" i 7 cos (2Z- 2x)

. + i cos2 X sin* I 7 cos (2Z + 2x) .:

+ J cos^ X sin^ 7 cos 2x
+ 1 siji 2X sin 7 cos^ | 7 sin (2Z — x) ..

'

+ 1 sin 2X sin ,7 sin^ ^ 7 sin (2Z+ x)

+ ^ sin 2X sin 7 cos 7 sin x
+ (i cos2 X sin' 7- i sin2 X sin' 7) cos 2Z

+ i (cos' X cos* i 7+ cos' X sin* ^ 7+ sin' X sin' 7) (82)

The last two lines of (82) may be written

(i- 3/2 sin' X) a sin' 7 cos 2Z)

+ (^ - 3/2 sin' X) (1/3 - i sin' 7) + 1/3 (83)
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Substituting (82) and (83) in (76) , we have

y =3/2^ j[^ cos2 X cos* ^ I cos (21 - 2x)

+ i cos2 X sin* i / cos {2l + 2x)

+ 1 cos^ X sin^ / cos 2%
+ ^ sin 2X sin / cos^ ^ / cos (2Z — %— 7r/2)

+ 1 sin 2X sin 7 sin^ ^ I cos (2Z + x — 7r/2)

+ J sin 2X sin 2 7 cos (x - 7r/2)

+ (i- 3/2 sin^ X) (i sin' 7 cos 2Z)

+ (i-3/2 sin^ X) (1/3-i sin^ 7)1 (84)

In the above formula d, the moon's actual distance from the earth

and I, the moon's true longitude in its orbit measured from the inter-

section, although functions of time, do not vary uniformly because
of certain inequalities in the motion of the moon. It is desired,

therefore, to find expressions for these quantities in terms of elements
that will vary uniformly with time.

Letting a =mean longitude of moon in radians measured from the

intersection, then I being the true longitude from the same origin, we
may obtain from Table 1

Z= (r + 2e sin (s-^) +5/46^ sin 2(s-p)

+ 15/4 me sin is-2h + p)
+ 11/8 TO2sin2(s-^) (85)

Letting c=mean distance of moon from earth we may also obtain

from Table 1

^=~ + a' e cos (s — p) + a' e^ cos 2 (s — p)

+ 15/8 a' me cos {s — 2h + p)
+ a' m^ cos 2 (s-h) (86)

in which a' =—t^ sr •

c (1 — e^)

A reference to Table 2 will show that the quantities e and m may
each be considered as fractions of the first order and the product of

the two or the square of either as fractions of the second order. In
the following development terms smaller than those of the second
order will be neglected.

Substituting the value of a' in (86) and multiplying by c, we obtain
after neglecting terms containing powers of e above the second

-T= 1 + e cos {s — p)+ e^ cos 2 (s — p)

+ 15/8 me cos (s — 2'h + p)
+ m" cos 2 (s-h) (87)

Cubing (87),

-T3 = 1 + 3 e cos (s — p) +3 e^ cos' (s — p)

+ 3 e' cos 2 (s — p) + 45/8 me cos (s — 2h^ p)
+ 3 m' cos 2 (s-h)

= 1 + 3/2 e^ + 3e cos (s-p) +9/2 e" cos 2 (s-p)
+ 45/8 me cos (s-2'h + p) +Z m" cos 2(s-ti) (88)
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In equation (84) the functions involving I and x may be expressed
in the general form cos (2l + a) or cos a, in which « = ± 2%, ( ± x — W2)

,

or zero.

In equation (85) let

lc = 2e sin {s — p)+ 5/4 e^ sin 2 (s — p)
+ 15/4 me sin (s-2h + p) + n/8 'm? sin 2 (s-7t) (89)

Then
Z = (r + fc (90)

The maximum value of li. is small. If numerical values for e and
m be substituted in (89) , it is found that the maximum value of 2k
is 0.273 of a radian, the sine of which is 0.270. It may therefore be
assumed without material error that the sine of any angle not greater
than 2k is equal to the angle itself.

Then

sin 2k = 2k = ^e sin (s — p)+5/2 e^ sin 2 (s — p)
+ 15/2 me sin {s-2h + p) + 11/4: ni" sin 2 (s-li) (91)

and
cos 2fc = l-2 sin^ k=l-2¥

= 1-8 e^ sin2 {s - p) = 1 - 4.6^ + 4:6^ cos 2 (s-p) (92)

if terms smaller than those of the second order are neglected.

From (90), (91), and (92) we may now obtain

cos (2Z + Q!) = C0S {2a + 2k + a)

= COS 2k cos (2o- + a) — sin 2k sin (2a+ a)

= [1 - 4e2 + 4e^ cos 2 (s - p)] cos {2a + a)

— [4e sin (s — p)+ 5/2 e^ sin 2 (s — p)
+ 15/2 me sin (s-2?i + p) + 11/4 m^ sin 2 (s-/i)] sin (2a + a)

= (1-4:6^) COS (2(7 + a)

+ 2e cos (2o- + a + s — 2>) — 2e cos {2a + a — s + p)
+ 13/4 g2 cos {2a + a + 2s-2p)+3/4 e^ cos (2(r + a-2s + 22>)

+ 15/4 me cos (2o- + a; + s — 2^ + 2?) — 15/4 me cos (2o- + q! — s + 2^ — 2?)

+ 11/8 m^ cos (2(7 + a + 2s-2/i) - 11/8 m^ cos {2a + a-2s + 2h) (93)

The general coefficient of (84) may be written

3/2|| = 3/2|«;(0 (94)

and the variable part of each of the terms in (84) may then be ex-

pressed by one of the following general forms

:

©^ (IJ
cos a; or ( -7 j cos {2l + a)

The value of the first is given in equation (88). For the second
we have from (88)

( -7
j cos a = (1 + 3/2 6^) cos a

+ 3/2 e cos {a + s — p) +3/2 e cos (a — s + p)
+ 9/4 e^ cos (Q; + 2s-2p)+9/4 e^ cos (a-2s + 2p)
+ 45/16 me cos {a + s — 2h + p) +45/16 me cos (a — s + 2^ — p)
+ 3/2 m= cos (a + 2s - 2h) + 3/2 m^ cos (a - 2s + 27t) (95)
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For the third form we may obtain from (88) and (93) to the second
order of approximation the following

:

'

cos (2Z + q;) = (1-5/2 ^2) cos (2(T + a)
(IJ

+ 7/2 e cos (2(7 + a + s - p) - 1/2 e cos (2a + oc-s + p)
+ 17/2 e^ cos {2<T + a + 2s-2p)
+ 105/16 me cos {2a + a + s -2h + p) - 15/lQ me cos {2(r + a-s + 2Ji~p)
+ 23/8 m^ cos (2o- + a + 2s

-

2h) + 1/8 m^ cos {2(T + a-2s + 2h) (96)

Substituting (88) , (95) , and (96) in (84) , and letting a equal ± 2x,

(±X— 7r/2), or 0, as the case may be, we may obtain the following

equation for the equilibrium height of the lunar tide. For conven-
ience in reference each term is designated by the letter A with a

subscript. Following each term is a numeral giving its maximum
value in feet when / has its mean value. These numerical values
include the general coefficient and are calculated from the constants
in Table 2. They serve to indicate the relative importance of each
term.

.-3/2 fix
(J.)i [1/2 cos^ X cos* I /((I -5/2 e^) cos(2(r-2x) (0.7869)

iA)2 +7/2 e cos (2(r-2x+s-p) (0.1524)

(^)3 -1/2 e cos (2cr-2x-s+p) -. (0.0218)

(^)4 +17/2 e2cos (2(r-2x+2s-2p) (0.0203)

<A)5 +105/16 me cos (2cr-2x+s-2/i+p) (0.0214)

(A)t -15/16 me cos (2(r-2x-s+2/i-p) (0.0031)

U)7 +23/8 m2 cos (2(r-2x+2s -2/1) (0.0128)

{A)s +1/8 m2 cos (2,T-2x-2s+2/i)} (0.0006)

{A)g +1/2 cos2 X sin* | I {(1-5/2 e^) cos (2o-+2x) (0.0015)

{A)io +7/2 e cos (2<r+2x+s-p) (0.0003)

iA)n -1/2 ecos (2cr+2x-s+p) (0.00004)

(A)i2 +17/2 e2 cos (2<r+2x+2s-2p) (0.00004)

{A)u +105/16 me cos {2cr+2x+s-2h+p) (0.00004)

(A)i4 -15/16 me cos i2<r+2x-s+2h-p) (0.00001)

<^)is +23/8 m2 cos {2cT+2x+2s-2h) (0.00002)

(A)i6 +1/8 m2 cos (2(r+2x-2s+2/i)} (0.000001)

iA)n +1/4 cos2 Xsin2 /{ (1+3/2 e2) cos 2x - (0.0686)

<A)i8 +3/2 e cos (2x+s-p) — (0.0056)

(A)i9 +3/2 e cos (2x^s+p) . (0.0056)

(.4)20 +9/4 e2 cos (2x+2s-2p) (0.0005)

(^)2i +9/4 e2 cos (2x-2s+2p)_ (0.0005)
(A)22 +45/16 me cos (2x+s-2/i+p).__..___.i_ (0.0008)

iA)23 +45/16 me cos {2x-s+2h-p) (0.0008)

{A)2i +3/2 m2 cos (2x+2s-2/i)„l (0.0006)
{A)25 +3/2 m2 cos (2x-2s+2/i)}_ (0.0006)

(^)26 +1/2 sin 2X sin 7 cos^ f /{(1-5/2 e^) cos (2(r - x - 7r/2)

-

(0.3266)

iA)27 +7/2 e cos (2<r-x+s-p-7r/2 , (0.0632)

iA)28 -1/2 e cos (2(7-x-s+ p-7r/2) (0.0090)

(^)2s +17/2 e^ cos (2<7-x+2s-2p-7r/2) .._ (0.0084)

(A)3o +105/16 me cos (2<r-x+s-2/i+2J-.x/2)__.:. (0.0089)
(A)3i -15/16 me cos (2(r-x-s+2/i-p-ir/2) (0.0013)

(^)32 +23/8 m2 cos (2<7-x+2s-2/i-7r/2) (0.0053)
{A)s3 +1/8 m^ cos (2<r-x-2s+2/i-7r/2)} (0.0002)

(.4)34 +1/2 sin 2 X sin / sin^ ^ I {(1-5/2 e^) cos (2(r+x -W2) - (0.0141)
(A)35 +7/2e cos (20-+X+S-P-W2) (0.0027)

• (41)36 -1/2 e cos (2<7+x-s+p-W2) (0.0004)

(.4)37 +17/2e2 cos (2a+x+2s-2p-7r/2)__ (0.0004)
(A) 38 +105/16 me cos (2cr+x+s -2/i+p-7r/2) (0.0004)

(^)39 -15/16 me cos (2(r+x-s+2;i-p -7r/2) (0.0001)

(^)4o +23/8 m^ cos (2<r+x+2s -2/1 -7r/2) (0.0002)

(A)ii +1/8 m^cos (2(r+x-2s+2/i-7r/2)} (0.00001)
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U)42
U)43
(4)44

U)45
U)46
U)47
U)48
(4)49
(A) 50

(4)5,
(4)52
(4)53
(4)54
(4)55
(4)59
(4)57
(4)58

(4)59
(4)60
(4)61
(4)62
(4)63

+ 1/4 sin 2 X sin 2 7 {(1+3/2 e^) cos (x-ir/2)-
+3/2 ecos (x+s-p-7r/2)
+3/2 e cos (x-s+p-7r/2)
+9/4 e^ cos (x+2s-2p-7r/2)
+9/4 e^ cos (x-2s+2p-7r/2)
+45/16 me cos (x+s -2;i+p-7r/2)
+45/16 me cos (x-s+2;i-p-x/2)
+3/2 7?i2 cos (x+2s-2/i-7r/2)
+3/2 m^ cos (x-2s+2/i-7r/2)}

+ 1/2 (1/2-3/2 sin2 X) sin^ I {(1-5/2 e^) cos 2.

+7/2 e cos (2o-+s-p)
— 1/2 e cos (2(r—s+p)
+ 17/2 e2 cos (2o-+2s-2p)
+ 105/16 vie cos (2o-+s -2/i+p)
— 15/16 me cos (2o-— s+2/i — p)
+23/8 TO^ cos (2(7+2s-2/i)
+ 1/8 m^ cos {2a-2s+2h))

+ (1/2-3/2 sin^ X) (1/3-1/2 sin^ 7) {(1+3/2 e^).

+3 e cos (s— p)
+9/2 e^ cos (2s-2p)
+45/8 me cos {s—lh+'p)
+3 m^ cos (2s-2/i)}]

0.3164)
0.0259)
0.0259)
0.0021)
0.0021)
0.0036)
0.0036)
0.0026)
0.0026)

0.1356) ^'\

0.0263)
0.0037)
0.0035)
0.0037)
0.0005)
0.0022)
0.0001)

0.4404)
0.0722)
0.0059)
0.0101)
0.0074) (97) y,r f

Referring to section 4 and Figure 6, it will be noted that the lon-

gitude measured in the moon's orbit from the intersection A equals
the longitude measured from the referred equinox T ' less the dis-

tance ^, and that longitude measured in the Equator from the inter-

section A equals the longitude measured from the equinox T less the
distance v.

In Figure 10, let *S" and P' be the points where the hour circles of

the mean sun and of the place of observations intersect the celestial

Fig. 10.

equator, and let T= the hour angle of the mean sun measured west-

ward from the meridian of the place of observations. It is evident
that the difference between the mean longitude of the sun and the
right ascension of the meridian of the place of observation when
reckoned from the same origin will be equal to the hour angle of the

mean sun.
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With other notations as before, we then have

<r = s-^ (98)

X=T+Ji-v (99)

Substituting (98) and (99) in (97), making all coefficients positive

by adding or substracting t from the angle, since — cos x = + cos (x ± tt) ^

and neglecting all the smaller terms whose numerical maximum val-

ues as indicated are less than 0.003, we obtain the following:

y= 3/2~('~J
acos'X X

(A), [(1/2 -5/4 e2) COS*K cos {2T+2h-2s+2^-2p) _.Ma

(A)2 +7/4:ecos* ^ I QOs(2T+2h-Ss+p+2^-2v) Nj

(^)s +1/4 e cos* ^ /cos i2T+2h-s-p+2^-2y+w).... [L2I

(A)i +17/4 e2 cos" K cos (2r+2/i-4s+2p+2|-2j') . 2N

(A)i +105/32 me cos* § / cos i2T+4:h-3s-p+2i-2p) fj

(A)i +15/32 me cos* i / cos i2T -s+p +2^ -2v+Tr) X2

(A)7 +23/16 m2 cos* ^ I cos {2T+4h-4:S+2^-2p) M2

(A)i7 +(1/4+3/8 e2) sin^Z cos i2T+2h-2i') [K2]

(A)i8 +3/8 e sin2 / cos {2T+2h+s-p-2v)

(A)io +3/8 e sin2 / cos (2T+2h-s+p-2p)] [L2P

+3/2 J (~y a sin 2X X

(A)o6 [(1/2-5/4 e2) sin I cos* § I cos (T+h-2s+2i-v+w/2) O,

{A)27 +7/4 e sin I cos* ^ / cos (T+h-3s+p+2i-v+ir/2)... Qi

(A)28 +1/4 e sin / cos* ^ / cos iT+h-s-p+2^-v-irl2) [Mi^

{A)29 +17/4 e* sin I cos* | / cos (r+/i-4s+2p+2{-y+ir/2) 2Q

(A)3o +105/32 me sin 7 cos* i I cos (r+3/i-3s-p+2|-v+ir/2)--Pi

(A)32 +23/16 m* sin /cos* i /cos (r+3;i-4s+2$-;'+W2)

iA)u +(1/2-5/4 6*) sin / sin* i I cos (!r+;i+2s-2^-i'-7r/2)—-OO
(A)42 +(1/4+3/8 e*) sin 2 / cos {T+h-v—irf2) [KJ

(A)« +3/8 e sin 2 / cos (r+/i+s-p-j'-x/2) Ji

iA)u +3/8 e sin 2 / cos {T+h-s+p-v-Tr/2) [Mi]

(A)47 +45/64 me sin 2 / cos (T -h+s+p-v-Tr/2)

{A)ts +45/64 mesin2 /cos (r+3A-s-p-«'-7r/2)]

+3/2 ^ (^)' a (1/2-3/2 sin* X) X

(A)5i [(1/2-5/4 e*) sin* / cos (2s-20 - Mf

(A) 52 + 7/4 e sin* / cos (3s - p - 2|)

(A) 53 +1/4 e sin* / cos (s+p-2^+ir)

{A)n +17/4e2sin2 / cos (4s-2p-2f)

(A)6B +105/32 me sin* / cos (3s-2;i+p -2^)

(A) 69 + (1/3 + 1/2 e*) (1 - 3/2 sin* /)

(A)to +e (1-3/2 sin* /) cos (s-p) Mm
(^)6i +3/2 e* (1 -3/2 sin3 /) cos (2s -2p)

(A) 62 +15/8 me (1-3/2 sin* /) cos (s-2/i+p)

(A)63 +w* (1-3/2 sin* /) cos (2s-2;i) [MSf] (100)
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If we disregard for the present the slow variations in the value of
I, ^, and V, which for a series of observations of a year or less may be
considered as practically constant, each term in the above formula,
excepting (J.) 59, is an harmonic function of an angle which changes
uniformly with time. Each term represents an harmonic component
of the lunar tide, and, if the ideal conditions assumed under the
equilibrium theory (section 3) actually existed, each term including
tihe general coefficient would represent the approximate true height
of that component referred to mean sea level and the sum of all the
terms the approximate height of the entire lunar tide. ,

The notation following each term in the formula is the generally
recognized symbol for the component represented. The bracketed
symbols indicate that the terms only partially represent the compo-
nents designated. These will later be given special consideration.
The terms without symbols are of little practical importance and are
generally neglected.

Terms with coefficients e and g^ represent the elliptic components,
since they depend directly upon the eccentricity of the moon's orbit.

Terms with coefficients me, and m? represent the evectional and
variational components, respectively, since they are derived from the
corresponding inequalities in the motion of the moon, (See formulas
for the true longitude and distance of the moon in Table 1.)

10. EQUILIBRIUM ARGUMENT.

Although the actual height of the tide and the time of occurrence
of the maxima and minima are greatly modified by conditions upon
the earth's surface, equation (100) fuiliishes us with important rep-

resentations of the elementary periodic forces which tend to produce
the lunar tide. These forces may be defined by their periods which
depend upon the varying angles of the several terms of the equation.
Disregarding for the time being the slow changes in the functions of

the angle /, the value of each term in general is the product of a con-
stant coefficient and the cosine of a var}dng angle. This angle is

called the equilibrium argument of the component represented. The
numerical value of the argument is constantly changing. The mean
rate of change is called the speed of the component, and the time
required for the argument to complete one cycle of 360° is the period
of the component.
Examining equation (100) it will be noted that each argument is

composed of a combination of some of the following elements:

T, hour angle of the mean sun at the place of observation;
h, longitude of the mean sun

;

s, longitude of the mean moon;
p, longitude of the moon's perigee;

Pi, longitude of sun's perigee (for solar tides only)

;

I, longitude in moon's orbit of intersection (fig. 6)

;

V, right ascension of intersection (fig. 6)

.

The hour angle T is zero at mean local noon at the place of obser-

vation and increases uniformly at the rate of 15° per solar hour. At
any given instant of time the value of T will be different for each
meridian of the earth, but will be identical for all places on the same
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meridian. Formulas for li, s, p, and p^ are given in Table 1. Although
the rates of change in these elements are not absolutely uniform, the

variations from uniformity are negligible in this work. The values

for the beginning of the present century and the hourly rates of change
will be found in Table 2. The values of ^ and v for each degree of

N are given in Table 6. They vary slowly between small positive

and negative limits, but do not affect the mean speed of an argu-

ment, since an acceleration in the speed at one time due to the posi-

tive values of these elements will be compensated for at another
time by the retardation due to corresponding negative values.

The argument of a component is divided into two parts designated

by V and u, respectively^, so that the entire argument may be ex-

pressed by (V+ii). The principal part Fis composed of a combina-
tion of the elements T, h, s, p, and p^, together with any constant,

such as a multiple of 90°. The V changes uniformly throughout the

entire cycle of 360° and determines the speed and period of the com-
ponent. The u includes the elements ^ and v, and alternately in-

creases and decreases through small limits wdth a mean value of zero.

The change in the u is very slow, and for the reduction of any series

of observations hot exceeding 369 days in length it is assumed
to be constant with its value as of the middle of the series,

but for the comparison of results from different years of observations

the change in this quantity must be taken into account. The u,

being a function of A, has a period of approximately 19 years.

Of the elements that ma}^ enter into the V it will be noted that T
has a speed of 15° per hour, giving a period of one solar day for this

element, while the speeds of the other elements (Table 2) are each less

than 1° per hour. The approximate period of the elements s, ?i, p,
and Pi are 1 month, 1 year, 9 years, and 20,000 years, respectively.

In a combination of elements of which the speeds differ so greatly it is

apparent that the approximate period of the component will be deter-

mined by the element of greatest speed and shortest period. Thus
all the components which contain the element T in their arguments
must have periods that will not greatly exceed the length of a solar

day, but if the element of greatest speed in the argument is s the

period will be approximately one month.
Tidal components are considered under two classes, short-period

components with periods of approximately one da}^ or less and long-
period components with periods extending over a longer time. The
former contain the element T in their arguments, while the latter

are independent of this element.
The short-period components may be subdivided and classed as

diurnal, semidiurnal, terdiurnal, quarter-diurnal, etc. The diurnal
components have periods approximately equal to a solar day, and
they are distinguished by the presence of a single Tin the argument.
The actual period of such a component is called a component day.
The semidiurnal components have periods approximatel)^ equal to

one-half of a solar day and are distinguished by the presence oi 2T
in the argument. For these components the component day will be
exactly twice the length of the period of the component. Terdiurnal
and quarter-diurnal components will have three and four periods
each component day and will be distinguished by the multiples 3 T
and 4 Tin their arguments. In formula (100) the only short-period

components represented are the diurnal and semidiurnal components.
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The long-period components are of much less practical importance
and only five are usually considered in the analysis. The lunar
monthly Mm, with a period of approximately one month indicated
by the single s in its argument, ana the lunar fortnightly Mf , and the
lunisolar-syncdic fortnightly MSf, with periods of approximately
one-half of a month, as indicated by the 2s in their arguments, may
be found represented in formula (100). The annual and semiannual
components will be referred to later.

In order to visualize the equilibrium arguncients of the short-period
components, the periods of which depend primarily upon the rotation
of the earth, it may be found convenient to conceive of a system of
fictitious stars, or "astres fictifs," as they are frequently called,

which move in the celestial equator. Each diurnal component may
be represented by such a star moving at a rate which will cause it to
transit the meridian of the place of observation at the instant the
argument of the component is zero, the interval between successive
transits corresponding to the period of the component. We might
conceive the motion of the star relative to the earth's meridian to
be strictly uniform corresponding to the rate of change in the V
of the argument. In this case the intervals between successive
transits will be equal and will determine the length of the mean
component day, just as successive transits of the mean sun determined
the length of the mean solar day. It may be more convenient,
however, to assume that the motion is subject to the inequalities of

the u of the argument. In this case the hour angle of the fictitious

star will at each instant of time correspond exactly with the argument
of the diurnal component that is represented.
For the semidiurnal components the conception is a little less

simple. Perhaps the best assumption is a system of two fictitious

stars at 180° apart for each component, moving so that the argument
of the component will always be equal to twice the hour angle of

either star. Similarly, for the terdiurnal and quarter-diurnal com-
ponents, systems of 3 and 4 fictitious stars moving so that the argu-
ment of the component is always three or four times, as the case

may be, the hour angle of the component star. The conception
of the astres fictifs is not adapted to the long-period tides, as these
do not depend upon the rotation of the earth for their periods.

Under the equilibrium theory the time of a component high water
will correspond to the zero value of its argument, but under actual

conditions the occurrence of a component high water will, in general,

be delayed by an amount which is constant for a given place. The
lag, expressed in angular measure, is called the epoch of the com-
ponent and is usually designated by the Greek letter k. The epochs
for any place are determined from actual observations of the tide,

and if applied to the equilibrium arguments will give corrected argu-
ments which will correspond to the true phases of the component tides

at that place. The general expression for the corrected arguments is

V+u — K, which will equal zero at the time of the high water of the

corresponding component.
If we adopt some initial instant from which to reckon time, such

as the beginning of any series of observations or predictions, and let

t = number of time units from the initial instant,

Vo = value of V when t = o,

a = rate of change in V per unit of time,
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then we may write

iV+u-K) = {at+ Vo+ u-k) (101)

In (101) u will be assigned a value corresponding to the middle
of the series under consideration and will be assumed to hold that

value as a constant for the entire series.

Table 3 contains the formulas for the arguments of the principal

components and also the hourly rates of change in the argument,

and Table 15 gives the values of Fo + w for the meridian of Greenwich
for the beginning of each year from 1850 to 2000 as computed from
the formulas.
A graphical representation of the relations between Vo + u, f, and

K is shown in Figure 11. The heavy horizontal line represents the

time argument advancing to the right, the distance being expressed

in angular measurement that increases uniformly with the advance
of time. The figure takes account of a single typical short-period

component with an hourly speed of a, the ratio of this speed to that
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of the mean sun being represented by c. In the figure the horizontal

distance that corresponds to one hour in time is equivalent to a
units of the angular measurement.
The point indicated as "0^ of time used for observations" is

assumed to represent the exact beginning of the series of observations

analyzed; that is, the time of the first hourly height of the tabulations.

The interval between the beginning of the observations and the

time of the first following component high water is indicated by f.

The interval between the next preceding transit of the astre fictif

over the local meridian and the beginning of the series is designated
as the local Vo + u. The true epoch or k is the interval between the
transit of the astre fictif over the local meridian and the time of the
following component high water, and therefore equals the sum of

i he local Vo + u and the f

.

The Greenwich Vo+ u as given in Table 15 is the interval between
the transit of the astre fictif over the meridian of Greenwich and the

hour of the following Greenwich day. The interval between the
transit over the meridian of Greenwich and the transit over any other
meridian is equal to the product of the subscript of the component
and the difference in longitude, the subscript indicating the number
of component periods in a component day. For east longitude the
transit would occur earlier and for west longitude later than the
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transit over the meridian of Greenwich. For the long-period com-
ponents an initial epoch of the Fo + w is reckoned from certain astro-

nomical relations independent of the rotation of the earth and is

consequently independent of longitude on the earth. Therefore, to

adapt Figure 11 to the long-period component, the subscript p must
be assumed to be zero.

The change in the Vo + u from the hour of a Greenwich day to the
hour of the same calendar day defined by another time meridian

equals the product of the speed ratio c and the difference in longitude
of the time meridians.
From the figure it is evident that a correction of ( — pL + cS) must

be applied to the Greenwich Vo + u to obtain the local Vo-\-u.

If the epochs or ks are referred to some standard time meridian
instead of the local meridian at the place of observations, a correction

equal to the product of the component subscript and the difference

between the longitude of the local and standard meridians must be
applied to reduce such epochs to the local meridian, the subscript

being taken as zero for all the long-period components.

11. COEFFICIENTS.

Keferring to formula (100), on page 35, it wiU be noted that
the coefficients of the terms are made up of two parts—a general
coefficient applying to all the terms within a group and an individual
coefficient applying to a single term. In this formula three groups
of components are represented—the semidiurnal, the diurnal, and the
long-period tides. The general coefficient of each group includes the

common factor 3/2 -^ ( — ) a, but differs from the others in the factor

involving the latitude (X) of the place of observation. The individual

coefficients of the components of a single group are therefore directly

comparable with each other and will give the relative theoretical

importance of the components of that group. The relative import-
ance of the components in different groups wiH depend also upon the
latitude of the place of observation. For the semidiurnal compo-
nents the general coefficient will have a maximum value for places

on the Equator; for the diurnal tides in latitude 45° north or south;
and for the long-period tides at the north and south poles. For
convenience the term coefficient is frequently applied to the indi-

vidual coefficient, exclusive of the general factor, and may be so
used in the following discussion of mean values.

A general expression for each term in equation (100) is

J cos (F-fw) (102)

in which the coefficient J is a function of /, and u is a function of p

and f. Since /, v, and 6 are all functions of the longitude of the
moon's node, which is usually represented by N, the values of /
and u will also be functions of N. If we assume a succession of a
great many short series of tidal observations to be analyzed, the mean
of the resulting amplitudes for any component might be represented
by the mean value of J in (102) ; but if a single very long continuous
series is to be analyzed the resulting amplitude will be more accurately

represented by the mean value of the product J cos u. The difference

may be explained as follows: The inequalities due to the u in the
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argument cause the intervals between successive maxima and minima
to vary slightly in length. In the analysis of a succession of short
series the amplitude obtained from each has the maximum value of
the function which occurs when (V+u) is or a multiple of 27r;.

but in the analysis of a single long series covering a great many
years the resulting amplitude represents the average of the values of

the function when V equals or a multiple of 27t. It will be readily
seen that the value of (102) is J when (V+u) =0 or a multiple of
27T, and J cos u when F=0 or a multiple of 27r.

The expression "mean value of coefficient," as applied to the terms
in the formula for the equilibrium height of the lunar tide, is usually
taken to represent the mean value of the product / cos u. With the
value of u small, cos u has a value near unity and the mean value of
J cos u differs but little from the mean value of /. In the practical

application of the equilibrium theory to the harmonic analysis and
prediction of the tides it is of no consequence whether the mean
value J alone or of the product J cos u be taken as the mean coefficient,-

but for the sake of uniformity in representing the results the practice
heretofore adopted will be followed.

With the factor cos u always near unity, the mean value of the-

product J cos u can be shown to be approximately equivalent to the
product of the mean value of each, and is so taken in the computa-
tions that follow.

Referring to (100), the mean value of the following variables will

be required:

cos* i I cos (2^ - 2u) for terms (A) ^ to (A)
^

sin^ 1 cos 2u for terms (A)^j to (^)i9
sin / cos^ i I cos (2f — v) for terms (^)26 to {A)^^

sin / sin^ ^ I cos {2$ + v) for term {A)^^

sin 2 / cos V for terms (A) ^^ to (A) ^g

sin^ I cos 2$ for terms {A)^^ to {A)^,^

(1—3/2 sin^ /) for terms (A) 59 to {A)^^

The first step will be to express the functions of /, v, and ^ in terms,
of N, the longitude of the moon's node. The latter changes uni-
formly with time, and it is in reference to time that the mean values,

are desired.

Referring to Figure 6, the following formulas may be readily
derived from the spherical triangle QtA. Noting that the side

^ T = iV, the longitude of the moon's node ; side ^A= Q,t' — ^== ^^f
— ^=N—^; and side '^A = v; and that the opposite angles are {tc — I)^

0), and i, respectively; we have

cos /= cos i cos w — sin -i sin w cos N (103)

tani[(iV-f)+.]=^5|^taniiV (104)

tanHW-f)-.]=i|{^tani;V (105)

tan. . . ^V'°^ ^ (106)
COS I sm (I) + sm i cos co cos iV

tan {N-0 =—. ^-^^ ^, (107>
cot w sm t+ cos I cos N ^ '^
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Since

tan (^^-0=i + taniVtan^ ^^^^^

we have from (107) and (108)

^ sin •^ cot CO tan JV+ (cos ^ — 1) sin iV"

~"
sin i cot w + cos i cos iV+ sin iV tan N

_ sin i cot (o sin JV— sin^ ^-i sin 2 iV

"sin i cot io cos iV— 2 sin^ ^i cos^ iV+1
(109)

tan V

For the computations of tables of the values of /, p, and $, with N
as the argument, formulas (103), (104), and (105) will be found
especially convenient. Formulas (106) and (109) provide for the

direct computations of v and ^ independent of each other. For the

computations of the mean values now sought it will be found desirable

to modify formulas (103), (106), and (109) and represent the values of

/, V, and $ in approximate forms that are more easily developed.

By Table 2 it will be noted that i is small, being equal to 5.145°, or

0.090 of a radian; therefore, using the radian as the unit angle, the

sine of i, or of any fraction thereof, may be taken as approximately
equal to the angle itself.

Then
sin i = i (110)

cosi=l-2 sinH'i = l-i? (Ill)

Substituting (110) and (111) in (103), (106), and (109), and develop-

ing to the second power of i, we may obtain the following:

Cos /=cos a>
— -isin a> cos N—^i^ cos oj (112)

i sin N
(1 — ^i^} siaco + i cos co cos N

= i cosec CO sin N—^i"^ cos w cosec^ co sin 2 N (113)

i cot 0) sin iV— j? sin 2 N
^^"^^-i cot CO cos iV-i? cos^ N-\- 1

= i^cota;siniV-i? [cot^ oj + ij sin 2iV (114)

From (112)

cos^ 7=cos^ CO — i sin 2co cos N+i^ (sin^ ca cos^ iV— cos^ co) (115)

COS^ Oi COS^ N
sin 7=(1 — cos^ 7)*= sin co + t cos oo cos N+^i"^ ^r- (116)

sin I cos I

=i sin 2co + ^ cos 2co cos N+ ^ i^ cot co [cos 2co - cos^iV (1+2 sinM] (117)

From (113)

cos J' = rrr^—rri = 1 - i^^ cosec^ co sin^ 'N (118)
(1+tan^v)''

sin i' = tan j'cosi' = icoseccosin iV— ^i^coscocosec^cosin2iV (119)

cos 2v= 2 cos^ V - 1 = 1 - 2^2 cosec^ co sin^ N (120)

sin 2^ = 2 sin v cos v = 2i cosec co sin N— i^ cos co cosec^ co sin 2N (121)
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From (114)

cos l=
(i + tan^^)

^^^~^'' ''''^' '' ^^' ^ ^^^^^

sin ^ = tan ^ cos ^ = i cot co sin iV— J-i^ [cot^ ^ + h^ sin 2A^ (123)

cos 2^ = 2 cos2 ^- 1 = 1 - 2^2 cot^ co sin^ iV (124)

sin 2^ = 2 sin | cos ^ = 2i cot co sin i\^- -i^ [cot^ w + ^] sin 2iV (125)

From (118) to (125)

cos 2^ cos 2v = \- 2^2 [cosec^ co + cot^ oj] sin^ N (126)

sin 2^ sin 21/ = 41^ cosec co cot co sin^ N (127)

cos 2^ cos v = \- ? [i cosec^ co + 2 cot^ co] sin^ N (128)

sin 2f sin v = 2i^ cosec co cot co sin^ N (129)

Since iV is an angle that changes uniformly throughout the entire

circumference, it may readily be shown that the mean value of sin N,
cos N, sin 2 N, and cos 2 iV is zero for each, since for each positive value
there will be a corresponding negative value in the same period.

Indicating the mean value of a variable by the subscript o, we may
now write

[sin iV]o = [cos iV]o = [sin 2iV]o = [cos 2N]^ = {) (130)

and
[sin^ N]o = [h-h cos 2iV]o = i (131)

since the mean value of the sum of several terms equals the sum of the
mean value of each term.

Substituting (130) and (131) in formulas (112), (115) to (118),

(120), (124), and (126) to (129), and indicating the resulting mean
values by subscript o, the following may be obtained:

'

[cos /]o=(l-ii') cos CO (132)

[cos^ /]o = cos^ CO + ?^2 (^ sin^ CO — cos^ co)

== cos^ CO + i^ (^ — f cos^ co) (133)

[sin 7]o = sin co + ^i^^^i^"^ (134)
"• -'° ^ sm CO

[sin I cos rio = sin co cos co + ^i"^ cot co [cos^ co — sin^ co — |^ — sin^ o}\

= sin CO cos CO + ^i^ cot co [^ — 3 sin^ co] (135 )

[cos v]o = 1 — i i^ cosec^ co (136)

[cos 2z/]o = l — i^ cosec^ CO (137)

[cos 2^]o= 1 -v" cot^ CO (138)

[cos2^cos2j']o=1— "i^ [cosec^ co + cot^ co] (139)

[sin 2^ sin 2j']o = 2i^ cosec co cot co (140)

[cos 2^ cos i']o = 1 — i i^ [cosec^ a.' + 4 cot^ co] (141)

[sin 2^ sin v\Q = i'^ cosec co cot co (142)

72934—24t 4
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Then, for the functions of 1 in the coefficients of (100), we may
obtain from (132) to (135) the following:

[cos* i/]o = i [1+2 cos Z+cos^* 7]o

= \ [1 + 2 cos CO + cos^ oi + ^i^ (1 — 2 cos co — 3 cos^ (>i)'\

= i [(l+cosa))2 + ^^2 (1 + cos co) (1-3 cos co)]

,
1 ••> ^1 1 — 3 cos 0)

= cosHco + i^='cosHco y^--^

(143)
cos'

1 f-i ,
1 -2 1 - 3 cos col

^ L 1 + cos CO J

[sin=^7]o = [l-cos2/]o
= sin^ CO — ^ i^ (1 — 3 cos^ co)

= sin^.[l + i.(^-^i^")] (144)

[sin 1 cos^ hl]o = h [sin /+ sin 7 cos 7]o

, r . . , ., cos^ CO — ^ + i cos CO — 3 cos CO sin^ co~|
= * sm CO + sm CO cos co + i ?'

=

'
\_

sm CO J

, r . . ., 1 + 5 cos CO — 2 cos^ 00— 6 cos^ co"!
= i sin CO + sm CO cos co — t ^ ir

^\_ sm CO J

,r. . , ., (1 +COSC0) (1 +4COSC0— 6cos^&)l
= i sm CO + sm CO cos co — t ^^ -j- —

n 1-9 1 + 4 cos CO — 6 cos^ co") (145)= sm CO cos^ i CO
1^1

- 1 ^^ ^^ J

[sin I sin^ i /]o = 2 [sin 7— sin 7 cos 7]o

,r. . , ., cos^w — i — ^coscti + Scosctisin^oj"]
= ^ smce> — smct»cosw + ^^^ -r-

^\_ sm CO J

,r. . , ., 1 — 5cosw — 2cos^co4-6cos^col
= -i sm CO — sin CO cos co — t t^ 1-

*
|_

-
sin CO J

,r, . , .„ (1 — cosco) (1 — 4cosco — 6 cos^co)"!= i sm CO — sm CO cos co — i ^'' ^

''L
sin CO J

. , , r, 1 .,1—4 cos 00-6 cos^ col (146)= smcosm='ico^l-i ^^ -^r^
J

[sin 2 7]o = 2 [sin 7 cos 7]o =
= 2 sin CO cos CO + i^ cot co[^ — 3 sin^ co]

= sm2cori + i ? ^-^f "
1 (147)

|_ * sin^ CO J
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[1-3/2 sin=^ 7]o= 1-3/2 (144)
= 1-3/2 sin^ oj - 3/4 ? (2 - 3 sin^ w)

= (1 - 3/2 sin^ co) (1 - 3/2 i')
'

(148)

From (136) to (142) we may obtain the follovang:

[cos(2^ — 2j^)]o = [cos 2^ cos 2j' + sin 2^ sin 2v]o

= 1—1^ [cosec^ CO + cot^ CO — 2 cosec co cot ca]

cosec CO — cot co]^= l-^2

[cos 2v]o =\—i^ cosec^ oj = l—i

-1-cosjoT ^ ^ _ ., rijZ^^^'l (149)
sm CO J [_1 + cos coj

(150)

sm^ CO

[cos (2^ — i')]o = [cos 2^ cos v + sin 2^ sin v]o

= l — \i'^ [cosec^ CO + 4 cot^ co — 4 cosec co cot uj]

= 1 — i i^ [cosec CO — 2 cot cop (151)

1
1
•f
l-2coscoT

*
|_ sin CO J

[cos (2|+ j')]o = [cos 2^ cos J/- sin 2^ sin i^jo

= l — \ i^ [cosec^ CO + 4 cot^ co + 4 cosec co cot]

* |_ Sin CO J

(152)

[cos i/Jo = 1 — i i^ cosec CO = 1 — i t^ rj-2~ (153)

[cos 2^ = 1 -i^ cot^ co = 1 -^2~^ (154)

By taking the products indicated on page 41 the mean values for

the variable factors of the coefficients of (100) may be obtained as

indicated below. Byj substituting cos* ^ -i as the equivalent of

1 — i i^, and 1 — 3/2 sin^ i as the equivalent of 1—3/2 i^, the results

are obtained in the forms adopted by Professor Darwin. The
numerical equivalents of the formulas are obtained by substituting
the values of co and i from Table 2.

For terms {A) ^ to {A)
^

[cos* i /]o [cos (2^-2 v)]o = (143) X (149) = cos* i co [1 - ^ i^] ., „s
= cos" i CO cos* i i = 0.9154

^^^^^

For terms {A)^. to {A)^^

[sin^ /]o [cos 2 j']o= (144) X (150) =sin2 co [1-3/2 i^]

= svo? CO [1-3/2 sin^ ^] = 0.1565
(156)

For terms (-4)26 to {A)^^

[sin /cos^ i /]o [cos (2 ^-i')]o= (145) X (151) .. „x
= sin oi cos2 i CO [1 - 1 %"] = sin co cos^ ^ co cos* i i = 0.3800

^^^

For terms {A)^^

[sin / sin2 ^ /j^ j-^qs (2 ^ + »')]o
= (146) X (152) .. ^^.

= sin CO sin^ i co [1 - ^ ^2] = sin co sin^ | co cos* i i = 0.0164
^^^^^
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For terms (A)^, to {A),^^

[sin 2 7]o [cos v]o= (147) X (153) =sm 2 co [1-3/2 i^]

= sin 2 oj [1-3/2 sin^ i] = 0.7214

For terms (A)^^ to (J.) 35

[sin2 /j^ fcos 2 ^]o= (144) X (154) =sin2 co [1 - J ^2]

= sin2cocos*i^ = 0.1578

For terms (A) 59 to (A) gg

[1-3/2 sin^' 7]o= (148) = (1-3/2 sin^ w) (1-3/2 i^)

= (1 - 3/2 sin^ co) (1 - 3/2 sin^ i) = 0.7532

(159)

(160)

(161)

The mean value of the coefficient of each term of (100) may now
be readily obtained by substituting for the variable factor the corre-

sponding mean value from formulas (155) to (161). Table 3 contains

a compilation of such mean values.

12. FACTORS OF REDUCTION.

For the analysis of a series of observations not exceeding 369
days, the coefficient may be considered as practically constant, with
/ having a value corresponding to the middle of the series, but
in order that the results from several years of observations may be
comparable it is necessary to take account of the changes in / and
apply a factor of reduction to the amplitude' as obtained from any
particular series of observations. For these factors it is assumed that

the variations in the actual tidal components due to the changes in

the longitude of the moon's node will be proportional to the corre-

sponding variations in the coeificients of the terms of (100).

Representing the mean value of any component amplitude by H
and the amplitude for any particular time by R let

F^^, or H=FR (1C2)

and

f=^,oTR=fH (163)

Then 7^ will be the factor for reducing an amplitude for a particular

series to its mean value and/ the , reciprocal of F, the factor for

adapting a mean amplitude to a particular time.

Using the notation of the preceding section, this factor may be
expressed

^^ Jo [cos u]o
^^g^^

u

The constant factors of the coefficients of (100) being common to

both the numerator and denominator of (164) need not here be
considered. Making the substitutions of the mean values represented
by Jo [cos u]o from formulas (155) to (161) the following factors of

reduction for the components represented by the terms of (100)

may be readily obtained.
Ffor terms (^) ito (J.) 7, including components M2,N2, 2N, U2, ^2y andjU2j

_ cos^ ^co cos^ ^ i _ 0.9154 , .

~ cos^iZ ~cos^iI
^^^^^
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F for terms {A)^^ to {A)^^, including component lunar (Kg),

sin^ (o [1-3/2 sin2 i] 0.1565 ,,^^,
^mTT ==^mrr (1^^)

F for terms (^)26 to (-4)33, including components O^, Qj, 2Q, and p^,

_ sin (jd cos^ I CD cos* ^ i _ 0.3800
nfi?^

sin / cos^ ^ I sin / cos^ ^ I

F for term (^) 34 for component 00

_ sin (o sill' ^ CD cos* i '^ _ 0-0164 nR8^
sin / sin^ 1 / sin / sin^ 1 /

^^^^''

Ffor terms {A)^2 to (^)48, including components lunar (KJ and J^,

sm 2 CD [1 - 3/2 sin2
-^J

0.7214 „^^,=
imTT =Sr27 (1^^)

Ffor terms (^)5i to (-4)55, including component Mf,

_ sin^ CO cos* i ^ _ 0.1578

sin^ / ~ sin^ /
^^^^^

FioT terms (^)5o to (A)^^, including component Mm,

^ (1 - 3/2 sin^ oj) (1 - 3/2 sin^ i) ^ 0.7532

1-3/2 sin^/ 1-3/2 sin^/
^^'^^

The last is also the factor of reduction for the equilibrium com-
ponent MSf; but as there is also a compound component having the
same argument and generally a greater amplitude, which unites with
the equilibrium component, the factor of reduction is usually deter-
mined from the compound part, which will be discussed in a later

section. The factor of reduction for a number of other special cases
will be treated separately in the text.

The factor / may, of course, be readily obtained by taking the
reciprocals of the above expressions for the factor F.

Table 12 gives the logarithm of the factor F for the principal
components corresponding to every tenth of a degree of /, and Table
14 gives the natural factor / for the principal components for the
middle of each year from 1850 to 1999.

13. THE L2 TIDE.

The separation of the components from each other by the processes
of the analysis depends upon the differences in the speeds of the
components. If two components have speeds that are very nearly
equal, the analysis of a series of observations, unless of a very long
period, will not separate such components from each other but will

give a single component that is a resultant of the two. Referring to
equation (100), we note that the speeds of the terms (^)3 and (4.),

9

are very nearly equal, the difference being twice the rate of change
in p, the longitude of the .moon's perigee, and this changes only
about 41° in an entire year.
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Because of this fact it is customary to treat these two terms as a
single component known as the Lj tide and having the speed of

(J.) 3, since this has the larger theoretical amplitude.
Omitting for the present the general coefficient applying alike to

both terms, we have

term U)3 = l/4 e cos* i /cos (2r+2/i,-s-p + 26-2y + 7r) (172)

and term {A) ^g = 3/8 e sin^ /cos (2 7+ 2?^ - s + p

-

2u) (173)

Lete = 2r+2A-s-p + 2e-2j' + 7r (174)

andP==2>-<? (175)

Substituting (174) and (175) in (172) and (173) and combining the
latter we have

1/4 e cos* \ I cosd + S/S e sin^ /cos (^+ 2p-2^-7r)
= 1/4 e cos* i / [cos 6-Q tan^ ^ / cos (6 + 2P)]
= 1/4 e cos* i / [cos e-Q tan^ ^ I cos d cos 2P + 6 tan^ ^ / sin ^ sin 2P]
= 1/4 e cos* ^ / [(1 - 6 tan^ ^ / cos 2P) cos + 6 tan^ ^ I sin 2P sin 6]

= 1/4 e cos* i / [1 - 12 tan^* i / cos 2P + 36 tan* i /] i

/^ ^ _. 6 tan^ i / sin 2P \
X cosi 6 — tan ^-z

—^——, , j ^^^ )

V 1 — 6 tan^ ^ / cos 2P/

= 1/4 e^^^^cos {2T+2Ji-s-p + 7t + 2^-2u-B) (176)

n which -^ = [1 - 12 tan^ h I cos 2P + 36 tan* i /] i (177)

and

P_, \ 6tanH/sin2P _^ sin 2P , .

tc-tan i_6 tanH/cos2P~^^ 1/6 cot^ ^/-cos 2P ^^^^^

The values of log Pa and P corresponding to different values of /

and P will be found in Tables 7 and 8, respectively.

Formula (176) represents the composite Lg tide. The V of the

argument is 2 T+ 2Ji — s — p + 'jr, with a speed identical with that of

(172). The inequality u of the argument is 2^ — 2v— R.

For the mean value of the variable factors of the coefficient we have

r^^^cos(2e-2^-P)]

= [cos* 'i/j^^cos (26-2^;)+^^ sin (2^-2^)}!

(179)

From (177) and (178)

cos R
Pa

sin R

substituting (180) and (181) to (179).

= 1-6 tan2i/cos2P (180)

= 6 tan='i/sin2P (181)
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Mean value of variable factors of coefficient

= [cos* i/{(l-6 tan^ |/ cos 2P) cos {2$-2p)

+ 6 tan^ 1/ sin 2P sin (2|-2j')]o (182)

==tcos* il cos (2e-2j')-6 sin^ ^7 cos^ ^I cos (2P + 2f-2j/)]o

Substituting the equivalent of P from (175), the last term of (182)

3/2 sin^ / cos (2,p - 2v) (183)

Now p increases uniformly throughout the entire circumference,

while / and v are functions of N, the period of which is incommen-
surate with that of p. It is evident, therefore, that in a series of

infinite length, the sum of the positive values of (183) will equal the

sum of the negative values, and the mean value of the term becomes
zero. The mean value of the first term is given by formula (155).

For the mean value of the variable coefficient of the composite Lj
tide, we may now write

r^^^cos {2$-2p-R)l=[cos*iIcos (2e-2i')]o

= cos* Jco cos* ^i = 0.9154

For the factor of reduction,

(184)

^ , cos^^g; cos* ^i_ 0.9154 . .

F^^^^ =
cos* ^7 -^^^V^^" ^ ^^

A comparison of (185) with (165) shows that

7^^ of L2 = (7^ of M2) X 72a (186)

14. THE Ml TIDE.

In equation (100) we also have the terms {A)^^ and {A)^^ with a

difference in speed equal to twice the rate of change in p.

Neglecting for the present the general coefficient applying to both
terms, we have

term {A) ^g = 1/4 e sin 7 cos^ ^I cos iT+Ji-s-p + 2^-v- 7r/2) (187)

term (A) ,, = 3/8 e sin 2l cos (T+h-s +p-v- 7r/2) (188)

A reference to (99) indicates that the coefficient of the term (.4)28

is only about one-third that of term (A) 44. The latter will therefore

predominate and determine the mean period of the composite tide

formed by the combination of the two, while the former will intro-

duce certain inequalities in the resultant amplitudes and epochs.

hetd=T+'h-s + p-Trl2-v (189:

and P = 2? — 6 as in (175)
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The smii of the terms (187) and (188) may then be written

1/4 e sin / cos^ \I fcos (0-2P) +3 ^^\ ^j
cos ^l

I COS 1 I= 1/4 e sin / cos^ ^I\ cos 6 cos 2P + sin d sin 2P + 3—^-^r cos 6
L cos^ fi J

; .^1/4 . sin / cosH/[9^ +6 ^cos 2P + l]i
(190)

sin 2P
-tan-'-

X cos
I

_ cos /
, ^ „

i e sin / cos^ ^7

where

cos {T+h-s + p-7rl2-u-QJ

(191)7^ = ^[9 ^^.+ 6 ^^.cos 2P + 1>
Qa, \ cos'' ii cos' il J

= ["5/2-! tan' ^7+1 tan* ^7+3/2 (l-tan' ^7) cos 2p1*

and

/^ ^ 1
sin 2P . . sin 2P

^"
^

o COS 7 ^ :;^^ ^''' 3(l-tan'i7)+cos2P ^l^^)

3 ^^r-y + COS ii'^
cos' J 7

Formula (190) represents the composite Mj tide, the mean speed and
period of which are determined by the V of the argument, which is

T+ h — s -hp — '^U- The u, which equals — v — Qu, may be shown to

vary between the limits of approximately ±70°, and will therefore

not affect the mean period as determined by the V of the argument.
The period of this component is very nearly an exact multiple of the

period of the principal lunar component M2, and for this reason the
summations which are necessary in the analysis for the latter may be
conveniently adapted to the analysis for component Mj.

Let
e=T+h-s--l^-\-k-v (193)

and P as before.

The sum of terms (187) and (188) may then be written

1/4 e sin 7 cos' i7 fcos (0 - P) + 3 ^4/ cos (^ + P)1

= 1/4 e sin 7 cos' ^7 Ul + 3 ^rrj) ^os cos P
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= 1/4 6 sm 7 cos^ i/ [_1 + 6 ^^^^ COS 2P + 9
^^^^^J

^

1-3 "^^^
cos^ -|-/

X COS I d- tan-^ V tan P
1 +3^

cos^ ii

= l/2e?^^-^^^5^cos (T+h-s-^U + ^-v + Q) (194)

in which Qa = same as in (191)

and

o cos I

cos^ hi 2 — 3 tan^ ^7
Q = tan-^ \ tan P= tan-^ -.—m.—r-fr tan P ci qkv

jcos_/_ 4 — 3tan2^7 uyo/

COS^ t-*

The values of log Qs, and Q corresponding to different values of P
and the mean value of 7 will be found in Tables 9 and 10, respectively.

In formula (194) the Fof the argument is taken as T+Ti — s— '^j^ and
the u SiS^— v + Q. Formulas (190) and (194) both ref)resent the com-
posite Mj tide and are equal to each other, since each is the sum of the
terms (187) and (188). It may also be shown from (192) and (195)

that

Qu + Q =P =p-^ (196)

and therefore ,

p-Qn-^ + Q (197)

The complete argument of (190) is therefore equivalent to the
argument ot (194), the distinction being that the uniformly varying
element p in the V of the first argument has been transferred to the u in

the latter, where it is assumed to be constant in the analysis of any given
series of observations. The speed of the component as determined
by the remaining part of the Fis then exactly one-half the speed of the
component Mj [term (J.), of (100)]; and with this assumption the
summations for component Mj will be adapted to the analysis for the
component Mj. It will be noted, however, that the u in this case,

unlike the u's of any of the other components discussed, has a pro-
gressive forward change that takes it entirely around the circumfer-

ence (see Table 10 for values of Q). The true average speed of this

component is therefore determined by the Fof the argument of (190),.

the approximate average speed determined by the Fof formula (194)

being assumed when the summations for component Mj are to be used
for Mj.

In obtaining an expression for the mean value of the variable factors

of the coefficient of this component the u from formula (190) must be
used. For this coefficient we have

fsin 7 cos^ il / , /o \"I

r T ,,;^[C0sQu Sin^u • 11 /ino\= sm 7 cos^ i7 —^-^ cos v yy^ sinp] (198)
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From (191) and (192)

cos Ou , Tr. COS / ^^"1
, ,

sin Qu

Q.
= isin2P (200)

Substituting (199) and (200) in (198), the mean value of variable
factors of the coefl&cient is as follows

:

I
^ sin / cos^ ^I 3 —2~T7 cos v + cos 2P cos v — sin 2P sin j^

(201)
= [3/4 sin 2/ cos v + i sin / cos=^ ^I cos {2P + v)]^

For reasons similar to those given on page 49 the mean value of the
last term in the above is zero for an infinite series. The mean value
of sin 2/ cos v is given by formula (159), which when substituted
in the above gives the following

:

p°y *^os fr + Q.)]^ (202)

= 3/4 sin 2co [1 - 3/2 sin2 i] = 0.5410

For the factor of reduction we have

^ o ^jr 3/4 sin 2co[l -3/2 sin^ i] 0.5410 ^
' sin / cos^ j/ ~ sin / cos^ ^/^ ^» (203)

The factor F for reduction of Mj, originally adopted and now in
general use for analysis made in accordance with the system of Sir
George H. Darwin, is as follows

:

sin 0} cos^ i 0} cos^ j i 0.38005

sin / cos^ i I [5/2 + 3/2 cos 2P]^ ~ sin / cos^' ^ /[5/2 + 3/2 cos 2P]^ ^^^

In the above the factor rg/2_LQ/o 9PW^ ^^ *^^ approximate

equivalent of the factor Q^ in (203). The ratio of (203) to (204) is

5410
therefore approximately n Qgno'^

^-^'^^ (205)

This discrepancy appears to be due principally to the accidental

omission of the factor -yj2.5, or 1.58, from the original formula. (See
Scientific Papers by Sir George H. Darwin, vol. 1, p. 39.)

The effect of this error has been that all the mean amplitudes for
component M^ obtained by the formula of Darwin are too small and
should be increased by nearly 50 per cent in order to be theoretically
correct.

Since the primary purpose of reducing the amplitudes to their mean
values is to render the results from different series comparable with
each other, this purpose has not been frustrated by the introduction
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of a factor error which has been applied alike to all amplitudes for

this component. Neither has the use of these components in the

prediction of the tides led to any error in that work, since the error in

the factor for reduction to the mean value has been exactly compen-
sated by a corresponding error in the reciprocal factor used for reduc-
ing the mean value to the amplitude for the year of prediction.

Therefore no practical difficulties have resulted from this error. To
change now to the corrected formula, unless the change were uni-

versally adopted, would lead to considerable confusion in the com-
parison of the amplitudes as determined and published by different

authorities. It seems wisest, therefore, for the time being to adhere
to the present practice of using formula (204) or its approximate
equivalent

sin 0) COS^ 1 03 cos* ^i ^ cn^ c rw . /\ r:^c^n\

sin/cosH/ xg.-(FofO.)xa. (206)

for the reduction of the component M^.
The resulting amplitudes may at any time be readily converted into

the corrected means by the application of the factor 1.42 from (205).

15. TIDES DEPENDING UPON THE FOURTH POWER OF MOON's PARALLAX.

A reference to equations (74) and (75) ,
pages 28-29, shows that the

tide depending upon the fourth power of the moon's parallax is very
small, the maximum value being only about 2 per cent of the total

lunar tide. In developing the term representing this tide we need,

therefore, seek only a rough approximation to its true value, neglect-

ing the elements which are relatively small compared with the entire

term. As the angle / is never very large, the sine will always be
smaller than the cosine, and for our approximation the powers of sin

/ and sin \ I above the first may be neglected in this development.
Substituting the value of cos B from (81) in the second term of (74)

and neglecting powers of sin / and sin \ I above the first, we obtaiD

the following

:

3/2 ^ J,
[5/3 cos^ - cos 01

= 3/2 -p -5-4 [5/3 {3 sin X cos^ X sin / cos* ^ I sin I cos^ {l— x)

+ cos^ X cos^ ^ I cos^ (Z — x) } — sin X sin / sin I

— cos X cos^ i I cos (l — x)]

= 3/2 -w ji [5 sin X cos^ X sin I cos* ^ /{^ sin Z— 1/4 sin (Z — 2%)

+ l/4sin(3Z-2x)} + 5/3cos3XcosH^{3/4cos(Z-x)
+ 1/4 cos 3 (Z— x) } — sin X sin / sin Z

— cos X cos^ ^ I cos (Z— x)]

= 3/2 ^ ^, [5/12 cos^ X cos« ^ / cos 3 (Z-x)

+ 5/4 sin X cos^ X sin I cos* ^ I cos (3Z— 2x — tz/^)

+ 5/4 sin X cos^ X sin / cos* -J / cos (Z — 2x + tt/j)

+ {5/4 cos^ X cos^ I /—cos X cos^ ^ /} cos (Z — x)

+ {5/2 sin X cos^ X sin 7 cos* J /
-sin X sin /} cos {1-t/^)] (207)
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Neglecting the eccentricity of the moon's orbit as being unim-
portant for this tide, we may take the mean distance c of the moon as

the equivalent of the actual distance d, and the mean longitude a

measured from the intersection as the equivalent of the actual longi-

tude I from the same origin. Substituting these equivalents and (98)

and (99) in (207) we obtain:

3/2^-j5/12 cos^ X cos« i / cos (3r+3/i-3s + 3f-3j^)

M3 (0.0107)

+ 5/4 sin X cos^ X sin / cos* i / cos (2 T+ 2h - 3s + 3| - 2v + T/2)

(0.0051)

+ 5/4 sin X cos^ > sin /cos* \ /cos (2 r+ 2/i. - s + ^ - 2i^

-

tt/j)

(0.0051)

+ {5/4 cos^ X cos« i /-cos X cos^ i /} cos {T+Ti- s-V^-v)
[MJ (0.0100)

+ {5/2 sin X cos^ X sin / cos* ^ /-sin X sin /} cos (s-^-tt/j)]

(0.0116) (208)

The maximum theoretical value in feet of the amplitude of each

term, when / has its mean value, is given after the term. For the first

term the maximum amplitude will apply to the Equator, where cos

X— 1; for the second and third terms to latitude X = cos~^ V 2/3, where

sin X cos^ X will have the maximum value of 2/3Vl/3; for the fourth

2
term to latitude X = 003-^-7== rv^' '^^^ for ^^^ last term to lat-

V15 cos^ t -'

itude 90°, where sin X=l.
It will be noted that the first term containing 3 Tin its argument is a

terdiurnal component with a speed exactly three halves that of the

semidiurnal Mj term (^)i of (100). This component is usually

designated as M3. The fourth term is a diurnal component with a

speed exactly one half that of Mj. This component might be appro-

priately designated as Mj but a distinction should be made between
this and the composite Mj described in the preceding section. The

Ml depending upon the fourth power of the moon's parallax is usually

ignored in the analysis, as its eft'ects are negligible. All of the terms

of (208) are so small that they are of no practical importance in the

analysis and predictions of the tide. The component M3, however,

being obtained with very little additional labor when analyzing for

M2, is usually evaluated.

The mean value of the variable coefficient of M3 is

[cos« ^ /]o [cos (3^-3«^)]o (209)

Developing in a manner similar to that described in section 11,

we find

[cos« i /]o = cos« i CO [1 + 3/2 ^^ ^^^^J (210)

[cos (3|-3.)]o= 1-9/4 ^^
-J-^|^ (211)

[cos" i/]o [cos (3f-3v)]„ = cos« ico [1-3/4 i2] = cos» h " cos" i^
= 0.8758 (212)
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The factor F of Mg is therefore

cos^ ^ CO cos' I i^ 0.8758 . „v

cos^ i / ~ cos® \ I

Comparing (213) with (165) we find

Fof M3 = [Fof Ma?/^ (214)

16. SOLAR TIDES.

The development of the term in (74) that represents the approxi-

mate solar tide will be similar to that for the lunar tide. By making
the proper substitutions of the solar elements for the lunar elements
in (10.0) a corresponding expression for the solar tide may be obtained.

For mass of moon ( M) substitute mass of sun {S)

.

For mean distance of moon (c) substitute mean distance of sun (cj

.

For eccentricity of moon's orbit (e) substitute eccentricity of earth's

orbit (ej.

For inclination of moon's orbit to Equator (/) substitute obliquity

of ecliptic {(d) .

For mean longitude of moon (s) substitute mean longitude of sun (Ji)

.

For mean longitude of moon's perigee (p) substitute longitude of

sun's perigee (pj.
For longitude of intersection of moon's orbit with Equator, in the

Equator and in the moon's orbit, v and f , respectively, substitute zero,

the longitude of vernal equinox.
All terms in (100) representing the evection and variational ine-

qualities in the moon's motion may, of course, be omitted, and also

because of the small eccentricity of the solar orbit all elliptical terms
of the second power of e^ and elliptical terms of the first power of e^

when combined as a factor with a sine function of the angle (v are

negligible. In terms such as {A)^ and {A)^^, where the second power
of e^ is a part of a larger coefficient, the entire coefficient is retained.

With the above-named substitutions and omissions, the following
formula is obtained for the equilibrium height of the solar tide:

y = 3/2^('^y acos^XX

(5)i [(1/2-5/4 ei2) cos^ 1/2 w cos (2^) S2 (0. 3716)l
(B)2 +7/4 ei CDS'* 1/2 w cos (2r-;i+pi) T2 (0. 0218)
(B)3 +l/4e, cosM/2 CO cos (2T+/i-pi+7r) R2 (0. 0031)
(5)i7 +(1/4+3/8 6^2) sin2 « cos i2T+2h) [Kj]^ (0. 0321)

+3/2 I (^y a sin 2XX

(B)26 [(l/2-5/4ei2) sin w cos^ 1/2 w cos {T-h+ Trl2)__ Pi (0. 1542)
(B)34 +(1/2-5/4 ei2) sin w sin^ 1/2 wcos {T+3h-wl2)^ (0. 0066)
(5)42 +(1/4+3/8 ei2) sin 2 co cos {T+h-7r/2) [KiY (0. 1478)

+3/2 1 (^)' a (1/2-3/2 sin^ X) X

(215)

(B)5i [(1/2-5/4 ei2)sin2 CO cos (2/i) Ssa (0. 0640)
(5)59 +(1/3+ 1/2 ei^) (1-3/2 sin^co) (0.2057)
(5)60 +ei (1-3/2 sin2 co) cos (/i-pi)] (0.0103)

The subscript of the notation at the left of each term refers to the
corresponding term in the development of the lunar tide. The nota-
tion at the right gives the usual designation of the component repre-
sented, the brackets indicating that the term only partially represents
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that component. The numerical value at the right of each term
fives its maximum value in the foot unit. Term {B)^^, although
aving a larger theoretical value than some of the lunar terms which

were retained in (100), is usually neglected in the solar tide. Term
(B) 59 is a constant and therefore does not affect the rising and falling

of the tide but does cause a permanent deformation of the earth's

surface. Term (B) go has a period of an anomalistic year which differs

very little from a tropical year, the latter being the period of the
meteorological component Sa, to which later reference will be made.
The coefficients and arguments of the terms of (215) are free from

the quantities depending upon the longitude of the moon's node.
The k's of the arguments of the solar tides may therefore be consid-

ered as zero, and as all the coefficients are constant the factor F of

reduction will be unity for each.
It will be noted that the general coefficient of each group of terms of

(215) differs from the corresponding general coefficients of (100) by
S /c V

the factor 'jr \~) ' ^^ order that the coefficients of the individual

terms of the solar and lunar tides may be more conveniently compared
S /c V

with each other, this factor -r? ( ) is usually transferred from the

general coefficient of the solar tide to each of the individual terms, thu«
leaving the general coefficients the same for both formulas. For
brevity this factor is represented by G in Table 3.

17. LUNISOLAR K^ AND Kg TIDES.

Comparing (100) and (215), we find that the terms iA)^^ and {A)^^

have the same speeds as {B)^y and (5)^2, respectively, the small ine-

qualities represented by 2v and v not affecting the mean speeds of

the terms in which they occur. In the analysis and predictions of

the tides the components of equal speeds are combined into single

components, known as the lunisolar tides, and designated as K^
for the diurnal component and Kj for the semidiurnal component.
For brevity in the following discussion let

C=3/2^(^Ja (216)

C,= C sin 2\ (217)

C2 = Ccos='X (218)

«-^(0 ^'''^

^ = (1/4 + 3/8 e^) (220)

^i = ^sin2/ (221)

A2 =Asm'I (222)

B={l/^ + SI8e,') G (223)

5i = Bsin2co (224)

B^^Bsin'o} (225)
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The lunar K^ term {A)^^ o^ (100) i^iay then be written

C^A, cos iT+Ji-v-T/2)
. (226)

and the solar K^ term (5)42 of (215)

C,B, cos (T+h- t/2) (227)

Taking the smn of (226) and (227) we have

Lunisolar K^^ C^iA^ cos {T+h-v- 7r/2) + 5, cos {T+'h- 7r/2)]

= C^ [A^ cos V cos (r+^-7r/2) +^1 sin v sin (T +71- -Tr/2)

+ B, cos iT-\-h-T/2)]

= C^ [{A^ cos v + B,) cos {T+'h-T/2)
+ Ai sin V sin {T+h-Tl2)]

= 0^ {A^^ +B i^ + 2A,B, cos v)i cos iT+Ji-irl2-v')

= C sin 2X [A^ sin2 21+B^ sin^ 2w
+2AB sin 2/ sin 2co cos I'j^ cos iT+h-Trl2- v')

in which
, , , ^1 sin v

I' = tan-^ -i
—^^ -p-

^1 cos v + i>i

sin V= tan-^ —

(228>

2 + 3e2 6^sin2w
cos v + -

2 + Se^ sin 2/

, , sin 1/ sin 2/ /ooov= tan-i :

—

07 I n ooc-T (229;
cos V sm 2/+ 0.3357

the values for the constants in (229) being obtained from Table 2.

Similarly, for the semidurnal component from ^17 of (100) and 5„.
of (215), using the abbreviations of (216) to (225), we have

Lunisolar K. = C^ {A^^ + B.^ + 2A.B. cos 2v) i cos (2 T+ 2h- 2v' ')

in which

C cos^ X \A} sin* 7+^2 sin* co (230>
^2AB sin2 / sin^ w cos 2?/]* cos (2 7+2/^-2/0

_ „ , , J., sin 2i'
2j''' = tan-^ -i

—

^

= tan"

A^ cos 21^ + 52

sin 2 J-

^ ,

2+3e.2 6^sin2a)
cos 2i' H

2 + 3e, sin^ 7

sin 2v sin^ 7

2^^ sin2 7+0.(

Values of v' and 2v" for each degree of N are given in Table 6.

^^"^
cos 2. sin^' 7+0.0728 ^^^^^
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For the mean value of the variable part the coefficient of (228) we
have

[iA,^ + B^' + 2A,B^ cos vY^ cos v% (232)

,_ A^ cos v + B^
/'oQQ^cos V - (^^2^js,^-^2A,B, cos vY ^ ^

[(A^^ + 5^2 + 2A,B^ cos vY cos v%

= [^1 cos v + Bi]o

= [A sin 2/ cos v +B sin 2w]o (234)

Substituting (159) in (234),
mean value of variable part of coefficient of K^

=A sin 2C0 [1 - 3/2 sir^ i]-}-B sin 2co = 0.2655 (235)

Keferring to (228) and (235),

j^.r^ A sin 2co [1-3/2 sin^ i]+B sin 2a,
oi ^1 [A' sin2 27+52 gin2 3^0 + 2AB sin 2/ sin 2co cos vf

^^'^'^^

From the spherical triangle ,^T^ in Figure 6 it may be shown
that

cos -i— cos CO cos 7 /^„»\
cos v= '. -.

—
f (237)sm CO sm I

'

From which it follows that

2 (cos i— cos CO cos 7)2 — sin^ co sin^ 7 /r.oo\
cos 2v = r— ^^^^ (238)

sm^ CO sm^ /

Substituting (237) and the numerical values of the constants from
Table 2 in (236) we obtain

Fof K, = [0.1009 + 3.0073 cos 7+0.8093 cos^ 7-3.5793 cos" 7]-^ (239)

For the mean value of the variable part of the coefficient of (230)

,

referring to (231) and (156), we have

\_{Ai + Bi-\-2A^ B^ cos 2oY cos 2ij'\
= [j.2 COS^ y + ^jjo
= \A sin^ 7 COS 2o-\-B sin^ wjo
= ^ sin^ w (1 - 3/2 sin^ '^) +5 sin^ w = 0.0576 (240)

Eeferring to (230), (239), and (240), and to Table 2,

A sin^ 6j (1-3/2 sin^ i) +5 sin^ oj

Fof K, =
i'2 \A? sm* 7+52 sin'' w + 2 ^B sin2 7 sin2 oj cos2 u]i

= [51.0453 - 63.9167 cos 7- 5.8300 cos2 1 + 19.0186 cos* 7]-i (241)
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18. OVERTIDES.

In the development of the equilibrium theory the absence of

friction and sufficiency of depth were assumed. Under these condi-
tions each term of the result represented a simple harmonic Vvave.

When a wave runs into shallow water, the trough is retarded more
than its crest, so that the duration of rise of the tide becomes some-
what less than the duration of fall and the wave loses its simple
harmonic form. We may, however, represent this modified form of

the wave by the introduction of a series of components whose speeds
are simple multiples of the speed of the fundamental astronomical
tides. These are called overtides because of their analogy to over-
tones in musical sounds. The only overtides usually considered in

the analysis are those for the principal lunar and solar components
M2 and S2 [Terms (A)^ and (-B)i of formulas (100) and (215), and are
designated by M^, Mg, Mg, and S^ and Sg, the subscript indicating the
number of periods in a component day.
The arguments of the overtides are taken as exact multiples of the

argument of the fundamental tide. There is no theoretical expres-
sion for the coefficients of these tides, but it is probable that the
amplitudes as determined from observations will be subject to

variations due to changes in the longitude of the moon's node analogous
to the variations in the fundamental tide. It is assumed that the
variability of the overtides may be represented by the square, cube,
fourth power, etc., of the fundamental tides, and the factors of

reduction are taken accordingly.

Thus,
FoiM.,= {FoiM,y (242)

FoiM,= {FoiM,r (243)

FoiM,= {FoiU^y (244)

The F of S4 and F oi Sg are taken as unity.

19. COMPOUND TIDES.

Compound tides are components whose speeds are the sums or
differences of the speeds of the elementary components. They were
suggested by Helmholtz's theory of sound waves, and, like the over-
tides, are due to shallow water.
The arguments of the compound tides are taken as the sums and

differences of the elementary tides.

Thus,
Arg. (MS) 4 =Arg. Ma + Arg. S, (245)

Arg. (MN)4 =ATg. Mg+Arg. N2 (246)

Arg. (MK)3 =Arg. M^ + Arg. K, (247)

Arg. <2MK)3 = Arg. M,-Arg. Kj (248)

Arg. .(2SM)2 =Arg. S^-Arg. M2 (249)
Also,

Arg. (2MS) 2= Arg.M4 - Arg. S2 = Equilibrium Arg. fi^ + (26 -2u) (250)

Arg. MSf = Arg. S2 -Arg. M^^ Equilibrium Arg. MSf-{2$-2u) (251)

72934—24t-^—

5
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The mean period of the compound tide 2MS is identical with that
of the equilibrium tide ^tj of (100) and the mean period of the com-
pound tide MSf is the same as that of the equilibrium tide MSf of

(100). The arguments, however, differ by small quantities which are
functions of the longitude of the moon's node and do not affect the
mean periods. In the analysis the compound and equilibrium tides

of equal period can not be separated from each other, and there is no
known theoretical relation in their magnitudes. For convenience in

reduction such tides are considered as arising from a single source.

Following the past practice of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the
component n^ or 2MS will be treated as though it were entirely the
variational equilibrium tide represented by the term {A)^ of (100)

and the component MSf will be considered only as a compound tide.

According to the system of Sir George H. Darwin, both of these com-
ponents appear to be considered as compound tides. The differences

resulting from the two methods of treatment are negligible compared
with the probable errors in the final results.

For the factor F for the reduction of the compound tides the
products of the corresponding factors for the elementary tides are

taken.

Thus,
Fof(MS), =FofM2 (252)

/^of(MN), =(FofM2)x(Fof N2) = (/^of M^)^ (253)

F of (MK)3 --= (F of M^) X {F of K,) (254)

F q£ (2MK) 3 = (7^ of MJ X (F of K^) (255)

i^of (2SM)2 =Fof M2 (256)

F of MSf = F of M2 (257)

The component /Xj or 2MS being treated as an equilibrium tide, the
factor F of this component is given by formula (165).

20. METEOROLOGICAL TIDES.

Meteorological conditions have a considerable influence upon the
tides, but, in general, the effects are very irregular and do not admit
of being represented by harmonic terms. There are, however, some
conditions that occur with a rough periodicity which may be so
represented. The land and sea breezes and the daily variation in

the atmospheric pressure may give rise to a tide whose period is a
solar day and the changes in the seasons to a tide with a period of a
tropical year. The former is designated as the Sj component and
has a speed just one-half that of the principal solar components Sj

[(B)i of (215)]. The latter is the Sa component, and, although it

may be accompanied by a number of overtides, the only one generally
sought in the analysis is the semiannual component Ssa, which is

also a component of the equilibrium tide [(5)51 of (215)]. Although
the determmation of meteorological tides from long series of observa-
tions is valuable for some purposes, their recurrence is not generally
certain enough to make them of much value in the tidal predictions.
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The argument of component S^ is taken as one-half that of the
component Sj, and the argument of component Sa is one-half that
of the component Ssa. The factor F for the reduction of each of

the meteorological components is taken as unity, since the magni-
tudes of these components appear to be unaffected by changes in

the longitude of the moon's node.

ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION.

21. HARMONIC CONSTANTS.

In the preceding chapter there were found from a consideration
of the tidal forces the principal components that may be expected
to exist in the tide. Each component is represented by the product
of a coefficient, which may include a variable function of /, depending
upon the longitude of the moon's node and the cosine of an argument
which defines the component and determines its period. The period,

being independent of conditions upon the earth's surface, is the same
for every locality and gives to each component its identity.

The coefficients and phases of the components of the true tide do not,

however, agree with the corresponding coefficients and phases of the
equilibrium tide, but vary in different localities. It is therefore

necessary, in order to represent the true tide at any place, to sub-
stitute for the coefficients 6f the equilibrium tide the amplitudes of

the true components determined from actual observations, and also

to find corrections for the phases of the equilibrium components
which will make them conform to the true phases. These phase cor-

rections are called the epochs of the components and are constants
for any locality.

The amplitudes {H) and the epochs (/c) comprise the harmonic
constants which are to be determined by the harmonic analysis of

the tidal observations taken at the place for which the results are
sought. The principal use of these constants is in the prediction of

the tides.

22. OBSERVATIONS.

The most satisfactory observational data for the harmonic analy-
sis are from the record of an automatic tide gauge, which traces a
continuous curve from which the height of the tide above any
adopted datum plane may be readily obtained for any hour. This
record is usually tabulated to give the height of the tide at each
solar hour of the series, the kind of time used being that which is

customarily used at the place. Where an automatic tide gauge is

not available, hourly heights as observed directly upon a plain tide

staff may be used for the analysis. The record should be complete
with each hour of the series represented. If a part of the record has
been lost, the hiatus may be filled by interpolated values; or if the
gap is very extensive, the record may be broken up into shorter
series which do not include the defective portion.

If the hourly heights have not been observed, but a record of the
high and low waters is available, an approximate determination of

the larger components may be obtained by a special treatment. The
results, however, are not nearly as satisfactory as those obtained
from the hourly heights.
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An interval greater or less than the solar hour might be used for

the record of tabulated heights. A shorter interval would cause a
considerable increase in, the work of the reduction without materially
increasing the accuracy of the results for the components usually
sought. However, if an attempt were made to analyze the short
period seiches, a closer interval would be necessary. An interval

greater than one hour would lessen the work of the analysis but
would not be sufficient for the satisfactory development of the over-
tides. The hour interval appears to be the most convenient and
practicable for the usual analysis.

The summations are most effective in separating a disturbing
component from the component sought when the length of the series

of observations is an exact multiple of the synodic period of those
components. The synodic period of two components is the time
required for the difference in their phases to complete a cycle of 360°.

If the speeds of two components in degrees per solar hour be repre-

sentedby a and h the synodic period will be 360°/ (a ~ h) hours. If there

were only two components in the tide, the best length of series would
be easHy fixed; but in the actual tide there are many components and
a length of series most effective in the elimination of one disturbing
component may not be best adapted to the ehmination of another.

It is therefore necessary to adopt a length that is a compromise of the
synodic periods involved, weight being given according to the
theoretical relative magnitudes of the components.

Fortunately, the exact length of series to be used is not of essential

importance, and for convenience all series may be taken to include

an integral number of solar days. Theoretically, different lengths

should be used for the different components sought, but practically

it is more convenient to use the same length for aU of the components.
An exception to this is found desirable for the very short series which
is taken as 14 days for components chiefly diurnal and 15 days for

components chiefly semidiurnal. The longer the series the less

important is the exact length, and the greater the number of synodic
periods of two components included the more nearly complete will be
the separation of those two components from each other. Two
components hke Sj and K.^, which have a very small difference in

speed and a synodic period of about six months, can not be satis-

factorily separated by the summation of a series of less than six

months. On the other hand, two components with a large difference

in speeds like a diurnal and a semidiurnal component may have a
sjmodic period that wiU not greatly exceed a day, and a moderately
short series of observations ^vill include a relatively large number of

synodic periods. For this reason, in selecting the length of series,

no special consideration need be given to the effect of a diurnal and
a semidiurnal component upon each, other. The length of series

adop|ed for the harmonic analysis of the tides in the office of

the iK, S. Coast and Geodetic Survey are as foUows: 14-15, 29, 58, /*
S7,{0S;-134:, 163, 192, 221, 250, 279, 297, 326, 355, and 369 days.

ror the 14-15-day series— 14 for diurnal and 15 for semidiurnal
cyfo.ponents—the length conforms to the synodic periods of the
mncipal diurnal components Kj and O^, and the principal semidiurnal
components Mj and S2, and also to the synodic periods involving a

few of the less important components. This is the shortest series for

which the harmonic analysis is made. It can not be considered as a
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very satisfactory length but will serve for obtaining tbe approximate
constants for the principal components at a place where a longer

series of observations is not available.

The 29-day series conforms approximately in length to the multi-

?les of the synodic periods of nearly all the principal components,
'his may be considered as a standard length for short series, and

whenever it is necessary to limit the observations to a short period of

time, the minimum requirement should be 29 days.

The 369-day series may be considered as the standard long series,

and whenever there are sufficient observations available it should be
used for the analysis. This length conforms very closely with the

multiples of the synodic periods of practically all of the short-period

components. The length is also well adapted for the elimination

of the irregular meteorological effects. If tidal observations have
been continued at a place for a number of years, it is desirable to

have an independent analysis for each year in order that the results

from the different years may be compared, and thus serve as a check
on the work. Although not essential, there are certain conveniences
in having such series commence on January 1 of each year. If

observations for several successive years are analyzed, each may be
made to begin on the first day of th^ calendar year without regard to

the fact that the last few days of a 369-day series will thus extend
into the following year and become the first days of the next series.

If the observations are for a period of less than 369 days, the

standard length selected will usually be the greatest one that is

entirely covered by the observations, extra days of the observations

being rejected; but if the period of observations lacks only a few hours
of being equal to the next larger standard length, it may be advan-
tageous to extrapolate additional hourly heights in order to complete
the larger series.

23. SUMMATIONS.

The first approximate separation of the components of the ob-
served tide is accomplished by a system of sunmiations. For each
component of independent speed that is sought a separate summation
is required, but the overtides will be combined with their fundamental
components, and these will not require a separate smnmation.
A single summation mil serve for any group of components with
comhiensurate periods.

Let us assume that the entire series of observations is divided into

periods, each equal to the mean period of the component sought,
which, for convenience, may be designated as component A. Each
such division will include exactly one complete period of this com-

Eonent, but all the other components with incommensurate periods will

e represented in each division by more or less than a whole period.

Each division will include also certain irregularities due to meteoro-
logical conditions. Starting -with the same phase at the beginning
of each division, component A will be exactly reproduced in each
successive division throughout the entire series, but the other com-
ponents and the meteorological irregularities will occur differently

in each division.

Now, suppose that each of these divisions which corresponds to the
period of component A be subdivided into any number of convenient
parts, and that the initial instants of the subdivisions of each original
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division be numbered consecutively, beginning with zero at the initial

instant of each original division. Because of the exact reproduction

of the period of component A in each division, it is evident that the

instants with hke numbers in the different divisions will correspond

to the same phase of component A but to unlike phases of each of the

other components. At each such instant the height of the observed
tide will equal the height of component A for the phase corresponding

to that instant, plus the heights of all of the other components,
together with any variations due to meteorological causes.

Assuming, for convenience, mean sea level as a datum and adding
the heights of the tide corresponding to the instants of like numbers in

each division it is evident that there will be included in the sum a cer-

tain number of equal heights corresponding to a particular phase of

component A, together with the unequal heights corresponding to

various phases of the other components and also the meteorological

fluctuations. In a series of sufficient length the sum of the unequal
heights of each of the disturbing components and of the meteorological

fluctuations will become zero, since the positive heights will be offset

by the negative heights, while the equal heights corresponding to the

particular phase of component A will accumulate as the summing
proceeds. The average height of the tide obtained from such a sum
when a limited series of observations has been used will be equal to the

height of component A corresponding to a particular phase, plus a

small residual due to the imperfect elimination of the disturbing com-
ponents and meteorological effects. If the average height correspond-

ing to each subdividing instant of the division is obtained and plotted

as an ordinate with the time subdivisions as abscissae, a curve may be
drawn which will approximately represent the component A through-

out its entire period. If the heights of the original tabulation are

referred to any arbitrary datum having a definite relation to mean sea

level, the summation will be equally effective in eliminating the dis-

turbing elements, and the resulting heights for component A will be
referred to that datum.

If, instead of making each division of the series equal to a single

period of the component sought, we let it include any exact integral

number of periods, the same principles will apply for the elimination

of the other components. In this case the resulting average heights

when plotted will represent the corresponding number of periods of

the component sought. As a matter of convenience in the harmonic
analysis of the short period components it is customary to include in

each division such multiples of the component period as will most
nearly conform to the solar day. Such a division is a component day.

If the component is diurnal, its component da}" will include exactly

one period; if semidiurnal, exactly two periods; if terdiurnal, exactly

three periods, etc. Each component day is subdivided into 24 equal

parts, each part being designated as a component hour. The initial

instants of the component hours of each component day are num-
bered consecutively from to 23. For the long-period components
the original divisions are taken as the component month or the com-
ponent year, and these are subdivided into 24 equal parts. As the

long-period components require a different treatment than the short-

period components, they will be given special consideration in a later

section.
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If the summations for the short-period components were made
strictly in accord with the principles outlined above, it would be nec-
essary to have a separate tabulation for each component sought, in

which the heights would strictly apply to the beginning of each com-
ponent hour. The labor involved in such separate tabulations would
be too great to be considered. Instead of making independent tabu-
lations for each component a single tabulation with the heights of the
tide taken to correspond to each solar hour of the series is used.

These solar hourly heights are then assigned to the component hours
with which they most nearly coincide and the summations made as

though the heights applied exactly to those component hours. Cor-
rections are later applied to take account of any systematic error in

this approximation.
Two systems of distribution of the solar hourly heights differing

only slightly in detail will be considered: In the system ordinarily

adopted each solar hourly height is assigned to the nearest component
hour. In the second system there is selected for each component
hour the nearest solar hourly height. By the first system each solar

hourly height is used once, and once only, in the summation for each
component, but each component hour may not be equally represented
by the solar hourly heights. If the component day is shorter than the
solar day, some of the individual component hours will be unrepre-
sented; but if the component day is the longer, some of the individual
component hours may have two solar hourly heights assigned to them.
By the second system the component hours are equally represented,
but it will be necessary to reject some solar hourly heights or to use
some of them tmce in order to accomplish this purpose. The differ-

ence in the final results obtained by using the two systems will be
practically negligible, and as the first system affords a quicker method
of checking the summations it is the one generally adopted.
The distribution of the solar hourly heights was at first accom-

plished by making separate copies of the heights for each component,
using tables that had been prepared to show the assignment of each
hour. The making of these separate copies involves muchlabor which
has since been eliminated by various devices. The U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey has adopted a system of stencils devised by L. P.
Shidy, which will be described in the next section.

The British have been using a set of movable strips devised by Sir

George Darwin. These are made of xylonite, an artificial ivory, and
each strip is 9 inches long and one-fifth of an inch wide and is divided by
black lines into 24 equal spaces to provide for the 24 hourly heights of

the day. The set used by Darwin consists of 74 strips on which are to

be written the hourly heights for 74 consecutive days. By the aid of

printed forms these i ;trips are arranged so that the heights correspond-
ing to any particuIj r component hour which are to be summed to-

gether will be found in a vertical column. By rearranging the strips

summations can be made successively for the different components.
After the summation of the first 74 days of the series for all of the com-
ponents has been completed the strips are cleaned off with a damp
cloth and entries made for the next 74 days of the series, and these are
then summed for all the components. These operations are repeated
until the entire series has been summed. A more detailed descrip-
tion of this apparatus will be found in Scientific Papers by Sir George
Darwin, volume 1, pages 216 to 220.
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Another device to accomplish the distribution of the hourly heights
is a set of tracing-paper sheets designed by Doctor Borgen, of Ger-
many. These sheets are prepared with lines so arranged that when
the sheets are laid on the hourly heights that have been copied in a

standard form the heights which are to be grouped under any particu-

lar component hour will appear between a pair of lines. A separate
set of sheets is necessary for each component. In jjrinciple and in

use these sheets are essentially the same as the stencils of the Coast
and Geodetic Survey.

24. STENCILS.

A system of stencils was devised and prepared by L. P. Shidy, of

the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Surve^^, earl^" in the year 1885, for

the purpose of effecting the distribution of tabulated solar hourly
heights according to the component hours to be represented by the
sums.^ Since that time these stencils have resulted in a very great
saving of labor.

For the use of the stencils it is necessary that a standard form be
used for the original tabulations of the observed hourly heights (fig.

22) . The standard form adopted by the Coast and Geodetic Survey
is a sheet 8 by 10-^ inches, with spaces arranged for the tabulation of

the 24 hourly heights of each day in a vertical column, with 7 days
of record on each page. The hours of the day are numbered con-
secutively from O"" at midnight to 23^ at 11 p. m. Each day is indi-

cated by its calendar date and also by a serial number commencing
with 1 as the first day of series. The stencils (fig. 23) are prepared
from the same standard forms, with days numbered serially to cor-

respond to the serial numbers of the tabulations. They are thus
applicable to any series of observations mthout regard to the calendar
dates. A separate set of stencils is required for each component for

which sums are to be obtained. For convenience in construction

each set of stencils is prepared with two stencil sheets for each page
of tabulated heights, one sheet taking account of the odd component
hours and the other sheet of the even component hours. To provide
for the summation of series up to 369 days in length, each set con-
sists of 106 stencils for use on 53 pages of tabulations. When a

shorter series is summed, only a portion of the stencils need be used.

The openings in the stencils are numbered according to the com-
ponent hours that correspond most closely with the times of the

height values that show through the openings when the stencil is

applied to the sheet of tabulations. Openings apph'ing to the same
component hour are connected by ruled lines which clearly indicate

to the eye the heights which are to be summed together.

These stencils are adapted to tabulations made in any kind of time,

either local or standard, civil or astronomical, provided the time is

uniform throughout the series of observations. In the tidal analysis

made by the British authorities the records have generally been
referred to astronomical time vith the day beginning at noon; but
for convenience the tabulations made by the Coast and Geodetic
Survey generall}^ conform to the mean civil time ordinarily used at

the place of observations. The series to be reduced must, however,
commence with the zero hour of the day. If the actual series of

observations commences at any other time of day, the heights for

iEeport of U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1893, Vol, I, p, 108.
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that day may be rejected and the following day adopted as the first

day of series, or the heights for the earlier hours on the original first

day may be estimated. The zero solar hour of the first day of the"

series is also adopted as the zero component hour of the first com-
ponent day for each component. Successive solar hours will fall

either earlier or later than the corresponding component hours ac-

cording to whether the component day is longer or shorter than the
solar day.
For the construction of the stencils it is necessary to calculate the-

component hour that most nearly coincides with each solar hour of

the series.

Let a= speed or rate of change in argument of component sought
in degrees per solar hour.

2) = number of component periods in component day; 1 for

diurnal tides, 2 for semidiurnal tides, etc.

s^ = number of solar hour reckoned from at beginning of each
solar day.

s^s = number of solar hour reckoned from at beginning of

series.

dos = day of series counting from 1 as the first day.
c^ = number of component hour reckoned from O'at beginning

of each component day.
chs = number of component hour reckoned from at beginning

of series.

Then

1 component period = solar hours. (258)"

1 component day = solar hours. (259)

IS©
1 component hour =—- solar hours. (260)

1 solar hour =—r- component hours. (261)

Therefore,

(cJis) =^{shs) =T^[24{ (dos) - 1} + (sh)] (262)
lop lop

The above formula gives the component hour of the series (chs)

corresponding to any solar hour of the series (slis). The observed
heights of the tide being tabulated for the exact solar hours of the
day, the (sJis) with which we are concerned will represent successive
integers counting from at the beginning of the series. The (chs)

as derived from the formula will generally be a mixed number. As
it is desired to obtain the integral component hour corresponding
most nearly -with each solar hour, the (cJis) should be taken to the
nearest integer by rejecting a fraction less than 0.5, or counting as

an extra hour a fraction greater than 0.5, or adopting the usual rule
for computations if the fraction is exactly 0.5. The component
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hour of the component day {cJi) requked for the construction of the
stencils may be obtained b3' rejecting multiples of 24 from the (chs).

In the application of the above formula it 'svill be found that the
integral component hour will differ from the corresponding solar

iour by a constant for a succession of solar hours, and then, with
the difference changed by one, it will continue as a constant f )r

another group of solar hours, etc. This fact is an aid in the prepara-
tion of a table of component hours corresponding to the solar hours
of the series, as it renders it unnecessary to make an independent
calculation for each hour. Instead of using the above form \lx for

each value the times when the difference between the solar and com-
ponent hours changes may be determined. The application of the

differences to the solar hours will then give the desired compone.it
howcs.

Formula (262) is true for any value of (sJis), whether integral or

fractional. It represents the component time of anv instant in the

series of observations in terms of the solar time of that same instant,

Tooth kinds of time being reckoned from the beginning of the series

as the zero hour. The difference between the component and the
«olar time of any instant may therefore be expressed by the folbwing
formula

:

Difference = tn^(s7is) ~ (shs) = , _ ^ {slis) (263)
Ibp lop

If the component day is shorter than the solar day, the speed a

iviU be greater than 15p, and the component hour as reckoned from
the beginning of the series wiU be greater than the solar hour of the

same instant. If the component day is longer than the solar day
the component hour at any instant will be less than the solar hour
of the same instant. At the beginning of the series the difference

l)etween the component and solar time will be zero, but the difference

will increase uniformly with the time of the series. As long as ttie

difference does not exceed 0.5 of an hour the integral component
hours will be designated by the same ordinals as the integral solar

hours with which they most nearly coincide. Differences between.
0.5 and 1.5 will be represented by the integer 1, differences between
1.5 and 2.5 by the integer 2, etc. If we let d represent the integral

difference, the time when the difference changes from (d—l) to d,

will be the time when the difference derived from formula (263)

equals {d — 0.5). Substituting this in the formula, we may obtain

{sTis)= ^^f, id -0.5) (264)
a~15p

In which (sJis) represents the solar time when the integral difference

between the component and solar time will change by one hour from
(d—l) to d. By substituting successively the integers 1, 2, 3, etc.,

for d in the formula (264) the time of each change throughout the

series may be obtained. The value of {sTis) thus obtained will

generally be a mixed number; that is to say, the times of the changes

will usually come between integral solar hours. The first integral

solar hour after the change will be the one to which the new difference

will apply if the usual system of distribution is to be adopted. In

this case we are not concerned with the exact value of the fractional
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part of (sTis) but need note only the integral hours between which
this value falls.

If, however, the second system of distribution should be desired,

it should be noted whether the fractional part of (sTis) is greater or

less than 0.5 hour. With a component day shorter than the solar

day and the differences of formula (263) increasing positively, the
application of the differences to the consecutive solar hours will

result in the jumping or omission of a component hour at each
change of difference. Under the second system of distribution each
component must be represented, and it will therefore be necessary
in this case to apply two consecutive differences to the same solar

hour to represent two consecutive component hours. The solar hour
selected for this double use will be the one occurring nearest to the
time of change of differences. If the fractional part of the (sJis) in

(264) is less than 0.5 hour, the old and new differences wiU both be
applied to the preceding integral solar hour; but if the fraction is

greater than 0.5 hour the old and new difference will be applied to

the integral solar hour following the change.
With a component day longer than the solar day and the differ-

ences of formula (263) increasing negatively, the apphcation of the
differences to the consecutive solar hours will result in two solar

hours being assigned to the same component hour at each change of

differences. Under the second system of distribution this must be
avoided by the rejection of one of the solar hours. In this case the
integral solar hour nearest the time of change will be rejected, since

at the time of change the difference between the integral and the true
difference is a maximum. Thus, if the fractional part of the (sJis),

is less than 0.5 hour, the preceding solar hour will be rejected; but
if the fraction is greater than 0.5 hour the next following solar hour
will be rejected.

Table 31, computed from formula (264), gives the first solar hour
of the group to which each difference applies when the usual system
of distribution is adopted. Multiples of 24 have been rejected from
the differences, since we are concerned only with the component
hour of the component day rather than with the component hour
of the series, and these differences may be apphed directly to the solar

hours of the day. For convenience equivalent positive and negative
differences are given. By using the negative difference when it does
not exceed the solar hour to which it is to be apphed, and at other
times using the positive difference, the necessity for adding or

rejecting multiples of 24 hours from the results is avoided.
The tabulated solar hour is the integer hour that immediately

foUows the value for the (slis) in formula (264). An asterisk (*)

indicates that the fractional part of the (sJis) exceeds 0.5, and that
the tabular hour is therefore the one nearest the exact value of (shs)

.

If the second system for the distribution of the hourly heights is

adopted, the solar hours marked with the asterisk wlQ be used with
both old and new difference to represent two component hours, or

wiU be rejected altogether according to whether the component day
is shorter or longer than the solar day. If the tabular hour is un-
marked, the same rule of double use or rejection will apply to the
untabulated solar hour immediately preceding the tabular unmarked
hour. For the ordinary stencils no attention need be given to the
asterisks. By the formula components with commensurable periods
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will have the same tabular values, and no distinction is made in the
construction of the stencils. Thus, stencils for component M serve
not only for component M^ but also for Mg, M4, Mg, etc.

For the construction of a set of stencils the standard forms
designed for the tabulation of the hourly heights may be used.
A preliminary set of such forms is prepared with the days of series

entered consecutively, beginning with 1, and with each hourly
height space designated by the number of the component hour to
which the height is to be assigned. The component hours are readily
derived by the application of the differences given in Table 31.
Each difference applies to a group of solar hours, the first hour of

each group being indicated by the table. Under the usual system
of distribution each hourly space will be represented by a single
component hour number.

After the preliminary set of forms has been filled out as indicated
the odd and even competent hours on each page will be transferred
to separate sheets of the form and the spaces marked cut out. In the
Coast and Geodetic Survey this cutting is done by a machine with a
punch operated by a small hand lever. The openings corresponding
to the same component hour are as far as practicable connected by
ruled lines, which are numbered to accord with the component hours
represented. Black ruling with red numbering is usually adopted.
The use of the red numbers to indicate the component hours has
the advantage that it emphasizes the distinction between these num-
bers and the figures representing the hourly heights which are to be
summed. Figure 23 illustrates one of the stencils used for the sum-
mations for component M.

In using the stencils they are placed one at a time on the forms
containing the tabulated heights of the observed tides, and all the
heights on a page corresponding to each component hour are summed
separately, the grouping of the heights being indicated by the ruling
on the stencil.

For component S no stencils are required, since the component
hours are identical with the solar hours in accordance with which the
observed hourly heights have been tabulated.
For components like K, P, R, and T, whose speeds differ little from

the speed of component S, the lines joining the openings in the stencils

will frequently become horizontal. Since the sum of the values in

such a horizontal line will have previously been obtained and entered
in the margin of the form, the resuming will be saved by having a
corresponding opening in the margin of the stencil which will expose
this sum.

25. SECONDARY STENCILS.

After the sums for certain principal components have been obtained
by the stencUs described in the preceding section, which for con-
venience will be called the primary stencils, the summations for
other components may be abbreviated by the use of secondary sten-
cils which are designed to regroup the hourly page sums already ob-
tained for one component into new combinations conforming to the
periods of other components. Certain irregularities are introduced
by the process, but in a long series, such as 369 days, these are for the
most part eliminated, and the resulting values for the harmonic con-
stants compare favorably with those obtained by use of the primary
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stencils directly, the differences in the results obtained by the two
methods being negligible. For short series the irregularities are less

likely to be eliminated, and since the labor of summing for such a

series is relatively small, the abbreviated form of summing is not
recommended. As the length of series increases the saving in labor
by the use of the secondary stencils increases, while the irregularities

due to the short process tend to disappear. It is believed that the
use of the secondary stencils will be found advantageous for all series

more than six months in length.

In the primary summations there are obtained 24 sums for each
page of tabulations, representing the 24 component hours of a com-
ponent day. In general each sum will include 7 hourly heights, and
the average interval between the first and last heights will be 6

component days. A few of the sums may, however, include a greater

or less number of hourly heights within limits which may be a day
greater or less than 6 component days.
Let the component for whidi summations have been made by use

of the primary stencils be designated as component A and the com-
ponent which is to be obtained by use of the secondary stencils as

component B. For convenience let it be first assumed that the
heights included in the sums for component A refer to the exact
component A hours. This assumption is true for coniponent S but
only approximately true for the other components. It is now pro-
posed to assign each hourly page sum obtamed for component A to

the integral component B hour mth which it most nearly coincides.

Component A and component B hours separate at a uniform rate, and
the proposed assignment will depend upon the relation of the hours
on the middle day of each page of tabulations.. The tabulated hourly
heights on each full page of record run from zero (0) solar hour on the
first day to the 23d solar hour on the seventh or last day of the page.
The middle of the record on each such page is therefore at 11.5 solar

hour on the fourth day, or 83.5 solar hours from the beginning of the
page of record.

Let a and & represent the hourly speeds of the components A and B,
respectively, and p and p^ their respective subscripts, and let n equal
the number of the page of tabulation under consideration, beginning
with number one as the first page.
The middle of page n will then be

[168 {n-l)+83.5] or (168 n- 84.5) solar hours (265)

from the beginning of the series.

Since one solar hour equals a/15p component A hours (formula

261), the middle of page n will also correspond to

(168 n — 84.5) :j-^ component A hours (266)

from the beginning of the series.

As there are 24 component hours in each component day, the
middle component A day of each page will commence 12 component
A hours earlier than the time represented by the middle of the page,
or at

[(168 n-84.5) ^— 12] component A hours (267)

from the beginning of the series.
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The 24 integral component A hours of the middle component day
of the page will therefore be the integral component A hours which
immediately follow the time indicated by the last formula. The
numerical value of this formula will usually be a mixed number.
Let /equal the fractional part, and let m be an integer representing
the number of any integral component hour according to its order in

the middle component day of each page. For each page m will have
successive values from 1 to 24. The integral component A hours
falling within the middle component day of each page of tabulations
will then be represented by the general formula

[(168 71-84.5) ~--12-f+m] component A hours (268)

from the beginning of the series.

The relation of the lengths of the component A and component B
hours is given by the formula

vb '

1 component A hour = ^ component B hours. (269)

The component B hour corresponding to the integral component A
hour of formula (268) is therefore

[(168 n-84.5) j^-12-/+m] ^ component 5 hours (270)

from the beginning of the series.

The last formula will, in general, represent a mixed number. The
integral component B hour to which the sum for the component A
hour is to be assigned will be the nearest integral number represented
by this formula. Let g be a fraction not greater than 0.5, which,
applied either positively or negatively to the formula, will render it

an integer.

The assignment of the hourly page sums for component A hours to
the component B hours may now be represented as follows, multiples,

of 24 hours being rejected:

[(168 n — 84.5) :j-= 12—/+m— multiple of 24] component A hour
^^P (271)

sum to be assigned to

[{(168 n-84.5) ^ 12 -/+ m} ^ - i^r- multiple of 24] compo-

nent B hour. (272)

The difference between the component A hour and the component
B hour to which the A hour sum is to be assigned is

[{ (168 n- 84.5) ~ 12 -/+ m}{^~-l}±g- multiple of 24] (273)

By means of the above formula Table 33 has been prepared, giving-

the differences to be applied to the component A hours of each page
to obtain the component B hours with which they most nearly
coincide.

For the construction of secondary stencils the forms designated for

the compilation of the stencil sums from the primary summations.
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may be used. Because of the practical difficulties of constructing
stencils with openings in adjacent line spaces it is desirable that the
original compilation of the primary sums should be made so that each
alternate line in the form for stencil sums is left vacant. As with the
primary stencils, it will generally be found convenient to use two
stencils for each page of the compiled primary sums, although in some
cases it may be found desirable to use more than two stencils in order
to separate more clearly the groups to be summed. The actual
construction of the secondary stencils is similar to that of the primary
stencils. A preliminary set of forms is filled out with component B
hours as derived by differences from Table 33 applied to the compo-
nent A hours. The odd and even component B hours are then trans-

ferred to separate forms and the spaces indicated cut o-ut. The open-
ings corresponding to the same component B hour are connected with
ruled lines and numbered to accord with the component hour repre-

sented. The page numbering corresponding to the page numbering
on the compiled primary sums and referring to the pages of the
original tabulated hourly heights is to be entered in the column pro-
vided near the left margin of the stencil.

In using the stencils each sheet is to be applied to the page of com-
piled primary sums having the same page numbering in the left-hand
column as is given on the stencil. The primary sums applying to the
same component B hour are added and the results brought together
in a stencil sum form, where the totals and means are obtained. A
table of divisors for obtaining the means may be readily derived as
follows : In a set of stencil sum forms corresponding to those used for
the compilation of component A primary sums the number of hourly
heights included in each primary sum is entered in the space corres-
ponding to that used for such primary sum. The secondary stencils.

tor component B are then applied and the sums of the numbers
obtained and compiled in the same manner as that in which the com-
ponent B height sums are obtained. The divisors having been once:
obtained are applicable for all series of the same length.

In the analysis the means obtained by use of the secondary stencils

may be treated as though obtained directly by the primary summa-
tions except that a special augmenting factor, to be discussed later,,

must be applied.

The closeness of the agreement between the hourly means obtained
by use of the secondary stencils and those obtained directly by use
of primary stencils will depend to a large extent upon the relation of
the speeds of components A and B. The smaller the difference in,

the speeds the closer will be the agreement.
To determine the extreme difference in the time of an individual,

hourly height and of the component B hour to which it is assigned by
the secondary stencils, let an assumed case be first considered in.

which the tabulated heights coincide exactly with the integral compo-
nent A hours, and that on the middle day of the page of tabulated^
hourly heights one of the integral component B hours coincides,
exactly with a component A hour. At the corresponding component
A hour, one component A day later, the component B hour will have

increased by 24 ^~ component B hours. Rejecting a multiple of

24 hours, this becomes 24 (
— 1), so that at the end of one compo--
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aient A day after the coincidence of integral hours of components
A and B the component ^ hourly height will differ in time from
the integral component B hour to which it is to be assigned by 24

/ ^ 11 component B hours. At the end of the third component

A day this difference becomes 72 (
— 1 ) component B hours. The

same difference with opposite sign will apply to the third component
.day before the middle day of the page. Now, taking account of the

fact that the component B hour on the middle day of the page may
differ by an amount as great 0.5 of a component B hour from the

integral component A hour, and that the integral component A hour
may differ as maich as 0.5 of a component A, or 0.5 yl/p^a of a compo-
nent B hour from the time of the actual observation of the solar hourly
height, the extreme difference between the time of observation of an
Jiourly height and the time represented by the component B hour
with which this height is grouped by the secondary stencils may be
represented by the formula.

[72 (^ ~ l') + 0.5 (^ + l\ component B hours. (274

The differences may be either positive or negative, and in a long

:Series it may reasonably be expected that the number of positive and
negative values will be approximately equal.

The above formula for the extreme difference furnishes a criterion by
which to judge, to some extent, the reliability of the method. Testing

the following schedule of components for which it is proposed to use the

secondary stencils, the extreme differences as indicated are obtained.

The differences are expressed in component B hours and also in com-
ponent B degrees. It will be noted that one component hour is

equivalent to a change of 15° in the phase of a diurnal component, 30°

in the phase of a semidiurnal component, etc.

±1
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In the ordinary primary summation the extreme difference between
the time of the observation of a solar hourly height and the intregal

component hour to wnich it is assigned is one-half of a component
hour and, represented by component degrees, it is 7.5° for diurnal, 15°

for semidiurnal, 22.5° for terdiurnal, 30° for quarter diurnal, 45° for

sixth-diurnal, and 60° for eighth-diurnal components. By the above
schedule it will be noted that the extreme difference exceeds 60°

in only a few cases. The largest difference is 99° for component 2Q
when based upon the primary summations for O. This is a small and
unimportant component, and heretofore no analysis has been made
for it, the value of its harmonic constants being inferred from those of

component O. Although theoretically too small to justify a primary
summation in general practice, the lesser work involved in the

secondary summations may produce constants for this component
which will be more satisfactory than the inferred constants.

Although the general use of secondary stencils for series of obser-

vations less than six months in length is not at present recommended,
it is possible that future tests may indicate that these stencils may
he used to advantage with shorter series.

26. THE FOURIER SERIES.

A series involving only sines and cosines of whole multiples of a

varying angle is generally known as the Fourier series. Such a series

is of the form

Ti, = ^o + C'l cos + (72 cos 20 + Cg cos 30 + ....
+ ;SiSin0 + /S'2 sin 20 + iS3 sin 30+ • • •

^ '

It can be shown that by taking a sufficient number of terms the
T'ourier series may be made to represent any periodic function of d.

This series may be written also in the following form

:

Ti = E^ + A^ cos (0 + o!i) + J.2 cos (20 + a^) + A^ cos (30 + 0:3) H (276,)

in which

A^ = [C^' + S^'f and «„.= -tan-^f^

m being the subscript of any term.

From the summations for any component 24 component hourly
means are obtained, these means being the approximate heights of

the component tide at given intervals of time. These mean com-
ponent hourly heights, together with the intermediate heights, may
be represented by the Fourier series, in which

-ffo = mean value of the function corresponding to the height of

jnean sea level above the adopted datum.
= an angle that changes uniformly with time and completes a

cycle of 360° in one component day. The values of corresponding
to the 24 hourly means will be 0°, 15°, 30°, • • • • 330°, and 345°.

Formula (275), or its equivalent (276), is the equation of a curve
ivith the values of as the abscissse and the corresponding values of

A as the ordinates. If the 24 component hourly means are plotted as

ordinates corresponding to the values of 0°, 15°, 30°, .... for 0, it is

72934—24t 6
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possible to find values for Ho, Cm, and S^, which when substituted in

(276) will give the equation of a curve that will pass exactly through
each of the 24 points representing the component means.
In order to make the following discussion more general, let it be

assumied that the period of Q has been divided into n equal parts, and
that the ordinate or value of h pertaining to the beginning of each of

those parts is known. Let u equal the interval between these ordi-

nates, then
ntt = 27r, or 360° (277)

Let the given ordinates be h^, h^jTi^- • • h {n-i) corresponding to

the abscissae o, u, 2u • • - (n—1) u, respectively.

It is now proposed to show that the curve represented by the
following Fourier series will pass through the n points of which the
ordinates are given.

h = Ho+C^cosd+C2COs2d+ . . . . Cy, cos k d

+ Sismd + S2sm2d+ . . . . Si sin I 6

iii=k m=l
= -ffo +S Cm cos m. 6+^ Sjn sin md

in=l m=l

(278)

in which the limit A: = ^ if ri is an even number, or fc =
^

if n is an

odd number; and the limit l=^—\ ifTiis even, or
^

if n is odd.

By substituting successively the coordinates of the n given points
in (278) we may obtain n equations of the form

m=k ni=l

i^a = -ffo+ S Cm cos mau + S Sra siu mau (279)
m=l m=l

in which a represents successively the integers to (n— 1).

By the solution of these n equations the values of n unknown
quantities maybe obtained, including Ho and the (n— 1) values for

Cra and Sm.- It will be noted that the sum of the limits Ic and I of

(278) or (279) equals (n— 1) for both even and odd values of r?

The reason for these limits is as follows

:

A continued series 2 Cm cos mau may be written

C^ cos au-\- C^ cos 2 a u + • • • • + C^ cos n a u
+ C(n+i) cos {n -r 1) au+ (7(n+2) cos {n + 2) au-V • • • + Cjn cos 2na l

+ C (211+1) cos (2n+ 1) a u+ (7(211+2) cos (271 + 2) a u+ • • • •

+ C'gn cos Sn a u
+ (280)

Since n u =2ti and a is an integer, the above ma} be written

[6'i+(7(n+i)+C(2n+i)+ • • • ']cosau
+ [6',+ 6'(n+,)+ C(2i,+2)+ • • • • ] COS 2 a w
+
+ [C(n_i)+C(2n-i)+C*(3n-i)+ • • • • ] COS (?^-l) au
+ [Cn+C2n+<^'3n+ • • • • ] COS n « u (281)
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Since cos n a u = cos 2a tt = 1 ; cos (n-l) a u = cos (2a w—au) = cos a v
;

cos {n—2) a ^t = cos 2 a tt; etc., (281) may be written

[Cn+C2n+C'3n+ • • • • ] COS

+ [Ci+ C(ii +i)+ C(2n+i)+ • • • •

+ C(ii_i)+ C(2n-i)+ ^(3n-i)+ • • • • ] COS a U
+ [C2+ C(n+2)+ C(2n+2)+ • • • •

+ C(n-2)+ ^212-2)+ ^(3n-2)+ • • • • ] COS 2 a u

+ [Ck+ C(n+k)+ C(2n+k)+ • • • •

+ C(n-k)+ C'(2n-k)+ C'(2j3^_k)+_j • • •
] COS fc a M (282)

The first term of the above is a constant which will be included with
the Ho in the solution of (279). From an examination of (282) it is

evident that the cosine terms will be completely represented when

^ = K, or —^— , according to whether n is even or odd.

Similarly, the continued series 2] ^m sin m a -u may be written

[/Sn + *S'2n + 5'3n+ . . . . ] sin

+ [5'i + /S'(n+i) + «S'(2n+i)+ ....
— 5'(n_i) — /Sczn-i) — 'S'(3n — ^) _ . . . . ] &m. a U
+ [S'2 + 5'(n+2) + 'S'(2n+2) + • • . •

— *S'(n_2) — iS'(2n-2) — «S'(3n-2)— • . . . ] siu 2 a 'U

+ [/Si + 5'(n+l) + ^(2n+l) + ....
— 'S'(n_i) — <5(2n-i) — ^(3n-i) — • • • • ^suilau (283)

The first term in the above equals zero. The remaining terms will

take complete account of the series S'S'm sin m a w, if Z = ^c — 1 when

n is even, or „ when n is odd.

From the foregoing it is evident that the limit of mwill not exceed ^'

If we let u and a represent any angles with fixed values, m and p
any integers with fixed values, and a an integer having successive
values from to (n— 1), it may be shown that
a=(n--l)

_ sin^ n m W • ri / 1^ i i fncA\S sm (a m It + a) = -^-^-j sm[^ {n-1) m u + a] (284)
a=o sm t m u

S cos (a m u + a) = —^^S cos[^ [n-l) mu + a] (285)

a=(n-i)
_

_ sin ^ n ip — m) u COS ^ (n—l) (p — m) uS Binapusmamu:^^
sin Up-m)u

"

_ sin i n ip + m) u cos i (n- 1) jp + m) u
.^gg)

* sin i ip + m) u
a=(n-i) sin ^ n ip — m) u cos ^{n —1) {p — m)uS cos a p -M cos a m it = ^ —

r~r S

'

^0 ^ sm ^ {p-m) u
sin ^ n ip + m) u cos j (n— 1) (p + m) u

(2^^^^ sin i {p-\-m) u
^^(p-i)

. sin I 7^ ip — m) u sin ^ (n—l) {p — m) uS sin a p u cos a m u = h =

—

n ^;

a=o sm t (p — ^) '?^

^ sin -^ 71 (p + m) ^ sin ^ (n-1) jp + m) u , .

^
sin ^ (p + m) ii
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In
If we let q; = and u =— , or nu = 2Ti, then formulas (284) to (288)

n
may be written as follows

:

/ m \
( m -K 71

)a=(n-i)
,

smm7rsm^^m7r--7r
S sin a m u = _
^ ^ sm — ;r

n

a=(n-l) sm m 7Z COSi m TT - - TT

JS cosam'U=
a=o

(289)

(290)
. m
sm — It

n

a=(n-i) sin (p-m) 7r cos (p-m) ^r-^-^^ tt

S sin a p w sin a m li = i
—

i'p-m)
'

sin
n

7r

sm
-*

/ N F/ N ?) + m "I
yp — m) 71 cos (2? + m) tt — ^*^

tz

. v + m
sm *^

7l

n

a=(n-i) sin (p-m) TT cos I (2?-m) ^^-^^^"^ H

(291)

S cos a p u cos a m u = i

sin ^^
TT

sin (p + m) Tz cos (p + w) tt — ^^- n

+ i tr^:! (292)
. v + msm *^

71

n

a=(ii-l)

S sm a p u cos a m w = ^

sin ip — m) 7z sin {p — m)7z — tt

p— m n

. ?) —

m

sin 7t

n

+ h

sin {p + m) 71 sin (p + m) tt
—

7z

. p +msm TTm
(293)

If p and m are unequal integers and neither exceeds x, the above

(289) to (293) become equal to zero. Thus,
a=(n-l
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If 2> and m are equal integers and do not exceed kj formulas (291)

,

sin (p — m)?:

(292), and (293) will contain the indeterminate quantity . p — m
sin ^

71

n
n= pr, and also when p and m each equal k, the indeterminate quantity

sin {p-^m)7i _0
. ip + m)

sin ~ -TT

Evaluating these quantities we have

sin (p — m)7c'

sin
p —m

71 cos {p — m)7z'

IT p — m
, ^

~ cos TZ

ip — mj^o n n {p — m)=o
n (295)

and

sin {p + 171)71'

. p +m
sin 71

n

TT cos ip + m)n'

n p-\-m = -71 (296)
/- , \

~ cos TT . , .

(p + 7?i) = n n- n J (p + m) = ?i

In (296) it will be noted that when the integers p and m each equal

^, n must be an even number, and therefore cos mi is positive, while

cos 71 is negative.

Assuming the condition that p and m are equal integers, each less

than K, we have by substituting (295) in (291), (292), and (293),

a=(ii— 1) a=(ii— 1)S sin a p u sin a m u= S sin^ a m u = ^ n
a=o a=o

i=(n-l) a=(n— 1)S COS a p u cos a mu= S cos^ a mu = ^ n
a=o a=o

(297)

(298)

a=(ii— 1) _
a=(n— 1)S sin a 2> li cos a m u= S sin a m u cos a m li = (299)

a=o a=o

Assuming the condition that p and m are each equal to ^, we have

by substituting (295) and (296) in (291), (292), and (293),

a=(ii-l)

S sin^ amu = ^n + ^n cos 7r =
a=o

a=(n-l)

S cos^ a mu = ^ n— ^ n cos 7t = n
a=o

a=(n-l)

S sin a mu cos a m u =
a=o

(300)

(301)

(302)
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Returning now to the solution of (279), by substituting the suc-
cessive values of a from to (n — 1) , we have

ho = Ho+ Ci cos + C, cos + .... + Ck cos

+ 5i sin + Sl sin 0+ ... . +Si sin

hi = Ho+ C^ cos u+ C^ cos 2u+ .... + Cb cos Tcu

+ Sy^ sin u + S^Qyn. 2u+ . . . . +Si sin lu

h2 = Ho+ Ci cos 2u + Cj cos 4:u+ .... + C^ cos 2lcu

+ 5, sin 2^ + S'2 sin 4?^+ .... +^i sin 2^1^ y (303)

^(n_i) = 5'o+ Cj cos (n— l)ti+ 6*2 cos 2(n— 1)^/,+ ....
+ Ck COS (n — l)Z:^t

+ 8^ sin {n—l)u + S2 si'D.2{n~l)u+ ....
+ (§1 sin (n— l)lu

To obtain value of Ho, add above equations

a=(n-l)

S h^ = n Ho
a=o

a=(n-l) a=(n-l)
-1- Ci S COS a w + Cg S COS 2 a u+ . .

a=o a=o

a=(n-l)

+ Cb S COS a fc w
a=o

a=(ii-l)
_

+ Si S sin a Z w
a=o

a=(ii-l) a=(n-l)

-fS'i S sin a u + S^ S sin2au +
a=o a=o

m=k a=(n— 1) m=l a=(n— 1)

=n^o+SC'm S cosamu+S'S'm S sin a. m w (304)
in=l a=o m=l a=o

a=(Q-l) a=(n-l)

From (294) , S cos a m u and S sin a m ^i each equals zero,
a=o a=o

7}

since neither fc nor I, the maximum values of m exceeds ^

Therefore

and

S n^ = n Ho
a=o

(305)

1 a=(ii-l)

ii' a=o
(306)

To obtain the value of any coefficient C, such as (7p, multiply

each equation of (303) by cos a p u. Then

^0 cos = Ho cos

+ (7i cos + C, cos + . . . . + Ck cos

. +Si sin + ^2" sin 0+ ... . +Si sin

h^ cos p u = Ho cos p u
+ Ci cos u cos pu+ C2 COS 2ii cos p t^ + . .

+ /Si sin u cos p U + S2 sin 2u cos p u+ . .

7i2 cos 2p u = Ho cos 223 u
+ Ci cos 2u cos 2p u + C2 cos 4w cos 2p u +
+ Ck cos 2fc tt cos 22? u

+ /Si sin 2u cos 22? u + /S2 sin 4w cos 22? w +
+ 5'i sin 2l u cos 22? u

+ Ck cos Z: u cos 2> tt

+ S\ sin Z u cos p u
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A(n-i) COS (n— 1) p u = Ho cos {n—1) p u
+ CjCOs (n— l)iicos (n—l)'pu+ 0.2 cos 2 (n— l)wcos {n—l)pu +
+ Ck cos (n—l) Tc u cos (n—1) pu

+ <S'iSm {n— 1) -ucos (n— l)23'M + 5'2sin2 {n—\)ucoQ {n— 1) fu-\-
+ S\ sin {n—l) I u cos (n—l) p u (307)

Summing the above equations

a=(ii— 1) a=(n— 1)S ^a COS a p u = Ho S COS a 2> u
a=o a=o

a=(n.— 1) a=(n— 1)

+ Cj S COS a ti COS a p u + Si 2 sin a -u cos a p u
a=o a=o

a=(n— 1) a=(n— 1)

+ C'2 S COS 2a -u cos a p u + S^ S sin 2a w cos a p u
a=o a=o

a=(n-l) a=(B-l)
4- Ck S cos a fc u cos a p u + Si S sin a Z ^i cos a p u

a=o a=o
a=(n— 1) m=k a=(n— 1)

= So S cos a 2> '?^ + S C'm S cos a w w cos a p -u

a=o m=l a=o
m=l a=(n— 1)

+ S 'Sm S sin a m tt cos a ^^ '^ (308)
m=l a=o

Examining the limits of (308), it will be noted by a reference to

page 77 that Ic, the maximum value of m for the C terms is ^ when n

is even and ^ when n is odd; also, that I has a value of k— 1 when

n— 1
n is even and —^ when n is odd. The limits of p, which is a partic-

ular value of m, will, of course, be the same as those of m.
a=(n-l)

By (294) the quantity S cos a p u becomes zero for all the
a=o

a=(n-l)
values of p, and the quantity ^ cos a m u cos a p u becomes zero

a=o

for all values of m and p except when p equals m. By (294) , (299)

,

a=(n-l)
and (302) the quantity 2!J sin a m u cos a p u becomes zero for all

a=o'
values of m and p.

Formula (308) may therefore be reduced to the form

a=(n-l) a=(n-l)

S h^ COS a p u=Cf S cos^ a p u ^309)
a=o a=o

For any value of p less than ^

a=(n-l)

S cos^ ap u=^\n (298)
a=o
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but when V~'^i ^^ quantity becomes equal to n (301).

Therefore for all values of p less than ^

2 a=(n-l)

Cp=- S Tiacosa'p u (310)
n a=o

but when p is exactly
^

I
a=(n-l)

Cp = — S hg, COS a p u (311)
^ a=o

Since in tidal work p is always taken less than k, we are not espe-

cially concerned with the latter formula.

To obtain the value of any coefficient S, such as S^, multiply each
equation of (303) by sin' a p u. Sum the resulting equations and
obtain

a=(n— 1) a=(n— 1)

, S ^a sin a p u = Ho S sin a p u
a=«o a=o

in=k a=(n— 1)

+ S ^m S COS a m u sin a pw
in=l a=o
m=l a=(ii— 1)

+ S 'S'm S sin a m li sin a p w (312)
ia=l a=o

a^(ii-l)

By (294), (299), and (302) the quantities S sin a p u and
a=Gi

a = (n-l)

S cos a m u sin a p u are zero for all the values of m and p;
a=o

a=(ii-l)

and S sin a m u sin a p u becomes zero for all the values of m
a=o

. >

and p except when m and p are equal. In this case the limit of I fca"

^ ^
a-(n-l)

m and p is less than - and by (297) , the quantity S sin^' ai p w

= \ n.

Therefore, formula (312) reduces to the form

a=(n-l)

S hasm a p u==^ n S^ (313)
a=o

and
2 a=(n-l)

8-p = - S ^tL sin a p w (314)
Tl a=o
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By substituting (306), (310), (311), and (314) in (278), the follow-
ing equation of a curve, which will pass through the n given points,.

wiU be obtained

I a=(n-l)

n a=o

"2 a=(n-l)
- S /^a cos a u
Ji' a=o
"2 a=(ii-l)

_

- S '^a. sm a u
_n a=o
"2 a=(n-l)
- S ^a cos 2
n a=o
"2 a=(n-l) -|

- S ^a sin 2 a w sin 2
l_7l. a=o J

auj

cos^

sin d

cos 2 ^

"2* a=(n-l) -j

— S '^a COS ^ a tt COS Ic

n a=o J
"2 a=(ii-l) -I

— S ^ia sin I a u \ sin Z

_7l a=o _|

(315)

Although by taking a sufficient number of terms the Fourier series

may thus be made to represent a curve which will be exactly satisfied

by the n given ordinates, this is, in general, neither necessary nor
desirable in tidal work, since it is known that the mean ordinates
obtained from the summations of the hourly heights of the tide in-

clude many irregularities due to the imperfect elimination of the me-
teorological effects and also residual effects of components having
periods incommensurable with that of the component sought. It is

desirable to include only the terms of the series which represent the
true periodic elements of the component. With series of observations
of sufficient length, the coefficient of the other terms, if sought, will
be found to approximate to zero.

By a reference to formula (100), page 35, it will be noted that the*

short-period components as derived from the equilibrium theory are,,

in general, either diurnal or semidiurnal. If the period of 6 in formula
(278), page 76, is taken to correspond to the component day, the-

diurnal components will be represented by the terms with coefficient

Ci and Si, and the semidiurnal components by the terms with
coefficients C^ and 82- For the long-period components, the period of

6 may be taken to correspond to the component month or to the-

component year, in which case the coefficients C^ and S^ will refer to

the monthly or annual components and the coefficients Cj and S2 to-

the semimonthly or semiannual components.
For most of the components the coefficients C^, S^, C^, and S^ will

be the only ones required, but for the tides depending upon the fourth,

power of the moon's parallax (sec. 15) for the overtides (sec. 18), and
the compound tides (sec. 19) , other coefficients will be required. Terms,
beyond those with coefficients Cg and Sg, for the overtides of the prin-
cipal lunar component, are not generally used in tidal work.
When it is known that certain periodic elements exist in a component

tide and that the mean ordinates obtained from observations include

* If 71 is even and fc=-
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accidental errors that are not periodic, it may be readily shown by the
method known as the least square adjustment, using the observational

equations represented by (279) , that the most probable values of the

constant Ho and the coefficient Cp and S^ are the same as those given
by formulas (306), (310), and (314), respectively.

Since in tidal work the value of So, which is the elevation of

mean sea level above the datum of observations, is generally deter-

mined directly from the original tabulation of hourly heights, formula
(306) is unnecessary except for checking purposes. Formulas (310)

and (314) are used for obtaining the most probable values of the

coefficients Cp and ^p from the component hourly means obtained
from the summations.
When 24 hourly means are used n = 24, and u = 15°, and the formulas

may be written
1 a=23

Cp=i% S /i-acos 15ap (316)
1^ a=o

1
a =23

'S^p=To S K sin 15 a p (317)
i-Z a=o

in which the angles are expressed in degrees.

If only 12 means are used, the formulas become

a=ll

Gv = R S ^a cos 30 a p (318)
O a=o

1 a=U
'Sp= ^ S ^a sin 30 a p (319)

6 a=o

The upper part of Form 194 (fig. 29) is designed for the compu-
tation of the coefficients Cp and Sp in accordance with formulas (316)

and (317) to take account of the 24 component hourly means.
It is now desired to express each component in the form

y =A cos {'p e + a) (320)

or using a more specialized notation by

2/ =^ cos ifd-^) (321)
By trigonometry

A cos {'p 6-^) =A cos r cos pd +A sin f sin p 9 (322)
= Cp cos pd + Sp sin p d

(323)

(324)

in which
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an approximate representation of one of the tidal components sought.
These constants must, however, be modified and reduced in order to

be adapted to practical use.

27. AUGMENTING FACTORS.

In the usual summations with the primary stencils for all the
short period components, except component S, the hourly ordinates
which are summed in any single group are scattered more or less

uniformly over a period from one-half of a component hour before
to one-half of a component hour after the exact component hour
which the group represents. Because of this the resulting mean will

differ a little from the true mean ordinate that would be obtained if

all the ordinates included were read on the exact component hour, as
with component S, and the amplitude obtained will be less than the
true amplitude of the component. The factor necessary to take
account of this fact is called the augmenting factor.

Let any component be represented by the curve

y =A cos (at -{-a) (326)
in which

A = the true amplitude of the component
a= the speed of the component (degrees per solar hours)
t = variable time (expressed in solar hours)
a = any constant.

The mean value of y for a group of consecutive ordinates from t/2

hours before to t/2 hours after any given time t, r being the number
of solar hours covered by the group, is

A Ct+rl2 180 J. ~\t+rl2— COS {at + a) dt = sin {at + a)
T J t~TJ2 TC ar Jt-Tl2

dnl at + a + -^j— sin (at + a— -^j

360 ^ , , , , . ar 360 . ar . , . \ ,„^„.= — COS {at + a) sm -^ =— sm -?r A cos {at + a) (327)

Since the true value of y at any time t, is equal to A cos {at + a)
by (326) , it is evident that the relation of this true value to the mean
value (327) for the group r hours in length is

A cos {at + a) _ irar

360 . ar , 777T~_„ . ar (328)— sm ^ A cos {at -\- a) 360 sm -^
irar A A

Thequantity is the augmenting factorwhich is to be applied

360 sin^

to the mean ordinate to obtain the true ordinate. In the use of this

factor it is assumed that all the consecutive ordinates within the time
t/2 hours before to r/2 hours after the given time have been used in

obtaining the mean. This assumption is, of course, only approxi-
mately realized in the summation for any component, but the larger
the series of observations the more nearly to the truth it approaches.

180 ^ . /
, ,

ar\
sm ' -^ '

K ar
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According to the usual summations with the primary stencils, the
hourly heights included in a single group may be distributed over an
interval from one-half of a component hour before to one-half of a
component hour after the hour to be represented. In this case r

equals one component hour, or—- solar hours.

Substituting this in (328), the

augmenting factor= ^'^^j^ ,^^^.
24 sin -^

which is the formula generally adopted and is the one upon which
the augmenting factor of Form 194 is based.

If the second system of distribution of the hourly heights as

described on page 65 is adopted, r equals one solar hour and formula
(328) becomes

augmenting factor= —
roon^

360 sm ^

It will be noted that formula (329) depends upon the value of p and
therefore will be the same for all short period components (S excepted)
with like subscripts. Formula (330) depends upon the speed a of the
component and will therefore be different for each component.
When the secondar}^ stencils (described in sec. 25) are used, the

grouping of the ordinates is less simple than that provided by the
primary stencils only. Let it be assumed that the series is of sufficient

length so that the distribution of the ordinates is more or less uniform
in accordance with the system adopted.
Suppose the original primary summations have been made for com-

ponent A with speed a and that the secondary stencils have been
used for component B with speed h. Then let p and p^ represent the
subscripts of components A and B, respectively.

The equation for component B may be written

y =B cos (bt + ^) (331)

In the primary summation for component A, the group of ordi-

nates included in a single sum covers a period of one component A
hour or—- solar hours. Expressed in time t, midway of this interval

and representing the exact integral component A hour to which the
group applied, the average value of the B ordinates included in such
a group may be written

= F,B cos (J)t + ^) (332)
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In which F^, for brevity, is substituted for the coefficient

24 a 15vh
T sin ^^ and gives the relation of the average B ordinate in-

TT po 2a ^ ^

eluded in the A grouping to the true B ordinate for the time t

represented by that group. The reciprocal of this coefficient will be
that part of the augmenting factor necessary to take account of this

primary grouping. If the primary summing has been for the com-
ponent S, this coefficient may be taken as unity since the original S
sums refer to the exact S hour.

When the secondary stencils are applied to the component A group
sums, the groups applying to an exact component A hour at smj
time t and represented by that time, will be distributed over an inter-

15z>^
val of a component B hour, or —r^ solar hours.

For an integral component B hour at any time t within the middle
day represented by a seven-day page of original tabulations the limits

of this intei'val will he it—^r- ) and lt + -^|- j
• For the same page of

tabulations, letting t represent the same time in the middle day, the
limits of the group interval for the day following the middle one, are

+ 1, +2, +3, respectively, for the seven successive days represented
by a single page of oiiginal tabulations, the limits of the group interval
for any day of the page may be represented by

^
^

SQOpn I5f\ ^^^ /^3Q0pn^l5v^\^)and(
2& J-^^y^ a ' 2h J

Formula (332) gives the mean value of the B ordinate for grouping
of the A summations. The mean value of (332) obtained by com-
bining the grouf)s falling in any particular day of page of tabulations
in the limits indicated above is

360pw 15pi

26

COS {ht + ^) dt^ FB P*
15y^ ^ I ,

300p

_3in(6( + ^+3J^-lf)]

= F,F,Bcos(j( + ^ +?^25) • (333)

if we put F^ =
J
sin —^ for brevity.
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Formula (333) represents the mean value of the B ordinate for a
particular day of the page record. The average value for the 7 days
may be "written

n=-3 \ ^ /

= \ F,F,B [cos Q>t + ^) cos (-3^) -sin {U + 0) sin (-3^)
+ COS (6^ + /3) cos (-2^) -sin (&p + /3) sin (-2^)
+ COS (6^ + ^) cos (-1^) -sin {U^^) sin(-l^)
+ cos {U + /3) cos - sin {U + /3) sin

+ COS {W +« COS (?«^) -sin (U + ») sin (?55^)

4- COS (6. +« cos (2 ^^) -sin (ii +« sin (2 ?«5^)

(fe +« cos (3
^-55*P) -sin (6( + ^) sin (3 ??^)]

=+F.F,Sri + 2cos 555^ + 2 cos2?52^ + 2cos3?55^1cos(fe + |S)

+ COS

=^ F,F,5

-^ i^,i^25

. ^ 3606?? 3 3606p
sm 2 ^ COS TT

^
a 2 g

. , 360&??
cos(6/ + /3)

"
. 1260&P'

sin

sm 1806ff
cos (&i + /3). (334)

Replacing the equivalents of F^ and Fj in (334), the average value
of the B ordinate as obtained by the secondary summations may be
written

/ . 1260&P
/24a . 15&p\/24 .

15pi\ / ^^^ a

Vx^^^^^JW'''' 2 ;l , ,^ 180&P
Bcos{U + ^) (335)

/ sm

Since the true ordinate of component B at any time t is equal to

B cos (U + ^), the reciprocal of the bracketed coefficient will be the

augmenting factor necessary to reduce the B ordinate as obtained

from the summations to their true values.
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This augmenting factor may be %vritten

rhp

24a sin
15hp

2a

irp^

24 sin

15pi
7 sin

ISOhp

. 12Q0hp
sm

(336)

The first factor of the above is to be omitted if the primary sum-
mations are for component S. It will be noted that the middle
factor is the same as the augmenting factor that would be used if

component B had been subjected to the primary summations.

28. REDUCTION OF EPOCHS AND AMPLITUDES TO MEAN VALUES.

In equation (321), page 84,

y= A cos (p 9-^)

the quantity ( — f) is the phase of the component at the time 6 equals
zero—that is, at the beginning of the series—and p 6 is equal to f at
the time y is a maximum; that is, at the time of the component high
water. The value of f will therefore depend upon the time of the
beginning of the series, which is more or less arbitrary, and the f 's of

any component determined from different series of observations are

not directly comparable. Expressions for the theoretical phases, or
arguments, of the principal lunar components are represented in

formula (100), page 35, and a general expression for this argument as
modified by a constant k for a particular locality is given by formula
(101), page 39. The last formula is an equivalent of the angle of

(321) and may be written

{at+Vo+u-K)=p d-^ (337)

In the above the variable angle p 6 = at, the angle d having its zero
value at the beginning of the series when t equals zero.

Then

or (338)

'c=r+ Vo+u

The significance of the expression (Vo+ u) was discussed in

section 10.

In (338) K is a constant that is independent of the beginning of the
series, and it is called the opoch of the component. The k's as deter-

mined from different series of observations for the same locality are

comparable.
The angle k may be graphically represented by Figures 1 and 11.

In Figure 1, we have a simple representation of a single component.
In this figure changes in the phase or angle are measured along the
horizontal line, positive change toward the right and negative change
toward the left. The full vertical line indicates the beginning of the
series, at which time the angle p 6, or at, equals 0. At the left of this

vertical line, the symbol of a moon (M) indicates the zero value of the
equilibrium argument that precedes the beginning of the series.

For the principal lunar or solar component, this will be simultaneous
with a transit of the mean moon (modified by longitude of moon's
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node) or of the mean sun, and for other short-period components with
the transit of a fictitious star representing such component (p. 38).
At the point represented by this moon, the angle ( F-l- u) has a value
of zero. This angle increases to the right, and at the beginning of the
series has a value represented by (Vq+ u), which may be readily com-
puted for the beginning of any series. This interval from M to the
time of occurrence of the first following component high water is the
epoch K. This represents the lag or difference between the actual
component high water at any place and the theoretical time as

determined by the equilibrium theory. The distance from the be-
ginning of the series to the following high water is the t of formula
(321), which is determined directly from the analysis of the observa-
tions. From the figure it is evident that the k is the sum of (Vq+ u)

and f , and also that it is independent of the time of the beginning of

the series.

Figure 11 gives a more detailed representation of the epoch of a
component. In this figure the horizontal line represents changes in

time. Distances along this line will be proportional to the changes
in the angle of any single component, but since each component
has a different speed equal distances along this line will not represent
equal angles for different components. The time between the events
may be converted into an equivalent component angle by multiplying
by the speed of the component. The figure is to some extent self-

explanatory. The word "transit" signifies the transit of the fictitious

moon representing any component and also the time when the
equilibrium argument of that component has a zero value. For all

short-period components the time of such zero value will depend
upon the longitude of the place of observation as well as upon abso-
lute time. For long-period components the zero values are inde-

pendent of the longitude of the place of observation, and the ''tran-

sits" over the several meridians may be considered as occurring simul-

taneously, which is equivalent to taking the coefficient p equal to zero.

The figure illustrates the relation between the Greenwich (Vq + u)

calculated for the meridian of Greenwich and referring to standard
Greenwich time and local (Fq + u) referring to the meridian of

observation and the actual time of the beginning of the observations.

Referring to formulas (100), (208), (215), etc., it will be noted that

the element of . each component argument involving the longitude
of the place of observation may be represented by ^ T, or p X (hour
angle of mean sun), in which p equals the subscript for tne short-

geriod components and zero for the long-period components. The
our angle of the mean sun at any instant is different for each

meridian of the earth, the difference being the same as the difference

between the longitudes of the places considered. The longitude of

Greenwich being zero, the local (V+u) has its origin or zero value
at a later time if reckoned toward the west, or at an earlier time if

reckoned toward the east, than the Greenwich ( V+ u) . The
relation between the local and Greenwich ( F-l- u) may be expressed

local ( F+ u) = Greenwich {V+u)-p L (339)

in which Z = longitude of local meridian, positive if west and nega-
tive if east.

The ( Fq + u) is the value of ( V+ u) for a certain specific time. In

the reduction of any particular series of observations the local
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(Vq + u) properly refers to the actual time of the beginning of such
series. In the usual analysis where the stencils, or similar devices,

are used for the summations it is of great convenience to have all

series commence at the zero (0) hour of some day. The absolute

time of occurrence of this (0) hour will depend upon the kind of time
used at the place of observation, which may be either civil or astro-

nomical, local or standard.
In order to provide convenient tables of (Vq + u) which may be

easily adapted to any place or kind of time, the Greenwich (^0 + '^)

referring to the Greenwich standard time may be used. In this work
the reference is to Greenwich mean civil time, but the tables might
with equal propriety have been referred to astronomical time had
the latter been considered equally convenient.

The rate of change in the ( V+ u) of any component is the same as

the speed of the component. Let.c be its ratio to speed of mean
sun. The difference between the Greenwich (V^ + u) and the local

(Vq + u), due to the difference in the reference to the Greenwich zero

hour and zero hour of the kind of time used for the observations,

may therefore be expressed by cS in which S is the longitude of time
meridian used for the observations, positive for west longitude,

negative for east longitude. Combining the last correction with
formula (339), the relation between the local and Greenwich {Vq + u)

may be expressed,

local ( Fo + w) = Greenwich {Va + u)-p L+ c S (340)

In section 10 attention was called to the distinction between the

Vq and the u. The V^ is independent of the length of series and is

determined entirely by the beginning of the series. The u, which is

treated as constant for the entire length of series, takes its value as

of the middle of the series and depends, therefore, both upon the
beginning and length of series. In the table of Greenwich (Fo + 'u)'s,

the series is taken as one calendar year in length, as the table is

designed primarily for preparing constants for the prediction of tides.

For the analysis, however, an independent calculation of the local

{Vq + u)'s for each series is made in Form 244, Figure 27, which is based
upon the formulas of Table 3. Applying these to the f's in accord-
ance with formula (338) gives the corrected k's of the components
The amplitude A as determined from formula (325) must be

modified by the argumenting factor, section 27, and Table 20. The
resulting amplitude usually designated by R will pertain to the
particular time covered by the observations and must be reduced
to its mean value H in accordance with section 12. The reduced
values of the amplitude H and the epoch k of the component
formula

y^H cos {at +Va + u-K) (341)

are thus determined, but before final acceptance must be subjected
to an elimination process to be discussed in the following sections.

29. INFERENCE OF CONSTANTS.

Under the conditions assumed for the equilibrium theory the

amplitudes of the components could be computed directly by means
of the coefficient formulas without the necessity of securing tidal

72934—24t 7
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observations, and the phases would correspond with the equilibrium
arguments of the components. Under the conditions that actually

exist it has been found from observations that the amplitudes of the
components of a similar type at any place, although differing greatly

from their theoretical values, have a relation that, in general, agrees

fairly closely with the relations of their theoretical coefficients. It

has also been ascertained from the results obtained from observations
that the difference in the epochs or lags of the components have a
relation conforming, in general, with the relation of the differences

in the speeds of the components. This last relation is based upon
an assumption that the ages of the inequalities in any component
due to the disturbing influence of other components of a similar type
are equal when expressed in time.

If the mean amplitudes, epochs, and speeds of several compo-
nents A, B, C, are represented by E{A), H{B), H{C), k{A),k{B),
k{C), and a, h, c, respectively, the above relations may be expressed
by the following formulas

:

rr.^v mean coefficient component 5 „, .. /o^r.NS(B) = TfT-—;
7-A S{A) (342)mean coefficient component A

k{C)-k(A)=^ [k(B)-k{A)] (343)

or,

k{C)=k{A)+^ [k{B)-k{A)] (344)

By formula (342) the amplitude of a component (B) may be
inferred from the known amplitude of a component (A), and by
formula (344) the epoch of a component (C) may be inferred from the
known epochs of components (A) and (B)

.

These formulas have, however, certain limitations. They are not
applicable to shallow water and meteorological components, nor are

they adapted to the determination of a diurnal component from a
semidurnal component or of a semidiurnal component from a diurnal
Component. The results obtained by the application of the formulas
to tides of similar type may be considered only as rough approxima-
tions to the truth. They may, however, be preferable to the values
obtained for certain components when the series of observations is

short.

By substituting the mean values of the coefficients and the speeds
from Table 3 the following special formulas may be derived from the
general formulas (342) and (344)

Diurnal components.

H (Ji) = 0.079 H (Oi) ; k (JJ = k (Kj) + 0.496 \k (KJ - k (O^)] (345)
E (Ml) =0.071 H {0,);k (M^) =« (KJ -0.500 [k (K^) -« (O^)] (346)
H (00) = 0.043 E (Oi) : k (OO) = k (KJ + 1.000 [k (K^) - k (O J] (347)

E{V,) =0.331 ^(K,);« (PJ =/c (Kj) -0.075 [/c (K^) -/c (O,)] (348)
E{q,) =0.194 iJ (0,);/c (Q,) =/c (K,) - 1.496 [/c (K,) -/c (0,)] (349)

F(2Q) =0.026 ff(0,);/c (2Q) = ac (K,) - 1.992 [/.- (K,) -« (O,)] (350)

E (p,) =0.038 E {0,);k (pj =/c (K,) -1.429 [k (KJ -/c (O,)] (351)
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Semidiurnal components.

E (K,)

H (N,)

^(2N)

E (R,)

E{X,)
Eiix,)
E{v,)

0.272
0.028

= 0.143
0.194
0.026
=0.133

= 0.008
= 0.059
0.007

= 0.024
= 0.038
= 0.194

H (N,)

E (M,)

E OsQ
E (N,)

eqa:)
E (m;)

iJ(M,)
E (Nj

« (K,)

K (N,)

/c (2N) =

K (R,)

/c(Tj

K- ip-2)

K (Sj)

K (M,)

(S3)

(M,)

(S,)

(S,)

(S3)

(S3)

K (S2)

K (M3)

+ 0.081
-0.464
+ 1.000
-1.536
-2.072
-2.000
+ 0.040
-0.040
-0.536
-2.000
-1.464
-0.866

[« (S3)

[k (S3)

[k (M,)

[/c (S3)

U (S3)

[/c (MO
[/C (S3)

[k (S3)

[x (S3)

[/c (S3)

[/^ (S3)

[/c (M3)

K (M3)]

K (M3)]

'< (N3)]

/^ (M3)]

/c(M3)]

•/c(N,)]

•/c(M,)]

/^ (M3)]

/c (M3)]

k{M,)]

(352)

(353)

(354)

(355)

(356)

(357)

(358)

(359)

(360)

(361)

(362)

(363)

In order to test the reliability of the results obtained by inference

as above, 60 stations, representing various types of tide in different

parts of the world, where the harmonic constants had been deter-

mined from observations, were selected, and a comparison was made
between the values for certain constants as obtained by inference and
by observations. The tests were applied to the diurnal components

Ml, Pj, and Q^, and to the semidiurnal components K3, L,, and v^j aiid

formulas (346), (348), (349), (352), (353), and (362) were used for the

purpose. The following results were obtained for the differences

between values as obtained from inference and from observations.

The average gross difference is the average difference without regard

to the signs of the individual items, and the average net difference

takes into account these signs so that a positive difference may offset

a negative difference in the mean. The last two lines in the table

show the percentage of cases in which the differences were less than
0.05 and 0.10 foot, respectively, for the amplitudes, and less than 10°

and 20°, respectively, for the epochs.

Epoch.

Maximum diflerenee
Average gross difierence
Average net diflerenee

Differences less than 0.05 foot or 10'

Differences less than 0.10 foot or 20

M,
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the epoch of u^ becoming 2°, while the average net difference for the
aniphtucle of v^ remains unchanged.
Although there is a fairl}" good agreement indicated by the average

differences, it is evident that the inferred constants, especially the
epochs, can not, in general, be depended upon for any high degree of

refinement. It may be stated, however, that for components with
very small amplitudes the epochs as determined from actual observa-
tions may be ec[ually unreliable. A comparison of the epochs of

several of these small components as determined from series a year
in length, with the mean epochs as determined from many years,

indicated as much uncertainty as was found among the inferred

results. Fortunately, these large probable errors in the epochs are
found only in the components with very small amplitudes and are
therefore of little real practical importance.
Form 452 (figs. 30-31) is designed for inference of certain constants

in accordance with formulas (345) to (363). The numerical coeffi-

cients for the epochs are taken in convenient rounded numbers, since

the large uncertainty in the results renders useless an}^ effort to a high
degree of refinement.

Form 452 provides not only for the computation of certain inferred

constants in accordance with the given formulas, but also for the
compilation of the best-known preliminary values of all the constants
that are to be used in the elimination process described in the following

section. Of the principal components, the values for M2, Nj, andOi are

taken directly as obtained from Form 194, but the values for compo-
nents So and Kj may be improved by an approximate elimination of

the effects of the components Kg and T2 from the former and P^ from
the latter. In a short series the effect of the components upon each
other is considerable on account of the small dift'erence in their speeds.

Let

yi =A cos (at + a) (364)

.and

y,=B cos {ht + ,3) (365)

represent two components, the first being the principal or predomi-
nating component and the latter a secondary component whose eff'ect

is to modify the amplitude and epoch of the principal component.
The resultant tide will then be represented by

y = y^ -}- 2/2 =A cos {at + a)+B COS (bt + .5) (366)

Values of t which will render (364) a maximum must satisfy the

derived eciuation
^asin (a^ + o:)=0 (367)

and the values of t which will render (366) a maximum must satisfy

the equation
Aa sin {at + a)+Bh sin {U + ,3)=Q (368)

For a maximum of (364)

1= ^^-1^^^^
(369)

a

in which n is any integer.
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o

Let - = the acceleration in the principal component A due to the

disturbing component B. Then for a maximum of (366),

a

This value of t must satisfy equation (368), therefore we have

Aa sin i2nT-d)+Bl> sin F- (2n tt - - a) -f /3

= -Aa sin d-^BhsmP-^{2nTr-e-ay+l^-a-d~\^0 (371)

At the time of this maximum, when

2nT — a — d

a

the phase of component A will equal

(2n. 'ir-a-d)+a

and the phase of component B will equal

Let = phase of component 5 — phase of component A at this time.

Then

= ^:i^' (27i7r-a-0)+/?-a; (372)

Substituting the above in (371)

— Aa sin d + Bh sin {(t>
— d)

= — Aa sin d + Bh sin ^ cos 6 — Bl cos ^ sin

= - {Aa + Bh cos (/>) sin d + Bh sin cos = (373)

Then
Bh sin cj) rnnA\tan^ = -T

—

, -Q-L ,
(374)

Aa-r-Bb COS*/)

For the resultant amplitude at the time of this maximum substitute

the values of t from (370), in (366), and we have

y =A cos {2mr-d)+B cos\-{2mr-e-a)+p

=A cosd + B cos[^^ {2nT-d-a)+l3-a-dl

= Acosd + B cos {(p - e) (375)
=A cos d +B cos <t> cos 5 + 5 sin sin 6

= (J. + 5 cos 0) cos d +B sin 4) sin 8

= V^' + 5^ + 2^5 cost/, cos (5- tan-i 5 sm </>
\

\ -d + ij cos </)/
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From (374)

^ = taii
B sin

(f)

Aj^+B cos (p

-= tan-i
sin

(f}

^^ L
"dt + cos

(376)

In the special cases under consideration the ratio t is near unity,

and the difference between d and tan~^ .
, p : is therefore veryA +B cos (f)

-^

small, so that the cosine may be taken as unity.

The resultant amplitude may therefore be expressed by

/ D2 D
V^' + 52 + 2AB cos <^ = ^-x/ 1 +^ + 2 ^ cos <j)W A' A (377)

The true amplitude of the component sought being A, the resultant

amplitude must be divided by the factor

' B^ B
^1+32 + 2 Z^^^"^

(378)

in order to correct for the influence of the disturbing component.
The corrections for acceleration and amplitudes as indicated by

formulas (374) and (378) may to advantage be applied to the con-
stants for component K^ for an approximate elimination of the effects

of component P^ and to the constants for 83 for an approximate
elimination of the effects of components Kj and T2. By taking the

B
relations of the theoretical coefficients for the ratios -r and the differ-

ences in the equilibrium arguments as the approximate equivalents
of the phase differences represented by (j), tables may be prepared
giving the acceleration and resultant amplitudes with the arguments
referring to certain solar elements.

Thus, from Table 3, the following values may be obtained.

Effect of Pi on Kj
Effect of K2 on Ss.

Effect of TsonSs.

0. 33086
0. 27213
0. 05881

Aa
Bb

3. 03904
3. 66469

17. 02813

-^h+u'-lSO"
2h-2v".

Substituting the above in (344) and (378) we have
Effect of Pi on K^

sin (2Ji-v')
Acceleration = tan-^

3.0390 - cos (2/^-/)

Resultant amplitude = 0.813 Vl.6767 - cos {2h- vO

Effect of K, on S,

Acceleration = tan-^
sin i27h-2v")

(379)

(380)

(381)
3.6647 + 008(2^-2/')

Resultant amplitude = 0.738 V1.9734 + cos {2h-2v") (382)
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Effect of T, on S,'2

Acceleration = tan ^ .n c^^o^ , n v (383)
17.0281 + cos (/i — pi)

Kesultant amplitude = 0.343 V8.5318 + cos(7i-pi) (384)

The above formulas give the accelerations and resulting amplitudes
for any individual high water. For the correction of the constants
derived from a series covering many high waters it is necessary to take
averages covering the period of observations. Tables 21 to 26 give

such average values for different lengths of series, the argument in

each case referring to the beginning of the series.

In the preceding formulas the mean values of the coefficients were

taken to obtain the ratios d* To take account of the longitude of

the moon's node, the factor of reduction from section 12 should be
introduced. If the mean coefficients are indicated by the subscript
o, formulas (376) and (378) may be written

Acceleration = tan~^
j{A)A,a

,

,
. (385)

^/TB)57&"'°'^

Resultant amphtude = -J 1 + ( /(zixT "^ ^ /^zIt ^^^ "^ ^^^^^

In the cases under consideration the ratio :FrD\ will not differ

greatly from unity, the ratio -77V ^^dll be rather large compared with

cos (j), which can never exceed unity, and the acceleration itself

is relatively small. Because of these conditions the following may
be taken as the approximate equivalent of (385)

.

A 1 i- /(^) XI sin
Acceleration = 77^^ tan ^~. /'qq7\

f{A) A^a
,

,

(387;

^^^+ cos<?S

Also because -j^ in these cases is small compared with unity, the

following may be taken as the approximate equivalent of (386)

:

Resulting amplitude = 1 +{[2") V ^ +(xT + 2 ^ cos - 1I (388)

To allow for the effects of the longitude of the moon's node, the
tabular value of the acceleration should, therefore, be multiplied by

the ratio -Tv-TY and the amount by which the resultant amplitude

differs from unity by the same factor. In the particular cases under
consideration the factor/, for components P^, 83, and Tj, is unity for

each. Therefore, for the effect of P, on K,, the ratio -tv^tv = ^ttt^^-t

= F(Ki) , and for the effect of Kj upon 83, this ratio is /(Kj) . For the
effect of T2 upon 83 the ratio is unity.
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30. ELIMINATION.

Because of the limited length of a series of observations analyzed
the amplitudes and epochs of the components as obtained by the
processes described in the preceeding sections are only approximately
freed from the effects of each other. The separation of two compo-
nents from each other might be satisfactorily accomplished by having
the length of series ec^ual to a multiple of the synodic period of the
two components. To completely effect the separation of all the com-
ponents from each other by the same process would require a series

of such a length that it would contain an exact multiple of the period
of each component. The length of such a series would be too great

to be given practical consideration. In general, it is therefore desir-

able to apply certain corrections to the constants as directly obtained
from the analysis in order to eliminate the residual effects of the com-
ponents upon each other.

Let A be the designation of a component for which the true con-

stants are sought and let B be the general designation for each of the

other components in the tide, the effects of which are to be eliminated
from component A.

Let the original tide curve which has been analyzed be represented
by the formula

y =A cos {at + a) +^B cos {U + j8) (389)

in which
?/==the height of the tide above mean sea level at any time t.

^ = time reckoned in mean solar hours from the beginning of

the series as the origin.

A =R {A) = true amplitude of the component A for the time
covered by series of observations.

B = R{B) =true amplitude of component B for the time cov-
ered by series of observations.

a= —^{A) =true initial phase of component A at beginning of

series.

/?= — f(5) =true initial phase of component B at beginning of

"series,

a = speeds of component A.
& = speed of component B.

Formula (389) may be written

y =A cos a cos a^ + S B cos {(Z» — a.)^ + /?}cos at

—A sin a sin at — S 5 sin {(b — a)t + ^}sin at

= [A cos a + S 5 cos{(b — a)^ + i5}] cos at

-[A sin a + S 5 sm{{h-a)t + ^}] sin at (390)

The mean values of the coefficients of cos at and sin at of formula
(390) correspond to the coefficients Cp and Sp of formulas (316) and
(317) which are obtained from the summations for component A.
Let A^ and a^ = the uneliminated amplitude and initial phase,

respectively, of component A, as obtained directly from the analysis.

The equation of the uneliminated component A tide may be written

y = A'^ cos (at-j-a^) =A^ cos a^ cos at — A'^ sin a^ sin at (391)
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Comparing (390) and (391), it will be found that

A" cos «! = mean value of [J. cos a + S J5 cos { (5 - a) ^ + /3 }] (392)

A^ sin Q:i=mean value of [A sin a + S 5 sin {(6-a) ^ + |S}] (393)

Let T = length of series in mean solar hours. Then the mean value
of B cos{(6 — a) H-jS} within the limits ^ = and t = T, is

5 cos {Q)-a)t + ^]dt =^ (h-a)T
^^^^ {(fi-a)r + ^} -sin 0]

180 sin 4(& — a)r „ ,,,-, , ^, ,r.^.^-^ Uh-a)J Bcos{i{h-a)r + p} (394)

The mean value of B sin{(6— a) M-jS} within the same limits is

^-Tb sin {{h-a)t + ^}dt =^ .^ J^ .

^ [cos{(6-a) r + iS} -cos ^]

180 sin+ (6 — a)r „ . ,,,, , ^, /^^^^n=
fTTT

—

v-^ B sm Uih-a)T + ^\ (395)

Substituting (394) and (395) in (392) and (393), and for brevity
letting

180 sin Mi- a)

r

^ (306)

we have
A^ cos a'=A cos a + i: F^ cos {^{1-0)7 + ^} (397)

A'^ sin ai=^ sin a + S Fb sin {i(&-a)T + |S} (398)

Transposing,

A cos a = A^ cos a^-X F^ cos {i(b-a)T + 13} (399)

^ sin a = A^ sin a^-S Fb sin {i (h-a) t + /3} (400)

Multiplying (399) and (400) by sin a^ and cos a^, respectively,

A sin a^ cos a = A^ sin a^ cos a^ — 2 F^ cos {|(&— a)r + i3} sin a^ (401)

A cos q:^ sin oc = A^ sin a- cos o;^ — S Fb sin {^(6 — a)T + ^} cos a^ (402)

Subtracting (402) from (401)

A sin (Q;i-a)=S Fb sin {i(&-a)r-!-^-a^} (403)

Multiplying (399) and (400) by cos a^ and sin a^, respectively,

A cos a^ cos a = A^ cos^ a^-S Fb cos {\{h--a)T-\-^] cos a^ (404)

A sin q;1 sin a =A^ sin^ o;i-S Fb sin {i-(&-a)T-l-|3} sin a^ (405)

Taking the sum of (404) and (405)

^ cos («!-«)= Jl1-S Fb cos {i(6-a)r-h/3-ai} (406)

Dividing (403) by (406)

tan U a)
^ nsin{i(6-a)r + /3-^Mtan Ka «;-^x_2 /^^ eos {i(6-a)r-r|S-«^}

(407)
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From (406)

^^^A^-XF. cos {Hh-<^;r-,0-a^l
cos [a^ — a)

Substituting the value Fp from (396) and the equivalents R^(A),
R{A), R{B),-Y{A) -r(vl), and-f(5) for A\ A, B, a\ a, and j8, re-

spectively, we have by (407) and (408)

tan[r(^)-r(-4)]

^ 180 sin 4-(6 — a)T „,-r>v . ,,,, , ,-r,. w.x,^^ 1(6- a) r
^^^^ ®''' {i(6-a)r-r(B)+r(^)}

i?H-4) -2^ ^^?1^^^ i?(5) cos {i(&-a)r-r(5) +rM^)

}

(409)

ffl(^) -S^ ''x|^!~)f

"

R^B) cos {K&-a)r-f(5)+fH^)}
i?(^) =

cos[r(^)-r(-A)]
(410)

Formula (409) gives an expression for obtaining the difference to be
applied to the uneliminated fH-4) in order to obtain the true f(^),
and formula (410) gives an expression for obtaining the true amplitude
R{A). These formulas can not, however, be rigorously applied,
because the true values of R{B) and ^{B) of the disturbing compo-
nents are, in general, not known, but very satisfactory results may be
obtained by using the approximate values of R{B) and ^{B) derived
from the analysis or by inference.

By a series of successive approximations, using each time in the
formulas, the newly eliminated values for the disturbing components,
any desired degree of refinement may be obtained; but the first

approximation is usually sufficient, and all that is justified because
of the greater irregularities existing from other causes.

Form 245 (fig. 32) provides for the computations necessary in

applying formulas (409) and (410).

In these formulas the factors represented by jjt-—x— , and the

angles represented by 1(& — o)r will depend upon the length of series;

but for any given length of series they will be constant for all times
and places. Table 29 has been computed to give these quantities
for different lengths of series. The factor as directly obtained may be
either positive or negative, but for convenience the tabular values are
all given as positive, and when the factor as directly obtained is

negative the angle has been modified by ± 180° in order to compensate
for the change of sign in the factor and permit the tabular values to be
used directly in formulas (409) and (410).

An examination of formulas (409) and (410) will show that the
disturbing effect of one component upon another will depend largely

upon the magnitude of the fraction —ttI \— • Assuming that h is
•^ " \{b — a)T ^

not equal to a, this fraction and the disturbing effect it represents will

360°
approach zero as the length of series r approaches in value tt—y or
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any multiple thereof, or, in other words, as r approaches in length
any multiple of the synodic period of components A and B. Also,

since the numerator of the fraction can never exceed unity, while the
denominator may be increased indefinitely, tne value of the fraction

will, in general, be diminished by increasing the length of series and
will approach zero as r approaches infinity. The greater the dif-

ference (b — a) between the speeds of the two components the less

will be their disturbing effects upon each other. For this reason the
effects upon each other of the diurnal and semidiurnal components
or of any components of difi'erent subscripts is usually considered as

negligible, and in the application of formulas (409) and (410) only
components with like subscripts are taken into account.

The quantities R{B) and f(5) of formulas (409) and (410) refer

to the true amplitudes and epochs of the disturbing components.
These true values being in general unknown when the elimination

process is to be applied, it is desirable that there should be used in the
formulas the closest approximation to such values as are obtainable.

If the series of observations cover a period of a year or more, the am-
plitudes and epochs as directly obtained from the analysis may be
considered sufficiently close approximations for use in the formulas.
For short series of observations, however, the values as directly

obtained for the amplitudes and epochs of some of the components
may be so far from the true values that they are entirely unservice-
able for use in the formulas. In such cases inferred values for the
disturbing components should be used.

31. LONG-PERIOD COMPONENTS.

The preceding discussions have been especially applicable to the
reduction of the short-period components—those having a period of

a component day or less. They are the components that determine
the daily or semidaily rise and fall of the tide. Consideration will

now be given to the long-period tides which afi'ect the mean level of

the water from day to day, but which have practically little or no
effect upon the times of the high and low waters. There are five

such long-period components that are usually treated in works on
harmonic analysis—the lunar fortnightly Mf, the lunisolar synodic
fortnightly MSf, {he lunar monthly Mm, the solar semiannual Ssa,

and the solar annual Sa. The first three are usually too small to be
of practical importance, but the last two, depending largely upon
meteorological conditions, often have an appreciable efi'ect upon the
mean daily level of the water.
To obtain the long-period components, methods similar to those

adopted for the short-period components with certain modifications
may be used. For the fortnightly and monthly components the
component month may be divided into 24 equal parts, analogous
to the 24 component hours of the day. Similarly, for the semiannual
and annual components the component year may be divided into

24 equal parts, although it will often be found more convenient to

divide the year into 12 parts to correspond approximately with the
12 calendar months.

Instead of distributing the individual hourly heights, as for the
short-period components, a considerable amount of labor can be
saved by using the daily sums of these heights. The mean of each
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sum is to be considered as applying to the middle instant of the period
from hour to 23d hour; that is, at the 11.5 hour of the day. If the
component month or component year is divided into 24 equal parts,

the instants separating the groups may be numbered consecutively,

like the component hours, from to 23, with the instant of the first

groups taken at the exact beginning of the series. A table riiay now
be prepared (Table 34) which will show to which division each daily

sum, or mean, of the series must be assigned.

Letting
a=the hourly speed of any component, in degrees.

p=l when applied to a monthly or an annual component, and
p = 2 when applied to a fortnightly or a semiannual component.
a = day of series.

s = solar hour of day.
Then

and

also

1 component period =— solar hours (411)

1 component month= ^ solar hours (412)
,

1 component year = solar hours (413)

Dividing the component month or component year into 24 equal
parts, the length of

1 component division=-^ solar hours (414)

Therefore, to express the time of any solar hour in units of the com-
ponent divisions to which the solar hourly heights are to be assigned,

the solar hour should be multiplied by the factor a/15-p.

Thus,

Component division = r-^— (solar hour of series)

=
j|^ [24(^-1) +11.51 (415)

since in using the daily sums, the solar hour of the day to which each
such sum applies will always be 11.5 hour.
By substituting the speeds of the components from Table 3 the

following numerical values are obtained for the coefficient t^-'^
152>

Mf . . . 0.036,601,10; MSf . . . 0.033,863,19; Mm. . . 0.036,291,65;
Sa. and Ssa . . . 0.002,737,91.

By using the appropriate coefficient and substituting successively

the numerals corresponding to the day of series (d), the correspond-
ing value of the component division to which each daily sum is to be
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assigned may be readily obtained. The value of such division as

obtained directly from the formula will usually be a mixed number.
For Table 34 the nearest integral number, less any multiple of 24, is

used.

The distribution of the daily sums for the analysis of the long-

period components may be conveniently accomplished by copying
such sums in Form 142 (fig. 25), taking the component divisions as

the equivalents of the component hours and using Table 34 to deter-
mine the division or hour to which each sum should be assigned.

The total sum and mean for each division may then be readily ob-
tained. These means can then be treated as the hourly means of the
short-period tides according to the processes outlined in Form 194
(fig. 29) with such modifications as will now be described.

In using the daily means as ordinates of a long-period component
consideration must "be given to the residual effects of any of the short-

period components upon such means and steps taken to clear the
means of these effects when necessary. Component S2 mth a period
commensurate with the solar day, may be considered as being com-
pletely eliminated from each daily mean. Components K^ and Kj
are very nearly eliminated, because the component K day is very
nearly equal to the solar day. Other short-period components may
affect the daily means to a greater or less extent, depending largely
upon their amplitudes. Of these the principal ones are components
M2, N2, and Oj. In the distribution and grouping of the daily means
for the analysis of the several long-period components the disturbing
effects of the short-period components just enumerated, excepting
the effect of Mj upon MSf, will be greatly reduced, and in a series

covering several years may be practically eliminated.
Because the period of MSf is the same as the synodic period of Mj

and S, there will always remain a residual efl'ect of the component Mj
in the component MSf sums of the daily means, no matter how long
the series, which must be removed by a special process.

Let the equation of one of the short-period components be

y =A cos {at-\-a) (416)

Letting d = day of series, the values of t for the hours to 23 of d
day will be •

24:{d-l), 24:{d-l) + 1, 24:{d~l) +2, .... 24(c?-l)+23.

Substituting these values for t in (416) and designating the corre-
sponding values of the ordinate y as y^, y^, y2 • • • • 1/23 the following
are obtained:

A cos [24:{d-l)a + a\
'

?/i =A cos[24:{d-l)a-\-a + a]

2/2 =Acos[24:id-l)a + a + 2a]

y23 =A cos [24:{d-l)a-{-a+ 2da]

> (417)
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Representing the mean of these 24 ordinates for d day by y^, we
have

ya= -^A cos {2^{d—l)a + a) [1 + cos a 4- cos 2a+ • • • +cos 23a]
24

24
A sin {24(^— l)a + o;} [sin a + sin 2a+ • • • +sin 23a]

1 , sin 12a r ,^,,, ,, , 23
""24 sinla^L^^^

{24(rf-l)a + «} cos y a

23 "1

sin {24i{d— \)a + a] sin ^ a

= -^-A^^^cos{24((^-l)a + «+11.5a} (418)

Formula (418), representing the average value of the component A
ordinates contained in the daily mean for d day, is the correction or
clearance that must be subtracted from the mean for that day in

order to eliminate the effects of component A. It will be noted that
if we let A represent any of the solar components, Sj, S,, Sg, S^, etc., the
factor sin 12a, and consequently the entire formula, becomes zero for

all values of d.

By formula (418) clearances for each of the disturbing short-period
components for each day of series may be computed and these clear-

ances then applied individually to the daily means, or, if first multi-
plied by the factor 24, to the daily sums.
The labor involved in making independent calculations for the

clearance of the effect of each short-period component for each day
of series would be considerable, but this may be avoided to a large

extent by means of a tide-computing machine.
If we let t = time reckoned in mean solar hours from the beginning

of the series, then for any value of ya, which must apply to the 11.5

hour of d day,
t = 24:{d-l) + n.5

and (419)

a^ = 24((^-l)a-M1.5a

If the above equivalent is substituted in (418) and y^ replaced by
T/a, we have

1 . sin 12a , ^ ,
v /.r./^\

2/^ = 24 ^^iEl^^«^^^^ + «) (^20)

which represents a continuous function of t; and for any value of t

corresponding to the 11.5 hour of d day the corresponding value of

?/a will be ^d- This formula is the same as that for the short-period

component A, except that it includes the factor kt —=

—

i
— in the

coefficient. The speed a is, of course, a known constant, and the
values of A and a are presumed to have already been determined
from the harmonic analysis of the short-period components. Simi-
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larly, the disturbing effects of other short-period components may be
represented by

1 „ sin 12h ,. .

etc.

The combined disturbing effect of all the short-period components
may, therefore, be represented by the equation

1 , sin 12a . ^ ,
s

y = 'ya + yb + etc. =24^ sin ^a ^^^ (ai + o')

+^B '^^ cos {U + /3) + etc. (422)

This formula is adapted to use on the tide-computing machine.

With the component cranks set in accordance with the coefficients

and initial epochs of the above formula, the machine will indicate

the values of y corresponding to successive values of t. The values of

y desired for the clearances are those which correspond to t at the 11.5

hour on each day. Thus, the clearance for each successive day of

series may be read directly from the dials of the machine. In practice,

it may be found more convenient to use the daily sums rather than
the daily means for the analysis. In this case the coefficients of the

terms of (422) should be multiplied by the factor 24 before being

used in the tide-computing machine.
Assuming that all the daily sums are used in the analysis, the

augmenting factor represented by formula (329) which is used for

the short-period component is also applicable to the long-period com-
ponents, with p representing the number of component periods in a

component month or a component year. Thus, for components Mm
and Sa, p equals 1, and for Mf , MSf, and Ssa, p equals 2. For the long-

period components a further correction or augmenting factor is

necessary, because the mean or sum of the 24 hourly heights of the day
is used to represent the single ordinate at the 11.5 hour of the day.

If we let formula (416) be the equation of the long-period component
sought, formula (420) mil give the mean value of the 24 ordinates of

the day which, in the grouping for the analysis, is taken as represent-

ing the 11.5 hour of the day or the ^d hour of the series. Since the true

component ordinate for this hour should be A cos {at^ + a), it is

Qi rj X/"/

evident that an augmenting factor of 24-^

—

:~y- must be applied to the
Sill L^Q/

mean ordinates as derived from the sum of the 24 hourly heights of the

day in order to reduce the means to the 11.5 hour of each day.

The complete augmenting factor for the long-period components
will therefore be obtained by combining the above with (329) to

obtain

-P xgj^ (423)
„^ . 15© sm 12a
24 sm —^

Values obtained from formula (423) are given in Table 20.

The following method of reducing the long-period tides, which
conforms to the system outlined by Sir George H. Darwin, differs
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to some extent from that just described. In this discussion it is

assumed that a series of 365 days is used.

Let the entire tide due to the five long-period components already
named be represented by the equation

y =A cos {at + a) +B cos (bt + /S) + C cos (at + 7)
+ D cos {dt + 8) +E cos (et + e)

(424)

For convenience in this discussion let t be reckoned from the 11.5th
solar hour of the first day of series instead of the midnight beginning
that day. Every value of t to which the daily means refer ^viU then
be either or a multiple of 24.

Let A', B', C, D', and E', equal
A cos a, B cos )3, C cos 7, D cos 5, and E cos e, respectively, and

A", B", C", D", and E" , equal
—A sin a, —B sin /3, — C sin y, —D sin 5. and — E sin e, respectivelv.

(425)

Then formula (424) may be written

y =A' cos at + B' cos M-r C cos ct-rB' cos dt-\- E' cos et

+A" sin at + B'' sin U+C" sin d + D" sin dt + E" sin et (426)

In the above equation there are 10 unknown quantities, A', A",
B' , B" , etc., for which values are sought in order to obtain from them
the amplitudes and epochs of the five long-period components. The
most probable values of these quantities may be found by the least

square adjustment.
Let ?/i, yn, .... 2/365 represent the daily means for a 365 day series,

as obtained from observations. If we let n be any day of the series,

the value of t to which that mean applies will be 24(n— 1). By
substituting in formula (426) the successive values of y and the values
of t to which they correspond, 365 observational equations are formed
as follows:

y^ = A' cos 0+5' cos 0-r ....
+ A" sin Q + B" sin 0+ ....

y. = A' cos 24a 4-5' cos 246+ ....
'+^" sin 24a + 5" sin 24&+ .... !^(427)

?/365 = ^' cos 24x364a + 5' cos 24X364&+ ....
+^" sin 24x364a + 5" sin24x364&+ .... ^

A normal equation is now formed for each unknown quantity by
multiplying each observational equation by the coefficient of the
unknown quantity in that equation and adding the results. Thus,
for the unknown quantity A' , we have

2/1 cos = ^' cos^ + 5' cos cos 0+ ....
+^" sin cos + 5" sin cos 0+ ....

2/2 cos 24a = ^' cos^ 24a. + 5' cos 246 cos 24a + . • • •

+ A" sin 24a cos 24a + 5" sin 246 cos 24a + • • •

2/365 cos (24 X 364a) ^A' cos" (24 x 364a)

+ 5' cos (24x3646) cos (24 x 364a) +
+ ^"sin (24x364a) cos (24 x 364a)

+ 5" sin (24 x 3646) cos (24 x 364a) +

> (428)
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Summing
n=365 n=365

S Vn COS 24(n-l)a = JL'S cos^^ 24(n-l)a
n=l n=l

n=365

+A" S sin24(w-l)acos24(n-l)a
n=l

n=365

\-B' S cos 24(7i-l)& cos 24(n-l)a
n=l

n=365

+B" S sin 24(n-l)& cos 24 (n-l)a
n=l

n=365

+ C' S COS 24(n-l)c cos 24(n-l)a
n=l

n=365

+ C" S sin 24(ri-l)c cos 24(ri-l)a
n=l

n=365

+ Z>' S cos24(7i-l)(Zcos 24(n-l)a
n=l

n=365

+ D" S sin 24(n -l)d cos 24(n -l)a
n=l

n=365

+ E' S cos 24(n-l)e cos 24(n-l)a
n=l

n=365

+ E" S sin 24(n-l)f^ cos 24(n-l)a (429)
n=l

which is the normal equation for the unknown quantity A'

.

In a similar manner we have for the normal equation for the quan-
tity A"
S 2/n sin 24(n — l)a

= A' S cos 24(n-l)asin 24(n-l)a +^" 2 sin^ 24(n-l)a

+ 5'Scos24(n-l)&sin24(n-l)a + 5"Ssin24(n-l)6sin24(n-])a

+ C"2cos 24(ri-l)csin24(w-l)a+C"Ssin 24(n- l)c sin 24(n- l)a

+ D'^ cos 24(71 - 1)(Z sin 24(n - l)a + Z)" S sin 24(n -l)d sin 24 {n-l)a

+ E'^ cos 24(n- l)e sin 24(7i- l)a + ^" S sin 24(n - l)e sin 24 (n - l)a

(430^

the limits of n being the same as before.
Normal equations of forms similar to (429) and (430) are easily

obtained for the other unknown quantities.

72934—24t 8
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By changing the notation of formulas (286) to (288) the folio-wins'

relations may be derived

:

°Z^^ >c^Ai ^\ 1 ,

-.sin 24na COS 24(7i— l)aS cos2 24(n— l)a = in + -i -.
———^ —

n=i
" sm 24a

,„,,,.
, 1 sin 8760a cos 8736a (431)

-^^^^ + ^ skr24^

^^^^
• -, c^Af -N 1

,sin 24na COS 24(n— l)aS sm^ 2^{n—\)a = \n — \ ._ ^^^

= 182i-i

n=365

n=l Sill ^'±U'

sin 8760a cos 8736a (432)

sin 24a

n=365

S cos 24(71—1)6 cos 24(n— l)a
n=l

_j^sin 12?i(& — a) cos 12(n— 1)(& — a)~2
sin 12(&-a)

+ Y
^ sin 12n(6 + a) cos 12(7i-l)(& + a)

sin 12(6 + a)

J
sin 4380 (6 -a) cos 4368 (6 -a)

^ sin 12 (6 -a)

.+ i
^ sin 4380 (6 + a) cos 4368 (6 + a) (433)

sin 12(6 + a)

n=365

S sin 24(n-l)6 sin 24(n-l)a
n=l

_ ^ sin 12n(6 — a) cosl2(7i— 1) (b — a)
^^

sin 12 (6 -a)

, sin 12yi(6 + a) cos 12(n-l) (6 + a)~^
sin 12(6 + a)

_ J
sin 4380

(

6 -a) cos 4368 (5 -a)
~^

sin 12 (6 -a)

_, sin 4380(6+a) cos 4368(6 + a) (434)
2 sin 12 (6 + a)

n=365

S sin 24(n-l)6 COS 24(n-l)a
n=l

_j sin 12n(6 — g) sin 12(n — 1) (6 — a)~^
sinl2(6-a)

, sin 12n(6 + a) sin 12(n-l) (6+ a)
"^2

sin 12(6 + a)

, sin 4380(6 -a) sin 4368 (6 -a)
~2

sin 12 (6 -a)

J
sin 4380(6 + a)sin 4368(6 + a) (435)

"^^
sin 12(6 + a)
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By substituting in (431) to (435) the numerical values of a, h, etc.,

from Table 3, the corresponding equivalents for these expressions
are obtained. These, in turn, may be substituted in (429), (430),

and similar equations for the other unknown quantities to obtain the
10 normal equations given below. In preparing these equations the
symbols a, h, c, d, and e are taken, respectively, as the speeds of com-
ponents Mm, Mf, MSf, Sa, and Ssa.

n=365

S Vn COS 24(w— l)a

= 183.05JL' + 0.725' + 0.76C" + 4.88Z>'+4.96S'

+ 2.14^"+4.295" + 5.046'"-0.34Z>"-0.70^"
n=36.5

2J Vn sin 24(71— l)a-

= 2.14^'-4.15B'-4.90C" + 3.80Z>' + 3.88E'

+ 181.95^" + 1.015" + 1.06 C" + 0.34Z)" + 0.68£:''

n=365

S Vn COS 24(n-l)&

= 0.72A' + 183.175' +0.56(7' - 1.50Z>' - 1.51^'

-4.15.4" + 0.885" + 0.92C"-0.09O"- 0.18^"
n=365

S Vn sin 24(?1-1)&

= 4.29Jl' + 0.885' + 0.92 C" + 3.05Z)' + 3.06£'

+ 1.01^" + 181.835" -0.80C"-0.08Z)"-0.17£:"
n=365

S ^n COS 24(n — l)c

= 0.76^' + 0.565' + 183. 19C" - 1.68Z>' - 1.70^'

-4.90^" + 0.925" + 0.976"' -0.11Z>"-0.21£:"
n=365

S Vn sin 24(ri— l)c

= 5.04JL' + 0.925' + 0.97 C" + 3.24Z?' + 3.25S'

+ 1.06^" -0.805" + 181.81 C"-0.10Z)"-0.20£:"
n=365

S Vn cos 24(n — 1)(^

= 4.88^' - 1.505' - 1.68C" + 182.38P' - 0.24:E'

+ 3.80^" + 3.055" + 3.24C" + 0.005>" + 0.01i5" (436)
n=365

S Vn sin 24:{n—l)d

= - 0.34^'- 0.095' -0.11C" + 0.005' + 0.00^:'

+ 0.34^" -0.085" -0.10(7" + 182.625" + 0.00£:"
n=365

S Vn cos 24,(71 — l)e

= 4.96^1' - 1.515' - 1.70(7' - 0.245' + 182.38S'

+ 3.88J." + 3.065" + 3.25 (7" + 0.005" + 0.00£"'
n==365

S Vn sin 24(n — l)e

= -0.70JI'- 0.185' -0.21 (7' + 0.015' + 0.005'

+ 0.68JI" - 0.175" - 0.20(7" + 0.005" + 182.625"
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The numerical value of the first member of each of the above
normal equations is obtained from the observations by taking the
sum of the product of each daily mean by the cosine or sine of the
angle indicated.

The solution of the equations give the values of A', A", B', B"

,

etc. , from which the corresponding values of amplitudes A and a, B
and /3, etc., of formula (424) are readily obtained, since

A = -^lA'Y+{A"Y and a-tan-^ ^=^.

In calculating the corrected epoch, it must be kept in mind that the
t in this reduction is referred to the 11.5 hour of the first day of

series instead of the preceding midnight.
Before solving equations (436), if the daily means have not al-

ready been cleared of the effects of the short-period comxponents, it

will be necessary to apply corrections to the first member of each of

these equations in order to make the clearances.

The disturbance in a single daily mean due to the presence of a
short-period component is represented by equation (418). Intro-
ducing the subscript s to distinguish the symbols pertaining to the
short-period component, the disturbance in the daily mean of the
n^^ day of series due to the presence of the short-period component
^s may be written

[2/s]n = KT^s^^J-X^'cos {24(n-l)as + 11.5as + as} (437)

The disturbances in the products of the daily means by

cos 24(n — l)a and sin 24(n — l)a

may therefore be written

[y^\ cos 24(71 - l)a =^^s ^-7-1:7-" cos {24(n-l)as + 11. 5as + as}
^t: Sill 2 ^3

= 24 ^s g-^ ^^
^

h [cos {24(71-1) (as + a) + 11.-5 a.s + as}

+ cos {24(71-1) (a.s-a')+11.5as + o;s}] (438)
and

[?/s]n sin 24(71-1) a

= 9Z ^s TTz-i"^ i [sin {24(71-1) {a^ + a) -{-ll.b a^ + a^]
^'i bin '2'tt's

sin {24(71-1) (as-a) +11.5 ds + 0:8}] (439)

Then, referring to formulas (284) and (285)

n=365

S [ysln COS 24(71

—

l)a =
n=l

1 . sinl2asrsin 12x365(as + a) f-,ov,o«H^ , ^ , n r , 1

48 ^^ iml^ L~^S^2(^H^^)-- ^^^ { 12 X 364 (a. + a) + ll.Sas -F a.)

+^^^^^3|fr^^=^cos {12x364(a3-a)+11.5a. + a3}] (440)
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and

-,
—^ .—7-7 —

^

sm {12x364(as + a) + ll.oas + o;s}
has [_ sm 12(as + a)

n=365

S [ys]n sin 24(rt-l)a =

J_ - sinj^asfsin 12x365(as + ft

48 " sin ^<

sin 12x365(as — a) . ,-,r,..na4r ^ , n c , i~l /'.i/)i\
^—^TTT

—--^T—^ sm {12x364(as-a) + 11.5as + o;s} (441)
sm 12(0-8 — a) '

^ 'J

Now let

A's =^s COS as

and (442)

A"s= —A^ sin as

then (440) and (441) may be reduced as follows:

n=365

S [Vsln COS 24(72-1) a
n=l

1 sin 12as fsin 12x365(a« + a) riov.oc^/ , ^ , n - i= 7^ -^

—

I
—

-
'•—T157 ,

—X—
^ COS {12x364(as + a) + ll.oas}

48 sm -las |_ sm 12 (0.5 + a)
'

i 12x365(as-
sin 12(a.s — «)

1 sin 12as fsin 12x365(0-3 + a) . movxo^^^ , ^ , n r i
• 7^ ——-.— -—TTT7 i—\— sm {12x364(as + a) +11.5as}
48 sm ^as L sm l2(as + a)

^ '

sir^22g6Mc^:a)^.^^^2x364(as-a) + 11.5as}1^''s (443)sm 12(as — a) J

and

n=365

S iVsh sin 24(71-1) a

1 sin 12as Fsin 12 x36o(as + a) . i-,r,..oaAr , \ , n c 1=— -^—J—^ -.
—

-TTT
,

—

^

sm {12x364(as-ra) + 11.5as}
48 sm -^-o-s [_ sm 12(as + a)

^ "t

,

sin 12x365(as-a) iio^.oaAr \ < -n n \~\ a'
-\ ^^^ .^^^ ::^;— cos {12 x364(as — a) +11.5as} M-

s

1 sin 12rA„ Fsin 12y 3P.5('o,„-l-o,) . . .

sin 12x36o(as — «) • nowoc-i/- \ , n ksm {12x364(as — «) + ll-5a
Sn2(as-a) ""' U^AOU.VC.s-«.-rxx..UsiJ^'s

1 sin 12as fsin 12 x 365 (as + a) /ion/q«-i/ , ^ ,
^-, k \

T^ ——

i

-—To?—;—

\

cos {12x364(as + a) + 11.5as}
48 sm ^o-s L sml2(as + a) ^

_sinl^x365(a^
cos {12 x364(a3-a) + 11.5as} 1 ^"s (444)

sm 12(as — aj J

Formulas (443) and (444) represent the clearances for any
long-period component A due to any short-period component ^s-
The first must be subtracted from terms corresponding to

S^/n cos 24 (n — l)a and the latter from terms corresponding: to

S?/n sin 24 {n — l)a of formula (436) before solving the latter.

In (443) and (444) the coefficients of A'^ and A"s, which
for brevity we may designate as C, C" , S', and S", respectively,

contain only values that are constant for all series and may therefore
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be computed once for all. Separate sets of such coefficients must,
however, be computed for the effect of each short-period component
upon each long-period component. In the usual reductions in which
the effects of 3 short-period components upon 5 long-period com-
ponents are considered, 15 sets of 4 coefficients each, or 60 coefficients

in all, are required.

The coefficients are given in the following table :^

MiiC).
iC")
{S').
{S")

N2(C').
(C")
(S').

(S")

Oi(C').
iC")
(S').
(S").
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into 12 equal groups and the mean of the hourly heights for each
group taken, these means would represent the approximate height of

the combined annual and semiannual components for the middle of

each group, and the middle of the first group would be the initial

point from which the zeta (0 as obtained by the usual process would
be referred. As each group would represent 30° of motion for the

annual component, or 60° for the semiannual component, to refer

this r to the actual beginning of the series of observations it would
be necessary to apply a correction of 15° for the annual component
or 30° for the semiannual component.

In obtaining the monthly means by the usual process of including

29 days only, the year is divided only approximately into 12 equal
groups. The following table shows the comparison of the middle of

each group actually used in the summation and the middle of each
corresponding group obtained by dividing a Julian year beginning
January 1, hour, into 12 equal parts. In the summing for mean
sea level each group extends from hour on the 1st day of the month
to the 23d hour on the 29th day, making the group from first to last

observation exactly 28 days and 23 hours long. The middle of each
group will therefore be 14.48 days later than the first observation of

the group.

Month.
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directly obtained, in order to refer the f to the hour of the 1st

day of January, for the component Ssa the corrections will be twice
as great.

If the year commences on the first day of any month other than
January, the corrections will differ a little from the above. Calculated
in a manner similar to that above, the following table gives the
correction to be applied to the f to refer to the first day of any
month at which the series commences. The correction to the f
of Ssa will be twice the tabular value for Sa.

Observations commence

—

Jan. 1

Feb. 1

Mar. 1

Apr. 1

May 1

June 1

Correction to f of Sa
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The process outlined below follows to some extent one of the methods
of Doctor Harris, extending his treatment for the components K and

to other components.
The lengths of series may be taken the same as the lengths used as

the analysis of the hourly heights, which are 29, 58, 87, 105, 134, 163,

192, 221, 250, 279, 297, 326, 355, and 369 days. It is sometimes
convenient to divide a series, whatever its length, into periods of 29

days each. This permits a uniform method of procedure, and a com-
parison of the results from different series affords a check on the
reliableness of the work.
The first process in this analysis consists in making the usual high

and low water reductions, including the computation of the lunitidal

intervals. Form 138 provides for this reduction. The times and
heights of the high and low waters, together with the times of the
moon's transits are tabulated. For convenience the standard time
of the place of observations may be used for the times of the high and
low waters, and the Greenwich mean civil time of the moon's transits

over the meridian of Greenwich may be used for the moon's transits.

The interval between each transit and the following high and low
water is then found, and the mean of all the high water intervals and
the mean of all the low water intervals are then obtained separately.

The true mean intervals between the time of the moon's transit over
the local meridian and the time of the following high and low waters
being desired, the means as directly obtained must be corrected to

allow for any difference in the kind of time used for the transit of

the moon and the time of the tides and also for the difference in time
between the transit of the moon over the local meridian and the
transit over the meridian to which the tabular values refer.

A convenient table for the correction of the lunitidal intervals,

when the high and low waters have been given in standard time and
the moon's transits over the meridian of Greenwich are given in

Greenwich mean civil time, will be found in Special Publication
No. 26 of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

i If the tide is of the semidiurnal type, the approximate amplitude
and epoch for component Mj may be obtained directly from this high
and low water reduction. On account of the presence of the other
components the mean range from the high and low waters will always
be a little larger than twice the amplitude of M2. If the data are

available for some other station in the general locality, the ratio of

the M2 amplitude to the mean range of tide at that station may be
used in finding the M2 amplitude from the mean range of tide at the
station for which the results are sought. If this ratio can not be ob-
tained for any station in the general locality, the empirical ratio of

0.47 may be used with fairly satisfactory results. After the ampli-
tude of Mj has been thus obtained, it should be corrected for the
longitude of the moon's node by factor F from Table 12.

The epoch of Mj may be obtained from the corrected high and low
water lunitidal intervals H WI, L WI by the following formula

—

M°2 = i-(fi'F/+LF7)x 28.984 + 90° (445)

In the above formula fl^TF/must be greater than L WI, 12.42 hours
being added, if necessary, to the R WI as directly obtained from the
high and low water reductions.
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The difference between the average duration of rise and fall of the
tide at any place, where the tide is of the semidiurnal type, depends
largely upon the component M4. It is possible to obtain from the
high, and low waters a component with the speed of M^ which, when
used in the harmonic prediction of the tides, will cause the mean
duration of rise and fall to be the same as that at the station. The
effect of component M4 upon the mean duration of rise will depend
chiefly upon the relation of its amplitude and epoch to the amplitude
and epoch of the principal component Mj. By assuming an M4 com-
ponent with epoch such as to make the component symmetrically
situated in regard to the maxima and minima of the Mj component,
the amplitude necessary to account for the mean duration of rise of

the tide may be readily calculated as follows:

Let Pi? = duration of rise of tide in hours as obtained from the
lunitidal intervals.

a = Hourly speed of component Mj. =28.°984.
M2= Amplitude of Mj component.
Mg" = Epoch of M2 component.
M4= Amplitude of M4 component.
M4° = Epoch of M4 component.

Then, for component M4 to be symmetrically situated with respect

to the maxima and minima of component Mj

M4° = 2M2°±90° (446)

in which the upper or lower sign is to be used according to whether
a{DR) is greater or less, respectively, than 180°. Multiples of 360°

may be added or rejected to obtain the result as a positive angle less

than 360°.

The equations of the components Mg and M4 may be written

2/1 =M2 cos (at + a) (447)

2/2 = M4 cos (2af + /3) (448)

and the resultant curve

y^Mj cos {at + a)-\-Mi cos (2at + ^) (449)

Values of t which will render (447) a maximum must satisfy the

derived equation.
aM^sin {at + a) =0 (450)

and for a maximum of (449) t must satisfy the derived equation

aM^ sin {at + a)+ 2aM, sin {2at + /3) = (451)

For a maximum of (447)

f = ?^-^-^ (452)

in which n is any integer.
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Q

Let - = the acceleration in the high waters of component Mj due

to the presence of component M4. With the M4 wave symmetrical!

v

situated with respect to the Mg wave, - will also equal the retarda-

tion in the low water of component Mj, due to the presence of com-
a

ponent M4, and — will equal the total amount by which the duration

of rise of the tide has been diminished by M4. If the duration of

rise has been increased, 6 will be negative.

Then, for a maximum of (449)

a

and this value of t must satisfy equation (451).

Substituting in (451), we have

aMs sin (2mr-d) +2aM^ sin (4:mr - 2a + ^ - 29) =

-aMa sin d-2aM^ sin {2d + 2a-^)=0
(454)

But
2a: - 13 - - 2M2° + M,° (455)

From (446),
-2M2°+M4°=±90°

180°
according to whether the duration of rise is greater or less than -

or whether 9 is negative or positive.

Then
2a-8=T90° (456)

according to whether 9 is positive or negative.

Substituting this in (454)

- aMa sin 9 ± 2aM^ cos 29 = (457)

and
^4 , sin g .

M'"^' cos 29
^^''^^

the upper or lower sign being used according to whether 9 is positive

or negative. As under the assumed conditions 9 must come within
M

the limits ±45°, the ratio of y^ as derived from (458) \\'ill always be

positive.
180°

The duration of rise of tide due solely to the component M2 is
a

The duration of rise as modified by the presence of the assumed M^
:is

DR =^^-^ (459)
a a

Therefore
9 = ia80°-aDR) (460)
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Substituting the above in (458) we have

M,_
,
sin (90°-^ai9i?) _ ,

cos UDR , .

M;"^' cos (180° -aZ>i2)~"^ 2 cos aDR ^^^^^

and

M4 = T i Ht^ M' (462)^ cos aL'ic

M4 must be positive, and the sign of the above coefficient will

depend upon whether aDR is less or greater than 180°.

The approximate constants for components S,, N,, Kj, and O^
may be obtained from the observed high and low waters as follows:

Add to each low-water height the mean range of tide. Copy the
high and modified low water heights into the form for hourly heights
(Form 362), always putting the values upon the nearest solar hour.

Sum for the desired components, using the same stencils as are used
for the regular analysis of the hourly heights. Account should be
taken of the number of items entering into each sum and the mean
for each component hour obtained. The 24 hourly means for each
component are then to be analyzed in the usual manner.
The results obtained by this process are, of course, not as depend-

able as those obtained from a continuous record of hourly heights.

The approximate results first obtained can, however, be improved by
the following treatment if a tide-computing machine is available.

Using the approximate constants as determined above for the
principal components and inferred values for smaller components,
set the machine for the beginning of the period of observations and
find the predicted heights corresponding to the observed times of the
high and low waters. Tabulate the differences between the observed
and predicted heights for these times , using the hourly height form
and entering the values according to the nearest solar hour. These
differences are then to be summed and analyzed the same as the
original observed heights. In this analysis of the residuals the com-
ponent Mo should be included. The results from the analysis of the

residuals are then combined with the constants used for the setting

of the predicting machme.
In making the combinations the following formulas may be used:
Let A' and k' represent the first approximate values of the constants

of any component.
A" and «", the constants as obtained from the residuals.

A and k, the resultant constants sought.

Then
A=-^{A' cosk'+A" cosK"y+{A' sin «' +^" sin «")' (463)

and
^ A' sin k' + A" sin k" ,,^,.

K = tan 1 -n > , a„ Tf (464)A cosK +A cosK

33. HARMONIC PREDICTION OF TIDES.

The methods for the prediction of the tides may be classified as

harmonic and nonharmonic. By the harmonic methods the ele-

mentary component tides, represented by harmonic constants, are

combined into a composite tide. By the nonharmonic methods the
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predictions are made by applying to the times of the moon's transits

and to the mean height of the tide systems of differences to take
account of average conditions and various inequalities due to changes
in the phase of the moon and in the declination and parallax of the
moon and sun.

Without the use of a predicting machine the harmonic method
would involve too much labor to be of practical service, but with
such a machine the harmonic method has many advantages over the
nonharmonic systems and is now used exclusively by the U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey in making predictions for the standard ports of

this country.
The height of the tide at any time may be represented harmonically

by the formula

A = i7o + 2/S'cos [a«+(Fo + w)-/c] (465)
in which

^ = height of tide at any time t.

fi^o =mean height of water level above datum used for pre-
diction.

i7=mean amplitude of any component A.
/= factor for reducing mean amplitude H to year of pre-

diction,

a = speed of component A.
t = time reckoned from some initial epoch such as beginning

of year of predictions.

( Vo -f u) = value of equilibrium argument of component A
when t = 0.

K = epoch of component A.

In the above formula all quantities except h and t may be con-
sidered as constants for any particular year and place, and when these
constants are known the value of li, or the predicted height of the
tide, may be computed for any value of t, or time. By comparing
successive values of h the heights of the high and low waters, together
with the times of their occurrence, may be approximately determined.
The harmonic method of predicting tides, therefore, consists essen-
tially of the application of the above formula.
The exact value of t for the times of high and low waters will be

roots of the first derivative of formula (465), equated to zero, which
may be written

—

j^
=- -EafH sin [at -{-{Vo + u)-k] = (466)

Although formula (466) can not, in general, be solved by rigorous
methods, it may be mechanically solved by a tide-predicting machine
of the type used in the office of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
The constant He, of formula (465) is the depression of the adopted

datum below the mean level of the water at the place of prediction.
For places on the open coast the mean water level is identical with
mean sea level, but in the upper portions of tidal rivers that have an
appreciable slope the mean water level may be somewhat higher than
the mean sea level. The datum for the predictions may be more or
less arbitrarily chosen, but it is customary to use the low-water plane
that has been adopted as the reference for the soundings on the
hydrographic charts of the locality. For all places on the Atlantic
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and Gulf coasts of the United States, including Porto Rico and the
Atlantic coast of the Panama Canal Zone, this datum is mean low
water. For the Pacific coast of the United States, Alaska, Hawaii,
and the Philippines, the datum is in general mean lower low water.
For the rest of the world, the datum is in general mean low water
springs, although there are many localities where somewhat lower
planes are used. After the datum for any particular place has been
adopted its relation to the mean water level may be readily obtained
from simple nonharmonic reductions of the tides as observed in the
locality. The value of Hq thus determined is a constant that is

available for future predictions at the stations.

The amplitude H and the epoch k for each component tide to be
included in the predictions are the harmonic constants determined by
the analysis discussed in the preceding chapters. Each place will

have its own set of harmonic constants, and when once determined
will be available for all times, except as they may be slightly modified
by a more accurate determination from a better series of observations,

or by changes in the physical conditions at the locality such as may
occur from dredging, by the depositing of sediment, or by other
causes.

The factor /is the reciprocal of factor F, discussed in section 12.

It is introduced in order to reduce the mean amplitude to the true
amplitude depending upon the longitude of the moon's node. The
factor / for any single component, therefore, passes through a cycle

of values. The change being slow, it is customary to take the value

as of the middle of the year for which the predictions are being
made and assume this as a constant for the entire year. The error

resulting from this assumption is practically negligible. Each com-
ponent has its own set of values for /, but these values are the same
for all localities and have been compiled for convenient use in Table
14 for the middle of each year from 1850 to 1999.

The quantity a represents the angular speed of any component
per unit of time. In the application of formulas (465) and (466) to

the prediction of tides this is usually given in degrees per mean solar

hour, the unit of t being taken as the mean solar hour. The values

of the speeds of the different components have been calculated from
astronomical data by formulas derived from the development of the

equilibrium theory which has already been discussed. These speeds
have been compiled in Table 3 and are essentially constant for all

times and places. The quantity (Fo + w), which was discussed in

section 10, is the value of the equilibrium argument of a component
at the initial instant from which the value of t is reckoned; that is,

when t equals zero. In the prediction of tides this initial epoch is

usually taken at the midnight beginning the year for which the pre-

dictions are to be made. In strictness the V, or uniformily varying
portion of the argument alone, refers to the initial epoch, while the u,

or slow variation due to changes in the longitude of the moon's node,

is taken as of the middle of the period of prediction and assumed to

have this value as a constant for the entire period. The quantity

{Vo + u) is different for each component and is also different for each
initial epoch and for different longitudes on the earth. In Table 15

there have been compiled the values of this quantity for the begin-

ning of each year from 1850 to 2000 for the longitude of Greenwich.
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The values may be readily modified to adapt them to other initial

epochs and other longitudes.

Let

jC==west longitude in degrees of station for which predictions

are desired.
5' = west longitude in degrees of time meridian used at this

station.

For east longitude, L and S will have negative values.

Now let

2? = when referring to the long-period components.
1 when referring to the diurnal components.
2 when referring to the semidiurnal components, etc.

then 2> will be the coefficient of the quantity T in the equilibrium

arguments represented in (100), (215), and other formulas. Now, T
is the hour angle of the mean sun and is the only quantity in these

arguments that is a function of the longitude of the place of observa-

tion or of prediction. At any given instant of time the difference

between the values of the hour angle T at two stations will be equal

to the difference in longitude of the stations. If, therefore, the value

of the argument (Fo + u) for any component at any given instant

has been computed for the meridian of Greenwich, the correction to

refer this argument for the same instant to a place in longitude L°
west of Greenwich will be — fL, the negative sign being necessary as

the value of T decreases as the west longitude increases.

The instant of time to which each of the tabular values of the

Greenwich {Vo + uYs, of Table 15 refers is the hour of the Green-
wich mean civil time at the beginning of a calendar year. In the

predictions of the tides at any station it is desirable to take as the

initial epoch the hour of the standard or local time customarily

used at that station. If, therefore, the longitude of the time merid-

ian used is S° west of Greenwich, the initial epoch of the predictions

will usually be Sjlb mean solar hours later than the instant to which
the tabular Greenwich {Vq + uYs are referred.

In formulas (465) and (466) the symbol a is the general designation

of the speed of any component; that is to say, it is the hourly rate of

change in the argument. The difference in the argument due to a

difference of Sjlb hours in the initial epoch is therefore aSjlb degrees.

The total correction to the tabular Greenwich {Vo + u) of any year in

order to obtain the local {Vo + u) for a place in longitude U' west at

an initial epoch of hours of time meridian S° west at the beginning
of the same calendar year is

ff-pi- (467)

The general expression for the angles of (465) and (466) may now
be written

[at +{Vo + u)-K'\ = [at + Greenwich {Vo + u) +^-'pL-K\ (468)

In order to avoid the necessity of applying the corrections for longi-

tude and initial epoch to the Greenwich {V^ + uY^ for each year,
these corrections may be applied once for all to the k's
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Lot

(^^15-pL-K^=-K' (469)

Then (468) may be written

at + ( Fo + u)-K = at + Greenwich ( Fo ^ u) - k
'

(470)

Thus, by applying the corrections indicated in (469) to the k's for

any station, a modified set of epoclis is obtained. These will remain
the same year after year and permit the direct use of the tabular
Greenwich (Fo-r'u)'s in determining the actual component phases at

the beginning of each calendar year.

Let
Greenwich ( Y^ + u) -k' = a (471)

then formulas (465) and (466) may be written

h = H^ + :Z:fn cos {at + a) (472)

for height of tide at any time, and

S a/H sin (at + a) = (473)

for times of high and low waters.

Formula (472) may be easily solved for any single value of t, but
for many values of t as are necessary in the predictions of the tides

for a year at any station the labor involved by an ordinary solution

would be very great. Formula (473) can not, in general, be solved
by rigorous methods.
The invention of tide-predicting machines has rendered the solu-

tion of both formulas a comparatively simple matter.

The first tide-predicting machine was designed by Sir WUliam
Thomson (afterwards Lord Kelvin) and was made in 1873 under the
auspices of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

This was an integrating machine designed to compute the height of

the tide in accordance with formula (472). It provided for the sum-
mation of 10 of the principal components, and the resulting pre-

dicted heights were registered by a curve automatically traced by
the machine. This machine is described in Part I of Thomson and
Tait's Natural Philosophy, edition of 1879. Several other tide-

predicting machines designed upon the same general principles, but
providing for an increased number of components were afterwards

constructed.
The first tide-predicting machine used in the United States was

designed by William Ferrel, of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
This machine, which was completed in 1882, was based upon modified
formulas and differed somewhat in design from any other machine
that has ever been constructed. No curve was traced, but both the

times and heights of the high and low waters were indicated directly

by scales on the machine. The intermediate heights of the tide could

be obtained only indirectly. A description of this machine is given

in the report of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for the year 1883.

The first machine designed to solve simultaneously formulas (472)

and (473) is the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting
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machine No. 2, which is described in the following section. A
description of the machine is also given in Special Publication No. 32
of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

34. U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY TIDE-PREDICTING MACHINE NO. 2.

The Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine No. 2

was designed to sum simultaneously the terms of formulas (472) and
(473) and to register the successive heights of the tide (h) by a dial

and pointer as well as graphically by a curve, and also to indicate

the time or values of (t) which satisfy equation (473) for the high and
low waters. This machine was designed and constructed in the ofB.ce

of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Designed in 1895, its con-

struction was begun the following year, and after some interruptions

it was completed in 1910. It was first used in makiaig predictions

for the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Tide Tables for the year 1912

-and has been used for all editions of the Tide Tables since that time.

The general appearance of the machine is illustrated by Figures

12, 13, and 14. It is about 11 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 6 feet high,

and weighs approximately 2,500 pounds. The principal features

are: First, the supporting framework; second, a system of gearing by
means of which shafts representing the different components are

made to rotate with angular speeds proportional to the actual speeds

of the components; third, a system of cranks and sliding frames for

obtaining harmonic motion ; fourth, summation chains connecting the

individual component elements, by means of which the sums of the

h.armonic terms of formulas (472) and (473) are transmitted to the

recording devices ; fifth, a system of dials and pointers for indicating

in a convenient manner the height of the tide for successive instants

of time and also the time of the high and low waters ; sixth, a tide

curve or graphic representation of the tide automatically constructed

by the machine. The machine is designed to take account of the

37 components listed in Table 3, including 32 short-period and 5 long-

period components.
The heavy cast-iron base of the machine, which includes the

operator's desk, has an extreme length of 11 feet and is 2 feet wide.

This forms a very substantial foundation for the superstructure,

increasing its stability and thereby diminishing errors that might
result from a lack of rigidity in the fixed parts. On the left side of

the desk is located the hand crank for applying the power (1, fig. 12),

and under the desk are the primary gears for setting in motion the

various parts of the machine.
The superstructure is in three sections, each consisting of parallel

hard-rolled brass plates held from 6 to 7 inches apart by brass bolts.

Between these plates are located the shafts and gears that govern the

motion of the different parts of the machine.
The front section, or dial case, rests upon the desk facing the oper-

ator and contains the apparatus for indicating and registering the

results obtained by the machine. The middle section rests upon a

depression in the base and contains the mechanism for the harmonic
motions for the principal components Mj, Sj, K^, Oj, N^, and M^.

The rear section contains the mechanism for the harmonic motions

for the remaining 31 components for which the machine provides.

72934—24t 9
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The angular motions of the individual components, as indicated by
the quantity at in formulas (472) and (473), are represented in the
machine by the rotation of short horizontal shafts having their bear-
ings in the parallel plates of the component frames. All of these

component shafts are connected by a system of gearing with the hand
crank at the left of the dial case and also with the time-registering

dials, so that when the machine is in operation the motion of each of

these shafts will be proportional to the speed a of the corresponding
component, and for any interval of time or increment in t as indicated

by the time dials the amount of angular motion in any component
shaft will be equal the increment in the product at corresponding
to that component.

Since the corresponding angles in formulas (472) and (473) are

identical for all values of t, the motion provided by the gearing will be
applicable alike to the solution of both the formulas. The mechanism
for the summation of the terms of formula (472) is situated on the side

of the machine at the left of the operator, and for convenience this

side of the machine is called the "height side" (fig. 12), and the mech-
anism for the summation of the terms of formula (473) is on the right-

hand side of the machine, which is designated as the "time side"
(fig. 13).

In Table 37 are given the details of the general gearing from the

hand-operating crank to the main vertical component shafts, together

with the details of all the gearing in the front section or dial case.

It will be noted that S-6 (fig. 16) is the main vertical shaft of the

dial case and is connected through the releasable gears to the hour
hand, the minute hand, and the day dial, respectively. The releas-

able gears permit the adjustment of these indicators to any time
desired. After an original adjustment is made so that the hour and
minute hand will each read at the same instant that the day dial

indicates the beginning of a day, further adjustment will, in general,

be unnecessary, as the gearing itself will cause the indicators to main-
tain a consistent relation throughout the year, and by use of the hand-
operating crank the entire system may be made to indicate any time
desired. The period of the hour-hand shaft is 24 dial hours, and the

hand moves over a dial graduated accordingly {3, fig. 12). The
minute-hand shaft, with a period of 1 dial hour, moves over a dial

graduated into 60 minutes (^, fig. 12).

The day dial, which is about 10 inches in diameter, is graduated into

366 parts to represent the 366 days in a leap year. The names of the

months and numerals to indicate every fifth day of each month are

inscribed on the face of the dial. This dial is located just back of the

front plate or face of the machine, in which there is an arc-shaped open-

ing through which the graduations representing nearly two months
are visible at any one time (4, fig- 12) . The progress of the days as the

machine is operated is indicated by the rotation of this dial past an
index or pointer just below the opening {6, fig. 12). This pointer is

secured to a short shaft which carries at its inner end a lever arm with

a pin reaching under the lower edge of the day dial, against which it is

pressed by a light spring. A portion of the edge of the dial equal to

the angular distance from January 1 to February 28 is of a slightly

larger radius, so that the pin pressing against it rises and throws the

day pointer to the right one day when this portion has passed by. On
the last day of December this pointer will move back one day to its

original position.
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On the same center with the day pomter there is a smaller index
(7, fig. 12) which may be turned either to the right toward a plate in-

scribed ''Common year," or to the left to a plate inscribed ''Leap
year." When this smaller index is turned toward the right, the day
pointer is free to move in accordance with the change in radius of the

edge of the dial. If the smaller index is turned toward the left, the

day pointer is locked and must hold a fixed position throughout the

year. For the prediction of the tides for two or more common years

in succession the day dial must be set forward one day at the close of

the year, in order that the days of the succeeding year may be cor-

rectly registered. The day dial can be released for setting by the nut
(5, fig. 12) immediately above the large dial ring. A slower move-
ment of the day dial is provided by a releasable gear on the vertical,

shaft 5-^ (fig. 16).

There are three main vertical component shafts S-18 (fig. 18), S-14-

(fig. 19), and S-16 (fig. 14), to which are connected the gearing for the
individual components. The period of rotation of each is 12 dial

hours, and all move clockwise when viewed from above the machine.
The connections between these main component shafts and the indi-

vidual component crank shafts are, in general, made by two pair of
bevel gears and an intermediate horizontal shaft, except that for the
slow moving components Sa, Ssa, IVIm, Mf, and Msf , a worm screw and
wheel and a pair of spur gears are in each case substituted for a pair

of bevel gears. In each case the gear on the main vertical shaft is

releasable so that each component crank shaft can be set independ-
ently.

Main component shaft S-13 in the front component section drives 9
individual component crank shafts representing 6 components, 3 of the

components being provided with two crank shafts each. These 6

components are M^, S,, K^, Nj, M4, and 0^, the first three having the
double crank shafts. Main component shaft S-I4 at the front
of the rear component section drives 16 component crank shafts repre-

senting one component each. These are Mg, MK, S4, MN, v^, Sg, n^f
and 2N in the upper range, and MS, Mg, K,, 2MK, L,, M3, 2SM, and
Pi in the lower range. Main component shaft S-16 at the back of

the rear component section drives 15 component crank shafts. The
components represented are 00, X2, S^, M^, J^, Mm, and Ssa, in the
upper range, and 2Q, Rj, T,, Qi, Pi, Mf , MSf , and Sa in the lower range.

For each of the five long-period components motion is communi-
cated from the intermediate shaft by a worm screw and wheel to a
small shaft on which is mounted a sliding spur gear. The latter en-

gages a spur gear on the component crank shaft, but may be easily

disconnected by drawing out a pin on the time side of the machine^
thus permitting the component crank shaft to be turned freely when
setting the machine.

Gear speeds.—The relative angular motion of each individual com-
ponent shaft must correspond as near as possible to the theoretical

speed of the component represented. The period of rotation of each
of the three main vertical shafts being 12 dial hours, the angular
motion of each of these shafts is 30° per dial hour. Table 38 con-
tains the details of the gearing from the main vertical component
shafts to the individual component cranks, the number of teeth in

the different gears for each component being given in columns I, 11^

III, and IV. In designing the predicting machine it was necessary
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to find such values for these columns as would give gear speeds
approximating as closely as possible with the theoretical speeds of

the components. By comparing the gear speeds as obtained with
the correspondmg theoretical speeds it will be noted that the accu-
mulated errors of the gears for an entire dial year for all the compo-
nents are negligible in the prediction of the tides.

Releasable gears.—Releasable gears (52, fig. 19) on the main ver-
tical shafts of the dial case and component frames permit the inde-
pendent adjustment of the time indicators and individual component
shafts. The details of these gears are illustrated in Figure 20. A
collar C, with a thread at its upper end and a flange at the bottom,
is fastened to the shaft by means of three steel screws. The gear
wheel A fits closely upon this collar and rests upon the flange. It has
sunk into its upper surface a recess a, which is filled by the flange of

collar B. When in place, the latter is prevented from turning by a

small steel screw reaching into a vertical groove c in the collar C.

The lower surface of collar B is slightly dished, and the collar is split

twice at right angles nearly to the top. When the milled nut D is

screwed down with a small pin wrench, the edge of the collar B is

pressed against the edge of the recess a with such force as to make
slipping practically impossible. When the nut is loosened, the gear
may be turned independently of the main driving shaft. A small
wrrench (56, fig. 19) is used for setting these gears.

Each of the three main driving shafts is provided with a clamp
(55, fig. 19) to secure the shaft from turning when the nut of the
releasable gear is being loosened or tightened.

Component era nl's.—-Secured to the ends of the individual compo-
nent shafts, which project through the brass plates on both sides of

the machme, are brass cranks (4-0, fig. 16) which are provided for the
component amplitudes. Those on the left or height side of the'

machine are designated as the component height cranks and are

used for the coefficients of the cosine terms of formula (472), and
those on the right or time side of the machine are designated as the

component time cranks and are used for the coefficients of the sine

terms of formula (473). The time crank on each component shaft

is attached 90° in advance (in the direction of rotation) of the height
crank on the same shaft. For the components Sa and Ssa no time
cranks are provided, as the coefficients of the sine terms correspond-
ing to these components are too small to be taken into account.

The direction of rotation of each component shaft with its compo-
nent cranks is clockwise when viewed from the time side of the
machine and counterclockwise when viewed from the height side.

The details of a component crank are shown in Figure 21. The
pointer a is rigidly attached to the crank as an index for reading its

position on a dial. In each crank there is a longitudinal groove h

with flanges in which a crank pin d may be clamped in any desired

position. The crank pin has a small rectangular block as a base
which is designed to fit the groove in the crank, and through the

center of the crank pin. there is a threaded hole for the clamp screw

/. Attached to the under side of the crank-pin block is a small

spring c that presses the block outward against the flanges of the

groove, keeping it from slipping out of place when undamped and
at the same time permitting it to be moved along the groove when
setting the machine. The crank pin may be securely fastened in
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Fig. 12.— DIAL CASE AND HEIGHT SIDE, TIDE-PREDICTING MACHINE.
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Fig. 14.—REAR END AND HEIGHT SIDE, Tl DE- PRED ICTI NG MACHiNE.
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Fig. 15.— MAIN DRIVING GEARS AND AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE, TIDE-
PREDICTING MACHINE.
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any desired position by tightening up on the clamp screw, which,
pressing against the small spring at the back, forces the crank-pin
block outward against the flanges of the groove with sufficient pres-

sure to prevent any slipping. A milled head wrench B is used for

tightening the clamp screw. A small rectangular block e of hard-
ened steel is fitted to turn freely upon the finely polished axle of the
crank pin. This block is designed to fit into and slide along the slot

of the component frame.
Positive and negative direction.—^All the component shafts and

cranks may be grouped into two ranges—those above the medial
horizontal plane of the framework being in the upper range and those

below this plane in the lower range. In the following discussion

direction toward this medial plane is to be considered as negative
and direction away from the plane as positive; that is to say, lor all

components in the upper range the positive direction will be upward
and the negative direction downward, while for the components
in the lower range the positive direction will be downward and the
negative direction upward.

Component dials.—To indicate the angular positions of the com-
ponent shafts, the pointer (a, fig. 21) moves around a dial (4^, fig.

16) which is graduated in degrees. These dials are fastened to the

frame of the machine back of the component cranks on both sides,

of the machine, those on the time side being graduated clockwise

and those on the height side counterclockwise. These dials and
pointers are so arranged that the angular position of a component
shaft at any time will be the same whether read from the dial on the

height side or from the dial on the time side of the machine, and at
the zero reading for any component the height crank will be in a
positive vertical position and the corresponding time crank in a
horizontal position. At a reading of 90° the height crank will be
horizontal and the time crank in a negative vertical position.

With the face of the machine registering the initial epoch, such as

January 1, hour, of any year, the value of t then being taken as

zero, each component shaft may be set, by means of its releasable

gear, so that the dial readings will be equal to the a of the corre-

sponding component as represented in formulas (472) and (473).

If the machine is then put in operation, the dial readings will, for

successive values of t, continuously correspond to the angles (at + a)

of the formulas, as the gearing already described will provide for the
increment at.

Component sliding frames.
—

*For each component crank there is

a light steel frame (42, fig. 16) fitted to slide vertically in grooves in

a pair of angle pieces attached to the side plates of the machine. At
the top of the component frame there is a horizontal slot in which
the crank pin slides. As the machine is operated the rotation of

the component shafts with their cranks cause each crank pin to move
in the circumference of a circle, the radius of which depends upon the
setting of the pin on the crank. This motion of the pin, acting in

the horizontal slot of the component frame, imparts a vertical har-
monic motion to that frame. The frame is in its zero position when
the center horizontal line of the slot intersects the axis of the com-
ponent shaft; positive motion is the direction away from the medial
horizontal plane of the machine and negative motion is toward the
medial plane. The displacement of each component height frame
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from its zero position will always equal the product of the amplitude
setting of the crank pin by the cosine of the component dial reading,

and the displacement of each component time frame will always
equal the product of the amplitude setting by minus the sine of the
component dial reading.

Component pulleys.—Each component frame is connected with a
small movable pulley (4^, fig. 16). For all components except
M2, S2, N2, Kj, Oj, and Sa on the height side and components Mj,
So, N2, and M4 on the time side this connection is by a single steel

strip, so that the pulley has the same vertical motion as the cor-

responding component frame.
Doubling gears.—Because of the very large amplitudes of some of

the components two methods were used in order to keep the lengths
of the cranks within practical limits. For the components Mo, So, and
Ki two sets of shafts and cranks were provided, so tiiat the amplitudes
of these components may be divided when necessary and a portion
set on each. A further reduction in the length of the cranks for

these and the other components named in the paragraph above is

accomplished by the use of doubling gears between the component
frame and movable pulley. Two spur gears with the ratio of 1 :

2

(4-8, fig. 16) are arranged to turn together on the same axis. The
smaller gear engages a rack (4^) attached to the component frame
and the larger gear engages a rack (4?) attached to the component
pulley. Each rack is held against its gear by a flange roller (49),

and counterpoise weights are provided to take up the backlash in

the gears. Through the action of these doubling gears any motion
in the component frame causes a motion twice as great in the com-
ponent pulley. Doubling gears are provided on the height side of

the machine for components Mo, S^, Nj, Kj, 0^, and Sa and on the
time side for components M2, §2, Nj, and M^.

Scales for amplitude settings.—The scales for setting the component
amplitudes are attached to the frame of the machine and are, in

general, graduated into units and tenths (44, fig- 16). The scales

are arranged to read in a negative direction; that is, downward for

the components of the upper range and upward for the components
in the lower range. On a small adjustable plate (4o) attached to

each component pulley there is an index line which is set to read zero

on the scale when the component frame is in its zero position. For
setting the crank pins for the component amplitudes the cranks to

be set are first turned to a negative vertical position. For the cranks
on the height side of the machine this position corresponds to a dial

reading of 180° and for the cranks on the time side to a reading of 90°.

The scales on the height side of the machine, which are used in

setting the coefficients of formula (472) , are graduated uniformly one-
half inch to the unit. On the time side of the machine the scales are

modified in order to automatically take account of the additional

factor involving the speed of the component which appears in each of

the coefiicients of formula (473). Dividing the members of this for-

mula by m, the speed of component Mj, it becomes

-^-fH sin (at + a) = (474)

The modified scales are graduated 0.5 ajm inch to the unit. The use

of the modified scales on the time side of the machine permits both
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the height and time crank for any component to be set in accord with
the factor /jB" which is common to the coefficients of both formulas
(472) and (473) . There are also provided for special use on the time
side of the machine unmodified scales graduated uniformly to read in

a positive direction.

Summation chains.—The summations of the several cosine terms in

formula (472) and of the several sine terms in formula (473) are car-

ried on simultaneously by two chains, one {27 , fig. 16) on the height
side and the other {28, fig. 17) on the time side of the machine. The
chains are of the chronometer fuse type, of tempered steel, and have 125
links per foot. The total length of the height chain is 27.6 feet

and 01 the time chain 30.6 feet. A platinum point is attached to one
of the links of the time chain 3.5 feet from its free end for an index.
Each of these chains is fastened at one end near the back part of

the machine by a pair of adjusting screws {53, fig. 14, and 64, fig. 13).

From these adjusting screws each chain passes alternately downward
under a component pulley of the lower range and upward over a com-
ponent pulley of the upper range, spanning the space between the
rear and front component frames by two idler pulleys and continuing
until every component pulley on each side of the machine is included
in the system. The movable pulleys are so arranged that the direc-

tion of the chain in passing from one to another is always vertical

and parallel to the direction of the motion of the component sliding

frames.
Summation wheels.—The free or movable end of each of the chains is

attached to a threaded grooved wheel {29, SO,^g. 16), 12 inches in cir-

cumference and threaded to hold more than seven turns of the chain, or
about 90 inches in all. These are called the height and time sum-
mation wheels. Each is mounted on a shaft that admits a small
lateral motion, and by means of a fixed tooth attached to the frame-
work of the machine and reaching into the threads of a screw fastened

to the shaft the latter when rotating is forced into a screw motion
with a pitch equal to that of the thread groove of the summation
wheel ; so that the path of the chain as it is wound or unwound from
the summation wheel remains unchanged.
The height summation wheel {29, fig. 16) is located near the front

edge of the front component section, where it receives the height
summation chain directly from the nearest component pulley. The
time summation pulley {30) is located inside the dial case near the
lower left side, and three fixed pulleys are used to carry the time chain
from the end component pulley to the summation wheel. Counter-
poise weights are connected with the shafts containing the summa-
tion wheels in order to keep the summation chains taut.

When all of the component frames on either side of the machine
are in their zero positions, the corresponding summation wheel is

approximately half filled by turns of the summation chain. Any
motion of a component frame in a positive direction will tend to un-
wind the chain from the wheel, and any motion in the negative
direction will tend to slacken the chain so that it will be wound up
by the counterpoise weight. With several of the component frames
on either side of the machine moving simultaneously, the resultant

motion, which is the algebraic sum of all, will be communicated to

the summation wheel. The motion of the component frame being
transmitted to the chain through a movable pulley, the motion of
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the free end of the chain must be twice as great as that in the pulley.

The scale of the pulley motion is one-half inch to the unit, and there-

fore the scale of the chain motion is 1 inch to the unit, and one com-
plete rotation of the summation wheel represents a change of 12 units.

The zero position of the height summation wheel is indicated by
the conjunction of an index line (50, fig. 16) on the arm attached to

the wheel and an index line (SI, fig. 16) on a bracket attached to the
framework of the machine just below the summation wheel, the
wheel itself being approximately one-half filled with the summation
chain. The length of the chain is adjusted so that the summation
wheel will be in its zero position when all the component frames are

in their zero positions. It will be noted that the conjunction of the

index lines will not alone determine the zero position of the wheel,

since such conjunctions will occur at each turn of the wheel, while
there is only one zero position, which is that taken when the com-
ponent frames are set at zero.

The zero position of the time summation wheel is indicated by the
conjunction of an index point (11, fig. 12) attached to the time sum-
mation chain and a fixed index (12, fig. 12) in the middle of the hori-

zontal opening near the bottom of the dial case, and the length of

the time summation chain is so adjusted that this conjunction will

occur when all of time component frames are in their zero positions.

Predicted heights of the tide.—When the machine is in operation, the

sum of all the cosine terms of formula (472) included in the settings

for a station will be transmitted through the height summation wheel
to the face of the machine and there indicated in two ways—first by
a pointer moving over a circular height scale (8, fig. 12) and second
by the ordinates of a tide curve that is automatically traced on a
roll of paper (15, fig. 12) . The motion of the height summation wheel
is transmitted by a gear ratio of 30 : 100 to a horizontal shaft which
is located just back of the dial case. One complete rotation of this

shaft represents 40 units in the height of the tide. From- this shaft

the motion is carried by two separate systems of gearing to the height

pointer on the face of the machine and to the pen that traces the

tide curve.

Height scale.—The height pointer is geared to make one complete
revolution for a change of 40 units in the height of the tide. A
height scale, with its circumference divided into 40 equal parts and
each of these unit parts subdivided into tenths, provides for the direct

registering of the sum of the cosine terms of formula (472) as com-
municated through the summation wheel. This scale has its zero'

graduation at the top and is graduated positively to the right and
negatively to the left. The height pointer can easily be adjusted to

any position by means of a small milled nut (iO,fig. 12) at the end of

its shaft. If it should be desired to refer the predicted heights to mean
sea level, this pointer must be adjusted to read zero at the same time
that the summation wheel is in its zero position; but if it is desired

to refer to some other datum, the pointer will be adjusted according

to the elevation of mean sea level above this datum. For the value

of h in formula (472) the pointer will be adjusted to a reading corre-

sponding to the adopted value of ^o at the time the summation
wheel is in its zero position, then this value of Ho will be automatically

included with the sum of the cosine terms of that formula. As the
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Fig. 16.— DIAL CASE. TIDE-PREDICTING MACHINE.
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Fig. 17.— DIAL CASE AtxID FRONT COMPONENT SECTION, TIME SIDE, TIDE-
PREDICTING MACHINE.
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Fig. 18.—VERTICAL DRIVING SHAFT, FRONT COMPONENT SECTION. TIDE-
PREDICTING MACHINE.
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Fig. 19.—FORWARD DRIVING SHAFT, REAR COMPONENT SECTION, TIDE-
PREDICTING MACHINE.
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machine is operated the height pointer will indicate the predicted
height of the tide corresponding to the time shown on the time dials.

In order to increase the working scale of the machine when predict-
ing tides with smaller ranges, two additional circular height scales
are provided, one with the circle divided into 20 units and the other
into 10 units, with the units subdivided into tenths. These scales
may be easily removed or replaced on the machine, the scale in use
being secured in place by a small button at the top {9, fig. 12). The
20-unit scale may be conveniently used when the extreme range of

the predicted tide at any place is between 10 and 20 feet, and the
10-unit scale when the extreme range is less than 10 feet. If the 20-
unit scale is to be used, the value of each coefficient of both the cosine
and the sine terms must be doubled before setting the component
cranks, and if the 10-unit scale is used these original coefficients must
first be multiplied by 4 before setting the values in the machine. If

the extreme tide is less than 4 feet, the 40-unit dial may be readily
used as a 4-unit scale by considering the original unit graduations as
tenths of units in the larger scale. In this case the coefficients of the
cosine and sine terms of the formula must be multiplied by 10 before
entering in the machine. The factor used for multiplying the coeffi-

cients to adapt them to the different height scales is called the work-
ing scale of the machine. Working scales of 1, 2, 4, and 10 are now
in general use to take account of the different ranges of tide at the
places for which predictions are made.

Predicted times of the tide.—Simultaneously with the summation
of the cosine terms of formula (472) on the height side of the machine
the summation of the sine terms of formula (474) , which was derived
from formula (473), is being effected on the time side. Being con-
cerned only with the time at which the sum of the sine terms is zero,
no provision is made for registering the sum except at this time,
which is indicated on the machine by the conjunction of the index
point on the time chain and the fixed platinum index in the dial case.
Near the time of a high water the index on the chain moves from right
to left and near the time of a low water from left to right. The con-
junction of the movable and fixed index is visible to the operator of
the machine and he may note the corresponding dial readings for the
time and height of the high or low water.
Automatic stopping device.—This device provides for automatically

stopping the machine at each high and low water. Secured to the
hand-crank shaft is a ratchet wheel and just above the ratchet wheel
is a steel pawl {25, fig. 15) operated by an electromagnet (26) mounted
under the desk top. The electric circuit for the electromagnet is

closed by a contact spring that rests upon a hard-rubber cylinder
(31, fig. 16) on the rear end of the shaft on which the time summation
wheel is mounted. A small platinum plug in this rubber cylinder
comes in contact with the spring, which is fitted with a fine motion
adjustment, when the time summation chain registers zero. This
closes the circuit and draws the pawl against the ratchet wheels
thereby automatically stopping the machine. The lateral screw
motion of the shaft on which the rubber cylinder is mounted prevents
the platinum plug from coming in contact with the spring on any
revolution other than the one which brings the time chain to its zero
position. The circuit is led through an insulated ring on the hub
of the hand crank where a contact is kept closed by a spring. After
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the operator has noted the time and height readings of the high or
low water he may easily break the circuit at the crank hub by a slight
inward pressure against the crank handle, thus releasing the arma-
ture and pawl and permitting the machine to be turned forward to
the next stop. By means of a small switch (23, fig. 15) just below the
crank the circuit may be held open to prevent the automatic device
from operating when so desired.

Nonreversing ratchet.—Upon the crank shaft, close to the bearing
in the desk frame, there is a small ratchet wheel and above this there
is a pawl (24, fig. 15) that is lifted away from the wheel by friction

springs when the machine is being turned forward but which is

instantly thrown into engagement when the crank is accidentally
turned backward. By pushing in one of the small buttons {23, fig. 15)
just above the crank the pawl is locked so that it can not engage the
ratchet, thus permitting the machine to be turned backward when
desired. Pressure on another button releases the pawl.

Tide curve.—The tide curve which graphically represents the rise

and fall of the predicted tide is automatically traced on a roll of
paper by the machine at the same time that the results are being
indicated on the dials. The curve is the resultant of a horizontal
movement of the paper, corresponding to the passing of time, and a
vertical movement of a fountain pen (i^,fig .12), corresponding to the
rise and fall of the tide. The paper is 6 inches wide with about 380
feet to the roll, which is sufficient to include a little more than a full

year of record of the predicted tides at a station. The paper should
be about 0.0024 inch thick in order that the complete roll may be of

a suitable size for use in the machine.
Within the dial case, near the upper right-hand corner, is a mandrel

(83, fig. 16), which can be quickly removed and replaced. It is

designed to hold the blank roll of paper, the latter being wound upon
a wooden core especially designed to fit on the mandrel. At the

bottom of the mandrel is an adjustable friction device to provide
tension on the paper. From the blank roll the paper is led over an
idler roller {34-, fig. 16), mounted in the front plate of the dial case,

then across the face of the machine for a distance of about 13 inches

to a feed roller {35, fig. 16), then over the feed roller to the receiving

roller {36, fig. 16), upon which it is wound.
The feed roller governs the motion of the paper across the face of

the machine and is provided near each end with 12 fine needle points

to prevent the paper from slipping. The feed roller is controlled

by the main vertical shaft of the dial case through gearing of such
ratio that the feed roller will turn at the same rate as the main
vertical shaft; that is to say, one complete turn of the feed roller

will represent 12 dial hours in time. The feed roller being 6 inches

in circumference the paper will be moved forward at the rate of

one-half inch to the dial hour. A ratchet and pawl (57, fig. 16) are

so placed as to leave the paper at rest when the machine is turned

backward. If desired, the paper feed can be thrown out of action

altogether by turning a small milled head on the ratchet gear.

To provide for the winding up of the paper on the receiving roller

there is a sprocket wheel {38, fig. 16) held by adjustable friction to

the upper end of the feed roller. Fitted to the top of the receiving

roller is a smaller sprocket which is driven by a chain from the feed-

roller sprocket. The ratio of the sprockets is such as to force the
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receiving roller to wind up all the paper delivered by the feed roller,

the tension on the paper being kept uniform by the friction device.

To remove a completed roll of record the smaller sprocket is lifted

from the receiving roller and a pin {39, fig. 16) at the back of the dial

case is drawn out, releasing the upper bearing bracket. The bracket
can then be raised and the receiving roller with its record removed.
A similar bracket secured by a pin is provided for the removal of the

mandrel on which the blank roll of paper is placed.

Marigram gears.—The pen that traces the tide curve is mounted
in a carriage which is arranged to slide vertically on a pair of guiding
rods and is controlled from a horizontal shaft at the back of the dial

case. On this shaft there is mounted a set of three sliding change
gears {18, fig. 17), which are designed to mesh, respectively, with
three fixed gears mounted on a shaft just above. By sliding the
change gears in different positions any one of them may be brought
into mesh with its corresponding fixed gear. These gears provide
for ratios of 1 : 1, 2 : 1, and 3:2, according to whether the innermost,
the middle, or the outer gears are in mesh. At the outer end of the
shaft containing the fixed gears is a thread-grooved wheel 4 inches
in circumference {19, fig. 17), to which is attached one end of the
pen-carriage chain {20, fig. 17). The chain is partly wound upon the
wheel and from it passes through the dial case to the front of the
machine, then upward over a pulley near the top to a counterpoise
weight within the dial case. The pen carriage is secured to this chain
by means of a clamp and can be adjusted to any desired position.

Scale of tide curve.—With a working scale of unity the arrange-
ment is such that the motion of the height summation wheel as

transmitted to the curve-line pen through the marigram gears with
ratio of 1 : 1 causes the pen to move vertically 0.1 inch for each unit
change in the predicted height of the tide. If the marigram gears
with ratio 3 : 2.or 2 : 1 are used the unit of height will be represented
by a vertical movement of the pen of 0.15 or 0.2 inch, respectively.

For any working scale other than unity the above unit equivalents
must be multiplied by the number representing that scale.

The scale ratio of the tide curve will depend upon the unit of height
used for the predictions. Taking the foot as the unit, the following
scale ratios are obtained:
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Hour-marking device.—The arm for the datum-line pen is secured
to the outer end of a shaft which carries two armatures, one for the
upper and the other for the lower of two electromagnets {17 , fig. 17).

A spring keeps the armatures at equal distances from their respective
electromagnets. The upper electromagnet is designed for indicating
the hours on the datum line and is in a circuit that is opened and
closed by a platinum-tipped contact spring resting upon the edge
of an ivory disk in which are embedded, equally spaced, 24 narrow
strips of platinum {32, fig. 16). The ivory disl^ is mounted on the
shaft of the hour pointer, and as this rotates the platinum strips

successively make an electric contact that throws the datum-line
pen downward for an instant, making a corresponding jog in the datum
line, the downward stroke of the pen indicating the exact hour.
An extra strip of platinum placed close to the one representing the
midnight hour causes a double jog for the beginning of each day, the
downward stroke of the second jog indicating the zero hour.

High, and low water marking device.—The lower electromagnet is in

a circuit that is closed when the platinum index on the time chain
{11, fig. 12) is in contact with the fixed platinum index {12) ; that is

to say, at the times of high and low waters. When this contact is

made, the electromagnet attracts the armature, which throws the
datum-line pen upward, causing a corresponding upward jog in the
datum line, and thus automatically marking the time of the high or
low water.
A small switch {21, fig. 15) just above the hand-crank shaft permits

the cutting out of the current from the two electromagnets.
Adjustment of machine.—The adjustment of the matchine should

be tested at least once each year and at any other time when there

is any reason for believing that a change may have taken place. The
following adjustments are required.

Height-chain adjustment.—All amplitudes should be set at zero, so
that the turning of each component crank shaft will produce no motion
in the height chain. This should bring the summation wheel to its

zero position, but on account of a certain amount of backlash and
flexures in the machine this wheel may not be in an exact zero position

even when the chain is in adjustment. Now, set a single component
with a very small amplitude and operating the machine with the
hand crank, note whether the index ol the summation wheel oscillates

equal distances on both sides of its zero position. If not, the chain
should be adjusted by the adjusting nut at its fixed end at the back
part of the machine.

Time-chain adjustment.—The adjustment of the time chain is

similar to that of the height chain. The zero position is indicated by
the conjunction of a small triangular-shaped index on the chain and
a fixed platinum index in the middle of the horizontal opening in the
dial face. A small amplitude being set on one of the component time
cranks and the machine operated by the hand crank, the chain index
should oscillate equal distances on both sides of the platinum point.

If it does not, the necessary, adjustment may be made at the fixed

end of the chain.

Hour-hand adjustment.—This must be so adjusted that it will

register the exact hour at the same instant the circuit for the electro-

magnet is closed for the hour mark on the marigram, which is indi-

cated by a downward stroke of the datum-line pen. It is also neces-
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Fig. 20.—DETAILS OF RELEASABLE GEARS, Tl DE- PREDICTI NG MACHINE.

Fig. 21.—DETAILS OF COMPONENT CRANKS, TIDE-PREDICTING MACHINE.
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sary that the zero hour or beginning of the day shall correspond to the
double hour mark on the marigram. This adjustment may be accom-
plished by moving the hour hand on its shaft after releasing its set

screw. A finer adjustment may be effected by changing the position

of the contact spring back of the dial face.

Minute-hand adjustment.—This is to be adjusted to read zero on
the exact hour indicated by the hour hand and the closing of the
electric circuit for the hour mark. The adjustment may be accom-
plished either by moving the minute hand on its shaft after releasing

its set screw or by means of the releasable gears on the main vertical

shaft of the dial case. The adjustments just described are those which
need be made onh' occasionally. Other adjustments are taken into

account each time the machine is set for a station.

Setting predicting machine.—The time indicators on the face of the
machine are first set to represent the exact beginning of the period
for wliich predictions are to be made, which will ususally be hour of

January 1 of some year. The hour and minute hands should always
be brought into place by the turning of the operating crank in order
that the adjustment of these hands relative to the electromagnet
circuit may not be affected. The date dial may, however, if desired,

be set independently, using the binding nut just above the large dial

ring for releasing and clamping. If only a small motion of the date
dial is necessary, it is generally preferable to set it by the operating
crank. The year index should be set to indicate the kind oi year.

In the usual operation of the machine a ratchet prevents the
operating crank from being turned backwards, but this ratchet may
be released when desired by pressing on a button in the side of the
miachine just above the crank. After the face of the machine has
been thus set to register the beginning of the predictions the three
m.ain vertical shafts of the two component frames should be clamped
to prevent them from turning.

To set the height amflitudes.—^All the component cranks on the left

or height side of the machine are first turned, by means of the releas-

able gears on the main vertical shafts, to a vertical position, the
cranks of the upper range of components pointing downward and
those in the lower range upward, in which position all angles will read
180°. For the long-period components the cranks can be more
quickly brought to the vertical position by drawing out small knobs
on the time side of the machine, thus disconnecting the gearing.
The cranks are then turned by hand to the desired position and the
knobs pushed back into place. The amplitudes may now be set
according to the scales attached to the sides of the machine. The
crank pin is undamped by a small milled head wrench and is then
moved along its groove until the index at the scale registers the
amplitude setting given in Form 445, when it is clamped in this

position. If no amplitude is given for any component, the corre-
sponding crank must be set at zero.

To set time amplitudes.—The process is similar to that for the
height amplitudes, the cranks on the time side of the machine being
first turned to a vertical position with all angles reading 90°. The
cranks are to be set with the same amplitudes as were used for the
height side, the modified scales automatically taking account of the
true differences in the amplitudes. For the components Sa and Ssa
the amplitudes are set on the height side only.
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To set component angles.—After the amplitudes have been set and
checked on both sides of the machine the angles are set for the
beginning of the period of predictions, these settings being given
in Form 445. The angles may be set from either side of the machine,
except for components Sa and Ssa, for which there are no dials on
the time side, as the readings are the same for both sides. As each
component angle is set its releasable gear is clamped to the main
vertical shaft. After all the angles have been thus set the three
main vertical shafts must be undamped to permit them to turn.

Changing Jieight scale.—There are three interchangeable height
scales, known as the 40-foot, the 20-foot, and the 10-foot scale; The
40-foot ring may also be conveniently used as a 4-foot scale. The
scale to be used for any station is indicated in Form 445. In remov-
ing a scale from the machine a small button at the top is turned to

release the ring, which is then lifted slightly as it is being removed.
The desired scale is then placed on the machine and secured in place

by a button. Before removing or replacing the height scale it is

desirable that the height pointer be set approximately 45° to the

left of its zero position in order to interfere least with the removal or

replacement of the scale.

The datum or plane of reference.—The hand-operating crank should
be turned forward or backward until the index of the summation
wheel on the height side of the machine indicates mean sea level.

It must be kept in mind, however, that as the index lines may come
in conjunction at each complete rotation of the summation wheel
there is a possibility of being misled in regard to the mean sea-level

position. When in doubt, the operating crank should be turned
forward to obtain a number of conjunctions, the corresponding height
dial reading for each being noted. The conjunction that corre-

sponds most closely with the average of such height readings will be
the one that applies to the true zero position. Each complete
turn of the height summation wheel will cause a change to the height

reading of 12 units, 6 units, or 3 units, respectively, according to

whether the 40-unit, 20-unit, or 10-unit dial is used.

The height hand, which can be released by the milled nut on the

face of the machine, may now be set to the scale reading that cor-

responds to the height of mean sea level above the datum which has
been adopted for the predictions, this value being given in Form 445.

The marigram gear.—There are three gear combinations, designated

as the 1:1, 3:2, and 2:1 ratios. The gear ratio to be used for any
station is indicated in Form 445. When it is necessary to change
the gear ratio, the machine should be first turned to its mean sea-

level position. The change is then effected by sliding the lower set

of gears horizontally, being careful to hold the upper set with one
hand to prevent it from turning when the gears are released. Before
engaging the gears in their new ratios the counterpoise for the pen
carriage should be brought to a position approximately midway
between the limits of its range of motion. The 1 : 1 ratio is obtained
by sliding the lower set of gears as far as possible toward the height

side of the machine, thus engaging the innermost gears; the 3:2 ratio

by moving these gears toward the time side until the outer gears are

engaged, and the 2 : 1 ratio by engaging the middle gear of each set.

In setting up the machine for successive stations there is a me-
chanical advantage in making the necessary gear changes before
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setting the new amplitudes if the gear changes are in the order of

2:1, 3:2, 1:1, and after setting the amphtudes if the gear changes
are in the reverse order. This precaution will lessen the chances of

jambing the curve pen carriage and throwing the height chain off its

pulleys when setting the amplitudes.

Inserting paper roll.—To place the paper on the machine, remove
the mandril that is mounted within the dial case near the upper
right-hand corner and slip the roll of paper over the mandril, the
roll being so placed that the winding is clockwise when viewed
from above and when on the machine the paper unwinds from the
outer side of the roll. In placing the roll on the mandril care should
be taken to see that the small projection on the base of the latter

enters the cavity in the wooden core, so that the roll will fit flat

against the base. After the mandril with the roll of paper has been
returned to the machine and secured in place the end of the paper
is passed around a roller to the face of the machine, across the face,

and over the feed roller at the left of the machine. The end is then
inserted into the slit in the receiving roller, which is given a few
turns to take up the slack paper and make it secure. Before passing
the paper over the feeding roller and on the receiving roller these
rollers should be released to permit them to turn independently, the
release being effected by turning the small milled head on a ratchet
stud gear near the base of the feeding roller and by lifting off from
the top of the receiving roller the small knob holding the connecting
chain. After the paper has been secured to the receiving roller these
connections should be restored.

Curve pen adjustment.—With the machine in its mean sea-level
position, the curve pen must be adjusted to bring the pen point on
the mean sea-level line as drawn by the base-line pen. This adjust-
ment may be effected by releasing the pen carriage from the oper-
ating chain and moving it to the desired position, where it is clamped
in place by the binding screw.

Verification of machine settings.—Each step in the adjustment and
setting of the machine should be carefully checked before proceeding
with the next step. After the setting of the machine for any station
has been completed an excellent check on the work is afforded, if the
predictions for the same station for the preceding year are available,
by turning the machine backward several days and then comparing
the predicted tides with those previously obtained.

Predicting.—The datum and curve fountain pens are filled and put
in place, the electric cut-out switch under the base of the machine
closed, and the ratchet of the operating crank set to prevent the
machine from being turned backward.

If the predicted height of the tide for any given time is desired,
the machine may be turned forward until the required time is regis-

tered on the time dials and the corresponding height read off of the
height dial.

If the predicted high and low waters for the 57-ear are desired, the
operating crank is turned forward until the machine is automatically
stopped by the brake at a high or low water. To avoid the strain
on the machine due to sudden stops, the operator should watch the
small index on the time chain, and as this approaches the fixed index
in the center of the opening on the face of the machine, turn the
crank more slowly until the machine is stopped as the indexes come
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in contact with each other. The time and height may then be read
directly from the dials on the face of the machine. The movement
of the height pointer before the stopping of the machine and also

the tide curve will clearly indicate whether the tide is a high or low
water. After the tide has been recorded an inward pressm:e on the
crank handle will release the brake and the machine can be turned
forward to the next tide, the process being repeated until all the
tides of the year have been predicted and recorded.

35. TIDAL CURRENTS.

Tidal currents are the periodic horizontal movements of the waters
of the earth's surface. As they are caused by the same periodic
forces that produce the vertical rise and fall of the tide, it is possible

to represent these currents by harmonic expressions similar to those
used for the tides. Components with the same periods as those con-
tained in the tides are involved, but the current velocities take the
place of the tidal heights. There are two general types of tidal cur-

rents, known as the reversing type and the rotary type.

In the reversing type the current flows alternately in opposite
directions, the velocity increasing from zero at the time of turning
to a maximum about tliree hours later and then diminishes to zero
again, when it begins to flow in the opposite direction. By consid-

ering the velocities as positive in one direction and negative in the
opposite direction, such a current may be expressed by a single har-
monic series, such as

V=A cos (at + a) +B cos (at + ^) + C cos (c^ + t) +etc. (475)

in which F= velocity of the current in the positive direction at any
time t.

A, B, C, etc. = maximum velocities of current components.
a, i, e, etc. = speeds of components.
a, /3, y, etc. = initial phases of components.

In the rotary type the direction of the current changes through
all points of the compass, and the velocity, although varying in

strength, seldom becomes zero. In the analysis of this type of cur-

rent it is necessary to resolve the observed velocities in two directions

at right angles to each other. For convenience the north and east

directions are selected for this purpose, velocities toward the south
and west being considered as negatives of these. For the harmonic
representation of such currents it is therefore necessary to have two
series—one for the north and the other for the east component.
For the analysis of either type of current the original hourly veloci-

ties or the resolved hourly velocities are tabulated in the same form
used for the hourly heights of the tide. To avoid the inconvenience
of negative readings in this tabulation, a constant, such as 3 knots,

is added to all velocities.

These hourly velocities are then summed with the same stencils

that are used for the tides, and the hourly mean velocities are analyzed
in the same manner as the hourly heights of the tide. The same
forms are used for the currents, with the necessary modifications

in the headings. The rotary currents will be represented by a double
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set of constants, one for the north components and the other for the
east components.
Although the predicting machine was designed, primarily, for the

prediction of the tides, it is adapted also to the prediction of tidal

currents. The currents involve both direction and velocity, while
the tides involve height only. The predicting machine can not be
used directly for the determination of direction, but it is used for

the summation of component velocities in the same manner as for

the summation of component heights in the prediction of the tides.

It is therefore directly applicable for the reversing type of current,

in which only a single direction need be considered, the velocities

being taken as positive or negative according to the direction in

which it is flowing.

For the rotary type of current all velocities might be resolved into
two directions at right angles to each other, such as the north and
€!ast, and velocity predictions made for each of these directions inde-
pendently. The labor, however, of recombining the north and east

components into the resultant velocities would be practically pro-
hibitive without a machine especially designed for this purpose.
For the predictions of the reversing current two methods are

employed. The first is of general application and requires that the
harmonic constants of the current components be obtained from an
analysis of the current velocities. The machine settings are then
computed in the same manner as for the prediction of the tides

and using the same forms with slight modifications in the headings,
the amplitudes being expressed in knots instead of feet. The approxi-
mate extreme range will be taken as twice the maximum current in

one direction. The height dial unit will be taken as the knot instead
of the foot, and zero velocity will be taken to correspond to mean
sea level.

If the machine is now set up and operated in the same manner as
for the prediction of tides, the current velocities may be read directly

from the face of the machine for any desired time, the positive values
being for the velocities in the direction originally adopted as positive,

preferably the flood current, and the negative values for the velocities

in the opposite direction. The machine will be automatically stopped
at each maximum flood and ebb current, and slack water will be
indicated by the zero position of the recording hand. The velocity
of the current for any desired time and the times of maximum veloci-

ties and of slack water may be also obtained from the predicted curve.
A second method of predicting the reversing current, which is

more indirect than that just described, is applicable to a hydraulic
current in a strait. Such a current is caused by the difference in

the head of the tidal waters at the two ends of the strait. Except
for the lag due to the inertia or momentum of the water, slack would
occur at the time the water is at the same level at both ends and the
maximum velocities at the times of greatest difference in the head.
For this method of predicting it is necessary that tidal harmonic
constants should be available for both ends of the strait.

Let these ends be designated by M and N, and let the single sub-
script refer to the tidal constants at M and the double subscript to

those at iV, and for convenience call the direction of flow from' M to

N as flood or positive and the reverse direction as ebb or negative.

72934—24t 10
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Excepting for the lag, therefore, the flow will be positive whenfthe
elevation of the water at M is higher than at N and negative when
the water at N is the higher.

Let
H, = amplitude of any component A for station M.
H„ = amplitude of same component A for station N.

K, = epoch of same component A for station M.
Ky/ = epoch of same component A for station N.
i, = longitude of station M (positive if west, negative if east)

.

jL,/ = longitude of station N (positive if west, negative if east)

.

p = subscript of component A.
(Fo + i/)/ = local Vo + u for component A at station M.
(Fo + 'u),, = local Vo + u for component A at station N.
Then (Fo + u)„=(7o + u),+ 2> {L,-L,,) (476)

The equations of the heights of the tide due to component A at

stations M and N, respectively, may be written

2// =fH/ cos [at + (Vo + u)y- K,]

=fEy cos [at +{Vo + u);\ cos k, + fH, sin [at + ( Fo + u)J sin k, (477)

2/// =fS,, cos [at +{Vo+ u),,- K,;\

=fH„ cos [at+{Vo+u)f + 'p {L,- L,^ - k„]

=fH„ cos [at + ( Fo + ii) ,] cos [k„ -p{L,- X„)

]

+fH„ sin [at + ( Fo - u) ,] sin [k„ -p{L,- L,,)

]

(478)

The difference in the height due to component A, positive when the
tide at M is the higher and negative when the tide at N is the higher,

may now be written

y = y^- 2/// =/

{

S, cos K, - H,, cos [k,, -p{L,- L,,) ]] cos [at + {Vo + u) ,]

+f { H, sin K, - B„ sm [k^, -p{L,- L,)
]
} sin [at +{Vo + u),]

=f^H/ + H,/-2H,H,, cos W-iiu + piLy-L,,)] x

^^o r^i . ( T/ ^oA i.r.-' g/ sin K, - H,, sin [k,, -p{L,- L,,) ]
"]

,

cos at + ( Ko + 'Mj,— tan -^ =b p tr f~Ti (479;
L ^,cos/f/-^„cos[/c„-2)(i/-i//)]J

If we let

E= V^/ + ^// - 25^, H,, cos [k, - K„ + v{L,- i„)

]

(480)

and

tan-i
-^/ sin «/ - E„ sin [k,, -p{L, -£,,)] ,^^^.
H, cos K, — H„ cos [k„ — p{L,— L„) ]

and substitute in (479), we have

y =fH cos [at+{Vo-u),-K] (482)

In (481) the quadrant of k is determined by the signs of the numer-
ator and denominator, which correspond, respectively, to the signs

of the sine and cosine of the angle.
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Similar formulas will represent the height difference due to the
other components, and the sum of all will give the resulting difference
in the head of water at station M and station N.

This sum for successive values of t is readily obtained by use of
the tide-predicting machine, which will give the times of the maximum
and minimum and zero differences and also the difference in the head
of the water for any desired time.

In general, the current will flow from M to N when the value of y
is positive and in the reverse direction when y is negative, but on
account of the inertia of the water there will be a lag which will cause
the maximum strength of flood and ebb to occur some minutes after
the time of greatest head, and also the slack water to be some time
later than the time of zero difference in head. The amount of this

lag may be determined from actual observations.
In the prediction of the slack waters by the use of the predicting

machine the necessity of taking account of the lag for each individual
slack is avoided by modifying once for all the epochs determined from
Formula (481).

Let to = lag or average difference between time of zero difference in
head and time of following slack water, and let

t' = t + toOTt = t'-to (483)

Then, when t represents the time of zero head, t' will represent the
time of the corresponding slack water.

Substituting in (482) we have

y =fH cos [a^ ' + ( Fo + -m) , - (/c + aQ
] (484)

in which t' will represent the time of slack water when y equals zero.

To adapt the above to the use of the Greenwich (Vo + u), we have
from (467)

( 7o + m) , = Greenwich {Vo + u) +a S/15- pL, (485)

Substituting in (484) and letting

K'=K + ato-a Sll5+pL, = K + pL,-a (/S/15-0 (486)
we have

y =fH cos [at' + Greenwich {Vo + u)- k'] (487)

In formulas (481) to (486) it will be noted that the k has for con-
venience been taken as referring to the longitude of station M and
the corresponding values for the local {Vo + u) and L are therefore
used. The S refers to the meridian of the standard time used in the
calculation.

The k' is adapted to the meridian of Greenwich and also takes
account of the lag in the current.
The elements such as represented by formula (487) may be readily

summed by the tide-predicting machine. While the resulting dift'er-

ences in head will refer to time t, the face of the machine will indicate
time t' , and when the difference in head registers zero, t' will indicate
the time of the corresponding slack water.
Formula (487) may also be used for the prediction of the strength

of the current, but if the lag in the strength differs from the lag in the
slack waters a separate set of kq must be computed. The strength of

flood current will correspond to the maximum positive differences in
the head and the strength of ebb to the greatest negative differences.
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36. FORMS USED FOR ANALYSIS AND PREDICTIONS.

The forms used by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey to faciHtate

the work of the harmonic analysis and predictions of the tides,

together with an example of their use, are shown in Figures 22 to 34.

A series of tidal observations at Morro, Calif., for February 13 to

July 25, 1919, is taken as the example to illustrate the analysis and
the computation of the settings for the predicting machine.

Form 362, hourly heights (fig. 22) .—The hourly heights of the tide

are first tabulated in Form 362. Although the zero of the tide staff

is usually taken as the height datum, any other fixed plane will serve
this purpose. For practical convenience it is desirable that the
datum be low enough to avoid negative tabulations, but not so low
as to cause the readings to be inconveniently large for summing.
The hours refer to mean solar time, which may be either local or

standard, astronomical or civil, but standard civil time will generally

be the most convenient to use. The series must commence with the
zero (0) hour of the adopted time, and all vacancies in the record
should be filled by interpolated values in order that each hour of the

series may be represented by a tabulated height. It is the general

practice to use red ink for the interpolated values to distinguish

them from the observed heights. The record for successive days of

the series must be entered in successive columns of the form, and
these columns are to be numbered consecutively, beginning with one
(1) for the first day of the series.

The series analvzed should be one of the following lengths: 1.5 (14

days for diurnal components), 29, 58, 87, 105, 134, 163, 192, 221, 250,

279, 297, 326, 355, or 369 days. Series of observations very nearly

equal to one of these standard lengths may be completed by the use

of extrapolated hourly heights. If the observations cover a period
of several years, the analysis for each year may be made separately, a

comparison of the results affording an excellent check on the work.
The hourly heights on each page of Form 362 are first summed

horizontally and vertically. The total of the vertical sums must
equal the total of the horizontal sums, and this page sum is entered in

the lower right-hand corner of the page.
Stencils (figs. 23 and 24).—The first figure is a copy of the com-

ponent M stencil for the even hours of the first seven days of the

series, and the latter illustrates the use of the same. This stencil

being laid over the page of hourly heights shown in Figure 22, the

heights applying to each of the even component hom^s for this page
show through the openings in the stencil, where they appear con-
nected by diagonal lines, thus indicating each group to be summed.

For each component summation, excepting for S, there are pro-

vided two stencils for each page of tabulated hourly heights, one for

the even component hours and the other for the odd component hours.

The stencils are numbered with the days of series to which they
apply, and special care must be taken to see that the days of series

on each stencil correspond with the days of series on the page of

tabulations with which it is used.
For component iS no stencils are necessary, as the component hours

correspond to the solar hours of the tabulations, and the horizontal

sums from Form 362 may be taken directly as the component hour
sums.
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Form 142, stencil sums (figs. 25 and 26).—The sums for each com-
ponent hour are entered in Form 142, one Hue of the form being used
for each page of the original tabulations. The total of the hour sums
in each line of the form must equal the corresponding page sum of

Form 363

"r.rz'^rjufro.fsn;!'.^^^^ tides ,- hourly heights
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checked before proceding with the analysis. Large errors can usually

be detected by plotting the means.
Form 21^.1)., commutation of {Y^-^ u) (fig. 27) .—This form provides for

the computation of the equilibrium arguments for the beginning of

FOTia 882

°1,"t.Vcrs??:=f:o.SfcT»?^" I'U^ES: HOURLY HEIGHTS

iStati<iTi: ?tflno5!i f"** finmp'™^'** **• ^
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the beginning of any year between 1800 and 2000. The values for

any year beyond these limits may be readily obtained by taking into

account the rate of change in these elements as given in Table 2.

The corrections necessary in order to refer the elements to any desired

TIDES: HOURLY HEIGHTS

Station: Stanoll for oompoaent H»

Chief of Party:

Time Meridian:

Lat. __

Year:.

Long..

Tide Gauge No. Scale 1: Reduced to Staff.

Hori-
zontal
Sum.

Sum for 29 daya, 1 to 29 of for 29 dayB=

Tabulated by . Summed by .

month, day, and hour are given in Table 5. As the tables refer to

Greenwich mean civil time, the argument used in entering them
should refer also to this kind of time, and in the lines for the beginning
and middle of the series at the head of the form space is therefore
provided for entering the equivalent Greenwich hour. Any change
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in the day may be avoided by using a negative Greenwich hour when
necessary. For example, 1922, January 1, hour, in the standard

time of the meridian 15° east of Greenwich, may be written as 1922,

January 1,-1 hour in Greenwich time, instead of 1921, December 31,

23 hour, as would otherwise be necessary. If a negative argument

Form
Department c

u.s.cqastandc
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January 1, 1900, it is applicable without material error for any series

of observations.

The values of u of Lj and u of M^ may be obtained from Table 13

for any date between 1900 and 2000, inclusive, using the value of iV

TIDES: STENCH, SUMS.

JioiTO^..0ali fornla. Lat.:...55r...2a!..Jff.

Component: .'lil! T^ngt.h nf pariBa- 165 RAr;^V,Ag;nQ- 1919 - Feb.-X5-0 y.nng

-

120° 51' W.

_i2a?aiL.. Compnted by Fred A.Kummall. Deo. 9, 1920.

O' I

21 25.9 IS.l 14.S

22 16.6 14.8 7.7

23 17.8 15.7 15.1

24 7.2 6.8 6.2

14<5 10.6

5.7 6.6

20.1 21.6

6.1 6.5

11.1

11.1

30.7

8.0

17.3

19.5

33.3

9.7

23.8

23.2

37.3

10.9

23.1

26.5

39 «0

18.3

24.4 24.1 22.6

27.6 30.S 24,9

42.8 33.9 28.4

12.1 11.0 9.4

Suins-21-24 67.7 55.4 43.8 46.4 45.3 60.9 79.8 95.2 106.9 106.9 99.6 85.3
•• 1-20 437.1 356.3 300.5 286.5 323.8 401.7 495.8 578.S 635.4 645.6 593.5 623.4

SuiES.- 504.8 411.7 344.1 332.9 56$.l 462.6 575.6 673.7 742.3 752.5 693.3 608.7

Divisors.- 164 163 162 165 - 164 163 163 163 164 165 163 162

Ueens.- 3.08 2.53 2.12 2.02 2.25 2.84 3.53 4.13 4.63 4.56 4.25 3.76

tam»
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In finding the difference between the longitude of the time meri-
dian (S) and the longitude of the place (L) consider west longitude
as positive and east longitude as negative.

In the ordinary use of Form 244 it is assumed that civil time has
iDeen used in the tabulations of the observations. If, however, the

Station . MOTTO, OallfOTTllft.

TIDES: Computation of F„+«.

32
°

ZZ'^S.

120^51'W

Lot. Long.

Beginning of,ma..19X9. Ssb^ XS..

Middle ofseria 1919 May. __5_
Compute all values to two decimal places.

..0 ..

ir.

12

...v.... 8. / LmgOi o/leria .J.63
(t Oruntoiek kr.\

20 /

Tables in Harmonic AnalyBis and Prediction of the Tide.

77i«r. 120^.QQfflL_ =5

Tabic 4, for January 1 or year

Tablo 5, correction to 1st of montb...

Table 5, correction to day of month ..

Table 5, correction to Greenwich hr..

For the begioning of e

(1)=.

258.-..Q*. Zl-A.lJ 2.79._-5.0. 581.-55

.AQ.-A7.
158.12

(2)=p (3)=A (4)=?,

3. A-n I 30 .56

1- 34 ! 11 -83

0-00

»)- 119.02 (2)- ?a 24' (3)- 323 .32 'n<.-281..55

For the middle oi e

(5)=p

.27...-.41. .251..-..71.

13-37 . -6 • 35

.09 I -0 • 04

. 41 .32'(6)-245. 11

(7)- /(Table 6) -.

(8)-" (Tabic 6) --

(9)-£(TaKoC) -.

(lO)-!.' (Table 6) -,...— . .9._'.5.3._

(ll)-a."(T8bleC) .—I?.;,?.?..

21.76
-i2.68

-ii'-n'

(12)-P-(6)-(9) -V-S.-V.-J

(13)-uoIL,±lS0°-—-J.7.0..'.6..

(Tabic U) 1 P.T . S
(l4)-u or Mi+90* .1+-?-'?-.-°..

(Table 13)

-0.85

"5l"'.'i'7"

(15>-S»-i» . --

(16)-(3)+(15) --.

(17>.(lC)+90- --

(lS)-(l)-(2)---.

(19)-(17)+(18)-.

86.78

(20)-2(lC)....-..

(21)-(l)+(2)..--.

(22)-(20)-(21)-..

(23)-(IC)-(l) -..

(24)-(9)-(a)..-..

(25)-(23)+(2J)-..

282 .94

'T5i"V?6'

"I'sTVeT

202 .45

"0V97"

"203V42'
"""46V84'

"'250V25'

(28)-(l)-(9)--—
(29)-2(2R) -—
(30)-(29)+M* -

130.73

"26T".46'
351 .45

(31)- (10)- (8) -.

(32)-(3)-M)---

(33)-2(I5) ~.

334.15
"'"io'.W"

-i -70

(34)-(3)-(l)-- .?.Q.5..*.?o..

46.60
6 .24

290'.08"

220716

(35)-2(li) -

(36)-(20)-(35)-

(37)-(3)-(2)..-

(38)-2(37) -

+ (19)_. ..138.25
_ (8, 12.68 V. +a-2(M,)- .14.0. ! 5.2

.

M,

V.+u-2(M,)- .167..^6
K, Nj

- (17)- ..51.-47. +Mu.- M.84.
(10)- 8 '>3

I _(!)»_ -86.78

.6.0.:.0O.. V.

+ (20). 262..94,
- (11) - 16. 63

v.+u- 5S9.-.57..

+ (22) - .

+ (13)-_

.231,.68..

170.6
' +„ _ ?.02 ..SS

+ (23)- .20.2....45.

+ (14) - 123. 6

v.+u- .?2.6...05.

'.+u- +(28) -.46. .84

P',+u-(27)±180"

f.+u-2(M,) - ..?.3..58

-3a.94
320.06

(32)±iso* -....220. 77..

+ (33)-- ~l-70
21? ..07.

S,

l'.+ll-(15)±180'

179.15

(2N),

+ NV._ 32.0..P.6
-86 .78

v.+„- 222.!2a..

+ (31)- ..?.34..15.

- (30) - —^51 -46
-17 .31

3^2 ...69

(00),

334.15
SSi .46

685 .61.

..3.2.5.-.6JL..

(lS)+270"

-(3) -,

_ 269 .15

"-322.32

-5^ .17

306 .83

342,69.
"-66 .78

(2Q),

+ Q,..-.

-(18)--

V.+U-.

-66 -78

K.+ii-(33) -..358. 30

s.

K.+u-2(33)-..?.^.6....60.

y.+„-,(33)--.354.,.9.0.

+ (33) - ..-^^S . 30

-(32)- ^0-77
31.7.-.5.3..

180 24

(MK)3

+ M,- 46.:.8.4.

.^K, - 60.00

'.+„- .10.5....84.

(2MK),

+ M. - ..93,.6.8.

V.+.- .3.3.-.£8.

(MN).

+ M. - ^S. 84
..N.- 320.06

v,+u- 366...90.

- s.-.ao.

(MS).

+ M.. .46,.84.

+ '^58 -30

'.+„_ 4.05,.1.4.

..*...- .4.6...i4.

(2SM),

(36)±i80" -_...".'"..":.•.:..".. + s,..- .•.3,5.6.-.60..

fi8) - -86.78 J _ M. -46. 84

.93.^46.' v,+u- .3.09 -76.

+ M..- 46,.84

+ ,3s,- ^6.50

9.3..44.

V.+u- + (29) -2.8.1.;.^.S.

358.30
"-46784"

+ .(18).

93.44
"86". 78"'

-.31.1:46.

255.91
"220 716"

476.07
ii6.67"

v.+u-+(is) - 8.6.78

+(3)- ..32.2,.32.

''.+«—12 (3) -284 :.64.

t Greenwlcii hour- original hour+(S'+15).

Computed by.lt..At.Alp3xX.r

* Positive for West longitude; neSBtlve for East longitude.

, j.'Ab*25,1221. Duplicated by....l'.i..?..:.l>.%Sii^Xf .?.'?k*...2.5Al921»,
(Date.) (Date.)

Fig. 27.

original hourly heights as tabulated in Form 362 are in accordance
with astronomical time in which the hour represents the noon of

the corresponding civil day and the 12th hour the following midnight,
Form 244 will stm be applicable if the longitude of the time meridian
(S) is taken equal to the civil time meridian plus 180°. For example,
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if tabulations have been made in astronomical time for a locality

"where the civil time is based upon the meridian 15° E., the value for

5' should be taken as —15 + 180, or 165°. If tabulations have been
in Greenwich astronomical time, S should be taken as 180°.

Form 244O', ^og F and arguments for ^imination (Jig. 28)

.

—Items
(1) to (11) are compiled here for convenience of reference for this and
Porm 452. Items (1) to (6) are obtained from values given in Form
244. Item (7) is obtained from Table 7, using items (2) and (3) as

arguments, and item (8) is obtained from Table 9, using item (3) as

Form 344a

Station

• TIDES: Log F and Argomants for Elimination.

l&ort'a, California.

Length of series 163 d-ays. Series ^>9fdn8 1919. ' Feb.

: CoxDonent
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Table 13, using the year of observations, together with item (1), as

argument.
Form 194, harmonic analysis {-fig. 29).—This form is based, pri-

marily, upon formulas (316), (317), (324), and (325) and is designed

for the computations of the first approximate values of the epochs

(k) and the amplitudes [H) of the harmonic constants.

Form 194

COUT AND GEODITIC SUIVKY

TIDES: HARMONIC ANALYSIS.

!)i„t!^ Korro, Calif.orgla..

Comjxmml IL_ Smaiigim^S.19. Fel>A.._ J.?. .Q Lmglh 0/

,

Lai SK.22.'JI..

165.....

Long 1?0.:..51.'W..

Timt Mer J.20.! .W„.

Hourly Meanc (rem Form W2.

(1) HoursOtoU L.3.:-0S.

(2) Hoars 12 to 23 5 • 18

(3)-a>-t2)
<4;'«La5l 5 values of

(3) rovarsed

2.121 ...2-..02 . .2,.2.5. ..2...8.4.

Z g9 3- 12 2.51 2 -83

..5-53

3.48
..4r..55L..4...56j...4...2.5.J...3.,76.,

4 45I 4.49! 4.19 3.67

0. OSI CO?! 0.06 0.09

(S)-(l)+(2)

(6)- Last half Of (5)..

..6-.^.6.l.,

7.01

1

:.20. ..4,41 ..4....14., ...4...56 ...5.-

21 8.98 9 X)5 e.44|

9.051 8.44
I
7 .431

-.o.-.ip

-ft-oi..

-Q.-.U.
-0.03

6.62

.Q...0.6.

0.05

(3)-(4)

-Q.;Q55

-0..-.021.

.Q.,017

rQ.l.Q.

-0-23

T0.-.25.

rQ-1.7-
-0.14

..0..-.Q.58.

.050

-0;.-04.

0.05

-0...1Q0

.-0.-.222

....0--.199

-Q...120

-Q.-.07jO

-0-010

.-fl.-.D35

-D.-llO

..0021
1). 00

.-0.-042

-0.050

.^-.o.-aoo

:-o-.ifi3

-0.-.120

.rO.-.lAO

.-Qr.02fi

-.0....75.

-3--0.1

.r4-_S7.

.t4-91.

.-5.88,

-1.76

.rl..505

-3.958

.r4...9.iQ

-3.360

-0.880

-0.-.750

-2.-.6Q7

-2. .285

0.000
-1...94.Q

-1.524
-14.615

12 ^- .-Q.:Q3d

(i8)x(a<) m±m_
inXM"

(28)X(31) I OH-HV)

0.000

-1.760

tQ.750

0.000

..4-57il

0.000

rMSQ
0.00

13. 27

.i&.ii

13-59

IS...!?.

i5...6.6

15. 10

Q.oe
.0...43L.

0.29

.0.855

0.251

.Q...Q8fl

..Q...20.5

MO 1-0.145

26...46

.2.6...41

P.6. 49
22.87.1 -.500

•22.940i -500

2.6M.Q

rXmd5
l.'^45

121.- ....0.£.0.6 12e^ ...0.-14.Q

.0.04,0 ..-.ao.6.0 {" is in 1st quadrant when we h»ve -k

t' Is In 2d quadrant when wo baTe +

i2i.- ..-0063 12ft-...0.010

b quadraDt wben we have ~i and +c.

_M_ JlL Jh.

(l8)-Ioe.l2l.

(M)wlog.l2e

(40)-(38)-C30)-!og. tm. r' _

(41)- t'l for boglmunc of tbe scries..

(42)- local V.+u (From Form 214) .

(4a)-(41)+(42)-.'

e...5..5.6.SQ

9.-..6.53.94

.6.-.6.9a.36

....17.7.-14

....3a6.-.05

J43. 19

1...1.6.47.4.

.0.:.5..5.a0.e.

.0.-..8.g.&SB.

....2.6.I:.52.

.4.6,-..84.

.9.-.411.6.2

e.-.3.9.7..9.4.

i-..0.1.?..6.8.

....2.7.5..-53.

.7.0.^26.

9..-.7.,8.24..7

9.-.1.4.61..3.

9.14613
.8.'? 7 81

5

. 6 3 63 4
...76.99

,....9.?..£.8.

.Q:.3.6.7.? 8

113.20
140. 52

-..SS.e.B.fi

•.Q.o.o.o.D

.83885
278.25

308.36 545 .79 170 .67 I
253. 72

..1S7.36

105. 61

(44)-l0E. sto. r. or_

(45)- log. cos. f

(4t)-(38)-(44),or(39)-(15)

(47)-loE.(aagmonting(actor+12)

(48)- log. (reciprocal ot 12) for compooeat S

(49)-(te)+«7),or ( IO) I ( It) ..l08. R'

(60)- log. factor f (From Form 244'a).

(51)-(49)+(S0)-log.fl'.

(52)- natural munber from (49J-fi'

(M)— natnrel number from (51)- H*

^.Sl 9.9.4.6.

.?:.S..5.6..4e.

.9.-.9..9.5.2.3. 9..-.99.7.5.7. 9.-.S.e..e.7.J: .9...9.fe.S.3.8. .9.-..9.9..5.4..8.

8.02082
8.....7.8(3.a4.

.?....8.85 6 ..

1..-.1.69.5.1

8 . 9 2 S 3

Q...0.9.5.3.Q

9.-..9.9..?.2..

9.-..41..5.6.5

8. 9 J 2 4

8.02082
8. .';4 5 6 9

.9....9.8..9.7..

9...7..?..3.7..6.9-.1.8.27 5

8.7346 aL8.:.l.4.9.1.7

9.-..9.e..S.3... 1

9-..9.7.?'4

8.,..66.§.14

0.060
""0.046

""

O.=.0..8.fl5.0.

1.245

i .226

8....8.S.5.5.9

....Q...fi22....

6.022

8....7..2 .0.9,1 .8....1.2.8..5.7

.Q.-.654'.... ...6 ..0.14

6.053 1 6.big

1.8.4.3.8.7

.00332

.92082
,.84.6.6.9.

L.9.7.£fi...

^.e.15.2.9

a 007

0. 667 •

Compiited by L . P. Dlspey
,
Feb. 25. 1921 .

(Data.')

Verified by L« A« .AlEfi.rt.- , F9,b,25.192J,>.
(DaU.)

Provisions are made for obtaining the diurnal, semidurnal, terdi-

urnal, quarter-diurnal, sixth-diurnal and eighth-diurnal components,

but only such items need be computed as are necessary for the par-

ticular components sought.

For the principal lunar series M^, M., M3, M„ Mg, and M-g, com-

pute all items of the form.

For the principal solar series S^, So, S4, and Sg, items (14), (16),

(33), (35), and (37) may be omitted.
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For the lunal solar components K^ and K2, items (14), (16), and
(23) to (37) may be omitted.
*For the diurnal components Ji,Oi, 00, Pi,Qi,2Q, and p^jitems (5),

(6), and (14) to (34) may be omitted.
For the semidurnal components L2, N,, 2N, R27 T,, Xj, fi-,, v-,, and

2SM, items (3), (4), (8) to (16), and (23) to (37) may be omitted.
For terdiurnal componentsMK and2MK, items (5), (6), (9), (12), and

(18) to (37) may_ be omitted.
For quarter-diurnal components MN and MS, items (3), (4), (8)

to (25), and (35) to (37) may be omitted.
In the bottom portion of the form the symbol of the component is

to be entered at the head of the column or columns indicated by the
subscript corresponding to the number of component periods in a
component day, the remaining columns being left blank.
The hourly means from Form 142 (fig. 26) are entered as items (1)

and (2) in regular order, beginning with the mean for hour. Item
(4) consists of the last five values of item (3) arranged in reverse
order. Item (6) consists of the last six values of item (5) in their

original order. For the computations of this form the following

tables will be found convenient: Table 19 of this publication for

natural products, Vega's Logarithmic Tables for logarithms of linear

quantities, and Bremiker's Funfstellige Logarithmen for logarithms
of the trigonometrical functions. In the last table the angular argu-
ments are given in degrees and decimals.

In choosing between items (44) and (45) the former should be used
if the tabular value of (41) in the first quadrant is greater than 45°

and the latter if this angle is less than 45°.

In referring (41) to the proper quadrant it must be kept in mind
that the signs of the natural numbers corresponding to (38) and (39)

are respectively the signs of the sine and cosine of the required
angles. Therefore (41) will be in the first quadrant if both s and c

are positive, in the second quadrant if s is positive and c negative, in

the third quadrant if both s and c are negative, and in the fourth
quadrant if s is negative and c positive.

In obtaining (49) use (46) + (47) for all components except -S', and
(46) + (48) for component S. The log factor F for item (50) may be
obtained from Form 244a.
Form 194 is designed for use when 24 component hourly means

have been obtained and all the original hourly heights have been
used in the summation. If in the summation for a component each
component hour of the observation period received one and only one
of the hourly heights, it will be necessary to take the log-augmenting
factor from Table 20 and add this to the sum of items (46) and (48)

to obtain item (49) , striking out item (47)

.

This form is also adapted for use with the long-period components.
Assuming that the daily means have been cleared of the eJBFects of

the short-period components in accordance with section 31, and
that these means have been assorted into 24 groups to cover the
component period, the 24 group means may then be entered in
Form 194 in place of the 24 hourly means used for the short-period
components. Then, treating the components Mm and Sa the same
as the diurnal tides and the components Mf, Msf, and Ssa as the
semidiurnal tides, the form may be followed except that the log-

augmenting factor must be taken from Table 20 and then combined
with items (46) and (48) to obtain item (49), striking out item (47).
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To obtain Sa and Ssa from the monthly means of sea level, or
tide level, determined from the first 29 days of each calendar month,
the following process may be used: Enter the monthly means
beginning with that for January in alternate spaces provided for
the hourly means on the front of Form 194, placing the value for

January in the space for the hour. For convenience consider alL

the intermediate blank spaces as being filled with zero values and
make the computations indicated by (3) to (12) and (18) to (21).

Correct the coefficients of s^ and c^ from 12 to 6, at top and foot of
columns (9), (12), (19), and (21). In bottom of form enter Sa in

column having subscript 2 and Ssa in column with subscript 4 in
order to obtain correct augmenting factors and strike out numerals
indicating subscripts. For (38) and (39) take the logarithm of twice
the values of 6s and 6c as obtained above. The f's as obtained from
(40) must have the following corrections applied in order to refer

them to hour of the first day of January—common years, Sa
correction = — 13.38°, Ssa correction = —26.76°; leap years, Sa cor-

rection=— 14.20°, Ssa correction = —28.40°. For convenience in
recording the results it is suggested that the f as directlj^^ obtained
from (40) be entered (in its proper quadrant) in the space just below
the logarithm from which it is obtained, and that the f corrected to

the first day of January be entered in the same line in the vacant
column just to the right. The V+u, computed to the first day of

January, may then be entered inmiediately under the corrected

f's and the k' of (43) readily obtained. For (49) the combination
(46) + (47) will be used
Form 462, R, k, and ^from analysis and inference (figs. 30 and 31)

—

This form provides for certain computations preliminary to the

regular elimination process. The constants for components K^ and
Sa as obtained directly from Form 194 may be improved by the

application of corrections from Tables 21 to 26; and constants for

some of the smaller components, which have been poorly determined
or not determined at all by the analysis, may be obtained by infer-

ence. If the series of observations is very short, the inferred values

for the constants of some of the components may be better than
the uneliminated values from Form 194.

Form 452 is based upon section 29. It is designed to take account
of the diurnal component on one side (fig. 30) and the semidiurnal

components on the other side (fig. 31). The amplitudes and epochs
indicated by the accent (') are to be taken from Form 194 and the

quantities indicated by the asterisk (*) from Form 244 or 244a. If

the series is less than 355 days, values for Si and 2SM may be
omitted.
For all short series the values in columns (4) and (8) are to be

computed in accordance with the equivalents and factors in columns
(3) and (7), respectively. If the series is 192 days or more in length,

the K of Ml, Pi, and Kj for column (4), and the log R of Mi, Pi, and
K2 for column (8) may be taken directly from Form 194, and if the

series is 355 days or more in length the k and log R of all the com-
ponents for which analyses have been made may be taken directly

from the same form. When a value is thus taken directly from the

analysis, the corresponding equivalent in column (3) and factors in

column (7) are to be crossed out.

The tabular values of items (12) and (13) for the diurnal com-
ponents and items (14) to (18) for the semidiurnal components may
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be obtained from Tables 21 to 26 or from plotted curves representing
these tables, but for a series of 355 days or more in length the accel-
erations may be taken as zero and the resultant amplitude factors

as unity.

PORa 4SS
DepARTMENT OF COMMERCE

0. S. COUT AND eEOOCnC SUtVEV

TIDES! R, K, AND f, FROM ANALYSIS AND INFERENCE.

Stalion Morro, Califomla,

Length of Series _ .t63._... . days. Series begins J1919jl .l!B.l!n3ai7-^3s

OIURNAL COMPONENTS.

JS

i

B
3
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should be increased by 360° before taking the difference, which may
be either positive or negative.

In computing column (8) it will be noted that the corrected log
B's of Ki and Sj are to be used in inferring other components depend-
ing upon these.

Form. 4Aa
OEPARTIIENT OF COMMERCE

U. S- COAST AND eEOOmc SURVEY

TIDES I /?, X, AND r, FROM ANALYSIS AND INFERENCE.

Stalioh ....Mri?Px...Q.ali?.9.??ji.a _

Length of Seriea 163 days. Series begins ...1?19 ,...iFeTjnjitr3r .13^

SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

1

1
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The symbol A represents the component to be cleared, and the
symbol B is the general designation for the disturbing components.
The symbol applying to component A is to be crossed out in column
(1) and entered in column (8). The values for items (9) and (19)

are to be taken from colunms (1) and (2) of Form 452.

The "table" in the headings of colunms (2), (3), and (4) refers to

Table 29 in this publication. For column (2) it will be found con-

venient to copy the logarithms of the R's of B from column (8) of

. Vona aiS
.DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

COAST AND GEOOEnC SURVrV

TIDES: ELIMINATION OF COMPONENT EFFECTS

Station Morrg, Callfnmliv

ZmgOt ofteria lEH- Seria txgini __i9la^_.._Eei. 13,..

s;
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from Table 27, this table giving the critical logarithm for each change
of 0.001 in the corresponding natural number. If the logarithm is

less than 6.6990, the natural number will be too small to appear in

the third decimal place, and the effects of the corresponding com-

CePARtHENT OF COMHERCK
tB, S. COAST AND CEODETIC SURVCT

Form Ko. 444 TIDES: STANDARD HARMONIC CONSTANTS FOR PREDICTION

Station ...Morro,..Galifo_rnia..,
Lsu S5.°....2Z./..Sj,...

Long. .120.!... 51..'.I....

Long. 120." 85 W.

COMPO-
MCTT
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In the use of this form it will be noted that the R's and f 's refer-

ring to component B are to be the best known values whether derived
from the analysis or by inference, but the R' and f ' of component A^
entered as items (9) and (19), respectively, must be the unmodified
values as obtained directly by Form 194.

Form 4-44j standard harmonic constants for predictions (fig. 33) .

—

This form provides for the compilation of the harmonic constants
for use in the prediction of the tides and also for certain permanent
preliminary computations to adapt the constants for use with the
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine No. 2.

The form is used in a loose-leaf binder.

The components are listed in an order that conforms to the arrange-
ment of the corresponding component shafts and cranks on the pre-
dicting machine. The accepted amplitudes and epochs a,re to be
given in the columns provided for the purpose. At the bottom of the
page a space is provided for indicating the source from which the con-
stants were derived.

The column of Remarks provides for miscellaneous information
pertaining to the predictions. This includes the kind of time in

which the predictions are to be given—the approximate extreme
range of tide at the place for determining the proper scale to be
used, the height dial, the marigram gear, the marigram scale, and
the datum to which the predicted heights are to be referred.

The extreme range may be estimated from the predictions for a
preceding year or may be taken approximately as twice the sum of
the amplitudes of the harmonic constants. The height dial, mari-
gram gear, and marigram scale which are recommended for use with
different extreme ranges are given in the table below.

Working scale, height dial, marigram gear, and scale.

(1)

Extreme range (feet).

0.0- 2.5
2.&- 3.6
3.6- 4.5

4.6- 7.0

7.1- 9.5

9.6-10.5

10.6-14.5
14.6-19.5

19.6-20.5

20.6-29.5
29.6-39.5

39.6-....

(2)
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The principal hjdrographic datums in general use are as follows:

Mean low water for the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States

and Porto Rico. Mean lower low water for the Pacific coast of the
United States, Canada, and Alaska, and the Hawaiian and Philip-

pine Islands. Approximate low water springs for the rest of the
world, with a few exceptions.

For use on the predicting machine the datum must be defined by
its relation to the mean sea level, and this relation is usually deter-

mined from a reduction of the Ifigh and low waters.

Column A of Form 444 is designed for the differences by which
the epochs of the components are adapted once for all for use with
the unmodified Greenwich ( V^ + u) 's of each year. These differences

take account of the longitude of the station and also of the time
meridian used for the predictions, and are computed by the formula

K'-K = pL-j^ (492)

in which

k' — k= adapted epoch — true epoch.

29 = subscript of component, which indicates number of periods
in one component day. For the long-period components
Mm, Ssa, Sa, Msf, and Mf, p should be taken as zero.

L = longitude of station in degrees ; -f- if west, — if east.

a = speed of component in degrees per solar hours.
6' = longitude of time meridian in degrees; + if west, — if east.

The values of the products ^v for the principal time meridians

may be taken from Table 35. For any time meridian not given in

the table the products may be obtained by direct multiplication,

taking the values for the component speeds (a) from Table 3.

Column B is designed for the reduction of the amplitudes to the

working scale of the machine. The scale is unity when the 40-foot

height dial is used, 2 for the 20-foot height dial, 4 for the 10-foot

height dial, and 10 for a 4-foot height dial. The working scale

should be entered at the head of the column and used as a factor

with the amplitudes in order to obtain the values for this column.
Columns C and D are designed to contain the adapted epochs in

positive and negative forms which may be used additively with the

Greenwich (Fo + u)'s. It will be found most convenient to compute
column D, first, by applying the difference in column A to the k in

the preceding column and entering the result with the negative sign.

If the direct apj)lication of the difference should give a negative
result, this must be subtracted from 360° before entering in column D.
The values for column C may then be obtained by applying 360°

to the negative values in column D.
Form 445, settings for tide-computing machine {jig. 34) •—This form

is designed for the computations of the settings for the predicting

machine for the beginning of each year of predictions. The forms
are bound in books, a separate book being used for each year of

predictions. This form is used in connection with Form 444, and
lor convenience the order of arrangement of the components is

identical in the two forms. The name of the station, the time merid-
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ian, the height dial, marigram gear, marigram scale, and datum
plane are copied directly from Form 444.

For the amplitude settings the amplitudes of column B of Form
444 are multiplied by the factors / from Table 14 for the year for
which the predictions are to be made. A convenient way to apply

Form So. *ia iWEib', C

Station - Morro,_ CAlifqrnia.,
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made for the given year. It lias been the recent practice to enter
the ampHtude settings to the nearest 0.05 foot as being sufficiently-

close for all practical purposes.
For the dial settings for January 1 , hour, the Greenwich equilib-

rium arguments of {Vo + u)'s from Table 15 are to be applied, ac-

cording to the indicated sign, to the angles of column C or Z> of Form
444, using the angle in column D if it is less than the argument,
otherwise using the angle in column C. For the application of the

(Vo + u)'s a strip similar to that used for the factors / should be pre-
pared. The same strip will serve for all stations for the given year.

For the dial settings it is customary to use whole degrees, except for

component Mj, for which the setting is carried to the first decimal
of a degree.

The settings for February 1 and December 31 are used for checking
purposes to ascertain whether there have been any slipping of the
gears during the operation of the machine. To obtain the dial set-

tings for February 1, 0*", and December 31, 24^, prepare strips similar

to those for the/'s and (Vo + u)'s. On one enter the angular motion
of the components from January 1, O'^ to February 1,0"^; on a second
and a third strip, the angular motion for February 1, 0*^ to December
31, 24*^, for a common and leap year, respectively. For checking
purposes a fourth and fifth strip may contain the angular changes
lor a complete common and a complete leap 3"ear, respectively.

The values for these strips may be obtained from Table 36. These
strips will be found more convenient if arranged with two columns
each, one column containing the values in a positive form and the
other column containing the equivalent negative value which is

obtained by subtracting the first from 360. These strips are good
for all years, distinction being made between the common and leap

years. By applying the first strip to the dial settings for January
1 the values for Februar}^ 1 are readily obtained, and by appl}dng
the second or third strip to the latter settings those for the end of

the year are obtained. The values obtained by applying the fourth
or fifth strips to the settings for January 1 should also give the correct

setting for the end of the year, and thus serve as a check. The
angular changes for computing the settings for any day of the year
may be obtained from Tables 16 and 17.



PART II.—TABLES.

EXPLANATION OF TABLES.

Table 1. Astronomical constants and formulas.—There are given
in this table some fundamental astronomical constants and formulas,
which are used in the computation of other tables which follow,

with references to the authorities from which they were obtained.
The form and degree of precision is for the most part identical with
that of the original source.

It wiU be noted that T is the time expressed in Julian centuries

reckoned forward from Greenwich mean noon on December 31,

1899 (Gregorian calendar), which corresponds to December 19, 1899,
by the Julian calendar. (See p. 11 for an explanation of these cal-

endars.) By the Julian calendar the date corresponding to an inte-

gral value of T will always be December 19 of a year ending with
the figures 99 A. D. or 02 B. C. ; for example, by the Julian calendar,

T= -1 on December 19, 1799; -2 on December 19, 1699, etc. The
Gregorian calendar was first introduced in 1582. By this calendar,
T= -3 on December 29, 1599; -2 on December 29, 1699; -1 on
December 30, 1799; on December 31, 1899; +1 on January 1,

2000; +2 on January 1, 2100; -1-3 on January 2, 2200; etc.

In the formulas for the true longitude and distance of the moon
the notation has been changed in order to be in accord with the
notation of the present volume, and the terms not used here have
been omitted. The terms containing fc^ were for the reduction to

the ecliptic and have been omitted here because it is desired to repre-
sent the position of the moon in its orbit rather than in the ecliptic.

The longitude in the orbit is referred to an origin (
T

' of fig. 6) selected
so that the longitude of the moon's nodes will be identical in either
the ecliptic or the moon's orbit.

Table 2. Astronomical quantities and relations.—The values com-
piled in this table for convenience of reference are based upon Table 1.

The mean longitudes of the lunar and solar elements and also the
rate of change in these elements are derived from formulas of Table 1

.

The rate of change, although computed for the epoch January 1,

1900, will apply without material error to all modern times, since the
variations m the rates for all the elements are very small.

The inchnation of the earth's orbit to the ecliptic changes about
0.013 of a degree in a century. The value computed for epoch
January 1, 1900, may therefore be used without material error for
all modern times. The inclination of the moon's orbit to the ecliptic

is regarded as an absolute constant.
The eccentricity of the earth's orbit changes about 0.000042 per

century. The value as computed for the epoch January 1, 1900, may
therefore be used as a constant. The mean value of the eccentricity
of the moon's orbit is also used as a constant.
The mean radius of the earth is taken as the cube root of the

product of the polar radius and the square of the equatorial radius,
this being the radius of a sphere having the same volume as that of

161
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the earth. In expressing this radius in feet the result is rounded off

to the nearest hundred, since a greater precision is not warranted by
the data from which it is obtained.

The numerical values of several other important quantities that
appear in the text are also included in Table 2 for convenience of

reference.

Table 3. Principal Tiarmonic components.—This table gives a hst

of the principal harmonic components used in the prediction of the
tides. The symbol by which each component is generally designated
and a brief description suggesting the derivation of the component are
given in the first and second columns, respectively.

A general discussion of the argument (V+u) will be found in

section 10. The formulas for these arguments are derived from
formulas (100), (176), (190), (194), (208), (215), (228), and (230) in the
text. References to the overtides, compound tides, and meteorologi-

cal tides will be found in sections 18, 19, and 20.

The speed, or average rate of change in the argument, in general,

depends entnely upon that part of the argument designated as V,

the u being an inequality that does not affect the average rate of

change. The speed formulas are readily derived from formulas for

V by substitutmg for the variable elements T, h, s, p, and p^ the
corresponding hourly rates of change in these elements, represented

hj d, T), a-, cs, andcji, respectively. The value for d is 15°, this being

the hourly rate of change in the hour angle of the mean sun. The
values for the other elements may be obtained from Table 2, and by
substituting in the formulas the corresponding numerical values for

the speeds of the components are readily obtained. An explanation

of the double expression for the argument for component M^ will be
found in section 14.

The coefficients are discussed in section 11. The coefficient for-

mulas of Table 3 are derived from formulas (100), (176), (190), (194),

(208), (215), (228), and (230) of the text. In the coefficients of the

solar components the factor G has been introduced in order that the

general lunar coefficient, o ^ (
~

) ^ ^ (function of X) may be used as

a common coefficient factor for both the lunar and solar components.

The mean values of the coefficients are obtained by mutliplying the

constant factors by the mean values of the variable factors. The
numerical values of the constants are given in Table 2, and the mean
values of the variables, which depend upon some function of I, are

given in the formulas indicated by the references. The mean value

of the coefficient does not include the general coefficient.

For the evectional and variational components ^2, X2> P^2> ^^^ Pit

two mean values are given for each coefficient. The first is that

derived from the given formula and the second is a value obtained by
Prof. J. C. Adams, who was associated with Sir George H. Darwin
in the investigation of the Harmonic Analysis of Tidal Observations,

and who in his computations carried the development of the lunar

theory to a higher order of precision than is provided for in this work.

(See pp. 60-61 of Report oi British Association for the Advancement
of Sciences for the year 1883.) The second value may therefore be
presumed to be a more precise determination of the mean coefficient

for each of these components.
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The factors F for reduction have been compiled from the formulas
indicated in the column of references. The table includes the cor-

rected factor for the component M^. The factor in general use for

this component is represented by formula (204) on page 52.

Table 4. Mean longitude of lunar and solar elements.—This table

contains the mean longitude of the moon (s), of the lunar perigee (jp),

of the sun Qi), of the solar perigee (p^), and of the moon's ascendmg
node {N), for January 1, hour, Greenwich mean civil time, for each
year from 1800 to 2000, the dates referring to the Gregorian calendar.

These values are readily derived from Table 2, the rate of change in

the mean longitude of the elements for the epoch January 1, 1900,
being applicable without material error to any time within the two
centuries 1800 to 2000 covered by Table 4. The same rate of change
may also be used, without introducing any errors of practical impor-
tance, to extend Table 4 to dates beyond these limits. In extending
the table, care should be taken to distinguish between the common
and leap years, and for the earlier dates due consideration should be
given to the kind of calendar in use. (See p. 11 for discussion of

calendars.) It will be noted that each Julian century contains 36,525
days, while the common Gregorian century contains only 36,524 days^
with an additional day every fourth century.
Table 5. Differences to adapt Table 4 to any month, day, and hour.—

These differences are derived from the daily and hourly rate of change
of the elements as given in Table 2, multiples of 360° being rejected
when they occur. The table is prepared especially for common years,
but is appHcable to leap years by increasing the given date by one
day if it is between March 1 and December 31, inclusive. The cor-

rection for the hour of the day refers to the Greenwich hour, and if

the hour for which the elements are desired is expressed in another
kind of time the equivalent Greenwich hour must be used for the
table.

Table 6. Values of I, v, ^, v' , and 2v" for each degree of N.—This
table has been computed for epoch January 1, 1900, using the con-
stants of Table 2, but the tabular values are applicable without
material error to any series of observations within modern times.

The following formulas were used in the computations for this

table:

Cos /=cos i cos CO — sin -i sin CO cos N
= 0.91369-0.03569 cos N (103) of p. 41.

Tan ^(iV-?+v)=^^^4fe4 tan ^N (104) of p. 41^ cos i(co + ^)
^ ^ ^ r

Tan HN-^-v)=|^||^ tan Jif (105) of p. 41

Log^S4r^ -0.00810; log ^!°
ti" I 'i

- 9.80897^ cos •J(co^-^) ' ^ sm ^(co + i)

m ,
sin V sin 2/

Tan v' =
COS V sin 27+ ^ , ^l ( -

j ^ sin 2co
2 + 3e^

2 + 3e2 \cj M'

sin V sin 2/ ,^„_. „

COS. sin 27+ 0.3357 (229) of p. 57
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sin 2v sin^ /
Tan 2/' =

_ .
2 J, 2 + 3eiV cV S .

2

sin 21* sin^ / /r>o-i\ j? r-,"
cos 2vsin^ 7+0.0728 (231) of p. 57.

Table 7. Values of log Ra for amplitude of component Lj.—This
table has been computed by means of the followdng formula:

i?a = [l-12 tan2 i/cos 2P + 36 tan* i/]"^ (177) of p. 48. •

The argument P = p — ^. The value of p and N for any date
between 1800 and 2000 may be taken directly from Tables 4 and 5
and the values of ^ and / as functions of N may be obtained from
Table 6.

Table 8. Values of R for argument of component L3.—This table

has been computed by the following formula

:

T^°'^ = cotMV-"6Tos2P ' (178) of p. 48.

The argument of P=p — ^. The values of p and A^ for any date
between 1800 and 2000 may be taken directly from Tables 4 and 5,

and the values of ^ and / as functions of N may be obtained from
Table 6.

Table 9. Values of log Qa. for amplitude of component M^.—The
formula upon which this table is based is

^. = [5/2-9/2 tan2 ^7+9/4 tan* ^7+ 3/2(1 -tan^ i7) cos 2P]-i,

(191) of p. 50.

Attributing to 7 its mean value (co = 23.°452) from Table 2, the
above may be written

Qa = [2.310 + 1.435 cos 2 P]-K

By means of the latter formula a single argument table of the log-

arithms of Qa, has been prepared, which is applicable without serious

error to any series without regard to the exact value of 7.

Table 10. Values of Q for argument of component M^.—The formula
for which this table is based is

Tan Q=1^1^^^ tan P (195) of p. 51.

Attributing to 7 its mean value (w = 23.°452) from Table 2, the
above formula may be written

Tan Q = 0.483 tan P.

By means of the latter formula a single argument table has been
prepared which is applicable without serious error to any series with-
out regard to the exact value of 7.

Table 11. Values of u for equilibrium argument.—The values for

the table have been computed for each degree of iV by the formulas
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for this argument given in Table 3, the elements of the formulas
being functions of N, which are given in Table 6. The u's of com-
ponents L, and Mj are functions of both N and P. The w of Lj ==

u of M2 - (R from Table 8) and the u of M^ = ^ (u of M3) + {Q from
Table 10). For any time between the years 1900 and 2000 the it's

of L2 and Ml may be conveniently obtained from Table 13.

Table 12. Log factor F for each tenth degree of I.—This table is

based upon the formulas for factor Fin Table 3. The factors for Lj
and Mj being functions of both / and P are not included directly in

the table. These may be obtained from the following formulas

:

log F (L2) =log F (M.,)+ (log J2a from Table 7) [See (186) p. 49.]

log F (MJ =log F (O,) + (log Qa from Table 9) [See (206) p. 53.]

For any time between the years 1900 and 2000 the factors for Lj and
Ml lasij be conveniently obtained from Table 13. It will be noted
that the above formula for log F (Mj) accords with the factor gen-
erally used in practice rather than the theoretically correct factor, as

indicated in Table 3 (see p. 52).

Table 13. Values of u and log factor F for components Lj and
Ml-—This table includes the values of u and log F for components
Lj and M^, for each 5° of N for the years 1900 to 2000, inclusive.

The values are based upon the following formulas

:

uoi'L, = 2^-2v-R = {uoiM,)-R p. 48.

u oiM.i = ^-v + Q = ^iu oiM2)+Q p. 51.

F (L,) = F (MJ X i?a (186) of p. 49.

F (MJ = F (0\) X Qa (206) of p. 53.

The values of u of M2 may be taken from Table 11, i^ (M,) and
F (Oi) from Table 12, R from Table 8, Q from Table 10, R^ from" Table
7, and Q^ from Table 9. The factors F of M^ represented in this table
are those which have heretofore been in general use (see p. 52) . For
the corrected F (MJ the tabular logarithms should be increased by
0.1523, which is the logarithm of the correcting factor 1.42.

Table 14. Factorffor middle of each year 1850 to 1999.—The factor

/ is the reciprocal of factor F. The values for the years 1850 to 1950
were taken directly from the Manual of Tides, by R. A. Harris, and
the values for 1951 to 1999 were derived from Tables 12 and 13.

Table 15. Equilibrium argument {Vo + u) for beginning of each year
1850 to 2000.—The equilibrium argument is discussed in section 10.

The tabular values are computed by the formulas for the argument
in Table 3, the Fo referring to the value of V on January 1, hour
Greenwich mean civil time, for each year, and the u referring to the
middle of the same calendar year; that is, Greenwich noon on July
2 in common years and the preceding midnight in leaf) years. The
value of the T of the formulas is 180° for each midnight, and the
values of the other elements for the V may be obtained from Table
4. The u of the argument may be obtained from Tables 11 and 13

after the value of N has been determined for the middle of each year
from Tables 4 and 5. In constructing Table 15 the values for the
years 1850 to 1950 were taken directly from the Manual of Tides, by
R. A. Harris, and the values for the years 1951 to 2000 were computed
as indicated above.
Tables 16, 17, and 18.—These tables give the differences to adapt

Table 15 to any month, day, and hour, and are computed from the
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hourly speeds of the components as given in Table 3. The differ-

ences refer to the uniformly varying portion V of the argument, it

being assumed that for practical purposes the portion u is constant
for the entire year.

The approximate Greenwich (Fq + u) for any desired Greenwich
hour may be obtained by applying the appropriate differences from
Tables 16, 17, and 18 to the value for the first of January of the
required year, as given in Table 15. To refer this Greenwich (Vq + u)
to any local meridian, it is necessary to apply a further correction
equal to the product of the longitude in degrees by the subscript of
the component, which represents the number of periods in a com-
ponent day. West longitude is to be considered as positive and
east longitude as negative, and the subscripts of the long-period
components are to be taken as zero. This correction is to be
subtracted.
The iVo+u) obtained as above will, in general, differ by a small

amount from the value as computed by Form 244, because in the
former case the u refers to the middle of the calendar year and in
the latter case to the middle of the series of observations.
Table 19. Products for Form 194-—This is a multiplication table

especially adapted for use with Form 194, the multipliers being the
sines of multiples of 15°.

Table 20. Augmenting factors.—^A discussion of the augmenting
factors is given in section 27 of the text. The tabular values for the
short-period components are obtained by formulas (329) and (330).
For the long-period components the augmenting factors were com-
puted by formula (423)

.

Tables 21 to 26.—These tables represent perturbations in Kj and
S2 due to other components. They are based upon formulas (379)
to (384), inclusive.

Table 27. Critical logarithms for Form 245-—This table was de-
signed for quickly obtaining the natural numbers to three decimal
places for column (3) of Form 245 from the logarithms of colmnn (2)

.

The logarithms are given for every change of 0.001 in the natural
number. Each logarithm given in this table is derived from the
natural number that is 0.0005 less than the tabular number to which
it applies. Intermediate logarithms, therefore, apply to the same
natural number as the preceding tabular logarithm. For example,
logarithms less than 6.6990 apply to the natural number 0.000 and
logarithms from 6.6990 to 7.1760 apply to the natural number 0.001,

etc.

Table 28. Component speed differences.—The component speeds as

given in Table 3 were used in the computation of this table.

Table 29. Elimination factors.—These tables provide for certain

constant factors in formulas (409) and (410). Separate tables for

each length of series and different values for each term of the formulas
are required. The tabular values are arranged in groups of three;,

determined as follows

:

First value = logarithm of w^—\—

-

Second value = natural number ttt \— always taken as

positive. ^ Hi-a)r
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rr^T • -, 1 1 /x \ ., sin ^(6 — a)r . ...

Third value =^{b-a)T, if w^_ x— is positive,

or i (6 - a) r + 180, if —^4 n— is negative.

Table 30. Products for Form ^4-^.—This table is designed for

obtaining the products for columns (6) and (7) of Form 245.

Table 31. For construction of primary stencils.—This table gives

the differences to be applied to the solar hours in order to obtain the

component hours to which they most nearly coincide. Each differ-

ence applies to several successive solar hours, but for brevity only

the first solar hour of each group to which the difference applies is

given in the table.

An asterisk (*) indicates that the solar hour so marked is to be used
twice or rejected according to whether the component speed is greater

or less than 15p, when in the summation it is desired to assign a

single solar hour to each successive component hour. For the

nsual summations in which each solar hour height is assigned to the

nearest component hour no attention need be given to the asterisk.

The table is computed by substituting successive integral values for

d in formula (264) and reducing the resulting solar hour series (slis)

to the corresponding day and hour. The solar hour to be tabulated

is the integral hour that immediately follows the value the {shs) of

the formula. If the fractional part of (sTis) exceeds 0.5, the tabular

solar hour is marked by an asterisk (*) . The successive values of d,

although used positively in formula (264), are to be considered as

negative in the application of the table when the speed of the com-
ponent is less than 15p. When the component speed is greater than
15p, the difference is to be taken as positive. All tabular differences

are brought within the limits +24 hours and —24 hours by rejecting

multiples of ±24 hours when necessary, and for convenience in use
all differences are given in both positive and negative forms.

The following example will illustrate the use of the table: To find

component 2Q hours corresponding to solar hours 12 to 23 on 16th

day of series. By the table we see that solar hour 12 of the 16th day
of series is within the group beginning on solar hour 8 of the same day
with the tabular difference of + 19 or — 5 hours, and that the differ-

ence changes by —1 hour on solar hours 15 and 21, the latter being
marked by an asterisk. Applying the differences indicated, we have
for these solar hours on the 16th day of series:

Solar hour 12, 13, 14* 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21* 22, 23
Difiference -5 -5 -5 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 -7 -7 -7

Component
2Q hour____ 7, 8, 9* 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 14*, 15, 16

In the results it will be noted that the component hours 9 and 14 are

each represented by two solar hours. If it should be desired to limit

the representation to a single solar hour each, the hours marked
with the asterisk should be rejected.

To find compcment 00 hours corresponding to solar hours O to 18

on the 22d day of series. The O hour of the 22d day is in the group
beginning on solar hour 14 of the preceding day with the tabular
difference of +14 or —10 hours, and changes of +1 hour in the
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differences occur on solar hours 3 and 17 of the 22d day. It will be
noted that the hour 3 is marked by an asterisk. Applying the
differences from the table as indicated, we have for the 22d day
of series:

Solar hours.. 0, 1, 2, 3*, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16*, 17, 18
Diflerences.+14,+14,+14,4-15, +15,+15,+15,+15,+15, -9, -9, -9, -9, -9, -9, -9, -9, -8, -8

Component
GO hours. 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10

In the results it will be noted that component hours 17 and 8 are

missing. If it is desired to have each of these hours represented also,

the solar hours marked by asterisks will be used again. In this table

the components have been arranged in accordance with the length of

the component days.
Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sutjis.—This table contains

the number of solar hourly heights included in each component hour
group for each of the standard length of series when all the hourly
heights have been used in the summation.
Table 33. For construction of secondary stencils.—Component A

is the component for which the original primary summations have
been made, and component B is the component for which the sums
are to be derived by the secondary stencils. The '^Page" refers to

the page of the original tabulations of the hourly heights in Form
362. The differences in this table were calculated by formula (273),

and the corresponding ''Component A hours" from formula (271),

m being assigned successive values from 1 to 24 for each page of

record. Special allowance was made for page 53 of the record to

take account of the fact that in a 369-day series this page mcludes
only 5 days of record. The sign of the difference is given at the top
of the column. For K-P and R-T the positive sign is to be used for

components K and E, and the negative sign for components P and T.

For brevity all the 24 component hours for every page of record
are not directly represented in the table. The difference for the
omitted hours for any page should be taken numerically one greater

than the difference for the given hours on that page. For an exam-
ple, take the hours for page 2 for component 00 as derived from
component J. According to the table the difference for the compo-
nent hours 10 to 3, inclusive, is 9 hours; therefore the difference for

the omitted hours 4 to 9, inclusive, should be taken as 10 hours. For
component 2Q as derived from component O the three differences

usually required for each page are given in full.

The use of the table may be illustrated from the example above, as

follows

:

Page 2—
Component J
hours-^ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Differences... +9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 9

Compo nent
OOhours... 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 19, 20

Component J
hours 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

Difference +9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9

Compo nent
OOhours... 21, 22, 23, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
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The period 24 hours should be added or subtracted when necessary
in order that the resulting component hours may be between and 23.

Table 34. For summation of long-period components.—This table
is designed to show the assignment of the daily page sums of the
hourly heights to the component divisions to which they most nearly
correspond. The table is based upon formula (415), The compo-
nent division to which each day of series is assigned is given in the left-

hand column. For components Mf, MSf, and Aim there will fre-

quently occur two consecutive days which are to be assigned to the
same component division. In such cases the day which most nearly
corresponds to the component division is the only one given in the
table, and this is marked by an asterisk (*). The missing day,
whether it precedes or follows the one marked by the asterisk, is to
be assigned to the same component division. For component Sa a
number of conse(?utive days of series are assigned to each component
division. In the table there are given the first and last days of

each group.

Table 35. Products -j^-^or Form 444-—This table contains the

products of the speed of each component as given in Table 3 and the
longitude of each of the standard time meridians. These products
are for use in formula (492), which gives the value for column A of

Form 444.

Table 36. Angle differences for Form 44^-—This table gives the
differences for obtaining and checking the dial settings for February 1

and December 31, as entered in Form 445. The differences are de-
rived from Tables 16 and 17.

Table 37. U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine
No. 2—General gears.—This table gives the details of the general
gearing from the hand-operating crank to the main vertical component
shafts, together with the details of the gearing in the front section
or dial case. In this table the gears and shafts are each numbered
consecutively for convenience of reference, the gears being designated
by the letter G and the shafts by the letter S. In the second column
are given the face of each bevel or spur gear and the diameter of each
shaft. The next two columns contain the number of teeth and pitch
of each bevel and spur gear. The pitch is the number of teeth per
inch of diameter of the gear. The worm screw is equivalent to a
gear of one tooth, as it requires a complete revolution of the screw
to move the engaged wheel one tooth forward. The period of

rotation of each shaft and gear is relative and refers to the time as
indicated on the face of the machine, which for convenience is called
dial time.

Table 38. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine
No. 2—Component gears.—This table contains the details of the
gearing from the main vertical component shafts to the individual
component cranks. Column I gives the number of teeth in the bevel
gear on the main vertical component shaft; column II, the number
of teeth in the gear on the intermediate shaft that meshes with the
gear on the vertical component shaft; column III, the number of

teeth in the gear on the intermediate shaft that meshes with the gear
on the component crank shaft; and column IV, the number of teeth
in the gear on the component crank shaft.
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For the long-period components the worm gear is taken as the
equivalent of one tooth. For each of these components there is a
short secondary shaft on which sliding gears are mounted, but the

extra gears do not affect the speed of any of the component crank
shafts except that for component Sa in which case a ratio of 1:2

is introduced.
The component crank-shaft speed per dial hour for each com-

1 , __o column I column III -r^ ^i .

ponent is equal to 30 X—i

jy X—

i

jy • h or the component

Sa the product of both values appearing in each of the columns II and
III is to be taken as the value for the column. The column of "Gear
speed per dial hour" contains the speeds as computed by the above
formula.

For comparison the table contains also the theoretical speed of each
of the components and the accumulated error per year due to the

difference between the theoretical and the gear speeds.

For covenience of reference the table includes also the maximum
amphtude settings of the component cranks.

Table 39. Synodic periods of components.—This table is derived
from Table 28, the period represented by 360° being divided by the

speed difference and the results reduced to days.

Table 40. Bay of year corresponding to any date.—This table is

convenient for obtaining the difference between any two dates and
also in finding the middle of any series.
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Table 1.

—

Astronomical constants and formulas.

[From original sources.]

Mean distance, earth to sun = 92,897,416 statute miles*
Mean distance, earth to moon = 238,857 statute miles*
Radius of earth, equatorial = 3,963.34 statute miles.*
Radius of earth, polar = 3,949.99 statute miles.*

Ratio of mass of moon to that of earth =1:81. 45.

f

Ratio of mass of sun to that of earth =333,432:1.1

Eccentricity of earth's orbit
= 0.016,751,04-0.000,041,80 T -0.000,000,126 T^.^^

Eccentricity of moon's orbit =0.054,899,720.$

Inclination of earth's orbit to plane of ecliptic:
= 23° 27' 8.26" -46.845" r-0.005,9" ^2+0.001,81" T^.f

Inclination of moon's orbit to plane of ecliptic =5° 08' 43.354,6".

J

Mean longitude of sun
= 279° 41' 48.04" +129,602,768.13" T+ 1.089" T^.f

Longitude of solar perigee
= 281° 13' 15.0" +6,189.03" 7+ 1.63" T2+0,012" T^.j

Mean longitude of moon
= 270° 26' 14.72" + (1336 rev. +1,108,411.20") r+9.09" T2-j_o.006,8" T^.f

Longitude of lunar perigee
=334° 19' 40.87" + (ll rev. +392,515.94") 7-37.24" 7'2_o.045" T^.f

Longitude of moon's node
= 259° 10' 57.12" -(5 rev. +482,912.63") 7+ 7.58" 72+O.OO8" T^.f

True longitude of moon in its orbit (in radians)
=mean longitude (in radians)

+2e sin (s—p) +| e^ sin 2{s—p) (elliptic inequality).
+^me sin {s—2h+p) (evectional inequality)

.

+-V-TO^ sin 2{s—h) (variational inequality)
, ||

Reciprocal of true distance of moon from earth
= reciprocal of mean distance

+a'e cos is — p)+a'e^ cos 2{s — p) (elliptic inequality).
+-^a'me cos {s—2h+p) (evectional inequality)

.

+a'm^ cos 2(8 — h) (variational inequality).
|1

r = Number of Julian centuries (36525 days) from Greenwich mean noon on
December 31, 1899.

e = Eccentricity of moon's orbit.
s = Mean longitude of moon.
p = Mean longitude of lunar perigee.
h = Mean longitude of sun.
m = Ratio of mean motion of the sun to that of the moon.
a' = Reciprocal of product of moon's mean distance by (1 — e^).

* American Ephemeris for year 1923, p. xvi.
t Astronomical Papers for the American Ephemeris, by Simon Newcomb : Vol. VI

, pp. 9-11, and Vol. IX,
pt. 1, p. 224.

J The Solar Parallax and Related Constants, by William Harkness, p. 140.

1 An Elementary Treatise on the Lmiar Theory, by Hugh Godfrey, 4th ed., p. 53.
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Table 2.

—

Astronomical quantities and relations.

[Derived from Table 1.]

Epoch
(Gregorian calendar, Greenwich mean civil time).

1800, Jan. 1, hour
1900, Jan. 1, hour
2000, Jan. 1, horn-

Mean longitude of lunar and solar elements.

Moon.

342. 313
277. 026
211. 744

Lunar
perigee.

V

225.453
334. 384
83.294

Sun.

ft

280.407
280. 190
279. 973

Solar
perigee.

Pi

279. 502
281. 221
282. 940

Moon's
node.
N

33.248
259. 156
125.069

Rate of change in mean longitude (epoch, Jan. 1, 1900).

Per
Julian century
(36525 days).

Per
common year
(365 days).

Per
solar day.

Per
solar hour.

Moon
lunar perigee

.

Sun
Solar perigee .

,

Moon's node..

1336 r.+307. 892
11 r.+109.032

100 )•.+ 0. 769
1.719

-(5r.+134.142)

13 r.+ 129. 384, 82
40.662,47

359.761,28
0. 017, 18

-19.328,19

13.176,396,8
0.111,404,0
0.985,647,3
0.000,047,1

-0.052,953,9

.7=0.549,016,53
W=0.004,641,83
7,=0. 041,068,64
©1=0.000,001,96
-0.002,206,41

Note.—r=l revolution or 360°.

Inclination of earth's equator to the ecliptic (u>), epoch Jan. 1, 1900 =23.452
IncUnation of moon's orbit to the ecliptic (i) = 5. 145

Eccentricity of earth's orbit (ft), epoch Jan. 1, 1900 — 0. 01675
Eccentricity of moon's orbit (e) =0. 05490

Mean radius of earth (o) =3,958.89 statute miles= 20,902,900 feet

Mass of moon (Jlf) / mean radius of earth (o) \3 „„„„„„„„,,„„„
AT r ixt-tt^XI 3V-T ; -T-^ I =0.000,000,055,900
Mass of earth (jB)Vmean distance of moon (c)/ """")""">" ^j^""

Mass of sun (g) / mean radius of earth (a) V^0.000,000.025,806Mass of earth (£)^\mean distance of sun (ci)/ ' ' '

Mass of sun (g) /mean distance of moon (c) \» » ././., ^
Mass of moon (jlf) \ mean distance of sun (ci) / ~ " ~

x(J Y=0.000,000,000,926,51; -gx( ^y=0.000,000,000,001,10

rate of change in longitude of sum (i;) .,^ »_. o^.
rate of change in longitude of moon (,a)~ ' '

^"^

e2i=0.000281 £2=0.003014 7n29= 0.005,596 7n«=0.004,107

slQ &)=0.39798
cos 01=0.91739

sin2 £0=0.15839 sin J<o= 0.20323 sin^ Jaj= 0.04130
C0S2 c»=0.84161 cos !&)= 0.97913 COS^ |u=0.95870

sin 1=0.08968 sin*z= 0.00804 sin 2a>= 0.73021 sinno)= 0.001 71
COS 1=0.99597 cos2?= 0.99196 cos 2a)=0.68322 COS« |a)= 0.91910

fVUW v;
.. Is^vvWw-- *iW-^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ i^i^'V:)

U
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Table 4.—Mean longitude of lunar and solar elements at January 1, hour,

Greenwich mean civil time, of each year from 1800 to 2000.

rs=mean longitude of moon; p=niean longitude luuar perigee; ft=mean longitude of sun; pi=mean'longi-
tude solar perigee; N= longitude of moon's node.]

342.31
111.70
241. 08
10.47

139. 85
282.41
51.80

181. 18

310. 57
93.13

222. 51

351. 90

121. 28
263. 84
33.23
162.61

292. 00
74.56

203. 94
333. 33

102. 71

245. 28
14.66

144.04

273. 43
55.99

185. .38

314. 76

84.15
226. 71

356. 09
125. 48

254.86
37.42

166. 81

296. 19

65.58
208.14
337.52
106. 91

236. 29
18.85

148. 24
277. 62

47.01
189. 57
318. 95
88.34

217. 72
0.28

129. 67
259. 05

225. 45
266. 12

306.78
347.44

28.10
68.88
109.54
150. 20

190.86
231. 64
272. 30
312. 96

353. 63
34.40
75.06

115. 73

156. 39
197. 16
237. 82

278. 49

319. 15

359. 92
40.59
81.25

121.91
162. 69
203. 35
244.01

284. 67
325. 45
6.11
46.77

87.43
128. 21
168. 87
209. 53

250. 20
290.97
331. 63
12.30

52.96
93.73

134. 39
175.06

215. 72
256.49
297. 16
337. 82

18.48
59.26
99.92
140.58

280.41
280. 17

279.93
279. 69

279.45
280. 20
279.96
279. 72

279. 48
280. 23
279. 99
279. 75

279. 51

280. 26
280. 02
279. 78

279. 54
280. 29
280. 05
279. 81

279. 57
280. 32
280. 08
279. 84

279. 61
280. 35
280. 11

279. 87

279. 64
280. 38
280. 14
279. 91

279. 67
280. 41
280. 18
279. 94

279. 70
280.44
280. 21

279. 97

279. 73
280. 48
280. 24
280. 00

279. 76
280. 51
280. 27
280. 03

279. 79
280. 54
280. 30
280.06

279. 50
279.52 I

279.54
279.55

279. 57
279. 59
279. 61
279. 62

279. 64
279. 66
279. 67
279. 69

279. 71
279. 73
279. 74
279. 76

279. 78
279. 79
279. 81

279. 83

279. 85
279.86
279. 88
279. 90

279. 91
279. 93
279. 95
279. 97

279. 98
280. 00
280. 02
280. 03

280. 05
280. 07
280. 09
280. 10

280. 12
280. 14
280. 16
280. 17

280. 19
280. 21
280. 22
280. 24

280. 26
280. 28
280. 29
280. 31

280. 33
280. 34
280.36
280. 38

33.25
13.92

354. 59

335. 26

315. 93
296. 55
277. 23
257. 90

238. 57
219. 19
199. 86
180.53

161. 20
141. 82
122. 49
103. 17

83.84
64.46
45. 13

25.80

6.47
347. 09
327. 76
308. 43

289. 11

269. 72
250. 40
231. 07

211. 74
192. 36
173. 03
153. 70

134. 37
114.99
95.66
76.34

57.01
37.63
18.30

358. 97

339. 64
320. 26
300. 93
281. 61

262. 28
242. 90
223. 57
204. 24

184. 91

165. 53
146.20
126. 87

Year.
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Table 4.

—

Mean longitude of lunar and solar elements at January 1, hour,
Greenwich mean civil time, of each year from 1800 to 2000—Continued.
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Table 5.

—

Differences to adapt Table 4 to any month, day, and hour of Greenwich
mean civil time.

DIFFERENCES TO FIRST OF EACH CALENDAR MONTH OF COMMON YEARS.!

Month.
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Table 6.

—

Values of I, v, f, v' , and 2v" for each degree of N.

179

Positive
always.

Positive when Ni& between and 180°; negative when JVis
between 180 and 360°.

JV

360

359
358
357

356
355
3o4

353
352
351

350
349
348

347
346
345

344
343
343

341
340
339

33&
337
336

335
334
333

332
331
330

329
328
327

326
325
324

323
322
321

320
319
318

317
316
315

28.60
28.60
28.59

28.59
28.58
28.58

28.57
28.56
28.55

28.53
28.52
28.50

28.49
28.47
28.45

28.43
28.41
28.39

28.36
28.34
28.31

28.29
28.26
28.23

28.20
28.16
28.13

28.09
28.06
28.02

27.98
27.94
27.90

27.86
27.82
27.77

27.73
27.68
27.63

27.58
27.53
27.48

27.43
27.38
27.32

Diff.

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2
1

2
2
2

2
2
3

2
3
2

3

3
3

4
3
4

3

4

0.00

0.19
0.38
0.56

0.75
0.94
1.12

1.31
1.50
1.68

1.87
2.05
2.24

2.42
2.61
2.79

2.98
3.16
3.34

3.52
3.70
3.88

4.06
4.24
4.42

4.60
4.78
4.95

5.13
5.30

5.65
5.82
5.99

6.16
6.33
6.50

6.66
6.83
6.99

7.15
7.31
7.47

7.63
7.79
7.94

Diff.

19

19
18
19

19
18
19

19
18
19

18
19
18

19
18
19

18
18
18

18
18
18

18
18
18

18
17
18

17
18
17

17
17
17

17
17
16

17
16
16

16
16
16

16
15

0.00

0.17
0.34
0.51

0.67
0.84
1.01

1.18
1.35
1.51

1.68
1.85
2.02

2.18
2.35
2.51

2.68
2.84
3.01

3.17
3.34
3.50

3.66
3.82
3.98

4.14
4.30
4.46

4.62
4.78
4.94

5.10
5.25
5.41

5.56
5.71
5.86

6.01
6.16
6.31

6.46
6.61
6.75

6.90
7.04
7.18

Diff.

17

17
17
16

17
17
17

17
16
17

17
17
16

17
16
17

16
17
16

17
16
16

16
16
16

16
16
16

16
16
16

15
16
15

15
15
15

15
15
15

15
14
15

14
14

o
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Table 6.

—

Values of I, v, ^, v' , and 2v" for each degree of N—Continued.

N
Positive
always.

Positive when iVis between and 180°; negative when iVis
between 180 and 360°.

2v"

27.32

27.27
27.21
27.15

27.09
27.03
26.97

26.91
26.85
26.78

26.72
26.65
26.59

26.52
26.45
26.38

26.31
26. 24
?'.. 17

26. 10
26.03
25.95

25.88
25.80
25.72

25.65
25.57
25.49

25.41
25.33
25.25

25.17
25.09
25.01

24.92
24.84
24.76

24.67
24.59
24.50

24.42
24.33
24.24

24.16
24.07
23.98

Diff.

5

6
6

6

7.94

8.10
8.25
8.40

8.55
8.69
8.84

8.98
9.12
9.26

9.40
9.64
9.67

9.81
9.94
10.07

10.19
10.32
10.44

10.56
10.68
10.79

10.90
11.01
11.12

11.23
11.33
11.43

11.53
11. 63
11.72

11.81
11.89
11.98

12.06
12.14
12.21

12.28
12.35
12.42

12.48
12.54
12.60

12.65
12.70
12.75

Diff.

16

15
15
15

14
15
14

14
14
14

14
13
14

13
13
12

13
12
12

12
11

11

11

11

11

10
10
10

7.18

7.32
7.46
7.60

7.73
7.87
8.00

8.14
8.27
8.40

8.52
8.65
8.77

8.90
9.02
9.14

9.25
9.37
9.48

9.59
9.70
9.81

9.92
10.02
10.12

10.22
10.32
10.41

10.50
10.59
10.68

10.77
10.85
10.93

11.01
11.08
11.15

11.22
11.29
11.36

11.42
11.47
11.53

11.58
11.63
11.68

Diff.

5.63

5.74
5.84
5.95

6.05
6.15
6.25

6.35
6.45
6.54

6.64
6.73
6.82

6.91

7.00
7.09

7.17
7.26
7.34

7.42
7.49
7.57

7.64
7.72
7.79

7.86
7.92
7.99

8.05
8.11
8.17

8.23
8.28
8.34

8.39
8.44
8.48

8. .53

8.57
8.61

8.64
8.68
8.71

8.74
8.76
8.79

Diff.

11

10
11

10

10
10
10

10
9
10

11.82

12.04
12.26
12.47

12.68
12.88
13.08

13.28
13.48
13.67

13.86
14.05
14.23

14.40
14.58
14.75

14.92
15.08
15.24

15.39
15.54
15.69

15.83
15.96
16.10

16.23
16. 35
16.47

16.58
16.69
16.80

16.90
17.00
17.09

17.17
17.25
17.33

17.40
17.46
17.52

17.58
17.63
17.67

17.71
17.74
17.77

Diff.

22

22
21
21

20
20
20

20
19
19

19
18
17

18
17
17

16
16
15

15
15
14

13
14
13

12
12
11

11

11

10

10
9
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Table 6.

—

Values of I, v, ^, v', and 2v" for each degree of N—Continued.

N
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Table 6.—Values of I, v, $, v' , and 2v" for each degree of N—Continued.

N

135
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Table 9.

—

Log Qa for amplitude of component Mj.

185

p
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Table 10.

—

Values of Q for argument of component Mi.

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

28
29
30

31
32
33

34
35
36

37
38
39

40
41
42

43
44
45

0.0

0.5
1.0
1.5

1.9
2.4
2.9

3.4
3.9
4.4

4.9
5.4
5.9

6.4
6.9
7.4

7.9

9.4
10.0
10.5

11.0
11.6
12.1

12.7
13.3
13.8

14.4
15.0
15.6

16.2
16.8
17.4

18.0
18.7
19.3

20.0
20.7
21.4

22.1
22.8
23.5

24.2
25.0
25.8

Difl.

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.4

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.6

0.6
0.5
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.6

0.7
0.6
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.8
0.8

45

90

25.8

26.6
27.4
28.2

29.1
29.9
30.8

31.7
32.7
33.6

34.6
35.6
36.6

37.7
38.8
39.9

41.1
42.3
43.5

44.7
46.0
47.3

48.7
50.1
51.5

53.0
54.5
56.1

57.7
59.3
61.0

62.7
64.5
66.2

71.8

73.8
75.7
77.7

79.7
81.8
83.8

85.9
87.9
90.0

DifE.

0.8

0.8
0.8
0.9

0.8
0.9
0.9

1.0
0.9
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.1

1.1
1.1
1.2

1.2
1.2
1.2

1.3
1.3
1.4

1.4
1.4
1.5

1.5
1.6
1.6

1.6
1.7
1.7

1.8
1.7
1.9

1.8
1.9
2.0

1.9
2.0
2.0

2.1
2.0
2.1

2.0
2.1

97

100
101
102

103
104
105

106
107
108

109
110
111

112
113
114

115
116
117

118
119
120

121

122
123

124
125
126

127
128
129

130
131

132

133
134
135

Q

90.0

92.1
94.1
96.2

98.2
100.3
102.3

104.3
106.2
108.2

110.1
111.9
113.8

115.5
117.3
119.0

120.7
122.3
123.9

125.5
127.0
128.5

129.9
131.3
132.7

134.0
135.3
136.5

137.7
138.9
140.1

141.2
142.3
143.4

144.4
145.4
146.4

147.3
148.3
149.2

150.1
150.9
151.8

152.6
153.4
154.2

Diff.

2.1

2.0
2.1
2.0

2.1
2.0
2.0

1.9
2.0
1.9

1.8
1.9
1.7

1.8
1.7
1.7

1.6
1.6
1.6

1.5
1.5
1.4

1.4
1.4
1.3

1.3
1.2
1.2

1.2
1.2
1.1

1.1
1.1

1.0

1.0
1.0
0.9

1.0
0.9
0.9

0.8
0.9
0.8

0.8
0.8

135 154.2

136
137
138
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Table 10.

—

Values of Q for argument of component Mi—Continued.

187

i80;o

180.5
181.0
181.5

181.9
182.4
182.9

183,4
183.9
184.4

184:9
185.4
185.9

186.4
186.9
187.4

187.9
188.4

189.4
190.0
190; 5

.191.0

191.

6

192.1

192.7
193.3
193.

8

194.4
195.0
195.6

196.2
196.8
197.4

198.0
198.7
199.3

200.

200.7
201.4

2.02.1

202.8
203.5

204.2
205.

205.8

DiS.

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.4

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5.

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.5

0.6
0.5
0.6

0.6
0.5
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.6

0.7
0.6
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.8
0.8

225

226
227
228

229
230
231

232
233
234

235
236
237

• 238
239
240

241
242
243

244
245
246

247
248
249

250
251
252

253
254
255

256
257
258

259
260
261

232
263
264

265
266
267

268
269
270

Q

205.8

206.6
207.4
208.2

209.1
209.9
210.8

211.7
212.7
213.6

214.6
215.6
216.

6

217.7
218.

8

219.9

221.1
222.

3

223.5

224.7
226.0
227.3

228.7
230.1
231.5

233.0
234.5
236.1

237.7
239.3
241.0

242.7
244.5
246.2

248.

1

249.9
251.8

253.8
255.

7

257.

7

2.59.

7

261.8
263.8

265.

9

267.9
270.0

DifE.

0.8

0.8
0.8
0.9

0.8
0.9
0.9

1.0
0.9
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.1

1.1
1.1
1.2

1.2
1.2
1.2

1.3
1.3
1.4

1.4

1.4
1.5

1.5
.1.6
1.6

1.6
1.7

1.7

1.8
1.7
1.9

1.8
1.9
2.0

1.9
2.0
2.0

2.1

2.0
2.1

2.0
2.1

270 S70.0

271
272
273
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Table 11.

—

Values of u for equilibrium arguments.

[Use sign at head of column when JV is between and 180°, reverse sign when N is between 180 and
360°.]

JV
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Table 11.

—

Values of ufor equilibrium arguments—Continued.

rUse sien at head of column when N is between and 180°, reverse sign when N is between 180 and
^

360°.]

iV
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Table 11.

—

Values of u for equilibrium arguments—Continued.

[Use sign at head of column when N is between and 180°, reverse sign when iV is between 180 and
360°.]

N
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Table 11.—Values of u for equilibrium arguments—Continued.

lUse sign at head of column when N is between and 180°, reverse sign when N is between ,180 and,
360°.]
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Table 12.

—

Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of I.

Com- ^^^^
ponent. ^^--^
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Table 12.—Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of I—Contd.

ponent. ^-^
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Table 12.

—

Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of /^Contd.

Com' ^^^
ponent. ^^^
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Table 12.

—

Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of I.—Contd.

Com- "~~^^

ponent. ^~--^
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Table 12.

—

Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of I—Contd.

^~^^\
I

Com- ~^v^^
ponent. ^^^
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Table 12.

—

Log factor F corresponding to every tenth of a degree of I—Contd.

Component/"^-^-^^
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Table 13.

—

Values of u and log F of L2 and Mi for years 1900 to 2000.

N

260

«of L2

+ 11.4

255
250
245
240
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Table 13.

—

Values of u and log F of Li and M\ for years 1900 to 2000—Contd*

« of L2 Dia. u 0/ Ml DifE. Log if (L2) Difl.. Log F{Ui) Difl,

330

325
320
315
310

305
300
295

290
285
280
275

270
265
260
255

250
245
240
235

230
225
220
215

210
205
200
195

190
185
180
175

170
165
160

155
150
145
140

135
130
125
120

115
110
105
100

95
90
85
80

75
70
65
60

55
50
45
40

-18.7

-14.3
-8.8
-2.9
+3.0

+8.6
+13.6
+ 17.4

+ 19.6

+19.4
+16.1

. +9.6

+1.7
-5.4
-9.8
-11.6

-11.2
-9.4
-6.8
-3.7

-0.5
+2.6
+5.4

.
+7.6

+9.2
+ 10.1
+10.1
+9.0

+7.0
+4.1
+0.6
-2.9

-6.1
-8.5
-9.9

-10.3
-9.8
-8.4
-6.3

-3.7
-0.7
+2.6
+5.8

+8.7
+ 10.9

+ 11.8

+ 10.9

+7.3
+0.9
-7.2
-14.5

-18.9
-20.0
-18.4
-15.0

-10.3
-4.8
+ 1.1

+7.1

5.5
5.9
5.9
5.6

5.0
3.8
2.2

0.2
3.3
6.5

7.1
4.4
1.8
0.4

1.8
2.6
3.1
3.2

3.1
2.8
2.2
1.6

0.9
0.0
1.1

2.0

2.9
3.5
3.5
3.2

2.4
1.4
0.4

0.5
1.4

2.1
2.6

3.0
3.3
3.2
2.9

2.2
0.9
0.9
3.6

6.4
8.1
7.3

4.4

1.1

1.6

3.4
4.7

5.5
5.9
6.0

2US. b

219.4
234.

253.5
276.

3

297.9
314.9
327.4

336.8
344.3
3.50.6

356.2

• 1.4

6.6
12.1

18.1

25.2
33.8

,
45.0
59.5

77.7
97.9
116.7
131.8

143.3
152.2
159.2
165.1

170.1
174.8
179.2
183.5

188.0
192.9
198.5

205.0
213.2
223.

6

237.5

255.1
275.3
294.6
310.5

322.7
332.1
339.7
3*6.0

351.7
357.0

2.2
7.6

13.6
20.7
29.4
40.8

56.3
76.7
99.7
120.6

10.9

14.6
19.5
22.8
21.6

17.0
12.5
9.4

7.5
6.3
5.6

' 5.2

5.2
5.5
6.0
7.1

8.6
11.2
14.5
18.2

20.2
18.8
15.1
11.5

7.0
5.9
5.0

4.7
4.4
4.3

4.5

4.9
5.6
6.5

8.2
10.4
13.9
17.6

20.2
19.3
15.9
12.2

9.4
7.6
6.3
5.7

5.3
5.2
5.4
6.0

11.4
15.5

20.4
23.0
20.9

9. 9730

9.928?
9.8988
9. 8835
9.8815

9. 8923
9. 9153
9. 9499

9.9948
0. 0458
0. 0954
0. 1305

0. 1368
0. 1141
0. 0740
0.0300

9. 9902
9. 9582
9. 9348
9. 9200

9. 9133
9. 9139
9. 9210
9. 9338

9.9512
9. 9721
9. 9948
0. 0172

0. 0368
0. 0509
0. 0572
0. 0545

0. 0432
0. 0253
0.0035

9. 9804
9. 9584
9. 9393
9. 9245

9. 9151
9. 9121
9. 9163
9. 9284

9. 9491
9. 9787
0. 0167
0.0607

0. 1041
0. 1347
0. 1381
0. 1105

0. 0630
0. 0105
9. 9628
9. 9245

.8831

.8811

.8923

447

295
153
20

108.

230
346
449

510
4%
351
63

227
401
440
398

320
234
148
67

71
128
174

209
227
224
196

141

63
27
113

179
218
231

220
191

148
94

30
42

121
207

296
380
440
434

306
34

276
475

525
477
383
268

146
20
112

9.7651

9.8294
9. 8993
9. 9567
9. 9741

9. 9425
9. 8844
9. 8244

9. 7738
9. 7368
9. 7129
9. 7018

9. 7033
9. 7167
9. 7419
9. 7789

9. S275
9. 8869
9. 9539
0. 0203

0. 0696
0. 0830
0.0580
0. 0113

9. 9603
9.9141
9. 8760
9. 8466

9. 8257
9. 8127
9. 8073
9. 8095

9. 8192
9. 8368
9. 8627

9. 8974
9. 9407
9.9906
0.0404

0. 0755
0. 0764
0. 177

9. 9746

9. 9063
9. 8437
9. 7912
9. 7503

9. 7213
9. 7041
9. 6989
9. 7060

9. 7260
9. 7592
9. 8058
9. 8637

9. 9246
9. 9677
9. 9664
9. 9184

643

699
574
174
316

581
600
506

370
239
111

15

134

252
370

594
670
664
493

134
250
467
510

462
381
294
209

130
54
22
97

176
259
347

433
499
498
351

9
387
631
683

626
525
409
290

172
52
71

200

332
466
579
609

431
13

480
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Table 13.

—

Values of u and log F of L2 and Mi for years 1900 to 2000—Contd.

N «of L2 Diff. u of Ml Difl. Log F{U). Difl. LogF(M,). Diff.

40

35
30
25
20

15
10
5

355
350
345

340
335
330
325

320
315
310
305

300
295
290
285

280
275
270
265

260
255
250
245

240
255
2^0
225

220
215
210

205
200
195
190

185
180
175
170

165
160
155
150

145
140
135
130

125
120
115
110

+ 7.1

+ 12.8

+ 17.6
+20.9

.

+21.3

+ 17.1
+6.7
-7.2

-17.8
-22.3
-22.0
-18.7

-13.8
-7.9
-1.6
+4.6

+ 10.5

+ 15.6

+ 19.5
+21.4

+20.3
+ 15.4

+6.9
-2.5

-9.6
-13.2
-13.5
-11.9

-9.0
-5.4
-1.6
+2.2

+5.6
+8.5
+ 10.6

+ 11.8

+ 11.8

+ 10.7

+8.3

+5.0
+ 1.2
-2.4
-5.5

-7.6
-8.8
-9.1
-8.5

-7.2
-5.4
-3.2
-0.6

+2.1
+4.7
+ 7.1

+9.0

+ 10.0
+9.7
+7.6
+3.2

5.7

4.8
3.3
0.4
4.2

10.4
13.9
10.6

4.5
0.3
3.3
4.9

5.9
6.3
6.2
5.9

5.1
3.9
1.9
1.1

4.9
8.5
9.4
7.1

3.6
0.3
1.6
2.9

3.6
3.8
3.8
3.4

2.9
2.1
1.2
0.0

1.1

2.4
3.3

3.8
3.6
3.1
2.1

1.2
0.3
0.6
1.3

1.8
2.2
2.6
2.7

2.6
2.4
1.9
1.0

0.3
2.1
4.4

120.6

136.7
148.6
157.6
165.0

171.3
177.0
182.6

188.4
194.7
202.0
211.1

223.1
2^9.3
260.3
283.5

303.9
319.5
330.9
339.6

346.7
352.8
358.3

3.7

9.1
15.1
21.7
29.8

40.2
53.8
71.5
92.2

112.5
129.3
142.0
151.6

159.0
165.2
170.5

175.2
179.7
184.2
188.7

193.6
199.1
205.6
213.5

223.6
236.

6

25!. 2

272.4

291.3
i07.3
319.8
329.6

337.3
343.8
349.4
354.6

16.1

11.9
9.0

' 7.4
6.3

5.7
5.6
5.8

6.3
7.3
9.1
12.0

16.2
21.0
23.2
20.4

15.6
11.4
8.7
7.1

6.1
5.5
5.4
5.4

6.0
6.6
8.1
10.4

13.6
17.7
20.7
20.3

16.8
12.7
9.6
7.4

6.2
5.3
4.7

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.9

5.5
6.5
7.9

10.1

13.0
16.6

19.2
18.9

16.0
12.5

6.5
5.6
5.2

9. 8923

9. 9175
9. 9576
0. 0134,

0. 0840

0. 1614

0. 2202
0. 2218

0. 1646
0. 0865
0. 0145
9.9569

9. 9157
9. 8895
9. 8776
9. 8794

9. 8945
9.9227
9. 9637
0. 0160

0. 0752
0. 1302
0.1618
0. 1548

0. 1155
0. 0625
0. 0129
9. 9711

9. 9398
9.9190
9. 9087
9. 9063

9. 9126
9. 9262
9. 9458
9. 9698

9. 9960
0. 0216
0. 0432

0. 0573
0. 0617
0. 0561
0. 0422

0. 0228
0. 0010
9. 9791

9. 9591

9. 9420
9. 9290
9. 9207
9. 9176

9. 9204
9. 9295
9. 9455
9. 9685

9. 9982
0. 0331
0. 0696
0. 1002

401

558
im
774

588
16

572

781

720
576
412

262
119
18

151

282
410
523
592

550
316
70

393

530
496
418
313

208
103
24
63

136
196
240
262

256
216
141

44

56
139
194

218
219
200
171

130
83
31

28

91

160
230
297

349
365
306

9.9184

9. 8498
9. 7828
9.7270.

9. 6850

9.6569
9. 6428
9. 6421

9. 6550
9.6817
9. 7225
9. 7771

9. 8433
9. 9110
9. 9578
9. 9572

9. 9123
9. 8490
9. 7896
9.7418

9. 7078
9. 6874
9. 6803
9. 6858

9. 7039
9. 7349
9. 7777
9.8331

9.9690
0. 0285
0. 0555

0. 0395
9. 9949
9. 9427
9. 8952

9. 8569
9. 8285

9. 8002
9. 7989
9. 8057
9. 8202

9. 8425
9. 8726
9. 9107
9. 9564

0. 0077
0. 0586
0. 0966
0. 1044

0. 0745
0. 0182
9. 9530

9. 8364
9. 7923
9. 7589
9. 7364

670
558.
420'

281

141

7

129

267
408
546
662

677
468

6

449

633
594
478
340

204
71
55
181

310
428
554
658

701

595
270
160

446
522
475
383

284

13

68
145
223

301
381
457
513

509
380
78

299

563
652
624
542

441
334
225
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Table 13.

—

Valites of u and log F of Li and Mi for years 1900 to 2000—Contd.

N «of L2 DifE. «of Ml Diff. TuOg.FiU) Difl. LogJi'(M,)
I

Difl.
I

N

105
100
95
90

85
80
75

70
65
60
55

50
45
40
35

30
25
20
15

10
5

355

350
345
340
,335

330
325
320
315

310
305
300
295

290
285
280

275
270
265
260

255
250
245
240

235
230
225
220

215
210
205
200

195
190
185
180

+3.2

-3.0
-9.6
-14; 9
-17.7

-17.9
-16.1
-12.7

-8.2
-3.0
+2.6
+8.1

+ 13.2
+17.4
+ 19.8
+19.0

+ 13.4
+2.0
-11.2
-20.1

-23.1
-22.0
-18.2
-12.9

-6.8
-0.3
+6.1
+ 12.1

+ 17.3
+21.1
+22.6
+20.5

+13.8
+3.2
-7.2
-13.6

-15.9
-15.0
-12.2

-8.4
-4.0
+ 0.5
+4.8

+8.5
+ 11.5

+ 13.4

+ 14.0

+ 13.1

+10.6
+6.7
+2.3

-2.0
-5.4
—7.

5

-6.3
-4.4

6.2

6.6
5.3
2.8
0.2

1.8
3.4
4.5

5.2
5.-6

5.5
5.1

4.2
2.4
0.8
5.6

11.4
13.2
8.9
3.0

1.1

3.8
5.3
6.1

6.5
6.4
6.0
5.2

3.8
1.5
2.1

6.7

10.6
10.4
6.4

2.3

0.9
2.8
3.8

4.4
4.5
4.3
3.7

3.0
1.9
0.6
0.9

2.5
3.9
4.4
4.3

3.4
2.1
1.0
0.0

0.9
1.3
1.9

354.6

359.7
4.8
10.3
16.5

24.0
33.5
46.1

63.1
84.6
107.2
126.2

140.7
151.4
159.8
166.7

172.7
178.4
184.0
189.8

196.4
204.1
213.9
227.0

244. 7.

267.0
289.9
309.0

323.2
333.8
342.0
348.7

354.7
0.2
5.7

11.4

17.7
25.1
34.4

46.6
62.7
82.9

104.7

123.

7

138.3
149.2
157.6

164.3
169.9
175.0
179.7

184.

3

189.0
194.1
199.7

206.3
214.4
224.6
2J7. 7

5.1

5.1
5.5
6.2
7.5

9.5
12.6
17.0

21.5
22.6
19.0
14.5

10.7
8.4
6.9
6.0

5.7
5.6
5.8
6.6

7.7
9.8
13.1
17.7

22.3
22.9
19.1
14.2

10.6
8.2
6.7
6.0

5.5
5.5
5.7
6.3

7.4

9.3
12.2

16.1
20.2
21. S

19.0

14.6
10.9
8.4

5.6
5.1
4.7
4.6

4.7
5.1
5.6
6.6

8.1
10.2
13.1

0.1002

0. 1149
0. 1061
0. 0757
0. 0331

9. 9885
9. 9488
9. 9163

9.8963

9. 9030

9. 9312
9. 9740
0. 0319
0. 1025

0. 1749
0.21%
0.2046
0. 1407

0. 0643
9.9965
9. 9431
9. 9054

9. 8827
9. 8743
9. 8797
9. 8990

9. 9322
9. 9793
0. 0390
0. 1056

0. 1639
0. 1881
0. 1643
0. 1085

0. 0485
9. 9948
9. 9528

9. 9230
9. 9055
9. 8987
9. 9020

9. 9144
9. 9348
9. 9615
9. 9923

0. 0238
0. 0511
0. 0693
0. 0746

0. 0669
0. 0492
0. 0260
0. 0014

9. 9781
9. 9579
9.9417
9. 9299

147

304
426
446

397
325
200

99
20
146
282

428
579
706
724

447
150
639
764

680
532
377
227

84
54

193

332

471
597
666
583

242
238
558
600

537
420
298

33
124

204
267
308
315

273
182
53
77

177
2)2
246
233

202
162
118

9. 7364

9. 7249
9.7246
9.73©
9. 7603

9. 7973
9. 8467
9. 9050

9. 9603
9. 9882
9. 9677
9. 9088

9. 8382
9. 7734
9. 7208
9. 6820

9. 6570
9. 6455
9. 6475
9. 6629

9. 6924
9. 7361
9. 7933
9. 8603

9. 9237
9. 9572
9. 9398
9. 8843

9.8191
9. 7612
9. 7162
9. 6852

9. 6680
9. 6642
9. 6733
9. 6958

9. 7307
9. 7791

9. 9102
9. 9776
0. 0225
0. QS37

9. 9858
9. 9320
9. 8804
9. 8380

9. 8068
9. 7866
9. 7769
9. 7770

9. 7862
9. 8042
9. 8308
9. 8658

9.9090
9. 9596
0. 01.51

0. 0692

3
117
240
370

494
583
553

279
205
589
706

526
388
250

115
20

154

295

437
572
670
634

335
174
555
652

579
450
310
172

38
91

225
349

703

674
449
12

379

538
516
424
312

202
97
1

92

180
260
350
432

506
555
541
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Table IS.—rValues of u and log F of Li and Mi for years 1900 to 2000—Contd.

Year. N «ofLi Diff. uofMi Dig. Log J'CLz) Diff. Logi?'(Mi) Difl. JV

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

180

175
170
165
160

155
150
145

140
135
130
125

120
115
110
105

100
95
90
85

80
75
70
65

355
350

345
340
335
330

325
320
315
310

305
300
295
290

285
280
275
270

265
260
255
250

-4.4

-2.3
0.0

+2.3
+4.5

+6.5
+8.1
+8.9

+8.7
+7.2
+ 4.1
-0.6

-6.0
-11.0
-14.5
-16.0

-15.5
-13.4
-10.1
-5.9

-1.1
+ 4.0

+ 9.0
+ 13.3

+ 16.5
+ 17.9
+ 15.9
+8.9

-2.6
-14.2
-21.2
-23.

1

-21.3
-17.2
-11.8
—5.6

+ 0.9
+ 7.4

+ 13.5

+ 18.6
+22.2
+23.1
+ 19.8

+ 11.1
-1.1
-11.7
-17.1

-18.0
-15.9
-12.2
-7.5

-2.4
+2.7
+ 7.3

+ 11.3

+14. 4

+ 16.0
+15.9
+ 13.7

2.3
2.3
2.2
2.0

1.6
0.8
0.2

1.5
3.1
4.7
5.4

5.0
3.5
1.5
0.5

2.1
3.3
4.2
4.8

5.1
5.0
4.3
3.2

1.4

2.0
7.0
11.5

11.6
7.0
1.9
1.8

4.1
5.4
6.2
6.5

6.5
6.1
5.1

3.6
0.9
3.3
8.7

12.2
10.6
5.4
0.9

2.1
3.7
4.7
5.1

5.1
4.6
4.0
3.1

1.6
0.1
2.2

237.7

254.1
272.7
291.0
306.6

318.9
328.5
336.1

342.5
348.1
353.2
358.0

2.9
8.0
13.6

, 20.2

28.

3

38.8
52.9
71.6

93.7
114.9
131.9
144.7

154.3
162.0
168.5
174.3

179.8
185.

4

191.4
198.2

206.4
217.0
231.3
250.5

273.

5

295.7
313.

4

326.4
336.2
343.9
350.4

358.3
1.8
7.4
13.4

20.2
28.4
38.8
52.8

71.3
93.3
114.9
132.0

144.8
154. 5

162.1

168.3

16.4

18.6
18.3
15.6
12.3

9.6
7.6
6.4

5.6
5.1
4.8
4.9

5.1
5.6
6.6
8.1

10.5
14.1

18.7
22.1

21.2
17.0
12.8
9.6

7.7
6.5
5.8
5.5

5.6
6.0
6.8
8.2

10.6
14.3
19.2
23.0

22.2
17.7
13.0

9.8
7.7
6.5
5.9

5.

5

5.6
6.0
6.8

10.4
14.0
18.5

22.0
21.6
17.1
12.8

9.7
7.6
6.2

9. 9299

9. 9228
9. 9207
9. 9237
9. 9320

9. 9457
9.9848
9. 9890

0. 0170
0. 0465
0.0728
0. 0894

0.0902
0. 0733
0. 0428
0. 0058

9. 9690
9. 9370
9. 9125

9. 8921
9. 8981
9. 9161

9. 9470

9. 9917
0. 0498
0. 1173
0. 1795

0. 2069
0. 1786
0. 1135
0. 0418

9. 9794
9. 9310
9. 8975
9. 8785

9. 8735
9. 8826
9. 9058

9. 9437
9.9965
0. 0628
0. 1355

0. 1938
0. 2059
0. 1643
0.0974

0. 0313
9. 9767
9. 9359

9. 8945
9. 8919
9. 9005
9. 9188

9. 9462
9. 9805
0. 0185
0. 0549

21
30
83
137

191

242
280

295
263
166

169
305
370
368

320
245
156

60
180
309
447

581
675
622
274

283
651
717
624

484

335
190
50

91
232
379

528
663
727
583

121
416
669
661

546
408
271
143

183
274

343
380
364

0. 0692

0. 1096
0. 1203
0. 0951
0. 0444

9. 9841
9. 9252
9. 8729

9. 8294
9. 7950
9. 7703
9. 7554

9. 7507
9. 7565
9. 7735
9. 8025

9.8437
9. 8956
9. 9523
9. 9988

0. 0049
9. 9657
9. 8991
9. 8289

9. 7674
9. 7185
9. 6832
9. 6614

9. 6529
9. 6577
9.6759
9. 7081

9. 7545
9.8137
9.8803
9. 9370

9. 9555
9. 9227
9. 8603

9. 7946
9. 7388
9. 6965
9. 6683

9.6540
9. 6531
9. 6656
9.6912

9. 7305
9. 7833
9.8482
9. 9191

9. 9802
0. 0058
9. 9834
9. 9326

9. 8760
9. 8269
9. 7895
9. 7642

404

107
252
507
603

589
523
435

344
247
149
47

58
170
290
412

519
567
465
61

392
666
702
615

489
353
218
85

48
182
322
464

592
666
567
•185

328
624
657

558
423
282
143

125
256
393

528
649
709
611

256
224
508
566

491
374
253
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Table 13.

—

Values of u and log F of Ln and M\ for years 1900 to 2000—Contd.

N u of L: Diff. u of Ml Difl. Log J'(Lj) Dift. Log -F (Ml) Diff.

250

245
240
235
230

225
220
215
210

205
200
195

190
ISo
180
175

170
165
160
155

150
145
140
135

130
125
120
115

110
105
100
95

90
85
80
75

70
65

55
50
45
40

35
30
25
20

15
10
5

355
350
345
340

335
330
325
323

+13.7

+9.6
+4.2
-1.1
-5.3

-8.0
-9.0

-5.9
-3.7
-1.4

+1.0
+3.2
+5.2
+6.9

+8.1
+S.6
+8.3 I

+6.9

+4.3
+0.6
-3.7
-8.0

-11.4
-13.4
-13.8
-12.8

-10.5
-7.3
-3.4
+ 0.9

+5.3
+9.5
+13.0
+15.3

+15.4
+ 12.0

+4.2

-6.6
-16.2
-21.5
-22.4

-20.1
-15.9
-10.4
-4.2

+2.3
+8.8
+14.

5

+ 19.4

+22.6
+22.7
+18.1
+7.4

-6.0
-15.8
-19.8
-19.4

5.4
5.3
4.2
2.7

1.0
0.2
1.1
L8

2.2
2.3
2.4

2.2
2.0
1.7
1.2

0.5
0.3
1.4
2.6

3.7
4.3
4.3
3.4

2.0
0.4
1.0
2.3

3.2
3.9
4.3
4.4

4.2
3.5
2.3
0.1

3.4
7.8
10.8

9.6
5.3
0.9
2.3

4.2
5.5
6.2
6.5

6.3
5.9
4.9
3.2

0.1
4.6
10.7
13.4

4.0
0.4

168.3

173.8
178.8
183.6
188.5

193.8
199.6
206.4
214.7

225.2
238.7
255.5

274.2
292.3
307.6

31|5

328.8
336.2
342.4
347.8

352.7
357.3

1.9
6.7

11.9
17.9
25.0
34.0

46.0
62.0
82.1
103.8

122.9
137.6
148.7
157.3

164.3
170.4
176.0

181.4
187.0
193.2
200.3

209.0
220.4
236.1
256.6

280.0
301.0
317.3
329.2

338.3
345.6
351.

9

357.7

3.3
9.0
15.2
22.5

5.5

5.0
4.8
4.9
5.3

5.8
6.8
8.3

10.5

13.5
16.8
18.7

18.1
15.3
11.9
9.3

7.4
6.2
5.4
4.9

4.6
4.6
4.8
5.2

6.0
7.1
9.0
12.0

16.0
20.1
21.7
19.1

14.7
11.1
8.6
7.0

6.1
5.6
5.4

5.6
6.2
7.1
8.7

11.4
15.7
20.5
23.4

21.0
16.3
11.9
9.1

7.3
6.3
5.8
5.6

5.7
6.2
7.3

0. 0549

0. 0823
0. 0939
0. 0871
0. 0660

0. 0374
0. 0074
9. 9801
9. 9573

9. 9399
9. 9281
9. 9218

9. 9208
9. 9248
9. 9337
9. 9472

9. 9649
9. 9862
0.0099
0.0340

0. 0553
0. 0696
0. 0729
0.0630

0. 0416
0. 0129
9. 9817
9. 9524

9.9278
9. 9101
9. 9006
9.9004

9. 9104
9.9315
9. 9645
0.0099

0. 0659
0. 1263
0. 1741

0.1839
0. 1474
0. 0849
0. 0199

9. 9639
9. 9210
9. 8920
9. 8768

9. 8754
9.8880
9. 9150
9. 9572

0. 0151
0. 0868
0. 1629
0. 2165

0. 2126
0. 1553
0. 0809
0.0132

211
286

300
273
228
174

118
63
10

40
89
135
177

213
237
241
213

143
33

287
312
293
246

177
95
2

100

211
330
454
560

604
478
98

365
625
650
560

429
290
152
14

126
270
422
579

717
761
536
39

573
744
677

9. 7642

9. 7508
9. 7486
9.7568
9.7751

9. 8033
9. 8411
9. 8882
9. 9436

0.0042
0. 0631
0. 1070

0. 1199
0.0971
0. 0502

9.9413
9. 8936
9.8538
9. 8221

9.7989
9. 7842
9.7783
9. 7816

9. 7947
9. 8184
9.8533
9. 8990

9. 9523
0.0031
0.0307
0. 0146

9. 9597
9. 8894
9. 8218
9. 7646

9. 7201
9. 6889
9. 6706

9. 6652
9. 6729
9. 6941
9. 7291

9.7781
9.8395
9. 9035
9. 9506

9. 9524
9. 9068
9.8400
9. 7750

9. 7215
9. 6820
9. 6565
9. 6451

9. 6469
9.6623

1

9.6912
I

9.7341
I

134

22
82

183
282

378
471
554
606

589
439
129

228
469
553
536

477
398
317
232

147
59
33

131

237
349
457
533

508
276
161

549

703
676
572
445

312
183
54

77
212
350
490

614
640
471
18

650
535

395
255
114
18

154
289
429

712934—24t- -14
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Table 13.

—

Values of u and log F of L2 and Mi for years 1900 to 2000—Contd

Year. N uofLi. Diff. uoSMi. Diff. Log ^(£2). Diff. Log F(Mi). Diff. N

1989

1890

1991

i992

1993

1995

1996

1999

2000

315
310
305
300

295
290
285
280

275
270
265

260
255
250
245

240
235
230
225

220
215
210
205

200
195
190
185

180
175
170
165

160
155
150
145

140
135
130

125
120
115
110

-19.4

-16.4
-11.8
-6.5
-0.9

+4.6
+9.7
+14.0
+ 17.0

+18.3
+ 17.3
+13.6

+7.7
+0.8
-5.0
-8.6

-10.2
-9.9
- 8.5
-6.4

-3.8
-1.1
+ 1.6

+4.1

+6.2
+7.9
+8.9
+9.2

+ 8.6
+7.0
+4.5
+1.2

-2.5
-6.1
-9.1
-11.1

-11.8
-11.4
-9.9

-7.5
-4.4
-0.9
+2.8

3.0

4.6
5.3
5.6
5.5

5.1
4.3
3.0
1.3

1.0
3.7
5.9

5.8
3.6
1.6

0.3
1.4
2.1
2.6

2.7
2.7
2.5
2.1

1.7

1.0
0.3
0.6

1.6
2.5
3.3
3.7

3.6
3.0
2.0
0.7

0.4
1.5
2.4

3.1
3.5
3.7

22.5

31.5
43.2
59.0
79.5

102.2
122.6
138.2
149.7

158.6
165.5
171.5

176.9
182.0
187.0
192.4

198.3
205.2
213.5
224.1

237.9
255.1
274.5
293.1

308.5
320.4
329.7
337.0

343.0
348.3
353.0
357.5

1.9
6.4
11.3
16.9

23.4
31.5
42.0

55.9
73.9
94.8
114.7

9.0

11.7
15.8
20.5
22.7

20.4
15.6
11.5

6.9
6.0
5.4

5.1
5.0
.1

5.9

6.9
8.3
10.6
13.8

17.2
19.4
18.6
15.4

11.9
9.3
7.3
6.0

5.3
4.7
4.5
4.4

4.5
4.9
5.6
6.5

8.1

10.5
13.9

18.0
20.9
19.9

0. 0132

9. 9595
9. 9209
9. 8967
9.8859

9. 9011
9. 9257
9. 9601

0.0029
0. 0479
0. 0887

0. 1137
0. 1147
0. 0933
0. 0591

0. 0218
9. 9878
9. 9598
9.9389

9. 9252
9.9183
9.9177
9. 9228

9. 9330
9. 9477
9. 9661
9. 9870

0.0091
0. 0302
0. 0477
0. 0586

0. 0605
0. 0524
0. 0355
0. 0124

9. 9866
9.9613
9. 9389

9. 9215
9. 9103
9. 9066
9. 9111

537

386
242
108
17

135
246
344
428

450
408
250

10
214
342
373

340
280
209
137

69
6

51
102

147
184
209
221

211
175
109
19

81
169
231
258

253
224
174

112
37
45

9. 7341

9.7906
9.8582
9. 9276
9. 9776

9. 9827
9. 9433
9. 8848
9. 8283

9. 7819
9. 7493
9.7290

9. 7211
9. 7249
9. 7400
9. 7662

9. 8033
9.8510
9. 9086
9. 9731

0. 0372
0. 0868
0. 1041

0.0839

0. 0395
9. 9876
9. 9382
9. 8955

9. 8607
9. 8339
9. 8148
9. 8035

9.7999
9.8044
9. 8174
9.8395

9. 8714
9. 9130
9. 9627

0. 0141
0. 0516
0. 0540
0.0142

676
694
500
51

394
585
565
464

326
203
79

38
151

262
371

477
576
645
641

496
173
202
444

519
494
427
348

268
191

113
36

45
130
221
319

416
497
514

375
24

398

315
310
305
300

295
290
285
280

275
270
265

260
255
250
245

240
235
230
225

220
215
210
205

200
195
190
185

180
175
170
165

160
155
150
145

140
135
130

125
120
115
110
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Table 14.

—

Factor f Jor middle of each calendar year, 1850 to 1999.

Component.
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Table 14.

—

Factor f for middle of each calendar year, 1850 to 1999—Continued,

Component.
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Table 14.

—

Factor J for middle of each calendar year, 1850 to 1999—Continued.

Component.
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Table 14.

—

Factor f for middle of each calendar year, 1850 to 1999—Continued.

Component.
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Table 14.

—

Factor } for middle of each calendar year, 1850 to 1999—Continued.

Component. 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Ji

Ki
K2

U
Ml

M;2*,N2,2N,A2,M2,1'2..
Ms
M4,MN

Ms
Mg

Oi,Qi,2Q,^i
OO...

MK
2MK

Mf
Mm

1.155
1.105
1.289

0.882
1.987

0.966
0.950
0.934

0.903
0.873

1.170
1.716

1.068
1.032

1.417
0.882

1.132
1.088
1.232

0. 668
2.176

0.973
0.960
0.948

0.922
0.898

1.143
1.575

1.059
1.031

1.341
0.906

1.097
1.063
1.150

1.118
1.503

0.983
0.975
0.967

0.951
0.935

1.101
1.380

1. 045
1.028

1.233
0.940

1.051
1.029
1.055

1.270
1.012

0.995
0.993
0.991

0.9S6
0.981

1.047
1.159

1.024
1.020

1.102
0.982

0.995
0.991
0.957

1.014
1.535

1.008
1.012
1.016

1.024
1.032

0.984
0.940

0.998
1.006

0.962
1.025

0.936
0.951
0.871

0.808
1.777

1.020
1.029
l.a39

1.060
1.081

0.920
0.750

0.970
0.989

0.831
1.067

0.881
0.916
0.804

0.988
1.428

1.029
1.044
1.059

1.090
1.122

0.863
0.607

0.943
0.970

0.723
1.100

0.842
0.891
0.763

1.179
0.870

1.035
1.054
1.072

1.110
1.149

0.822
0.517

0.923
0.956

0.652
1.123

0.827
0.882
0.748

1.169
0.874

1.038
1.C57
1.077

1.118
1.160

0.806
0.485

0.915
0.950

0.625
1.131

0.839
0.890
0.760

0.994
1.361

1.036
1. 054
1.073

1.112
1.151

0.819
0.512

0.922
0.955

.647

1.124

Component.

J]

Ki
K2

U
Ml

M2*.N2,2N,;.2,/!2,v?
Mj
Ml,MN
Ms
Ms

Oi,Qi,2Q,.«i
OO...

MK
2MK

Mf
Mm.,

1980

0.877
0.913
0.799

0.848
1.656

1.030
1.045
1.061

1.092
1.125

0.«58
0..596

0.941
0.969

0.715
1.103

1981

0.930
0.948
0.864

1.001
1.468

1. 021
1.031
1.042

1.063
1.085

0.915
0.735

0.967
0.987

0.820
1.070

1982

0.989
0.987
0.949

1.238
0.974

1.009
1.013
1.018

1.027
1.036

0.979
0.921

0.996
1.005

0.949
1.029

1983

1.045
1.026
1.045

1.157
1.323

0.997
0.994
0.993

0.989
0.986

1.041
1.137

1.022
1.019

1.088
0.986

1984

1.093
1.060
1.142

0.745
2.050

0.984
0.977
0.969

0.954
0.939

1.096
1.361

1.043
1.027

1.221
0.944

1985

1.130
1.086
1.226

0.811
2.032

0.974
0;962
0.949

0.924
0.901

1.140
1.560

1. 058
1.031

1.333
0.909

1986

1.153
1.104
1.285

1.263
1.292

0.967
0.951
0.935

0.904
0.874

1.168
1.706

1.068
1.032

1.412
0.884

1987

1.164
1.112
1.315

1.244
1.367

0.964
0.946
0.928

0.894
0.862

1.182
1.778

1.072
1.032

1.450
0.872

1988

1.163
1.111
1.310

0.749
2.142

0.964
0.947
0.930

0.896
0.864

1.180
1.766

1.071
1.032

1.443
0.874

1989

1.14S
1.100
1.270

0.746
2.122

0.969
0.954
0. 939

0.910
0.881

1.161
1.668

1.065
1.032

1.392
0.891

Component. 1990 1991 1995 1998 1999

Ji

Ki
Ks

L2
Ml

M2*,N2,2N, A2.U2, l^

M3
M4,MN

Ms
Ms

Oi Qi,2Q,pi

MK
2MK

Mf
Mm

1.120
1.079
1.203

1.216
1.334

0.977
0.966
0. 955

0. 932
0.911

1.128
1.505

1.054
1.030

1.303
0.918

1.080
1. 051
1.115

1.248
1.156

0.988
0.982
0.976

0.964
0.952

1. 081
1.296

1.038
1.025

1.184
0.956

1.030
1.015
1.016

0.898
1.778

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

1.024
1.072

1.015
1.015

1.648
0.998

0.972
0.976
0.922

0.801
1.829

1.013
1. 019
1.025

1.038
1.051

0.960
0.863

0.988
1.000

0.910
1.042

0.914
0.937
0.842

1.077
1.282

1.024
1.036
1.048

1.072
1.098

0.897
0.688

0.959
0.982

0.786
1.081

0.864
0.905
0.785

1.208
0.800

1.032
1.048
1.065

1.099
1.134

0.844
0.565

0.934
0.964

0.691
1.110

0.833
0.886
0.754

1.107
1.083

1.037
1.056
1.075

1.115
1.156

0.812
0.498

0.918
0.952

0.636
1.128

0.829
0.883
0.750

0.921
1.487

1.038
1.057
1.076

1.117
1.159

0.808
0.489

0.916
0.951

0.629
1.130

0. 852
0.897
0.772

0.893
1.560

1.034
1.051
1.069

1.105
1.143

0. 832
0.538

0.928
0.959

0.669
1.117

0.896
0.926
0.821

1.096
1.214

1.027
1.040

"

1. 054

1.083
I.IU

0.879
0.643

0.950
0.976

0.752
1.091

*Factor / of MS, 2SM, and MSf are each equal to factor / of M2.
Factor /of Pi, R2, Si, S2, S4, Ss, T2, Sa, and Ssa are each unity.
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224 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194-

[Multiplier=sin 15''=0.259.]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=siii 15°=0.259.]



226 U. S.. COAST AND GEODETIC SUKVEY.

Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=siii 30-= 0.500.]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=sLii 30°= 0. 500.]



^28 TJ. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[MultipUer= sin 45'= 0. 707. ]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[MultipUer=sin 45°=0.707.
]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=sin 60°= 0.866.]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=sin 60°= 0.866.]
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Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier=sin 75°= 0.966. ]



HAEMONIC ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF TIDES.

Table 19.

—

Products for Form 194—Continued.

[Multiplier= sin 75°= 0.966.]

283



234 r. s. COAST ais^d geodetic survey.

Table 20.

—

Augmenting factors.

SHORT-PERIOD COMPONENTS.* /Formula, augmenting factor=—'^^.. A
V^ 24 sin i^ J
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Table 21.

—

Acceleration in epoch of Ki due to Pi.

[Argument h—iv' refers to beginning of series.]

\Series.

i-l"' \



236 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 23.

—

Acceleration in epoch of S^ due to K2

[Argument h—v" refers to beginning of series.]

\ Series.
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Table 25.

—

Acceleration in epoch of S2 due to T2

[Argument ft—pi refers to beginning of series.)

\Series.

ft-Pi\



238 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 26.

—

Resultant amplitude of 83 due to Tj.

[Argument ft—pi refers to beginning of series.]

*\Series.



HAEM03SriC ANALYSIS AND PKEDIGTION OF TIDES.

Table 27.

—

Critical logarithms for Form 245.

239

Natural



240 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SITKVEY.

n
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242 V. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SUKVEY.

TaiElb 29.

—

Elimination factors.

[Upper line for each component gives the logarithms of the factors; middle line, corresponding natural
numbers; lower line, angles in degrees.]

SERIES 14 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—^Continued.

SERIES 15 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.



U4: V. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 29 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 29 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.



246 U. S. COAST Al^D GEODETIC SUBVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 58 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 58 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.



248 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SUEVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 87 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 87 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.



250 TJ. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SUKVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 105 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 105 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component



252 V. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SUEVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued

SERIES 134 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 134 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component



254 U. S. COAST AJSTD GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 163 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 163 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component



256 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination /aciors—Continued.

SERIES 192 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 192 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component



258 TJ. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 221 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 221 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component



260 U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 250 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
U).

Ki.

Ml-

Oi-

00.

Pi..

Qi-

2Q.

Disturbing components (5, C, etc.).

7. 9011
.008

13

7. 8S9S
.008

26

S. 0302
.011

67

8.3544
.023

319

8. 4768
.030

80

7. 9350
.009

80

7.8438
.007

93

8. 3527
.023

136

7. 7796
.006

42

7. 90»
.008
347

7. 9011
.008

13

8. 1489
.014

54

8. 1489
.014
306

9. 3286
.213

66

8. 0302
.011

67

7. 9350
.009

SO

9. 5900
.389

123

7. 7661
.006

29

Ml

7. S898
.008
334

7. 9011
.008
347

8. 3544
.023

41

8. 0302
.011
293

8. 5201
.033
233

8. 1489
.014

54

8. 0302
.011

67

8. 5519
.036
290

7. 6982
.005

16

8. 0302
.011
293

8. 1489
.014
306

8.3544
.023

319

7. 9171
.008

252

7. 6029
.004

192

7. 9011
.008

13

.008
26

8. 2274
.017
249

8. 2405
.017

155

00

8. 3544
.023

41

8. 1489
.014

54

8. 0302
.011

67

7. 9171
.008

108

8.1443
.014

121

7. 7748
.006

121

7. 6181
.004

134

6. 8959
.001

177

7. 8514
.007

83

Pi

8. 4768
.030
280

9. 3286
.213
294

8. 5201
.033

127

7.6029
.004

168

8.1443
.014
239

6. 2382
.000

1

7. 3397
.002

14

9. 5900
.389
237

7. 8955
.008

142

7. 9350
.009
280

8. 0302
.011

293

8. 1489
.014
306

7. 9011
.008
347

7. 7748
.006
239

6. 2382
.000
359

7. 9011
.008

13

7. 9950
.010
236

9. 2133
.163

321

2Q

7. 8438
.007
267

7. 9350
.009
280

8. 0302
.011
293

334

7.6181
.004
226

7. 3397
.002
346

7. 9011
.008
347

7. 7821
.006
223

8. 3852
.024
308

8. 3527
.023
224

9. 5900
.389
237

8. 5519
.036

70

8. 2274
.017

111

6. 8959
.001

183

9. 5900
.389

123

7. 9950
.010

124

7.7821
.006

137

8. 0954
.012

85

318

7. 7661
.006
331

7.6982
.005
344

8.2405
.017
205

7.8514
.007
277

7. 8955
.008
218

9. 2133
.163

39

8. 3852
.024

52

8. 0954
.012
275
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 250 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 279 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.— Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 279 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 297 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 297 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 326 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 326 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component
sought {A).

Disturbing components (B, C, etc.).

Kj N2 2N 2SM.

Ks.

Ms.

2N.

R".

2SM.

7. 4352
.003

7.7427
.006

156

7. 8631
.007

125

7. 8244
.007

95

9.0720
.118

161

9. 0470
.111

141

.0037

.101
122

.3392

.022
111

7. 0934
001
170

7.5061
.003

20

.0971

.013
307

7.4352
.003

3.54

7.7427
.006
204

7. 8631
007
235

8. 1340
.014

150

8. 0698
012
119

7. 9526
.009

8. 0858
.012
335

8. 3386
.022

315

8. 4852
.031
296

9. 2882
194
105

7. 4186
.003

164

7.5483
004

14

7. 9254
008
301

8.1340 8.0698
. 014 . 012

210 241

8. 1340
.014

210

8. 1340
.014

150

;. 0698
.012

119

7.0956
001
185

7. 5483
004
346

7. 9190
008
326

8. 3386
.022
315

7.5483
004

14

8. 3386
.022

45

7.5347 6.3062
. 003 . 000
332 182

8. 1340
014
150

7. 7259
005
216

7. 4186
.003

196

6. 7213
.001
357

7.5483
.004
346

8. 3386
022

45

9. 2882
194
255

7. 8244
.007

265

7. 9526
.009

271

8. 0698
.012

241

8. 1340
014
210

7. 7948
.006
246

7. 7040
.005

227

7.5123
.003
207

7. 4186
.003

196

.2882
,194
255

8.3594
023
285

7.4010
003
212

.0720

.118
199

8. 0858
.012

25

7. 0956
.001

175

9. 0470
111
219

8. 3386
.022

45

7. 5483
004

14

'. 0037
.101
238

.4852

.031
64

7. 9190
008

34

.3392

.022
249

9. 2882
.194
255

.3386

.022
45

7. 0934
.001

190

'. 4186
.003

196

7.5483
004
346

7.5061
003
340

7. 54&3
004
346

7.7259 17.4186 6.7213 7.5483 8.3386
005 .003 . .001 .004 .022
144 164 3 14 315

7. 7948
006
114

.0725
,118

161

,0472
,112

141

8. 2809
019
130

7.0444
001

7. 7843
006

39

7.9190 7.5483
. 008 . 004
326 346

7.7040
.005

133

.0725

.118
199

9.0725
118
161

8. 1340
.014

150

7. 4347
.003

28

7. 9254
008

59

7. 5123
.003

1,53

9. 0472
.112

219

9. 0725
.118

199

7. 7568
006
169

7. 7359
005

7. 9960
.010

78

7.0956
.001

185

7. 4186
003
.164

8. 2809
.019
230

.1340

.014
210

7. 7468
006
191

7. 9254
.008

59

8. 1912
.016

7. 4186
.003

196

.2882
,194

105

9.2882 8.3594
194 . 023
105 75

7.0444
001
351

7. 5347
.003
332

7. 7359
005
312

7. 9254
.008
301

8. 1340
.014

210

7.5118 7.7477
. 003 . 006
317 287

'.7843

.006
321

7. 9254
008
301

7.9960
.010
282

8. 1912
.016
271

8.1340
014
150

8. 0971
.013

53

7. 9254
.008

59

8. 3386 7. 5347
. 022 . 003
315 28

6. 3062
.000

178

7.4010
.003

148

7. 9190
.008

34

7. 5483
.004

14

7. 0956
.001

175

7. 4186
.003

164

7. 5118
.003

43

7. 7477
.006

73

72934—24t 18
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 355 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 355 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 369 DAYS. DIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component sought
{A).

Ki.

Ml.

GO.

Pi...

Qi...

2Q..

Disturbing components (B, C, etc.).

8. 3503
.022

70

7. 8740
.007

141

7. 8760
.008

73

8.3371
.022
248

8. 2982
.020

74

7. 5509
.004

143

7. 4182
.003

34

8.3235
.021

72

5. 7099
.000

. 3503

.022
290

. 3503

.022
70

.6332

.000
2

.6332

.000
358

.0072

.010

7. 8740
.007
219

8. 3503
.022

290

Oi

7. 8760
.008

287

6. 6332
.000
358

8. 3371
.022
248

8. 3371
.022
112

7. 8760 6. 6329
.008 I .000
287

j

356

8. 4104 i 6. 5537
.026 I .000

182

8. 3503
.022

70

7. 8740
.007

141

5.7100
.000

8. 4169
.026

108

4
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Table 29.

—

Elimination factors—Continued.

SERIES 369 DAYS. SEMIDIURNAL COMPONENTS.

Component
sougtt (A).

K2.

Lj.

2N.

Tj.

2SM.

Disturbing components (JB, C, etc.).

8.3371
.022
112

.6332

.000
2

7.8760
D8

73

7. 5.509

.004
143

8. 0074
.010

2

8v0072
.010

4

8. 0076
.010

6

8. 2982
020

74

5. 7099
000

8. 3371
.022
248

5. 3503
.022

70

7. 8740
007
141

7. 6166
.004

31

8. 3758
>024
250

8.4169
026
252

8. 4607
029
254

9.0329
.108

143

7.8885

M2 Ns 2N R,

6.6332
.000
358

8. 3503
.022
290

7.8892 6.5537
008 . 000
110 178

7. 1088
.001

185

7. 9217
.008
254

.3503

.022
70

7. 8740
.007

141

5. 7100
000

6. 5537
000
182

6. 9049
.001

183

!. 4164
.026
252

1. 5537
.000

178

;. 4169
.026

108

.5549

.000
183

7.8760
.008
287

7. 8740
.007
219

.3503

.022
290

.3503
,022

70

7. 8824
.008
289

.008
291

6.5537
000
182

8.4169
.026

108

9. 0329
108
217

7. 5509
.004
217

7. 6166
004
329

7. 8740
007
219

.0074

.010
358

.3758

.024
110

5. 7100
.000

8.3503 7.8824
.022 i .008
290 71

7. 5772
004
219

7. 6024
004
221

7. 6268
004
222

.008
291

9. 0329
108
217

8. 0586
Oil
327

7.6658 7.4452
. 005 . 003
293 222

7. 5772
.004

141

.0074

.010
2

.0072

.010
4

8. 0072
.010
356

8. 4169
.026
108

6.5537
000
178

7. 6024
.004
139

.0074

.010
358

8. 0076
.010
354

8. 4607
029
106

6.9049
001
177

.008
67

7. 6268
004
138

8.0072 8.3235

8. 0074
.010

2

.3235 8.3503

.021 .022
72 70

6.1771 i6.5549
.000 .000

179 ! 177

7.9055 7.9217
.008

108 106

6. 9049
.001

183

6. 5537
.000
182

.010
356

8. 0074
.010
358

8. 2982
.020
286

9. 0329
108
217

8. 4169
026
108

6. 5537
000
178

.008

8.3792
.024

69

6. 7601
.001

175

7. 9377
.009

104

.021
288

5. 7099
000

.008
291

.5537

.000
182

8. 4169
.026
252

.0329

.108
143

.000
181

7. 8892
.008

,250

6. 5537
000
182

8.4169
026
252

9. 0329
108
143

8. 0586
Oil

33

7. 9055
008
252

.3503 6.5549 7.9217
. 022 . 000 . 008
290 183 254

.3792

.024
291

7. 9217
008
106

7.9044
008
36

5.7100 7.8885
000 .008

291

6. 7601
.001

185

7. 9217
.008
254

8. 3503
.022
290

6. 5542
000
185

7. 9377
.009
256

7.9044
.008
324

.3503

.022
70

2SM

.005
255

7. 1088
.001

175

7. 9217
.008

106

6. 5549
.000

177

7. 6658
.005

67

7.4452
.003

138

6. 9049
.001

177

6. 5537
.000

178

5. 7100
.000

7. 8885
.008

69

6. 5542
.000
175

7. 6990
.005

105
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Table 30.

—

Products of amplitudes and angular functions for Form 2^5.
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Table 30.

—

Products of amplitudes and angular functions for Form S4-5—Con.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued,

275

Diflerence.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

-For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Diflerence.
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Table 31.—For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

DiSerenee.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of 'primary stencils—Continued.

Diflerence.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary sfenciZs^Continued.

283

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of 'primary stencils—Continued.

Difference. Component v.

Hour.

-f23
+22
+ 21

+ 20

+ 19

+ 18
+ 17

+ 16

+ 15

+ 14

+ 13

+ 12

+ 11

+ 10
+9
+8
+7

+ 6

+5
+ 4

+ 3

+2
+ 1

-1
_2
-3
-4
-6

-6
-7

d. h.

202 7
203 3*

23*

204 20
20.5 16
206 12

207 8*

208 4*

209 0*
21

210 17
211 13

212 9*

213 ."i*

214 1*

22
215 18
216 14

217 10*
218
219 2*

23
220 19
221 15

d. h.

222 11*

223 7*

224 3*

225
20

226 16

227 12*

228 8*
229 4*

230 1

21

231 17

232 13*

233 9=

234 5=

235 2

22
236 18

237 14*

238 10*

239 6*

240 3
23

241 19

d. h.

242 IS*
243 11*

244 7*

245 4
246

20

247 16*

248 12*

249 8*

250 5

251 1

21*

2.52 17*
2.53 13*

254 10
255 6
2.56 2

22*

257 18*

258 14*

259 11

260 7
261 3

23*

d. h.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of 'primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.

Hour.

+23
+22
+21
+20
+ 19

+18
+17
+16
+15 -9
+14
+13

+12
+11
+10
+9
+8
+7

+6
+5
+ 1

+3
+2
+1

-10
-11

-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17

-18
-19
-20
-21
-22
-23

Component 2MK.

d. h.

217 16
218 14
219 11*

220 9
221 7
222 4*

223 2*

224
22

225 19*

226 17
227 15

228 12*

229 10*

230 8
231 5*

232 3*

233 1

23
234 201=

235 18*

236 16

237 13*

238 11*

d. h.

239 9
240 7
241 4*

242 2

243
21*

244 19*

245 17

246 15

247 12*

24S 10
249 8

250 5*

251 3*
252 1

22*

253 20*
254 18

255 16
256 13*

257 11*

256 9
259 6*

260 4*

d. h.

261 2

262
21*

263 19*

264 17
265 14*

266 12*

267 10
268 8
269 5*

270 3
271 1

22*

272 20=1=

273 18
274 16

275 13*

276 11

277 9

278 6*

279 4*

280 2
23*

281 21*

d. h.

282 19

283 17
284 14*

285 12*

286 10
287 7*

288 5*

289 3
290 1

22*

291 20
292 18

293 15*

294 13*

295 11

296 9
297 6*
298 4

299 2
23*

300 21*

301 19
302 16*

303 14*

d. h.

304 12
305 10
306 7*

307 5*

308 3

309 0*

22*

310 20
311 18
312 15*

313 13*

314 11

315 8*

316 6*

317 4
318 2

23*

319 21

320 19
321 16*

322 14*

323 12
324 10
325 7*

d. h.

326 5
327 3
328 0*

22*

329 20
330 17*

331 15*

332 13

333 11

334 8*

335 6*

336 4

337 1*

23*

338 21

339 19

310 16*

341 14

342 12
343 9*

344 7*

345 5

348 3
347 0*

d. h.

347 22
348 20
349 17*

350 15*

351 13

352 10*

353
354
355
356

6
4
l=i

23^

357 21

358 18*

359 16*

360 14

361 12

362 9*

363 7*

364 5

365 2*

366 0*

22
367 20
368 17*

d. Ti.

369 15

370 13

Component MN.

d. h.

1

12=!

2 11^

6 9

7 8

8 7*

9 6*

10 6
11 5*

12 4*

13 4
14 3
15 2*

18 0*
23*

19 23
20 22
21 21*

22 21

d. h.

23 20
24 19*
25 18*

26 18
27 17
28 16*

29 Iff

30 15

31 14^
32 13*
33 13

34 12*

35 11*

36 11

37 10
38 9*

39 8*

40 8

41 7*

42 6*

43 6
44 5

15 4*
46 4

Difference.
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Table 31.—For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Diflerence.

How.

+23
+22
+21
+20
+ 19

+ 18

+ 17

+ 16

+ 15

+ 14

+ 13

+ 12

+ 11

+ 10

+9
+8
+7

+6
+ 5

+4
+3
+2
+ 1

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

-6
-7

Component L.

d.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of primary stencils—Continued.

Difference.
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Table 31.

—

For construction of 'primary stencils—Continued.

d. n.

369 11

370 0*

Diflerence.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums.

COMPONENT J.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT L.

Series. 29
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT N.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT O.

Series.



298

Table 32.-

S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

-Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT P.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT 2Q.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT T.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT /x.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT p.

Series.
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT 2MK.

Series.

Hour.

29
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Table 32.

—

Divisors for primary stencil sums—Continued.

COMPONENT MS.

Series.
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Table 33.

—

For construction of secondary stencils.

Compo-
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Table 33.

—

For construction of secondary stencils—Continued.

Compo-
nent A
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Table 33.

—

For construction of secondary stencils—Continued.

307

Component A
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Table 34:.^:—For summation of long-period components.

ASSIGNMENT OF DAILY SUMS FOR COMPONENT Mf.

Component division. Days of series.

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10,

11
12
13.

14

15,

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

1
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Table 34.

—

For summation of long-period components—Continued.

ASSIGNMENT OF DAILY SUMS FOR COMPONENT Mm.

Component division.
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Table 35.

—

Products layzj for Form 444-
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Table 35.

—

Products ( afr )
for Form 444—Continued.

311

Component.

Time meridian in hours =5-^-15.

7.000 9.000 10.000 10.500 11.000

Products in degrees.

M2
S2
N2....

Ki
Mi
Oi

Me
(MK)3.
Si
{MN)4.

fi ..

Sfi......

la
<2N)2..

<00)i..
Xz

Si
Ml

Ji
Mm
Ssa

Sa
MSf....
Mf
PI

Qi
Ts
Rs
<2Q)i...

Pi
(2SM)2.
Ms
L2

(2Mk:)3
K2
Ms
(MS)4..

202. 89
210. 00
199. 08

105. 29
45.78
97.60

248. 67
308. 18
60.00
41.97

199. 59
270. 00
195. 78
195. 27

112. 97
206.19
105. 00
101. 48

109. 10
3.81
0.57

0.29
7.11
7.69

94.30

93.79
209. 71

210.29
89.98

104. 71
217. 11

304. 33
208.70

300. 49
210. 57
91.55
52.89

231.87
240. 00
227. 52

120. 33
103. 75
111. 54

335. 62
352. 20
120. 00

228. 10

0.00
223.75
223.16

129.11
235.65
120.00
115. 97

124. 68
4.35
0.66

0.33
8.13
8.78

107. 77

107. 19
239.67
240.33
102.83

119. 67
248. 13

347. 81

236.23

343. 42
240. 66
207. 49
111. 87

260. 86
270. 00
255. 96
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Table 36.

—

Angle differences for Form 44^-

Component.
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Table 37.

—

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine No. 2.

GENERAL GEARS AND CONNECTING SHAFTS.

Gears ana shafts.
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Table 38.— U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide-predicting machine No. 2.

COMPONENT GEARS AND MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE SETTINGS.
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Table 39.

—

Synodic periods of components.

DIURNAL COMPONENTS.



Part III.—TIDAL HARMONIC CONSTANTS.

TIDAL HARMONIC CONSTANTS.

The tidal harmonic constants given on the following pages have
been compiled from various sources, which are indicated by the-

references at the bottom of each column. All amplitudes have been
reduced to feet, and the epochs have been referred to the local

meridians. Values inclosed in parentheses have been inierred..

The combined length of the series, together with the first and last

year of the observations from which the constants were derived, is

indicated for each station. In combining the results from several

series of observations at any place the usual practice has been to take
separately the direct means of the amplitudes and epochs.
A more precise method was used for combining the results for the

components Mf , MSf , and Mm as derived from the different series of
observations at the stations in India, where observations covering
periods of many years have been analyzed. This method consists of
the use of the following formulas

:

Mean amplitude ofcomponentA = ^l- XHg, cos Ka ) + (
~ ^Sa sin Ka

)

and

Mean epoch of component A = tan~^ :^rfT^ ^ Si/a cos Ka

n being the number of individual results combined and Hg, and «& the
amplitude and epoch, respectively, of any componoit A as derived
from each series of observations.

The sources from which the constants have been compiled, together
with the corresponding reference nmnber used in the compilation,
are given below. The cooperation of all those who have so cour-
teously furnished the harmonic constants for various ports is very-

much appreciated by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. It is,

hoped that this cooperation will be continued, and all' persons who>
may secure additional constants for any station are invited to send a
copy of the same to the Director, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey^
Washington, D. C.

References.

(1) Analysis by U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
(2) Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. 45, 1888-89.

(3) Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. 39, 1885.
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The German Tide Tables for 1903.
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R. W. Chapman, M. A., and Captain Inglis, in paper read before the

Australian Association for the Advancement of Science, December 13,
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H. B. Curlewis, Government astronomer, AustraUa.
Report of the Surveyor General of New Zealand for 1922.
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Harmonische Analyse und Theorie der Mittelmeergezeiten von Dr. Robert
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Die Gezeitenerscheinungen in der Adria, by Dr. Robert Daublebaky v.

Sterneck, 1919.

G. Magrini, director, Hydrographic Office, Venice.

ItaUan Government, through the American Ambassador,
Report of International Geodetic Association, Stuttgart, 1898.
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Hydrographiques de la Marine, Paris, 1916.
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French
Somaliland,

Djibouti

(11°35'N.,

43°

08'

E.).
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Senegal,
Carabane

(12°

33'

N.,

16°

40'

W.).
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HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND PEEDICTION OF TIDES. 403

Compound and long-period components.

[Upper line for each station gives the amplitudes (H) in feet: lower line gives the epochs (k) in degrees. For
other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]



HARMONIC AXxy^YSIS AND PEEDICTION OF TIDES. 405

Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.)
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Corn-pound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.
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Corn-pound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.

Australia —Continued.

Port Adelaide (Semaphore),
South Australia.

Princess Royal Harbor, West-
em Australia.

Fremantle, West Australia

Port Hedland, West Australia .

.

New Zealand,

Auckland, North Island

Wellington, North Island

Port Lyttelton, South Island.

.

Port Chabners, South Island. .

.

Dunedin, South Island

Blufl, South Island

Westport, South Island

Asia, South Coast.

Penang, Straits Settlements.

Compound components.

MK 2MK MN MS 2SM

Port Blair, Andaman Islands.

Mergui, India

Amherst, Mouhnein River,
India.

Moulmein, Moulmein River,
India.

Elephant Point, India

Rangoon, India
,

Bassein, India
,

Akyab, India
,

Chittagong, India

Dublat (Suger Island), Hooghly
River, India.

Diamond Harbor, Hooghly
River, India.

Calcutta (Kidderpore), India...

0.020
100

0.058
172

0.091
335

0.167
87

0.092
27

0.141
76

0.096
301

0-027
135

0.100
314

0.062
225

0.117
281

0.118
31

0.006
215

0012
184

0.050
315

0.113
58

0.064
353

0.118
51

0.072
258

0.014
51

0-059
269

0-035
129

0.061
217

0-037
313

0-035
126

0-140
190

0-214
210

0-219
70

0-175
101

0.080
309

0.080
115

0.124
244

0.120
355

0.118
52

0.187
87

0.09
99

0.015
268

0.008
332

0.073
272

0.180
195

0.035
135

0-102
124

0-075
92

0-107
140

0-080

0-103
300

0.091
321

0.015
217

0.157
176

0-318
75

0.739
208

0-291
127

0.429
210

0.014
274

0.346
23

0.074
170

0-706
287

0.689
76

0.10
67

0.027
71

0.006
193

0.101
333

0.064
304

0.031
352

0-066
26

0-060
69

0-046
7

0-046
122

0-072
204

0.086
179

0.026
156

0.181
130

0-164
3

0-138
37

0-136
38

0.175
50

0.079
302

0.034
204

0.131
300

0.060
202

0.070
275

0.081
10

Long-period components.

Mf MSf Mm Sa Ssa

0.06
181

0.064
175

0.044
151

0.022
307

0-044
252

0-052
169

0063
183

0-142
228

0.077
172

0-065
216

0.046
331

0.092
353

0.045
14

0-040
25

0-062
3

0-310
38

0.098
20

0170
34

0.124
23

0-046
331

0-132
16

0-058
53

0-151
43

0.258
34

0.12
255

0.024
240

0.083
340

0-048
187

0.054
182

0-073
60

0-129
156

0-081
31

0-051
90

0.071
240

0.065
133

0.088
231

0.008
14

0.046
27

0.032
68

0-127
44

0-208
42

0-477
46

0-251
62

0-039
57

0.428
40

0-013
74

0- 4.50

35

0.916
42

0.07
200

0-065
135

0-102
338

o.oai

0-083
185

0-087
308

0-048
137

0.100
32

0-060
148

0-051
242

0.030
99

0.056
118

0023
10

0.061
18

0.061
19

0.375
12

0-095
355

0.193
15

0-133
35

0-035
347

0.188
358

0.027
75

0.116
14

0-291
7

0-30
126

0.328
111

0.345
244

0.372
172

0.223
46

0.073
278

0.097
247

0.102
352

0-126
258

0-085
65

0-093
96

0.269
165

0-205
146

0-589
146

0.758
136

2.353
149

0.842
140

1.295
147

1.941
157

0.944
145

1.567
134

0.876
151

1.058
142

2.712
154

0.22
88

0.235
97

0.118
170

0.148
75

0-065
113

0.103
145

0.085
140

0.110
142

0-081

0.125
64

0-131
162

0-164
168

0-111
181

0.158
113

0-149
145

0-605
290

0-129
150

0-164
335

0.390
342

0-194
160

0-153
195

0-195
141

0-097
129

0.914
332
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

]For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 102.]

Stations.

Asia, South Coast—Continued.

Maskat, Arabia

Aden, Arabia

Perim, Strait of BabelMandeb,
Arabia.

Africa.

Suez, Red Sea, Egypt

Diego Suarez, Madagascar

Mauritius Island

Cape Town (Table Bay)

Duala, Kamenxn

Europe, Mediterranean Sea.

Venice (Porto Malamocco),
Italy.

Toulon, France.

Marseilles, France

Europe, West Coast.

Lisbon (Cacais), Portugal.

St. Jean de Luz (Fort Socoa),
France.

Mouth ofthe Gironde, France..

.

Fort Boyard, France

Rochelle, France : .

.

St. Nazaire (Mouth of Loire),
France.

Brest, France

St. Servan (St. Malo), France.

Cherbourg, France

Le Havre, France

Ostend, Belgium

Vlissingen, Holland

Neuzen, Holland

Compound components.

MK 2MK MN MS 2SM

0.018
188

0.025

0.023
262

0.031
66

0.030
321

0.009
17

0.004
345

0.007
5

0.020
256

0.011
62

0.025
228

0.031
233

0.066
284

0.022
268

0.034
41

0.464
306

0.304
64

0.014
305

0.015
159

0.014
91

0.016
169

0.032
294

0.175
67

0.200
87

0.555
82

0.513

0.384
122

0.264
107

0.257
321

0.078
60

0.407
170

0.234
53

0.226
142

0.172
174

0.008
205

0.021
103

0.021
97

0.011
231

0.010
231

0.108
61

0.115
2

0.106
49

0.103
36

0.103
16

0.130
22

0.472
652

0.023
271

0.314
198

0.147
316

0.129
359

0.174
359

Long-period components.

Mf MSf Mm Sa Ssa

0.036
5

0.042
17

0.058
24

0.048
123

0.036
350

0.015
333

0.061
159

0.019
229

0.032
280

0.015
166

0.039
200

0.028
148

0.033
26

0.061
268

0.043
173

0.085
230

0.010
102

0.011
359

0.174
106

0.171
51

0.161
55

0.012
253

0.002
248

0.015
198

0.035
163

0.014
262

0.029
323

0.008
41

0.012
37

0.041
200

0.042
343

0.104
30

0.176
33

0.052
76

0.066
238

0.080
159

0.058
2

0.118
53

0.148
31

0.043
19

0.012
230

0.043
65

0.015 0.047
91 ' 297

0.054
82

0.057
196

0.010
293

0.030
20

0.056
327

0.125
253

0.049
203

0.110
239

0.099
37

0.085
315

0.064
154

0.032
100

0.101
273

0.156
260

0.153
272

0.138
97

0.372
356

0.338
345

0.497
313

0.112
280

0.211
346

0.124
256

0.361
206

0.072
188

0.123
254

0.151
185

0.185
172

0.180
217

0.217
203

0.240
192

0.401
257

0.423
256

0.203
229

0.320
222

0.169
200

0.311
218

0.161
222

0.246
251

0.237
265

0.140
187

0.126
131

0.169
108

0.190
105

0.118
118

0.111
76

0.154
58

0.075
286

0.108
114

0.170
118

0.170
90

0.167

0.098
182

0.063
129

0.080
123

0.190
65

0.086
154

0.128
93

0.061
158

0.148
151

0.132
200

0.133
201

72934—24t- -27
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references see pp. 319 to 402.]
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Compound and long-period components—Continued.

[For other components and references sse pp. 319 to 402.]

Stations.





INDEX, TIDAL HARMONIC CONSTANTS.
This index includes the names of the political divisions and many islands and bodies of waters in which

stations are located, but does not contain the names of the individual sta ions represented,]

F. Page.

Falkland Islands 333
Finland..- 398
Flaxman Island .... 320
Flores Island ... 380
Florida 327
Formosa 357
France 395
Franz Josef Land 321
French Guiana 330
French Guinea 391
French Indo China _. 362
French Somaliland 389

A. Page.

Africa 389
Alabama 328
Alaska 336
Alaska (Arctic) ... 320
Aleutian Islands 338
Alor Island 381
Ambon Island 371
Anam 362
Antarctic regions 401
Arabia 389
Arctic regions 319
Argentina 331
Aru Islands 372
Asia, East Coast 340
South Coast 385,402

Australia 383
Awaji Island 350

B.

Baffin Land 320
Bahamas 329
Bali Island 379
Banda Island 372
Beechey Island 320
Belgium 396
Belle Isle Strait 322
Bellot Strait 320
Bering Sea 339
Borneo 365
Bothnia Gulf 398
Brazil 330
British America, East Coast 322
West Coast 335

British Columbia ._. 335
British Guiana 402
British Isles 399
Burn Island 371

Cabot Strait 323

California 334

Canada (British America) 322,335
Canal Zone, East Coast 329
West Coast 1 333

Cebu Island 364
Celebes 368
Chatham Sound 336
Chesapeake Bay (Md., Va.) 325
Chile . 333

China 361

Chosen 358

Comoro Islands 390
Connecticut 324

Cook Inlet 338
Copper River Delta 337

Cross Sound 336
Culebra Island 330
Culion Island 364

D.

Damma Island 381

Davis Strait 319

Delaware 325

Denmark 398

Discovery Passage 335

District of Columbia 325

E.

East Indies (Malay Archipelago) 365

Egypt 389, 392

England 399,402
Equatorial Africa 391

Europe 392

G.
Georgia 327
Georgia Strait 335
Germany 398
Gibraltar 402
GHoIo Island 371
Grant Land 319
Greenland 319
Grinnell Land 320
Guiana, British 402
French 330

Guimaras Island 364
Gulf of Mexico 328

H.
Haiti
Halmahera
Hawaiian Islands.
Hokushu Island..
Holland
Honshu Island
Hudson Strait

329
371
383
340
396
342
322

India 385
Inland Sea.. 345,351
Ireland 400
Italy 393

Jan Mayen Island
Japan
Java
Jolo Island
Juan de Fuca Strait (Wash.)

.

Kei Islands .._

Kerguelen Island.
Kiushu Island
Kodiak Island
Komodo Island...
Korea
Kuskokwim Bay.

K.

Lake Superior. .

Leyte Island
Lombok Island.
Louisiana
Luzon Island...
Lynn Canal

Madagascar
Maine
Malay Archipelago.
Malay Peninsula...
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mauritus Island
Mediterranean Sea.

M.

319
340
376
364
335

371
391
352
338
380
358
339

401
364
379
328
363
337

390
323
365
363
326
323
390
392

416



416 INDEX.

Page.

MelvUle Island 320

Mexico, East Coast 329

West Coast 334

Michigan . 401

Minnesota '. 401

Mississippi 328

Morocco 392

N.
Nanse.ilslands 355

Natunalslands 368

New Britain Island 383

New Brunswick 323

Newfoundland 322

New Guinea 381

New Jersey 325

New York 324

New Zealand 384

North Carolina 327

North Devon 320

North Natunalslands 368

North Somerset 320

Norton Sound 339

Norway 399

Norway (Arctic) 321

Nova Scotia 323

Nushagak Bay 339

O.
Ombi Island 371

Oregon 335

P.

Panama, Canal Zone, East Coast . 329

Panama, Canal Zone, West Coast 333

Paternoster Islands 379

Pennsylvania 325

Penny Strait - 320

Peril Strait 336

Persia 389

Pescadores Islands 357
Philippine Islands 363

Pontar Island 381

Port Kennedy 320

Port Leopold 320

Porto Rico 329

Portugal 395,402

Postilion Islands 379

Pribilof Islands 339

Prince Edward Island 323

Prince William Sound 337

Puget Sound (Wash.) 335

Q.
Quebec 322

Red Sea
*.

389

Reunion Island 390

Rhode Island 324

Russia 321,402

S. Page.

St. Lawrence River 322
St. Lucia. 330
Samar Island 364
Samoan Islands 383
Sannak Islands 338
Santa Rita Island 364
Scotland 400,402
Senegal 391
Shikoku Island 350
Siam 363
Siberia 340
Siberia (Arctic) 320
Somaliland, French 389
South Africa 391
South America 330
South Carolina . 327
South Georgia Islands 333
South Natuna islands 368
Spain 395
Spitzbergen 321

Stephens Passage 337
Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb 389
Straits Settlements 402
Sumatra 372
Sumba Island 380
Sumbawa Island 379

Sweden 398

T.

Taiwan Island 357

Texas 328-

Tiger Islands 380

Timor Island 381

Tunis 392'

Turkey j 389

U.

United States, East Coast 323

United States, West Coast 334

Uruguay 331

V.

Virgin Islands 330-

Virginia 325

W.

Washington, D. C 325

Washington (State) 335

West Indies 329

Winter Harbor 320

Y.

Yugoslavia 392

Yukon River Delta, 339

o
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